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...for you
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for leading television receiver manufacturers

At Du Mont there is only one

Standard of Quality...

All Du Mont picture tubes are built to the highest standards of quality — whether for leading TV receiver manufacturers as initial equipment, or for the individual serviceman. The same careful assembly, processing and inspection is done on every picture tube bearing the Du Mont name.

Do as leading TV receiver manufacturers do — choose Du Mont initial quality picture tubes for new set performance.

CATHODE-RAY TUBE DIVISION
ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC.
CLIFTON, N. J.
I will train you at home
for good pay jobs in
radio-television

America's Fast Growing Industry Offers You Good Pay - Bright Future - Security

I trained these men

"Started to repair sets six months after enrolling. Earned $12 to $15 a week in spare time."-Adam Kramlik, Ft. Madison, Iowa.

"Up to our necks in radio-television work. Four other NRI men work here. Am happy with my work."-Glen Peterson, Bradford, Ont., Canada.

"Am doing radio and television servicing full time. Now have my own shop. I owe my success to NRI."-Curtis Stath, Washington, D.C.

"Am with WCGC, NRI course can't be beat. No trouble passing 1st class radio-phone license exam."-Jesse W. Parker, Meridian, Mississippi.

"By the time I graduated I had paid for my course, a car and testing equipment. Can work longest jobs."-E. J. Streitenberger, New Boston, Ohio.

Available to veterans under G.I. Bills

You learn by practicing with parts I send

Nothing takes the place of practical experience. That's why NRI training is based on learning by doing. You use parts I furnish to build many circuits common to radio and television. As part of my Communications Course, you build many things, including low power transmitter shown at left. You put it "on the air," perform procedures required by broadcasting operators. With my Servicing Course you build modern Radio, etc. Use Multitester you build to make money fixing sets. Many students make $10, $15 week extra fixing neighbors' sets in spare time while training. Coupon below will bring book showing other equipment you build. It's all yours to keep.

Good for Both FREE

MR. J. E. SMITH, President, Dept. 8CF, National Radio Institute, Washington, D.C.

Mail me Sample Lesson and 64-page Book, FREE.

(No salesman will call. Please write plainly.)
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National Schools brings you a new dimension in training for TELEVISION-RADIO-ELECTRONICS

YOU CAN LEARN BY HOME STUDY, IF—
—you are ambitious to increase your earning power.
—you want to broaden your knowledge and skill.
—you choose the school with the most complete training and service.

50 Years of Successful Training
National Schools has been training men for success since 1905. Our graduates are located around the globe, in good-paying jobs in servicing, installation and manufacturing...in public and private industry, or in their own businesses. All this experience and background are your assurance of success.

What This New Dimension in Home Study Means to You
As a National Schools student, with Shop Method Home Training, you master all phases of the industry—TV, Radio, Electronics—theory and practice. You learn HOW and WHY, in one complete course at one low tuition.

Because National Schools' world headquarters are in Los Angeles—"capital city" of TV-Radio-Electronics—our staff is in close touch with industry. Our lessons and manuals are constantly revised to keep you up-to-the-minute on latest developments. We show you how to make spare time earnings as you learn, and we give you free placement assistance upon graduation. National Schools is approved for G.I. Training. Both Resident and Home Study courses are offered. If you are of draft age, our training helps you achieve specialized ratings and higher pay grades.

Your Course Includes Valuable Units
We send you important equipment, including a commercial, professional Multitester...plus parts to build Receivers, Oscillators, Signal Generator, Continuity Checker, other units, and Short Wave and Standard Broadcast Superhet Receiver.

Mail Coupon for Complete Information
Get these two free books about this new dimension in Home Training. A comprehensive, illustrated fact-book and a sample National Schools lesson. No obligation, so mail coupon today.

MAIL NOW TO OFFICE NEAREST YOU:

NATIONAL SCHOOLS, Dept. RG-35
4000 S. FIGUEROA STREET
LOS ANGELES 37, CALIF.

OR

323 W. POLK STREET
CHICAGO 7, ILL.
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ZIP

MAIL IN ENVELOPE OR POSTCARD

RUSH FREE BOOK AND LESSON

FUTURE IN RADIO TELEVISION
... installing Astron "SM"* electrolytics is the secret of profitable capacitor servicing

BECAUSE exclusive "SM"* safety margin construction gives you the extra protection needed in an electrolytic... the stamina to withstand surge voltages and momentary overloads without permanent damage. Installing Astron "SM"* electrolytics insures "No callback" servicing ... more profits and greater consumer satisfaction for you.

Actually there's no secret about how Astron does it... they simply maintain meticulous care when assembling the high purity foil and other quality parts used in "SM" electrolytics. Astron foil is subjected to high-gain etching and other special electrochemical treatments utilizing creative formulas developed after extensive research and testing. These carefully controlled processes form the vital anodic film governing the "SM" electrolytics' superior service and extended life... Astron control assures the utmost performance and satisfaction. Add to this a "regulated" electrolyte to effectively cope with every operating condition, a wide choice of exact replacement styles, long shelf life, and amazing self restoration properties... to know the complete story. See your favorite jobber for Astron "SM" electrolytics... he's proud to carry them.


AVAILABLE NATIONALLY THROUGH AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS

Astron Corporation
255 Grant Avenue
East Newark, N. J.
All Electronic Parts
YOURS TO KEEP!

Now! Work over
300 practical projects
WITH THESE PARTS...

5 INCH "SCOPE"

...TO HELP YOU LEARN

TELEVISION

RADIO-ELECTRONICS Now... at home in spare time you can get BOTH the very training and subsequent Employment Service you need to help you start earning real money in America's thrilling, multi-billion dollar opportunity field of Television-Radio-Electronics. Now that Television is coming to almost every community, here is a chance of a lifetime to prepare to cash in on one of Television's great expansions.

D.T.I.'s amazingly practical home method enables you to set up your own HOME LABORATORY. You get many Electronic parts which you mount on individual bases with spring clip connectors. Tops for experimenting! Add or remove parts in a jiffy. No wasted hours of soldering and unsoldering for each project. You spend minimum time to get maximum knowledge of important circuits that really work. In fact, you get exactly the same type of basic training equipment used in our Chicago training laboratory—one of the nation's finest.

Build and KEEP This VALUABLE TEST EQUIPMENT

Your home laboratory projects also include building and keeping a versatile 5 inch Oscilloscope and precision Jewel Bearing Multi-Meter. These quality commercial test instruments help you EARN WHILE YOU LEARN and will prove mighty valuable, should you later decide to start your own full time TV-Radio service business. You also build and keep a quality 21 inch TV SET.

D.T.I. Provides EVERYTHING YOU NEED to master TELEVISION

In addition to your home laboratory and easy-to-read lessons, you even use HOME MOVIES—a wonderfully effective and exclusive D.T.I. training advantage. You watch hidden actions... see electrons on the march. Important fundamentals... become "movie clear," helping you learn faster... easier... better.

Full time Residential training in D.T.I.'s great Chicago laboratories also available. MAIL COUPON TODAY for all facts. (If subject to Military Service, you'll especially welcome the information we have for you.)

D.T.I.'s Training is available in Canada

MAIL COUPON TODAY!

DE VR Y TECH NICAL INSTITUTE

4141 BELMONT AVE., CHICAGO 41, ILL. DEPT. RE-3L

I would like your valuable information-packed publication showing how I can get started toward a good job or my own business in Television-Radio-Electronics.

Name

Age

Street

City

Apt.

Zone

State
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FOUR NEW U. S. TV STATIONS have gone on the air since our last report:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>City, State</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KTVK</td>
<td>Phoenix, Ariz.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEDT-TV</td>
<td>West Palm Beach, Fla.</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WUNC-TV</td>
<td>Chapel Hill, N. C.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KERP-TV</td>
<td>Pasco, Wash.</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two stations have gone off the air:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WPMT</td>
<td>Portland, Me.</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBTM-TV</td>
<td>Danville, Va.</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CKWS-TV, channel 11, Kingston, Ont., Canada, has also started broadcasting.

CLOSED CIRCUIT TV may take on the task of observing general port operations at the New York Port of Embarkation, the largest Army Transportation Corps installation in the country.

In response to a request by the NYPE Provost Marshal and G-2 for an electronic device capable of furnishing identification at the approaches to the piers at the Brooklyn Army Base, the Signal Corps mounted a TV camera atop a convenient water tower. It was able to pick up the activities of vessels in the pier area and relay the image to a monitor in a jeep near by (see photo). By changing lenses, normal, wide-angle and close-up pictures of harbor craft maneuvers were viewed. The results of the test were highly satisfactory despite the test being made under adverse weather conditions.

It would be possible for strategically located cameras to cover the entire base in fixed positions or attached to automatic panning devices which would permit continuous scanning of large areas. The cameras could also be used for security, fire detection and pilferage control.

COMMUNITY TV SYSTEMS in Casper and Laramie, Wyo., and Sterling, Colo., have come under attack regarding the contents of their programming. Station KOA-TV, Denver, has requested the community systems to sign "affiliation" contracts. This action is being fought by the National Community Television Association. At the same time station KFBC-TV Cheyenne, Wyo., has requested the three wired-TV organizations to cease picking up its signals.

The KOA-TV note to the three systems asked for an agreement which would permit the station's signals to be picked up for distribution to subscribers provided that no commercial announcements were deleted. It also suggested that the community TV systems pick up and relay to subscribers a weekly minimum of 25 hours, of which at least 14 hours must be after 6 pm. There was no mention of payment in the proposed agreement.

Don Searle, executive vice president of KOA-TV, said: "Our primary interest is that viewers of our stations have a fair opportunity to watch representative portions of our programming and that the advertising messages which accompany programs not be deleted, since in the final analysis it is the advertisers who bear the cost of producing and broadcasting the programs."
WE GUARANTEE
TO TRAIN AND COACH YOU AT HOME IN SPARE TIME UNTIL YOU GET
YOUR FCC LICENSE

If you have had any practical experience—Amateur, Army, Navy, radio, repair, or experimenting.

OUR AMAZINGLY EFFECTIVE JOB-FINDING SERVICE HELPS CIRE STUDENTS GET BETTER JOBS. HERE ARE JUST A FEW RECENT EXAMPLES OF JOB-FINDING RESULTS:

GETS CIVIL SERVICE JOB
"Thanks to your course I obtained my 2nd phone license, and am now employed by Civil Service at Great Lakes Naval Training Station as an Equipment Specialist." Kenneth L. Leister, Blue Oak, Md.

GETS STATE POLICE JOB
"I have obtained my 1st class ticket (thanks to your school) and since receiving same I have held good jobs at all times. I am now Chief Radio Operator with the Kentucky State Police." Edwin Healy, 214 E. 3rd St., London, Ky.

GETS BROADCAST JOB
"I wish to thank your Job-Finding Service for the help in securing for me the position of transmitter operator here at WCAE, in Pittsburgh." Walter Koschik, 1442 Ridge Ave., M. Braddock, Pa.

HERE'S PROOF FCC LICENSES ARE OFTEN SECURED IN A FEW HOURS OF STUDY WITH OUR COACHING AT HOME IN SPARE TIME:

Name and Address          License Time
Harry C. Frame, Box 429, Charlestown, W. Va.............. 2nd Class 13 Weeks
Charles Ellis, Box 499, Denver, Iowa..................... 1st Class 28 Weeks
Omar Bibbs, 180 E. 27th St., Kansas City, Mo............ 1st Class 34 Weeks
Kenneth Rae, 4527 D. S. Orel Blvd., Chicago, Ill........ 2nd Class 20 Weeks
H. L. Jordan, Seattle, Washington.......................... 1st Class 20 Weeks

CARL E. SMITH, E.E. Consulting Engineering, President
CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF RADIO ELECTRONICS
Desk RE-74, 4900 Euclid Bldg., Cleveland 3, Ohio
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PERMOFLUX ANNOUNCES

The NEW
Largo-12

Big brother to the famous "Largo 8"

New, complete two-way speaker system — with all the time-tested, proven features of the "Largo 8" plus:
- More powerful Super Royal 12" Speaker
- New, larger, back-loaded horn enclosure
- Full 20-watt power-handling capacity
- Smooth peak-free response ... 30 to 16,000 cycles

Combined with: • Scientifically matched 32KTR Super Tweeter • Slanted speaker panel for proper sound focusing • High-frequency balance control • Horn loading of back wave thru unique cabinet base. The Largo 12 is precision-constructed of beautiful ¼" Mahogany or Korina Blonde cabinet woods. Impedance, 8 ohms.

Size: 23¼" H, 27½" W, 15¼" D. Audiophile NET.............$149.50 (Also available in Walnut at slightly higher price.)

The Largo 12 is available under the exclusive Permoflux Insured Home Trial Plan (HTP). Try it in the comfort and quiet of your own home for 15 days—with your own records and associated equipment. For a limited time only, each HTP participant will receive—absolutely FREE—the new Permoflux "Maestro" speaker-Headset Control Box ($10.00 value). Also available under HTP: the Diminuette ($49.50); the Largo 8 ($99.75).

Only Permoflux gives you all the features you should have in a 2-way high-fidelity speaker system. See and hear the Largo 12 and other Permoflux systems at your hi-fi dealer today. Also ask him about HTP—or write:

Permoflux CORPORATION
Dept.RE, 4912 West Grand Avenue • Chicago 39, Illinois

West Coast Plant • 4101 San Fernando Road • Glendale 4, California
Canadian Licensee • Campbell Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Toronto, Canada

THE RADIO MONTH (Continued)

TV TECHNICIANS' WEEK, March 7 to 12, to salute the thousands of service dealers and technicians who install and maintain home TV receivers, has been announced by Douglas Y. Smith, vice president and general manager of the RCA Tube Division. The National Television Servicemen's Week program includes prizes totaling more than $10,000 to be awarded to radio-TV service dealers creating the most effective National Week promotions at the neighborhood level.

A complete set of five RCA test instruments for color TV servicing, valued at $1357, will be awarded in each of RCA's eight sales regions. Service dealers will qualify for the competition simply by describing in 50 words or less their efforts to publicize and promote National Television Servicemen's Week.

The week, registered with the U. S. Chamber of Commerce, will be symbolized by an RCA Electronic Statuette (see photo) which has been popularized in advertising and will be displayed by service dealers from coast to coast. Smith said that it is RCA's hope that during this period those who make, sell and enjoy home television equipment will give thought to the local service technician and his invaluable contributions to its efficient performance.

The campaign opens with a full-page ad in the March 7 issue of Life magazine. This will be followed by concentrated newspaper, radio and TV publicity.

FLAT PICTURE TUBE is about 3 inches thick (see photo) and consists of a phosphor screen placed between glass plates. Still classified as experimental, the new tube was developed by Willys Motors. It functions by exciting selected areas on the phosphor screen. This is done by injecting an electronic beam along a horizontal edge, in a field free region of the tube. The beam flows along this edge and adjacent to a row of transverse deflection plates. By controlling the deflection plate voltages, the beam is bent vertically at any place (Continued on page 14)
What did Beethoven want you to hear in his Fifth Symphony?

You have listened to this great work countless times...what have you heard in it? And what may you have failed to hear?

An original plan of at-home music education now enables you to appreciate fully all of the great orchestral music you hear.

HIGH-FIDELITY MUSIC-APPRECIATION RECORDS

ON ONE SIDE there is a full performance of a great musical work, just as on the ordinary record you buy. The records feature orchestras and soloists of recognized distinction. You listen to the performance first, or afterward, and then...

ON THE OTHER SIDE is an illuminating analysis of the music, of the various themes and other main features of the work played separately with running explanatory comment, so that you can learn what to listen for.

As a demonstration WILL YOU ACCEPT WITHOUT CHARGE

Beethoven's Fifth Symphony

A NEW HIGH-FIDELITY RECORDING BY THE LONDON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Norman Del Mar, Conductor
Analysis by Thomas Scherman

You will also receive a DESCRIPTIVE ESSAY about the work by the noted composer and music commentator Deems Taylor, as well as a GLOSSARY OF MUSICAL TERMS COMMONLY USED.
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PLEASE RETURN ONLY IF YOU HAVE A RECORD PLAYER WHICH CAN PLAY 33 1/3 R. P. M., LONG-PLAYING RECORDS

MUSIC-APPRECIATION RECORDS
3345 Hudson Street, New York 14, N. Y.

Please send me at once the first MUSIC-APPRECIATION RECORD, Beethoven's Fifth Symphony, without charge, and enter my name in a Trial Subscription to MUSIC-APPRECIATION RECORDS, under the conditions stated above. It is understood that, as a subscriber, I am not obligated to buy any specified number of records, but may take only those I want. Also, I may cancel my subscription after hearing this first record, or any time thereafter at my pleasure, but the introductory record is free in any case.

Mr. 
Mrs. 
Miss 
Address 

(Please Print)

City Zone State 

MAR 8
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Depend on the COMPLETE line of ROHN "SUPERIOR DESIGN" towers and accessories

3 added towers to solve ALL your needs

For LARGER PROFITS  MORE SATISFACTION  GREATER EASE IN HANDLING

no.6 tower

"All-Purpose" tower

Fulfills 75% of your general tower needs — is structurally as sturdy — yet costs less than the well-known Rohn No. 10 Tower. Ideal for home and industrial installations, communication requirements, eliminates stocking many different tower models. Self-supporting to 50 ft. or gated to 120 ft. Easy to climb for fast, efficient servicing. Utilizes "Magic Triangle" which insures far greater strength and stability. Permanent hot-dipped galvanized coating. Dependability — a feature customers demand — is assured with the Rohn No. 6 Tower. Designed to "stand up" for years to the rigors of weather and climatic conditions.

Package Tower

"Space Saver"—cuts storage space 300% or more.

Popular PT-48 has almost 50' of sturdy tower within a compact 8' x 20" package! "Magic Triangle" design is adapted to a pyramid shape using a wide 19" base with progressively decreasing size upward. Decreases your overhead — easy to transport and assemble — cuts shipping costs. Galvanized throughout. Available in heights of 24, 32, 40, 48, 50 and 64 feet!

Both Towers Feature

THE ROHN MAGIC TRIANGLE

For structural superiority, famed wrap-around magic triangle design is featured in these all-steel towers. Towers have full 2½" wide corrugated cross-bracing welded to tubular steel legs. The exclusive design assures dependable strength and permanence.

and a complete line of ROHN accessories — all galvanized

ROHN Manufacturing Company

Dept. RE 116 Limestone, Bellevue Peoria, Illinois

ROHN Fold-over tower

For experimenters, TV service departments and retailers. Use this kit with popular Rohn tower sections. Simple and easy to use.

ROHN Telescoping Masts

Heavy-duty hot-dipped galvanized steel tubing and rigid joints give extraordinary strength. Quick installation ... mast attached to base—antenna fixed, then mast hoisted quickly to desired height. Utilizes special clamp and guy ring arrangement. Flanged interior sections; crimped exterior section gives mast stability that can't be beat. Complete with guy rings and necessary erection parts. In 20, 30, 40 and 50 ft. sizes. Bases and ground mounts available.

Designed and Manufactured Exclusively by
ATTENTION SERVICEMEN

Have all of your ambitions for Greater Earning Power and Security been satisfied?

If You Answer "No" or "Not Quite"
We Invite You to Investigate this New All-Practice Television Training

Has your income been increasing each year? America's total bill for servicing has been going up fast. Can you look forward to a secure future? UHF, Color Television, other Electronic developments will pay off for men who keep up with the field.

The most foolproof, sure-fire way ever discovered for reaching greater success—dependence—security—is to keep on learning more!

Not for Beginners
NRI's new Professional Television Servicing course can train you to go places in TV servicing. This course is for men who know basic theory, either from Radio or TV Servicing experience or planned training but realize the need for more knowledge to be able to forge ahead.

UHF and Color TV Making New Boom
Installing front-end channel selector strips in modern UHF-VHF Television receivers and learning UHF servicing problems and their solution is part of the practice you get if you live in a UHF area. To cash in on the coming color TV boom you'll need the experience this training gives.

Get Details FREE
Find out what you get, what you learn from NRI's new course in Professional Television Servicing. See pictures of equipment supplied, read what you practice. Judge for yourself whether this training will further your ambition to reach the top in TV servicing. Mailing the coupon involves no obligation. Address National Radio Institute, Dept. SCFT, 16 & U Sts., N.W., Washington 9, D.C.

Coupon Brings Important BOOK FREE MAIL NOW

You learn by doing. This is 100% practical training. We supply all the components, all tubes, including a 17" picture tube, and comprehensive manuals covering a thoroughly planned program of practice. You see how various defects affect the performance of a TV receiver—learn to know the causes of defects accurately, easily, and how to fix them. You do more than just build circuits. You get practice recognizing and fixing innumerable TV receiver troubles. You get actual experience aligning TV receivers, diagnosing the causes of complaints from scope patterns, eliminating interference, using germanium crystals to rectify the TV picture signal, and much more service experience too expensive to list.

Priced under $200. Equipment supplied includes 17" Picture Tube, Components for TV Receiver, Scope, Signal Generator, HF Probe. LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS
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The tube is controlled by changing the voltage on horizontal or vertical deflection plates is a sequential manner—all plates are at a high voltage except those plates opposite the position at which it is desired to bend the beam.

1955 IRE CONVENTION will be held March 21 to 24 at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel and Kingsbridge Armory in New York City. The national convention will feature over 250 technical papers and 700 engineering exhibits. The papers cover virtually every phase of the electronic art. During the four days of the convention the diastaff side will be entertained with a social program.

RADIO-ELECTRONICS will occupy Booth 452 at Kingsbridge Armory.

HEARING AID operates without a cord and looks like an ordinary pair of horn-rimmed eyeglasses.

All the parts found in a conventional hearing aid—all 100 of them—are assembled in a standard width and weight eyeglass frame. All wiring is invisible.

A thin, colorless and flexible tube, about 1 inch long, leads from the bow directly to the ear and conducts sound. The microphone is in the frame directly behind the ear. The hearing aid is powered by a tiny dime-size battery, which lasts 180 hours. The unit is made by Otarion, Inc., Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.

FM LITIGATION between RCA and the late Maj. Edwin H. Armstrong has been settled with the payment of approximately $1,000,000 by RCA to the estate of Major Armstrong.

The Armstrong claims were instituted in 1948, accusing RCA and NBC of infringement of five of his basic patents on FM. He alleged that RCA tried to maintain a monopoly of the business of granting licenses under radio patents in the U. S. and “deliberately set out to oppose and impair the value” of his FM patents.

Armstrong’s complaint also charged that RCA had refused to take out a license under his patents and that it falsely represented that it had developed a set that did not infringe on his system.

(Continued on page 16)
9½ OUT OF EVERY 10 BONDED DEALERS* SAY

THE RAYTHEON BONDED PROGRAM HELPS THEM MAKE MORE MONEY

And chances are that the other half isn't half trying.

We say that because there's definite proof that wherever service dealers take full advantage of the Raytheon Bond — publicize the fact that their work and parts guarantee is bonded through one of America's largest insurance companies — they are making more money.

They tell customers about their bonded way of doing business with free displays, identification cards, ad mats, decals, etc. supplied by Raytheon — all designed to create customer confidence in their shops and their men. And here's the most important fact of all. This Raytheon Bond that builds their business costs them not one penny.

If you can qualify for it, it won't cost you one cent, either. For further information on the Raytheon Bonded Electronic Technician Program, see your sponsoring Raytheon Tube Distributor or write direct to Department F, Raytheon Manufacturing Co., Receiving and Cathode Ray Tube Operations, 55 Chapel St., Newton 58, Mass.

*Based on a recent survey
NO STRINGS ATTACHED! No obligation to buy any other records—now or later.

NOW YOU can get a real start on a complete record collection. You get ALL TEN masterpieces—complete to the last note—and pay NOTHING but the cost of postage.

Of course, this sensational Free Offer bears no relation to the value of the recordings. These ten masterpieces would cost you many dollars at retail prices, in recordings of equal quality.

Why We Make This Amazing Offer

We were FORCED to make this “give-away” offer...for only by putting our recordings in your hands can we convince you how extraordinary their equal quality is. Performed by internationally-renowned orchestras, conductors, and soloists. Custom-pressed on the purest vinyl plastic. Reproduced with a fidelity of tone which encompasses the entire range of human hearing...50 to 15,000 cycles.

HOW CLUB OPERATES: As a trial member, you are not obligated ever to buy any recordings from us. You do, however, have the right to try—free of charge—all of the Society’s monthly selections which interest you. You receive prior notice of these. You pay nothing in advance. And you are not obligated to keep those you try—even after you have played them and read the interesting music notes which accompany each selection. You pay only for those which—after having tried them—you decide you really want to own. And for these, you pay only the low member’s price of $1.65 per long-playing disc, embodying on the average about 40 minutes of music by the great masters. A saving of about 2½ off the usual retail price.

Think how much beauty and serenity these recordings will add to your life—at a trifling cost. Think what a cultural advantage your children will gain by having great music as an everyday inspiration.

Mail Coupon Now

We obviously cannot keep “banding out” such magnificent long-playing recordings indefinitely. Production capacity limits the membership rolls, once filled, the offer has to be withdrawn. So avoid disappointment. Mail coupon with only 25¢ to help cover postage. Please send me a Free Offer, No. 52-3, of the masterpieces listed above and enroll me as a Trial Member of the Musical Masterpiece Society, Inc., Dept. 52-3, 43 West 63rd Street, New York 23, N. Y. (THE RADIO MONTH (Continued))

COLOR TV MICROSCOPE capable of projecting an image of the specimen on a 6-foot screen has been demonstrated by CBS. The chief use of the device will be in the education of physicians, biologists and chemists.

The unit consists of an ordinary optical microscope, a color television camera which picks up the image from the eyepiece and a color television projection system.

According to Dr. Peter Goldmark, president of the CBS laboratories, the equipment can enlarge a specimen 15,000 times. However, it does not provide an increase in resolution over the optical system which can magnify 2,000 times. A feature of the Color TV Microscope is the small amount of light necessary on the specimen. Ordinary optical methods require such great intensities that live specimens are boiled by the heat generated.

Dr. Goldmark said that the television system achieves almost exactly what photography plus microscopy does, except that it eliminates film processes. Screen projections from a microscope have been demonstrated previously, but with less amplification.

NEW ELECTRONIC DEVICE, the “maser,” may provide an entirely new method of amplifying signals and producing electronic oscillations, as well as an electronic clock with an accuracy greater than any now in existence.

The name “maser” is short for “microwave amplification by stimulated emission of radiation.” It was invented by Prof. Charles Townes, executive officer of the Physics Department of Columbia University, and developed into practical form by Drs. H. J. Zeiger and J. P. Gordon.

The new device uses the molecular energy of ammonia gas to produce oscillations. Gas injected into a low-vacuum chamber flows between cylindrical electrodes in such a manner that the higher-energy molecules are focused into a resonant cavity and the lower-energy ones are bent out of the beam. Some of the molecules give up tiny quanta of energy, dropping to a lower-energy state in so doing. The released energy quanta trigger other molecules, causing a chain reaction which starts oscillation in the resonant cavity if enough molecules are present. If not, the maser acts as an amplifier. The chamber is pumped continuously to maintain vacuum and remove the gas.

The oscillating maser maintains a more constant frequency than any device yet discovered. Operated as an amplifier just below the point of oscillation, it is extremely sensitive. Much more important, it is virtually noise-free. Thus signals not strong enough to be amplified by a vacuum tube may be increased in strength to a point where vacuum-tube amplification may be used.

Further information on the maser is in preparation and will appear as an article in an early issue. END
FREE

1955 ALLIED

308-PAGE CATALOG

the only COMPLETE catalog for everything in TV, Radio and Industrial Electronics

World's largest Stocks

- All TV and Radio Parts
- All Electron Tube Types
- Test and Lab Instruments
- High Fidelity Equipment
- Custom TV Chassis
- AM, FM Receiving Equipment
- Recorders and Suppliers
- P.A. Systems, Accessories
- Amateur Station Gear
- Builders' Kits, Supplies
- Equipment for Industry

SEND FOR IT TODAY!

Get Allied's 1955 Catalog—308 pages packed with the world's largest selection of quality electronic equipment at lowest, money-saving prices. Select from the latest in High Fidelity systems and components; custom TV chassis, TV antennas and accessories; AM and FM receiving equipment; P.A. systems and accessories; recorders and supplies; Amateur receivers, transmitters and station gear; specialized industrial electronic equipment, test instruments; builders' kits; huge listings of parts, tubes, tools, books—the world's most complete stocks of quality equipment. Allied gives you every buying advantage: fastest shipment, expert personal help, lowest prices, assured satisfaction. Get the big 1955 Allied Catalog. Keep it handy. Send for your Free copy today.

IT'S VALUE PACKED...SAVE ON EVERYTHING IN ELECTRONICS

SEND FOR THE LEADING ELECTRONIC SUPPLY GUIDE

EASY-PAY TERMS
Use Allied's liberal Easy Payment Plan—only 10% down, 12 months to pay—no carrying charges if you pay in 60 days. Available on Hi-Fi and P.A. units, recorders, TV chassis, test instruments, Amateur gear, etc.

HI-FI SPECIALISTS
To keep up with the latest and best in High Fidelity, look to Allied. Count on us for all the latest releases and largest stocks of Hi-Fi equipment. We specialize, too, in TV supply and are foremost in the field of Builders' Kits.
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Simpson...the most Complete Line of VOM's

Select the one that fits your needs!

MODEL

260

world's most popular!

Over half a million Model 260's have been sold to date! 20,000 Ohms per volt. You'll find it wherever quick, accurate, electrical checks are needed. It's so handy, so dependable, so sensibly priced! Ask your jobber. Price, including Adjust-A-Vue Handle, only... $38.95
Carrying Cases from... $6.75

MODEL

262

Deluxe!

the new VOM with a 7" meter

20,000 Ohms per volt DC and 5,000 Ohms per volt AC sensitivity... 33 ranges... compact 7" case with Adjust-A-Vue Handle... $59.50
Carrying Case... $9.95

MODEL

269

Most sensitive VOM available! A Volt-Ohm-Micro-Ohmmeter with a big 7" meter in a compact 7" case... 33 ranges... Adjust-A-Vue Handle... $88.00
Carrying Case... $9.95

NEW!

MIDGETESTER Model 355—New pocket-size Volt-Ommeter... $29.95
MODEL 240—Small VOM; 14 ranges; up to 3000 volts AC or DC... $26.35
MODEL 230—Small VOM; 12 ranges; up to 1000 volts AC or DC... $24.95
ROTO RANGER Model 221—25 Separate meters at turn of a switch... $75.00
LABORATORY STANDARD—For instrument calibration. Price on application.

Simpson ELECTRIC COMPANY
World's Largest Manufacturer of Electronic Test Equipment

5203 W. Kinzie St., Chicago 44, Ill. • Estebrook 9-1121
In Canada: Bach-Simpson, Ltd., London, Ontario

---

Correspondence

WHERE DOES JOE LIVE?

Dear Editor:

I was very interested in Mr. Henry Farad's little fictional tale (January 1955). I don't say it's not true, but being an American, it's difficult to understand the troubles many people of some countries have to go through. The story is easy to read because it is written in American terms.

We Americans know Joe Doaks as an average citizen, but in his native land he would probably be known as Joseph Doakski. Although there was no mention of the city where Joe Doaks lives, it is obvious that he lives under a government ruled by a dictator. (Still, there is the possibility that in our great country, some state or city may have fallen prey to a ruthless ruler.)

There is one thing to be learned from reading this story: If you happen to live where the conditions are as stated in Mr. Henry Farad's article, move your business to a state or city where Democracy still recognizes you as a free American.

Carl Splinter
Aberdeen, Wash.

(The author of the article referred to above—"Joe Doaks, TV Repairman" in the January issue—lives in California, and presumably the laws described are those of one of the municipalities of that state.—Editor)

JOE NOT MISTREATED

Dear Editor:

I don't get the idea of a Joe Doaks. Does the medical, legal or any other profession have its Joe Doakses? Why does he kick around the very thing he expects to make a success of? Why can't he get started by working for a reliable firm, learn his trade, and then go in business for himself?

No, I am not in favor of back-door selling or servicing. Let Joe go in business right, or else stay out!

His kind hurts the profession; he works for less pay, cuts prices, no overhead, does bum jobs, makes "dog" sets for the regular shops.

Joe has no kick coming. He is bucking an organized society founded on sound business practices. If he and people like him were let do everything they wanted, regular service organizations would have to go out of business.

To curb this kind of unfair competition, we have to give up some of our privileges and make laws.

J. M. McCaan
Mac's Electric Shop
West Pensacola, Fla.

---
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Home Study Courses in
TELEVISION SERVICING
offered by
RCA INSTITUTES

Study Television Servicing—from the very source of the latest, up-to-the-minute TV and Color TV developments. Train under the direction of men who are experts in this field. Take advantage of this opportunity to place yourself on the road to success in television. RCA Institutes, Inc. (A Service of Radio Corporation of America), thoroughly trains you in the "why" as well as the "how" of servicing television receivers.

FIRST HOME STUDY COURSE
IN COLOR TV SERVICING

Now you can train yourself to take advantage of the big future in Color TV. RCA Institutes Home Study Course covers all phases of Color TV Servicing. It is a practical down-to-earth course in basic color theory as well as how-to-do-it servicing techniques.

This color television course was planned and developed through the combined efforts of instructors of RCA Institutes, engineers of RCA Laboratories, and training specialists of RCA Service Company. You get the benefit of years of RCA research and development in color television.

Because of its highly specialized nature, this course is offered only to those already experienced in radio-television servicing. Color TV Servicing will open the door to the big opportunity you've always hoped for. Find out how easy it is to cash in on Color TV. Mail coupon today.

HOME STUDY COURSE IN
BLACK-AND-WHITE TV SERVICING

Thousands of men in the radio-electronics industry have successfully trained themselves as qualified specialists for a good job or a business of their own—servicing television receivers. You can do this too.

This RCA Institutes TV Servicing course gives you up-to-the-minute training and information on the very latest developments in black-and-white television.

As you study at home, in your spare time, you progress rapidly. Hundreds of pictures and diagrams, easy-to-understand lessons help you to quickly become a qualified TV serviceman.

There are ample opportunities in TV, for radio servicemen who have expert training. Mail coupon today. Start on the road to success in TV Servicing.

MAIL COUPON NOW

RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
Home Study Dept. RE-3-55
350 West Fourth Street, New York 14, N.Y.
Without obligation on my part, please send me copy of booklet on:
☐ Home Study Course in TELEVISION SERVICING.
☐ Home Study Course in COLOR TV SERVICING.

Name ____________________________  (please print)
Address ___________________________
City ____________________________  Zone ______  State ______
the fabulous VHF-UHF antenna that actually sells itself with performance!

What do America's servicemen think of Channel Master's RAINBOW antenna? Here are their very words:

"The RAINBOW brings metropolitan reception to isolated areas."

"Gets more stations in this fringe area than any other antenna made."

"Just what our customers have been waiting for -- a powerful, sturdy, economical antenna."

Just a few of the many letters of praise we receive daily.

LOOK at the RAINBOW's unique design, so deceptively simple, yet so unbelievably efficient. LOOK at its advanced features: New Spacing Formula, new Triple-Section High Band elements, new full-efficiency Internmix Design, and the brilliant triple-power TRI-POLE! LOOK at its remarkable Yagi performance on every channel, its sharp single lobe. LOOK at its rugged, durable 100% aluminum construction, reinforced at all stress points. LOOK at its trigger-fast "Snap-Lock" Action, Channel Master's fabulous preassembly that snaps open, locks open, without hardware or tightening.

With every installation, Channel Master's RAINBOW again proves itself the most powerful TV antenna yet developed by modern science. Bay for bay, it out-performs every all-channel antenna on the market today!

Get In On This High-Powered Advertising Deal
Your Channel Master distributor offers you a hard-hitting promotion program which includes TV spot films, newspaper mat ads, radio ads, full-color display material, and consumer literature. Advertise and install America's best known, most wanted antenna.

Here's how the RAINBOW out-performs the famous Champion:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel Master RAINBOW</th>
<th>Champion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-8 Bay RAINBOW</td>
<td>Champion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-8 Bay RAINBOW</td>
<td>1-8 Bay Champion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-8 Bay RAINBOW</td>
<td>1-8 Bay stacked Champion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-8 Bay RAINBOW</td>
<td>1-8 Bay stacked ~ Champion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There's a RAINBOW model for every area . . . for every purse!

For fringe and super-fringe areas:
Super RAINBOW model no. 331, $3750 list
stacked Super RAINBOW model no. 331-2, $7570 list

For suburban and near-fringe areas:
Champion RAINBOW model no. 330, $2360 list
stacked Champion RAINBOW model no. 330-2, $4860 list

For economy installations:
(Featuring butted tubing)
Challenger RAINBOW model no. 332, $1850 list
stacked Challenger RAINBOW model no. 332-2, $3750 list

Exclusive Design
Delivers Triple-Picture Power!
a major step forward in installation procedures -

**CHANNEL MASTER'S SELECTENNA**

**coupling system**

the great Channel Master development that permits unlimited antenna combinations with only one transmission line to the set!

**the NEW WAY, the BEST WAY, the only AUTOMATIC WAY to get all-channel, all-direction reception . . .**

- **Without rotators!**
  
  Selectenna means: no extra control unit on the set; no moving parts to get out of order; antennas are always in perfect orientation.

- **Without switches!**
  
  Selectenna means: no manual switches to bother with; better performance because couplers have less insertion loss than switches.

- **Without multiple lead-in wires!**
  
  Selectenna means: neater, more professional installations, because no complicated wiring enters the home. Only one lead connects to the set.

This modern way to obtain multi-directional reception — with its individual band-pass filter networks — offers the consumer great convenience advantages possible in no other system. There's never been anything like it! The Selectenna System is rapidly replacing all older methods. Use it on your next "multi-direction" installation!

**FREE TECHNICAL ADVISORY SERVICE**

Our engineers will tell you the correct hook-up for your area. Merely list the channels you expect to receive, as well as the different antennas you would like to hook up. No charge or obligation.

**CHANNEL MASTER CORP. ELEVENVILLE, N. Y.**

The World's Largest Manufacturer of Television Antennas and Accessories.

Copyright 1954, Channel Master Corp.

Couplers snap together. This particular interlocked stack consists of four Antenna Couplers and one Hi-Lo Coupler, for joining two High Band and two Low Band antennas.

**list price:**

- **$5.42 each**

Including mounting hardware and connecting wire.
the one line
that has everything

C·D·R ROTORS

a model for every need

Powerful beyond any need!

featuring the
SHARPEST TUNING
AUTOMATIC ROTOR

model AR-2 ... complete, automatic rotor with thrust bearing. Handsome modern design cabinet, uses 4 wire cable.

model AR-1 ... same as AR-2 without thrust bearing.

model TR-2 ... the heavy-duty rotor with plastic cabinet featuring "Compass Control" illuminated perfect pattern dial, uses 8 wire cable.

model TR-4 ... the heavy-duty rotor complete with handsome, new, modern cabinet with METER control dial, uses 4 wire cable.

model TR-12 ... a special combination value consisting of complete rotor, including thrust bearing. Handsome modern cabinet with meter control dial, uses 4 wire cable.

model TR-11 ... same as TR-12 without thrust bearing.

Here is the one COMPLETE line of rotors ... everything you need because there is a CDR rotor for every need!

SIX skillfully engineered models ... ALL FIELD TESTED AND PROVEN by thousands and thousands of satisfied users from coast to coast.

Pre-Sold to millions every week on TV stations across the nation.

CORNELL-DUBILIER
SOUTH PLAINFIELD, N.J.

THE RADIART CORP.
CLEVELAND 13, OHIO

RADIO-ELECTRONICS
Mr. Ray Snyder, General Manager, Est: Book Division

You Get This Valuable Book FREE

Just for Examining COYNE'S NEW 6-VOLUME SET

"Applied Practical Radio-Television"

ON 7 DAYS FREE TRIAL!

NEW EDITION

2500 PAGES OF PRACTICAL RADIO AND TELEVISION FACTS AT YOUR FINGER TIPS!

Vol. 1. APPLICATION OF TELEVISION-RADIO PRINCIPLES: 360 pages, covers resonance & tuning, amplifiers, oscillators, etc.

Vol. 2. RADIO, TELEVISION & FM RECEIVERS: 543 pages, covers rectifiers, high frequency, short wave, FM, antennas, etc.

Vol. 3. RADIO-TELEVISION CIRCUITS: 346 pages, covers power tubes, de-coupling, distortion, photo-tubes, phase inverters, etc.

Vol. 4. LATEST INSTRUMENTS FOR SERVICING RADIO-TELEVISION: 343 pages, covers all types of testing instruments, their use in service work.

Vol. 5. TELEVISION SERVICING & TROUBLE-SHOOTING MANUAL: 600 pages, practical servicing of all types of TV sets, UHF, boosters, color TV printed in 4 colors, etc.

PLUS TV CYCLOPEDIA!

A "must" for the TV serviceman. Quick answers to all TV problems in A-B-C order, cross-indexed, 762 pages, fully illustrated; covers hundreds of facts on servicing, installation, alignment, UHF, transistors, much more.

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL

500 S. Paulina St., Dept. 35-T1, Chicago 12, Ill.

MARCH, 1955

Now! The most liberal "get-acquainted" offer you've ever seen! Think of it: Coyne gives you this big, new 1955 Edition of book, "150 Radio-Television Picture Patterns and Diagrams Explained", ABSOLUTELY FREE. This up-to-the-minute, practical book gives you complete 11 x 22" Schematic Diagrams covering 170 models Radio and Television Sets. Also analysis of TV Servicing with picture tube patterns including many actual trouble-shooting patterns. Large 8½ x 11" pages. Full instructions show you how to read and use the diagrams. This valuable book is a FREE GIFT to you, for just asking to see the great new Coyne 6-book set, "Applied Practical Radio-Television"!

AT LAST! MONEY-MAKING "KNOW-HOW" ON TRANSISTORS, COLOR TV AND SERVICING

You get all the right answers to today's TELEVISION-RADIO servicing problems—and get them quickly—in Coyne's great new-6-volume set. Right at your finger-tips is the TV-Radio knowledge that makes you worth more money! Over $500 practical facts and data are fully covered in easy-to-understand fashion in volumes 1 through 5. Every step is completely explained—from principles of radio and television to installing, servicing, trouble-shooting and aligning including full facts on COLOR TV and UHF adaptors and converters. Also includes latest information on TRANSISTORS. Hundreds of photos, illustrations, charts and diagrams help you understand quicker. Fast speed on-the-job use. I'll also include the famous 244 page Coyne TELEVISION SERVICING CYCLOPEDIA—covering today's television problems in easy-to-find alphabetical order. Let this complete 6-volume TV-RADIO LIBRARY FREE for 7 days. Get the valuable Picture Patterns-Diagram Book ABSOLUTELY FREE!

ACT NOW AND PAY NO MONEY!

Just mail the coupon for Coyne's 6 volume set on 7 days free trial. I'll include the book of 150 TV-RADIO Patterns & Diagrams. If you keep the set, pay $2 in 7 days $1.25 per month until $22.50 plus postage is paid. (Cash price, $25.00.) Or you can return the library at our expense in 7 days and you nothing. Either way, the book of TV-Radio Patterns is yours to keep FREE! The advantage of this offer AT ONCE!

FREE BOOK—FREE TRIAL COUPON!

Mr. Ray Snyder, Technical Book Manager
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
500 S. Paulina St., Dept. 35-T1, Chicago 12, Ill.

Here's your free book at a FREE TRIAL. I'll take advantage of your Get-Acquainted Offer! Send me your Free Book, "Applied Practical Radio-Television" for 7 days FREE TRIAL and I'll decide later. I'll save $20.95 plus C.O.D. postage on delivery. (I'll pay postage if not satisfied.)

Name: ___________________________ Address: ___________________________

City: ___________________________ Zone: _______ State: _______

Check here if you want library sent C.O.D. ________

(C.O.D. postage on delivery.)

Today Money Back Guarantee.
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PHILEAS FOGG, MEET NELLIE BLY!

Engine 93 streaked through Arizona, its eight steel wheels flailing the track. And when the young lady at the controls thought the engineer wasn't looking, she opened up the throttle another notch.

She was Nellie Bly, reporter for the New York World. And she was in a big hurry to reach Jersey City and beat a fictional man in a trip around the globe. The man's name was Phileas Fogg, phlegmatic English hero of a popular novel by M. Jules Verne: *Around The World In 80 Days*.

And beat him she did—in just over 72 days—with only one dangerous incident. A “titled cad” tried to flirt with her in the middle of the Indian Ocean, but even he subsided when she threatened to signal the nearest U. S. man-of-war.

M. Verne cried “bravo!” when he heard her triumph. And all 1890 America cheered. For hers was the authentic American spirit that translates dreams into practical realities.

It’s the same spirit that lives in today’s 160 million Americans, who—far from incidentally—are the real assets making U. S. Series E Savings Bonds one of the world’s finest investments.

Why not profit by your faith in your fellow Americans and yourself? Guard your future, and your country’s, by buying Bonds regularly!

* * *

It’s actually easy to save money—when you buy United States Series E Savings Bonds through the automatic Payroll Savings Plan where you work! You just sign an application at your pay office; after that your saving is done for you. And the Bonds you receive will pay you interest at the rate of 3% per year, compounded semiannually, for as long as 19 years and 8 months if you wish! Sign up today! Or, if you’re self-employed, invest in Bonds regularly where you bank.

SAFE AS AMERICA—
U.S. SAVINGS BONDS

The U.S. Government does not pay for this advertisement. It is donated by this publication in cooperation with the Advertising Council and the Magazine Publishers of America.
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GET IN ON THE BOOM!

TRAIN FOR A HIGH PAYING JOB AS A TELEVISION TECHNICIAN
NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE NEEDED — study AT HOME in your SPARE TIME

Next to the atom and hydrogen bombs, the biggest noise being made today is by the booming radio-television-electronics industry.

Now, while the boom is on in full force, is the time for you to think about how you can share in the high pay and good job security that this ever-expanding field offers to trained technicians.

Just fit it out for yourself. There are more than 400 television broadcasting stations operating right now and hundreds more to be built; more than 30 million sets in the country and sales increasing daily. By 1955 moderately priced color television sets will be on the market and the color stampede will be on.

All these facts mean that good jobs will be looking for good men. You can be one of those men if you take advantage of my training now — the same training that has already prepared hundreds of men for successful careers in the radio-television-electronics field.

No experience necessary! You learn by practicing with professional equipment I send you. Many of my graduates who now hold down good paying technician jobs started with only grammar school training.

If you have previous Armed Forces or civilian radio experience you can finish your training several months earlier by taking my FM-TV Technician Course. Train at home with kits of parts, plus equipment to build BIG SCREEN TV RECEIVER. ALL FURNISHED AT NO EXTRA COST!

After you finish your home study training in the Radio-FM-TV Technician Course or the FM-TV Technician Course you get two weeks, 50 hours, of intensive laboratory work on modern electronic equipment at our associate school in New York City, Pierce School of Radio & Television.

This EXTRA TRAINING IS YOURS AT NO EXTRA COST WHATSOEVER. My courses are complete without this extra training, however. It is just an added opportunity for review and practice.

VETERANS!

LEARN BY DOING As part of your training, I give you enough equipment to set up your own home laboratory and prepare for a BETTER PAY TV job. You build and keep a professional GIANT SCREEN TV RECEIVER complete with big picture tube (designed and engineered to take any size up to 21-inch) . . . also a Super-Net Radio Receiver, RF Signal Generator, Combination Voltmeter-Ammeter-Ohmmeter, C.W. Telephone Transmitter, Public Address System, AC-DC Power Supply. Everything supplied, including all tubes.

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN Almost from the very start you can earn extra money while learning by repairing radio-TV sets for friends and neighbors. Many of my students earn up to $25 a week . . . pay for their entire training from spare time earnings . . . start their own profitable service business.

FREE FCC COACHING COURSE Qualifies you for Higher Pay! Given to all my students AT NO EXTRA COST. Helps you qualify for the TOP JOBS in Radio-TV that demand an FCC license! Full training and preparation at home for your FCC license.

Radio Television Training Association
52 EAST 19th STREET • NEW YORK 3, N. Y.
Licensed by the State of New York • Approved for Veteran Training
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the KEY to your problem “555” metal-cased MULTIMETERS

WE LEAVE IT TO YOU

Would you buy a plastic-cased wrist watch...

if you could buy the finest movement in a magnetically shielded metal case?

Phaostron, world famous manufacturer of ENVIRONMENT FREE PRECISION AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT for Military and Industrial uses introduces a new concept in Multimeters. This magnetically shielded, metal-cased “555” compares with plastic-cased multimeters as a fine watch in a precious metal case would compare with a plastic wrist watch.

The shielded, shatterproof and anti-magnetic case insures continued accuracy and integrity of this instrument for years to come.

Phaostron “555” Multimeter incorporates more ranges, including AC current, greater visibility, simplified and functional controls and the greatest value offered to date.

See the Phaostron “555”, note its many outstanding features, its beautiful satin chrome case, its compactness and light weight, and you will know why

“You Cannot Buy Better” $39.95

Manufactured by PHAOSTRON COMPANY • 151 Pasadena Avenue • South Pasadena, Calif., U.S.A.
8 ENGINEERING EXCLUSIVES... REASONS WHY...

1 STOP WATCH TUNING ACCURACY
Pinpoint control system is unsurpassed in consistent accuracy of indication. Stops antenna instantly within ½ degree of desired position. No drift or ambiguity.

2 SMARTLY STYLED CONSOLE WITH PIANO TUNING
The striking control console is designed for beauty of design as well as ease of operation. Actuates the rotator with the slightest touch. Available in mahogany or ivory cabinet.

3 REPLACEABLE FACTORY SEALED CARTRIDGE UNIT
Sealed power drive unit eliminates the former need of dismantling the antenna when servicing. Simply loosen 3 screws to remove the sealed unit.

4 POWERFUL INLINE DESIGN

5 COLORFUL "CARRY-ALL" CARTON
Safely protects 3oto-King en route... eases on-the-job carrying of units... comes in handy in the shop or around the house. A JFD merchandising extra at no extra cost.

The only rotator with these EXTRAS to sell!

6 AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE COMPENSATION
Advanced circuitry achieves automatic voltage compensation for stability and exactness of indication despite line voltage fluctuations.

7 BALANCED POWER
Close tolerance 3200:1 reverted gear drive (within .002 in. tolerance) efficiently transmits 100% of developed power. No inherently weak worm gears.

8 390 DEGREE ROTATION
390 degrees -- the broadest traverse range now in use -- speeds and simplifies station selection beyond standard 360 degree revolution.

Roto King
is Rocking the rotator market!

Model | Style     | List  
------|-----------|-------
RT100-M | Mahogany | $44.95  
RT100-IV | Ivory    | $44.95  

Write for 8-page Roto-King engineering brochure No. 288.

Look to JFD for Engineering Leadership!

JFD MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
6101 16th AVENUE, BROOKLYN 4, N.Y.
INTERNATIONAL DIVISION: 15 Moore Street, New York 4, U.S.A.
On the occasion of National Television Servicemen's Week, Chicago Standard Transformer Corporation pays tribute to you. You have done a magnificent job in maintaining the more than 30,000,000 television sets in the nation today.

In a highly technical area, which almost daily grows more and more complex, you have kept up with the new developments, and have serviced a rapidly increasing number of sets. We salute you for the noteworthy job you have done.

Chicago Standard is proud to have played a small part in your accomplishment. We pledge our continuing efforts to make your work easier and more profitable. You can depend on us to keep supplying you with STANCOR exact replacement components and accurate replacement information.
The practical experience you already have—PLUS the advanced technical training we offer you—can assure you of excellent pay, a bright future and job security in all electronic fields, including:

- Broadcasting (AM & FM)
- Television
- Manufacturing
- Servicing
- Army, Navy, Air Force and Coast Guard Electronics

This FREE BOOK... tells you how CREI helps you get the best jobs in the booming world of RADIO-TV-ELECTRONICS

AVAILABLE TO VETERANS UNDER GI BILL

The better trained man writes his own ticket

CREI specializes in helping you cash in on the best opportunities available to electronic engineering technicians. Opportunities pass by the partially or poorly trained man. But in today's booming world of electronics, the technician with CREI's advanced training can bank on good pay, a bright future, job security. Our formula for your success: We give you the best in training. You, in turn, use this training to win the best career opportunities—telecasting, AM and FM broadcasting, TV manufacturing, radio-television servicing, research, 2-way mobile radio, aviation electronics, industrial electronics, sound motion pictures, and many other electronic fields. Proof that CREI's training is best...

CREI training produces promotion, pay increases—within a short time

Here are but a few letters received from CREI students, reporting what benefits their training has brought them:

"In this time of less than two years, I have almost doubled my salary and have gone from wiring, to engineering assistants and now to junior engineer. I have CREI to thank."—Frank A. Eckert, 22 Closer Lane, Gettysburg, Pa.

"I chose CREI training on recommendation of two top engineers. Before I completed the course I became transmitter chief of a SAW station. I am now employed as an engineer at a 100 KW TV station, and in spare time have a good TV sales and service business."—Art D. Patterson, 203 Burke Ave, Son Antonio, Tex.
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Typical requests, received recently:
- Openings will occur in the GS-10 grade, starting salary $5500 per year, for men who can qualify for the servicing of modern motion picture sound and projection equipment. Although some previous experience in this field is desirable, it is not essential if the individual has sufficient training in radio..."—Department of the Army and Air Force, St. Louis, Mo.
- "Just about four months have passed since I made my first recruiting trip to CREI. As a result of that visit Messrs. Ruhle, Plante and Wener are now members of the Laboratories and Mr. Knepp soon will be...we have some openings now and will have others."—Bell Telephone Laboratories, Murray Hill, N.J.
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De Forest Nobel Prize Overdue

Dr. Lee de Forest, Father of Radio, now in his 82nd year, needs no introduction to the knowing citizens of the world. Indeed his name has been a household term for more than a generation, wherever the wonders of radioelectronics have penetrated. The patentee of over 300 inventions, de Forest is of course best known for his discovery of the three-element electronic tube which made possible modern radio, electronics and television. Even more important than the radio tube itself was de Forest’s discovery of the tube’s magical powers as a radio detector, radio and audio amplifier and as an oscillator in “feedback” or regeneration circuits. The patents on these historic inventions were twice sustained by the U. S. Supreme Court.

De Forest, a prolific inventor, also invented the first practical radiophone, which soon became modern broadcasting. Electronic sound-on-film was still another of his outstanding contributions, making possible our modern talking motion pictures.

These and hundreds of other inventions earned him the richly deserved title of “Father of Radio.” Honored in the U. S. and in many foreign countries, where his genius has been recognized for decades, he was the recipient of numerous medals and awards, only a few of which will be mentioned here:

Gold Medal, World’s Fair, St. Louis, 1904; Panama Pacific Exposition, San Francisco, 1915; Medal of Honor, Institute of Radio Engineers; Elliott Cresson Medal, Franklin Institute; John Scott Medal, City of Philadelphia; Prix La Tour, Institute of France; Cross of the Legion of Honor, France; Edison Medal, 1946. In addition to the 1899 Ph. D. Degree from Yale and the honorary D. Sc. Degrees from Syracuse in 1919 and Yale in 1926, he was given the Degree of D. Eng. from Lewis Institute in 1937; LL. D. from Talladega College and Beloit College in 1951; and the honorary Degree of D. Sc. from the College of Osteopathic Surgery in 1951.

Yet the greatest accolade of all, the Nobel Prize for Physics, for some unknown reason was never awarded. This seems all the more strange in view of the fact that the Swedish Academy of Science, the donor of the awards, gave the 1909 Nobel Prize to Marconi, for his great contribution to wireless telegraphy.

Can there be any reasonable doubt that Dr. de Forest’s radioelectronic accomplishments far overshadow those of Marconi’s? If we measure Marconi’s gifts to humanity against those of de Forest, it will be acknowledged by most qualified judges that despite the admittedly great treasuries which Marconi left to us, the Father of Radio outranks him decisively. De Forest has enriched our lives to an astonishing degree—in the arts, in entertainment, in progress and in industry, in the betterment of our health, and in the saving of countless lives due to the radiophone, broadcasting, and faster communication to the ends of the earth.

If ever there was a great world-wide benefactor of humanity, that man is de Forest. Yet he has been treated rather shabbily by his fellowmen—particularly in worldly rewards. At 82 he still must earn his living.

We would like to repeat a statement made by the present writer in our January 1947, de Forest Anniversary Number (40 years of the Vacuum Tube): “VERILY”—to paraphrase Winston Churchill: ‘NEVER IN THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD HAS SO MUCH BEEN OWED, BY SO MANY TO ONE MAN—LEE DE FOREST.’ ”

Never too affluent, de Forest could not afford, even in his most prosperous days, the luxury of a publicity or public relations counsel. In consequence he never did have a continuing favorable press in the land of his birth. Therefore others must try and do for him what obviously should have been done years ago.

For that reason this publication has undertaken to address the Swedish Academy of Science in the hope of securing the coveted award for the Father of Radio in his lifetime.

This will consist largely of letters from scientists, engineers, bodies of learning, industrial leaders and similar figures. Radio-ELECTRONICS therefore appeals to all such persons in its readership to write a letter, stating why, in their opinion, Dr. de Forest is entitled to the Nobel Prize in Physics—which also carries a cash award of over $35,000.

Please proceed as follows:

1. Write letters on two of your standard letterheads, 8 1/2 x 11 inches, typewritten only. (One letter to be an original, the other a duplicate.)
2. Address your letter to: Board of Directors, The Nobel Fund, Swedish Academy of Science, Stockholm, Sweden. Forward both copies to:
   De Forest Nobel Prize Committee, c/o Radio-ELECTRONICS, 25 West Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.

The original letters will be bound into a volume (or volumes) for presentation to the Academy. The duplicates will be bound similarly and presented to Dr. de Forest.

3. The closing date for receipt of all letter-petitions has been set for April 30, 1955. Kindly observe this date.

4. Radio-ELECTRONICS will bear all costs and expenses of this project, presentation to the Academy, circularization to various bodies of learning, etc.

FINALLY—PLEASE DO NOT DELAY YOUR LETTERS—AND KINDLY NOTIFY INTERESTED FRIENDS. AT DR. DE FOREST’S ADVANCED AGE, TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE—IT IS LATE—EXCEEDINGLY LATE...

—H. Gernsback
HE vertical type of TV chassis construction introduced recently has led to the development of more compact TV receivers and paved the way for the reintroduction of portable TV receivers. One of the latest of these is the Emerson model 1630D 14-inch set.

The receiver (Fig. 1) has 18 tubes (including picture tube) and a pair of selenium rectifiers in the power supply. The tuner, not shown in detail, is a Standard Coil series 6500 v.h.f. turret type with a 6BZ7 cascode r.f. amplifier and a 6US triode oscillator and pentode mixer. The antenna input circuit has two fixed i.f. traps that reduce interference in the 40-mc i.f. range and one tunable trap that can be adjusted in the field to reduce interference further in the i.f. range.

Mixing stability is obtained by reducing the screen bypass capacitor from .005 to .022 mfd. Degeneration thus produced cancels the regeneration caused by interelectrode and stray capacitances.

Some of the early-production sets use a tuner with a 6J6 mixer-oscillator. In these, a small coil is connected between the mixer grid and plate to form a parallel-resonant circuit with the tube's grid-to-plate capacitance and prevent feedback of the 40-mc i.f. signal from the mixer plate to grid. A capacitor in series with this coil blocks the flow of d.c. from plate to grid.

The 41-45-mc output of the mixer is coupled to the first i.f. amplifier through low-impedance link coupling network T1-C1-L3. The 18-ohm resistor in the grid return of V1 couples T1 and L3 so they appear as a tuned transformer whose windings can be peaked to the same frequency. The i.f. input circuit response is not affected by lead dress and lead length because the coupling impedance is low—about 15 ohms.

Series-tuned circuits L1-C2 and L2-C3 in the low-impedance link are adjacent-channel sound and accompanying sound traps tuned to 41.25 and 41.25 mc, respectively. The composite (sound and video) i.f. signal is amplified by V1, V2 and V3 connected in stagger-tuned circuits using bifilar type transformers. Lead lengths, lead dress and stray coupling through tube capacitances make it necessary to neutralize the 40-mc i.f. amplifiers.

This is done by using smaller-than-normal screen bypass capacitors. The portion of the signal voltage that remains on the screen grids causes degenerative feedback. This cancels the regeneration caused by signal-voltage feedback through the plate-to-grid capacitance of the tubes. The neutralization prevents oscillation in the individual stages.

Since the screen capacitors are used for bypassing as well as neutralization, their values are critical and replacements must be of the same value and type and must be placed in the same physical locations with leads cut as short as possible.

The response of the i.f. amplifier strip is adjusted so just enough sound carrier signal passes through to heterodyne with the video carrier in the video detector to produce the 4.5-mc intercarrier sound i.f. signal. The sound I.f. signal is obtained from T5, the combination 4.5-mc sound trap-sound i.f. transformer and fed back into the grid circuit of V2, the second video i.f. and sound i.f. amplifier. The secondary of T5 appears as a 4.5-mc tuned circuit in series with the 40-mc i.f. transformer T2. The amplified 4.5-mc signal is developed across L5 in series with the 40-mc i.f. transformer T3 in the plate circuit of V2. The 4.5-mc signal is fed to the grid of the 6AU6 sound limiter. Although V2 operates as a reflex amplifier with 40- and 4.5-mc resonant networks in the plate and grid circuits, the resonant networks do not interact because the impedance of each is negligible at the resonant frequency of the other.

The a.g.c. system

The a.g.c. detector uses half (pins 2 and 5) of the 6AL5 (V4). It rectifies the positive half of the modulation envelope and develops a negative voltage across R14. This voltage is added to the negative d.c. voltage that the video detector (pins 1 and 7 of V4) develops across R18 to produce an a.g.c. voltage approximately equal to the peak-to-peak carrier voltage of the incoming signal.

The noise factor of the cascade r.f. amplifier is lowest when gain is maximum. Thus the a.g.c. voltage is delayed and is not applied to the tuner until the incoming signal is strong enough to overload the i.f. amplifier. A positive bucking voltage is tapped off the screen of the 6AU6 sound limiter and fed through a 10-megohm resistor to the tuner a.g.c. line. The grid-cathode circuit of the input section of the cascode r.f. amplifier acts as a clamping diode to hold the tuner a.g.c. line at contact potential—about .07 volt—until the incoming signal is strong enough to develop sufficient a.g.c. voltage to overcome the positive delay voltage.

The video amplifier

The primary of T5 in the video detector output circuit functions as a 4.5-mc trap to prevent the sound i.f. signal from reaching the 6CB6 video amplifier. The 440-ohm r.f. choke in the amplifier grid circuit further isolates the i.f. signal from the video amplifier circuit.
The single-stage video amplifier inverts the video signal so it appears with positive sync on the cathode of the 14HP4 picture tube. A combination of series-shunt peaking and low plate load resistance (6,800 ohms) shapes the response of the video amplifier for good picture quality. Contrast is controlled by the 1,500-ohm potentiometer in the cathode circuit.

The video amplifier is connected as a tetrode with the screen and suppressor grids tied together. Wide variations in 6CB6 characteristics cause some tubes to draw grid current when driven hard (with contrast control set to maximum) in normal service as pentode amplifiers. Grid-current flow causes clipping of the positive (white) peaks and results in white overload appearing as muddy whites and highlights. The tetrode operation, tube characteristics are less critical and grid-current flow is minimized.

The Emerson model 1030D 14-inch chassis.

The sync circuit

Composite video is fed to the video amplifier with sync negative. The amplifier is adjusted so that noise pulses of greater amplitude than the sync tips drive the tube to cutoff and are clipped at sync-tip level in the plate circuit. The composite video is fed from the plate circuit to the grid of the sync separator through the picture stabilizer control. Noise clipping in the video amplifier improves sync stability.

The amplified video with sync positive is fed to the sync separator through a double time-constant network C34-R41 and C35-R42 further to improve sync stability against impulse type noise. The large grid-leak resistor and low plate resistor assure that the sync separator will conduct only during sync pulses so blanking and video information cannot pass through and disturb the sweep oscillators.

Phase inverter V10-a follows the sync separator to provide positive-going sync pulses needed for syncing the horizontal oscillator. Negative-going sync pulses are tapped off the cathode of V10-a and fed to the vertical integrator consisting of two series 3,300-ohm resistors and two shunt 0.0033-µf capacitors. This R-C network forms a low-pass filter that removes the horizontal sync pulses and passes the vertical pulses to the vertical oscillator.

Vertical deflection

The vertical oscillator is a free-running multivibrator using half of a 12SN7 (V10-b) and a 6S4. Sync pulses are fed to the grid of the 6S4 to control the operating frequency. Picture height is controlled by varying the plate voltage to V10-b with a 2-megohm variable resistor. Linearity is controlled by the variable 6S4 cathode resistor that sets the operating point for the tube.

34
Horizonal deflection

The horizontal oscillator and a.f.c. circuit is an improved version of the Synchroguide. V11-a is the a.f.c. tube and V11-b the free-running blocking oscillator whose frequency is controlled by its grid bias. In this circuit parallel-resonant network L11-C44 has been added between B plus and the tap on blocking transformer T8.

When voltage is applied to the circuit, plate current gradually increases through the upper half of T8 and induces a voltage in the lower half that drives the grid positive. The positive grid voltage increases the plate current and the process is cumulative until plate saturation occurs. At this point the positive voltage disappears from the grid.

The positive grid voltage results in grid-current flow that charges grid capacitor C43 with its grid side negative. This capacitor discharges through R55 and R56, developing a negative voltage that drives the oscillator to cutoff. The tube remains cut off until C43 discharges to the cutoff bias level.

Fig. 2-a shows the voltage waveform on the grid of the oscillator due to the discharge of C43. Note how the curve tapers off and begins to parallel the cutoff-bias line as the charge decreases. A positive pulse—sync or noise—arriving at the grid before the capacitor voltage drops to cutoff would drive the tube into conduction and increase its operating frequency.

Parallel-resonant circuit L11-C44 helps prevent premature triggering of the oscillator by noise pulses. When the blocking oscillator cuts off, the sudden drop in plate current shocks the resonant circuits into oscillation at the horizontal sweep frequency. The sine-wave voltage developed across this circuit is shown in Fig. 2-b. This voltage combines with the voltage across C43 to produce the resultant waveform of Fig. 2-c on the grid of the oscillator. In this case, the voltage on the grid is well below cutoff until just before the end of the normal grid R-C time constant.

Blocking oscillator V11-b is cut off during the forward horizontal sweep and conducts heavily during retrace. When it is cut off, C45 charges through R58, developing a positive exponential voltage on the horizontal output grid. This voltage causes the beam to sweep forward. When V11-b conducts, it discharges C45 and develops the retrace portion of the deflection sawtooth.

Pulse-width a.f.c.

Sync pulses are not applied directly to the oscillator as in the vertical deflection circuit. Instead, the a.f.c. tube (V11-a) compares the frequencies of the oscillator and the sync voltages and develops a correction voltage on its cathode (and on the oscillator grid that is direct-coupled to it).

The grid of the a.f.c. tube is direct-coupled to the oscillator grid through an R-C network that provides the necessary filtering and decoupling. Since the oscillator is free-running, its grid is negative for a large portion of the time. This negative voltage biases V11-a to cutoff when the horizontal hold control is set properly.

The sine-wave voltage across L11-C44 and the sawtooth across C45 are fed to the grid of V11-a through R59 and C38 where they appear as a positive pulse with sharp leading and trailing edges. The peak amplitude of this pulse is not high enough to cause conduction; but, if it occurs simultaneously with the arrival of the horizontal sync pulse, their combined amplitudes cause the a.f.c. tube to conduct. The phase and frequency of the two signals determine the point at which the a.f.c. tube begins to conduct and the length of time that it passes current. Capacitors C40 and C42 charge to a d.c. voltage that is proportional to the length of time that V11-a conducts. This voltage is applied to the grid of V11-b to control its frequency and hold it in sync. The oscillator frequency varies directly with the positive control voltage.

Horizontal output circuit

The sawtooth voltage developed across C45 is fed to the grid of the 25BQ6-GT horizontal output stage. The output transformer matches the plate circuit to the low-impedance deflection coils in the yoke and raises the horizontal retrace pulse to around 15,000 volts by autotransformer action. The 1B3-GT rectifies this pulse voltage and produces a d.c. voltage used on the second anode of the picture tube.

The 12AX4-GT damper loads the horizontal output transformer and horizontal deflection coils, preventing spurious oscillations (ringing) that would normally occur in the output circuit during the sweep cycle. The energy absorbed by the damper tube provides the boosted B plus voltage. The 50-mfd capacitor across half of the horizontal deflection winding equalizes the electrical characteristics of the two halves and combines with series resistor R64 to prevent ringing in the yoke.

The low-voltage supply

A pair of selenium rectifiers in a voltage-doubler circuit supply the B plus voltage. The tube heaters are connected in two series-parallel strings (See "Series Heater Strings for TV Receivers" in the August, 1954, issue of Electronics magazine) arranged so the warmup times are balanced to minimize voltage surges and momentary overloads that cause premature tube failures.
TELEVISION

What! No High Voltage?

By CHARLES R. WHEELER

Come along on a short trip through the scan-analyze lines in a television plant. Chassis pour from the production lines along a conveyor into the tracking department. Twenty-five scan-analyze booths are lined up along the conveyor. Scanners dart from their booths, grabbing sets on the run. The sets are bench-scanned and passed to i.f. trackers in a smooth, continuous flow.

But what is this? Who is this knight of the rueful countenance squatting so glumly on his stool uttering muffled curses? His v.t.v.m. and scope leads fly from one reading to another but nothing happens. Production is clearly stalled in this booth: the odds are three to one that the problem involves high voltage or the lack of it.

If he is a top-notch analyzer, the correct solution will soon be found. If he is not and the problem is difficult, he may make a quick guess that is likely wrong.

This is costly not only in scrapped parts but in repair time.

From the standpoint of analyzing and repair cost, the horizontal output and high voltage stage is the most expensive circuit to analyze in production. Time is limited, but the penalties of misanalyzing are severe. Lost time, expensive repair parts, repair handling, and nervous wear and tear add up to an impressive total.

The generation of high voltage in a television receiver starts at the horizontal oscillator. However, since this circuit is relatively easy to service, we will consider the control grid of the horizontal output tube as the starting point of our analysis. A typical output stage is that in the Admiral 19B1 chassis (see diagram) and we will use it as the basis of discussion.

It is assumed that few or no high-voltage a.c. pulses appear at the plate cap of the high-voltage rectifier. Should there be a normal a.c. voltage at the plate of the 1B3 and no high voltage at the second anode of the picture tube, the high-voltage circuit would be checked (see TV Clinic, January, 1955).

**Horizontal output circuit**

The first information we must have when analyzing a high-voltage problem involves the 6BQ6-GT. Is the horizontal output tube functioning normally? We know, or can get from a schematic, the normal operating voltages. Any deviation from the normal on the control grid, cathode, screen or plate will tell its own tale concerning what is wrong.

(In the 19B1 chassis the normal voltages are: control grid, -24; cathode, 5; screen grid, 150, and plate, 250.)

Suppose the drive trimmer shorts, removing the negative 24-volt bias from the grid of the 6BQ6. The grid is now positive with respect to its normal operating point and the tube is driven to saturation. The plate runs red hot. The cathode will go 8 or 9 volts positive instead of the normal 5, due to the heavy plate current. Screen voltage is normal. This combination of voltages points to trouble at the tube grid or horizontal oscillator failure.

Scope and resistance checks will quickly localize the trouble. Of course, it could be a faulty 6BQ6 which can be checked by substitution. Other abnormal voltage combinations are also helpful. No cathode or screen voltage with a burning 8,200-ohm screen grid dropping resistor, coupled with an abnormally high control grid voltage (-35), indicates a shorted screen grid within the tube or at the tube socket.

Cathode voltage running 2 volts high (7), with no voltage drop across the 8,200-ohm screen grid dropping resistor, indicates an open 82-ohm screen grid resistor, bad screen grid connection or open within the 6BQ6 output tube.

An open cathode resistor will produce 120 volts on the cathode. Screen grid voltage will read 300 and control grid voltage zero.

Failure of the plate B plus supply to the 6BQ6 plate cap from the horizontal output transformer will cause the 8,200-ohm screen grid dropping resistor to burn. The screen will show 50 or 100 volts instead of 150. The cathode voltage will read 1 instead of 5. And the control grid drive will increase to -35 volts instead of 24. When this combination of voltages is found, always remove the plate cap from the tube before measuring, to protect the meter.

Thus, by making three or four quick voltage checks on the 6BQ6 we can determine whether the horizontal output tube is functioning. If it isn't, the trouble has been located.

If the 6BQ6 is working properly but there is still no high voltage, we must turn our attention to the horizontal output transformer and yoke circuits. The most useful check point for analyzing these circuits will be the cathode of the 6AX4 damper.

**The bootstrap circuit**

The boost voltage in a television set performs several important functions. It is a means of cutting down on power transformer and filter capacitor costs. By using a B plus of 250 volts, a lower-voltage power transformer and filter capacitors can be used. However, this voltage is too low for use in the sweep circuits. To obtain the higher values needed at these points the horizontal output circuit is designed to boost the sweep voltages to 450 a.c. In addition to its damper action, the 6AX4 also rectifies this a.c. The frequency being high, very little filtering is required to make it suitable for use in the vertical sweep circuit. Filtering is supplied by
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a 20-µf electrolytic capacitor in the vertical sweep B plus. Little filtering is needed for the horizontal sweep as any ripple is in phase with the sweep pulses that generate the boost.

A little thought will explain why this boost circuit is often called the bootstrap. Starting with an original B plus of 250 volts, a 15,750-cycle sweep is generated. After the sweep operates for a few cycles, it produces a d.c. boost voltage of 450. This 450-volt boost then becomes the operating B plus in the horizontal and vertical sweep circuits. The original 250-volt B plus has thus raised itself by its own bootstraps to 450 and will remain at that level as long as the output circuit functions.

Due to this rather complicated action, almost any trouble in the horizontal or vertical sweep circuits will affect the boost voltage. Also any shorts or defects in the high-voltage section of the horizontal output transformer will be reflected in the boost, usually cutting it down from the optimum value of 450 volts. This makes the cathode of the 6AX4 such a desirable check point in cases of high-voltage failure.

An additional caution: It is not good analyzing practice to make voltage measurements at the damper cathode unless the high voltage is weak or nonexistent. There is a high pulsed voltage at this point when the circuit is operating properly. However, with a good vacuum-tube voltmeter, little trouble will be experienced if the technician makes sure that the high voltage is definitely weak or dead.

To avoid even a remote possibility of meter damage the technician can open-circuit the 0.1-µf, 600-volt capacitor coupling the flyback pulse from the yoke to the horizontal output transformer. This disables the high voltage but all boost sections work normally. Any shorts in inductive components will still show up as described and analyzing procedures will be the same.

Three main circuits are fed from the cathode of the 6AX4. These are the horizontal sweep, vertical sweep and high-voltage windings of the horizontal output transformer. As the trouble can lie in any one of these circuits the next step is to localize it. Change the 1B3 high-voltage rectifier and the 6AX4 damper. Also replace the GS4 vertical output tube. If changing these tubes does little toward raising the boost to normal, make a resistance check of all components, looking out for usual causes of trouble as shorted capacitors, off-value resistors, grounded wires, solder shorts to ground and open inductive components like the yoke or horizontal output windings.

If the trouble is not found at this point, there is usually only one possibility left—shorted turns in the horizontal output transformer, yoke, vertical output transformer or width coil. These components, when defective, will usually check good when the windings are measured with an ohmmeter.

Only indirect methods of checking will be of any value. The best method is to remove the inductive loads one at a time until the offending part loading down the circuit is found.

Isolating circuits

Other than tubes, capacitors and resistors, there are five main loads to be checked at this point: the horizontal output transformer, width coil, horizontal and vertical deflection coils and vertical output transformer. If any of these develop shorted turns, the excessive current drain through the defective component will increase the circuit load and decrease the boost voltage. Since a component with shorted turns will decrease the boost voltage, if we remove the units from the circuit one at a time, the boost voltage will rise to its full value when we remove the defective part. The horizontal output transformer is the source of the boost voltage so it cannot be checked this way and must be left to the last. (If a flyback checker is available, the transformer can be checked immediately.) However, a number of short cuts can be used to expedite matters.

For example, suppose we have checked all components and circuits thoroughly and have narrowed the trouble down to an excessive inductive load in the circuits fed from the 6AX4. We measure the boost and find it 300 volts instead of the normal 450. The boost is working because the voltage measured is higher than the B plus voltage. What is the defective component loading the high-voltage circuit?

Feel the width coil. A coil with shorted turns will get extremely hot. If it is not hot, clip it loose and check for high voltage. If it is not hot, determine whether the heavy loading is in the horizontal or vertical circuits.

The vertical-output plate circuit is fed through a 1,200-ohm resistor from the boost circuit. By disconnecting the 1,200-ohm load resistor any inductive loads in the vertical output circuit will be removed. If the defective load is anywhere in the vertical output, the boost and high voltages will return to their normal values. If high voltage appears, we have narrowed the trouble to the vertical yoke or vertical output transformer. Connect the clipped resistor and make further checks in the vertical circuit.

Disconnect the vertical yoke at both ends. If this unit is defective, the boost voltage will rise and high voltage will appear. If this does not happen, nothing is left but the vertical output transformer and upon disconnecting it high voltage will appear.

Suppose that clipping the 1,200-ohm vertical supply resistor did not raise the boost voltage. This localizes the trouble in the horizontal circuit. Connect the clipped resistor and turn to the horizontal yoke. If it is defective, clipping one end loose from the 6AX4 cathode will remove the load and the boost will rise. But there will be no high voltage. High voltage is dependent on the flyback pulse from the horizontal yoke, so the boost must be used as the sole indicator. If the boost does not rise, all that remains to be checked is the horizontal output transformer itself.

Usually a transformer shorted this badly will heat up by the time this stage of checking has been reached. The wax covering the secondary winding will get warm and soft. This condition is a positive indication of a defective unit, and it should be replaced.

There is one special exception to the rule that weak or no high voltage is always accompanied by a reduction in boost voltage. Consider a set in which all boost-voltage points check and all other requirements are met for the generation of high voltage, but none is present. This trouble will usually trace directly to an open capacitor that couples the flyback pulse from the yoke to the horizontal output transformer. In the 10B1 chassis this is a 0.1-µf 600-volt tubular. Occasionally this capacitor will open, blocking the flyback pulse from the yoke, resulting in no high voltage. If all circuits check out with normal boost voltages, bridging the open capacitor with a good one will restore high voltage.
TELEVISION

FOLDOVER

The cause and cure of vertical and horizontal overlap

By MATTHEW MANDL*

VERTICAL or horizontal foldover occurs in a television receiver when the timing between the sync pulses and the blanking is upset because of circuit faults. At this time a portion of the visible retrace contains signal information which appears on the screen inverted with respect to the primary image. Fig. 1 is a typical indication of foldover at the bottom of the picture tube. The bottom of the station pattern appears upside down along the lower margin of the picture. This is sometimes referred to as overlap, since there is an overlapping of one image with respect to another.

Overlap or foldover along a horizontal plane at either the top or bottom of the picture indicates a fault in the vertical sweep system of the receiver. Overlap along a vertical plane on either side of the picture indicates a defect in the horizontal sweep system of the receiver. Thus, the appearance of the foldover gives an immediate clue as to which sweep system is affected. Knowing the underlying causes of foldover will usually enable the technician to localize the condition more exactly in either the sweep oscillator or sweep output stage.

Indirect sync

The sync pulses of the transmitted signal are mounted on the blanking pedestal. At the receiver, they are stripped from the blanking level and used to synchronize the vertical and horizontal oscillator stages indirectly. In the vertical circuit, successive vertical pulses build up a charge on the resistor-capacitor (integrator) network which precedes the oscillator. When the charge is sufficient to overcome the grid bias, the tube conducts and the oscillator is synchronized with the incoming signal.

The horizontal sync pulses are fed to a phase discriminator or other control tube which generates a correction voltage for the horizontal oscillator. In neither the vertical nor the horizontal system are the sync pulses used to synchronize the sweep oscillators directly. Thus, circuit defects can upset the timing relationship between the sync and the blanking pulses.

Fig. 2 illustrates what occurs when the timing between sync and blanking is disturbed. At a of Fig. 2, normal operation is shown. This can represent either the vertical or the horizontal sweep, since foldover in each case is caused by a disturbance of the timing. (For the purposes of this discussion, assume that Fig. 2 illustrates horizontal sweep.) The sawtooth of current in the deflection coil which sweeps the beam across the screen is shown with the composite video signal to illustrate the timing sequence. When horizontal blanking begins, the beam is still swept across the screen for a short distance since the sawtooth has
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not reached the peak of its incline. When the leading edge of the horizontal sync pulse occurs, it triggers the sawtooth oscillator. The decline of the sawtooth wave indicates the retrace sweep of the beam across the face of the picture tube. After the sawtooth waveform has swept the beam back to the left side of the screen, it starts to sweep forward again. The blanking level is maintained for a portion of this forward sweep. Thus, the retrace portion of the beam is blanked out as well as a slight portion of the beginning and ending trace.

If the horizontal sync pulse is delayed with respect to blanking (Fig. 2-b), the sawtooth retrace occurs too near the end of the blanking period and a portion of the retrace occurs after blanking. Under this condition, the beam will be blanked out for most of its retrace from right to left. But as it nears the left edge, the blanking ends and the retrace portion, which is visible, scans some of the video information. Thus, video information is traced backward along the screen during the last portion of the retrace and forward during the normal sweep of the beam. The retrace video information therefore overlaps the forward trace video information.

The forward trace of the beam along the face of a picture tube takes approximately 53 μsec. The retrace is completed in less than 10 μsec, since some forward trace occurs during the initial part of blanking. Thus, the video information picked up during the horizontal retrace will not appear as vivid as the forward trace which occurs at a slower sweep rate. The overlap may be a faint haze. Fig. 3 shows such a condition. The outer white circle of the station pattern can be seen bending in from the left side of the screen.

Another cause of foldover is a circuit defect that disturbs the waveform of the sawtooth (Fig. 4). The sharp point at the peak of the sawtooth has been rounded off by a loss of high-frequency response. In this case, the peak of the sawtooth declines before blanking because of the distortion of the waveform. The decline from the peak sawtooth value means that retrace starts before blanking. Thus, a portion of the initial return trace contains video information. This causes an overlap similar to that of Fig. 3, except that now the foldover occurs at the right (Fig. 5). Because the retrace time is so much faster than the forward time, the retrace image appears as a faint white haze.

If the vertical system is involved, the Fig. 2-b defect would cause foldover at the top of the screen, since retrace is from bottom to top. The condition shown in Fig. 4—the initial portion of retrace is not blanked out—would cause foldover at the bottom of the screen as shown in Fig. 1.

The degree of overlap along either the horizontal or vertical plane depends on how much of the retrace is not blanked out. For instance, a defect in the sawtooth-forming circuit can obliterate a sufficient amount of the high-frequency components of the sawtooth waveform so that it begins to look like a sine wave. That would cause severe foldover.

Vertical system foldover

Foldover in the vertical sweep system which caused the Fig. 1 condition occurred in the circuit shown in Fig. 6-5. The sawtooth oscillator (Fig. 4) has been rounded off by a loss of high-frequency response. In this case, the peak of the sawtooth waveform starts to decline before the horizontal retrace begins. Thus, the initial portion of retrace is not blanked out. This causes an overlap similar to that of Fig. 3, except that now the foldover occurs at the right (Fig. 5). Because the retrace time is so much faster than the forward time, the retrace image appears as a faint white haze.

If the vertical system is involved, the Fig. 2-b defect would cause foldover at the top of the screen, since retrace is from bottom to top. The condition shown in Fig. 4—the initial portion of retrace is not blanked out—would cause foldover at the bottom of the screen as shown in Fig. 1.

The degree of overlap along either the horizontal or vertical plane depends on how much of the retrace is not blanked out. For instance, a defect in the sawtooth-forming circuit can obliterate a sufficient amount of the high-frequency components of the sawtooth waveform so that it begins to look like a sine wave. That would cause severe foldover.

Vertical system foldover

Foldover in the vertical sweep system which caused the Fig. 1 condition occurred in the circuit shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6—Diagram of the vertical oscillator and output circuit of Motorola 17718 (Motorola 17718). A short in the vertical size (height) control placed a high d.c. potential on the grid of the vertical output tube and on the oscillator plate. Adjusting the vertical linearity control reduced the amount of foldover but could not obliterat everything. The excessive voltage upset the linearity of the sawtooth developed across discharge sawtooth-forming circuit C71-C72-R62-R63.

A more common cause of foldover in the vertical system is a leaky coupling capacitor such as C407 in the Westinghouse V-2313 in Fig. 7. This produced the type foldover shown in Fig. 8. The top portion of the picture, while elongated, has not been lost in Fig. 1. This condition can be localized by a voltage check with a v.t.v.m. from the grid of the vertical output tube to the cathode. There should be a negative bias at the grid: the lack of such bias, or a positive reading, indicates a leaky capacitor, which permits some of the B plus voltage from the oscillator plate to appear at the grid of the output tube.

Fig. 7—Vertical multivibrator and output circuits in a Westinghouse V-2313.

Fig. 8 (left)—Overlap at right side of picture.

Fig. 8 (right)—Foldover caused by leaky coupling capacitor to grid of vertical output.
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An additional check can also be made by disconnecting one side of the capacitor and checking it with a capacitor checker. Replacement should have a 600-volt rating, using the same capacitance as the original. A lower capacitance than the original will insert a high series capacitive reactance to the low-frequency vertical sweep signals, reducing the drive to the output tube and therefore the height.

When troubles occur in the resistor-capacitor network which precedes the vertical oscillator, the sync can be delayed sufficiently to cause foldover at the top of the picture. By far the most common symptom, however, is foldover along the bottom, caused by either a leaky coupling capacitor or an abnormal increase in the voltage applied to one of the vertical output tube elements. On occasion a faulty tube will contribute to foldover and it is a good idea to check tubes first. After this, check all voltages and components in the output stage.

**Horizontal system foldover**

Foldover caused by defects in the horizontal sweep system (Figs. 3, 5) is also a symptom of horizontal instability. If the horizontal hold control is misadjusted to the point just before sync loss, foldover symptoms will appear in many receivers. If the horizontal hold control cannot be adjusted to eliminate the foldover, the horizontal oscillator circuit should be checked. The most simple check consists of tube replacement and readjustment of the horizontal frequency control. If this fails to correct the trouble, component parts associated with the horizontal hold control should be tested. Check replacement parts against service notes for the receiver, since some are temperature-compensated and close-tolerance.

The horizontal oscillator section should also be readjusted completely, because aging of the oscillator tube and component parts may make operation more critical than when the set was new. Tube replacement usually calls for readjustment also. Again check the service notes. Some systems (such as the Synchronoguide) require a complex step-by-step procedure to get best stability, sync pull-in and noise immunity. If several 6SN7-GT tubes are on hand, try each to see which gives best results. Some tube types require less readjustment and provide more stability than others.

**Matched parts**

The trouble illustrated in Fig. 2-b—a portion of the retrace is beyond blanking—can also occur in a receiver which has too long a retrace interval. In such a case foldover will occur even though there is good timing between the sync pulse and the blanking interval. A retrace speed in the horizontal sweep system can be disturbed by a mismatch between the yoke and the horizontal output transformer. A mismatch can increase the flyback time and cause foldover which cannot be eliminated by horizontal oscillator adjustments. Thus, it is important to use the proper yoke or horizontal output transformer replacement when either of these units is found defective.

Components must also be matched carefully in the vertical sweep system. It may be necessary to readjust the controls for good linearity, picture positioning and full screen masking, after replacing either the output transformer or the yoke. Foldover can occur in the vertical system of some receivers when both height and vertical linearity controls are considerably misadjusted.

**Retrace blanking**

As shown in Fig. 7, some receivers place the retrace blanking circuit after the vertical oscillator instead of at the vertical output. When this is done, the capacitors and resistors in the retrace blanking circuit should also be checked if it becomes difficult to eliminate foldover. Defective parts in the retrace eliminating circuit are not a direct cause for foldover, but they can alter circuit characteristics to the point where it is necessary to misadjust the height and linearity controls to mask the picture properly. These misadjustments often cause foldover.

Defective capacitors (such as C408 in Fig. 7) are the usual offenders and the best method for localizing them is to disconnect one side of the capacitor and use a capacitor checker which can indicate leakage (power factor). If the resistors beyond C408 show a high value, they will have no effect on the d.c. potentials at the oscillator plate, providing C408 has no leakage. Shorted resistors can, however, affect the signal voltages between the oscillator and the grid of the vertical output tube because of the low-reactance path provided by the capacitance of C408 which is usually large (.05 µf in Fig. 7). Thus, even though C408 seems to appear as a blocking factor, all components in the retrace blanking circuit should be tested when trouble occurs.

The retrace blanking circuit could be removed from the oscillator circuit by disconnecting C108 from the oscillator plate lead. This will indicate what effect, if any, the circuit has on troubles in the vertical sweep system. Disconnecting the retrace blanking coupling capacitor may save time tracing the various other parts of this circuit through the chassis wiring. If disconnecting the retrace circuit has no effect on vertical oscillator performance, it can be reconnected and the time spent checking the parts associated directly with the vertical oscillator and vertical output stages.

---

Edgar K. James, who is now in his 60's, is the proprietor of a thriving little TV repair business in Chesham, N. H. His present work culminates a lifetime devoted to electronics. James became interested in this field in 1906 and is a member of the Quarter Century Wireless Association and the de Forest Pioneers.
TELEVISION...it's a cinch

Fifteenth conversation, second part:
Pentode separators, d.c. level problems, differentiator and integrator circuits

By E. Aisberg

WILL—I suppose all pentode separators are hooked up so the sync pulses fall in the part where the current varies—the so-called rising part of the characteristic curve. Then the picture part of the composite video signal will disappear completely—it will be in the area of no plate current or that of the flat top. In either case a change of grid voltage would have no effect whatever on the plate current.

KEN—You've outlined the principles underlying sync separators completely! And I don't think you'll have any trouble analyzing the circuits in detail. Let's take a case of positive-going video signals. Here's a pentode hooked up across a voltage divider so the plate has a low voltage, the screen a higher one and the cathode is at a considerably higher voltage than the grid, due to the voltage drop across R1. So the grid is biased negative.

WILL—I see. And this bias is to . . . ?

KEN—Bring the grid to the point where plate current just begins when the signal reaches the black level. Then the pulses extend out into the region where the tube amplifiers (the rising part of the characteristic). It's a good idea to bias the grid far enough that the pulses start in the region of no plate current. Then you're sure all parts of the picture signal are cut off and only sync pulses are amplified.

WILL—Wonderful! Now what's the hookup for a negative-going signal?

KEN—Exactly the same! Only the connections to the voltage divider are changed to make the grid a few volts more positive than the cathode, so that all the picture signal is buried in the region of maximum plate current, and only the sync pulses are negative enough to reach what from this end you might call the falling part of the tube's characteristic curve. This drawing shows how a negative-going signal would look.

WILL—It seems we'll get a positive output signal anyway. We're taking the signal off the plate; and since the drop in plate current means a lot less drop across the load resistor R, each pulse should drive the plate voltage up practically to the supply voltage as the plate current approaches zero. Consequently we get positive sync pulses from the output instead of the negative ones applied.

KEN—That shouldn't surprise you—in fact you mentioned not so long ago that the diode didn't invert the signal, as if you expected that any other tube would. And you may have noticed that I drew input and output pulses for the positive-going signal. But I've bad news for you again. The separator that we've just drawn can't possibly work right!
WILL—What, down a wrong trail again? What's wrong with the circuit? It looks almost foolproof!
KEN—First of all, our separator is most likely to be connected to the stage which supplies its signal through a coupling capacitor. And when you say "capacitor" you say good-by to the direct-current component of the signal.
WILL—I think we've already had enough of that! But just how does it bother us in this case?
KEN—Doesn't it hit you right between the eyes? The whole operation of this separator depends on the black level being lined up properly with the grid voltage point where the plate starts to draw current. So, without the d.c. level, your pulse tops will look like a rough mountain range, each peak at a different height than the others. With this synthetic mountain range controlling the plate current, you can't expect correct syncing. Some of the pulses won't have enough effect. In other lines parts of the video signal, or maybe noise pulses, would trigger your sync circuits.
WILL—Can't we save the situation again by putting in a grid resistor (R5 in this diagram) and putting a diode across it? This looks like a good d.c. restorer circuit now.
KEN—You have the solution. Now everything falls into order—or almost, for we still have disturbances due to grid current...
WILL—And just how bad is that?
KEN—Well, you can see that you're going to have some fairly high signal voltages on the grid, especially with negative-going signals, where the black level is roughly at zero volt and the picture signal takes the grid far positive. Under these conditions it becomes an anode and captures electrons, which have to follow the external path from grid to cathode. You can help the situation by putting R6 in series with the grid. Now any grid current produces a voltage drop that keeps the grid a little negative and prevents it from reaching high positive potentials.
WILL—And from what you've just said, I suppose a positive-going signal gives a lot less trouble?
KEN—Yes. Everything happens in the region of negative grid voltage, so you don't have to worry about grid current.
WILL—Now I'm beginning to get this for the first time. I can see that only the sync pulses can possibly affect the plate current and that picture signals will be rejected absolutely, since they are all in the region below plate current cutoff.
KEN—Before you dismiss it from your mind, remember once again that the output signals are opposite in phase to those at the input. The sync signals produce increases in the plate current and because of the voltage drop across the load resistor, they are transformed into negative voltage pulses.
WILL—Just one more thing, Ken. You said something about noise pulses triggering the sync. Wouldn't electrical interference be strong enough in a lot of places to make trouble? And if so, what's the use of all our careful separating?
KEN—You're right, Ken, and in many modern televisers the sync signal is "keyed" or "gated" which means that the sync separator is switched into the circuit only for a short interval around the time the sync signals are due to come in. Then it doesn't work during the rest of the scan.

The jolly capacitor and the mean resistor

WILL—And now that we're able to extract good pulses with either diodes or pentodes, how are we going to pick out the vertical field pulses from the horizontal ones?
KEN—You know that one is much longer than the other. The principle of selection is to change duration into amplitude.
WILL—How perfectly clear! Almost like a political commentator before a close election!
KEN—It's really simple enough. The usual method is to use differentiation and integration.
WILL—Better and better! Excuse me while I run out and take a couple of calculus courses before you go on with the explanation!
KEN—It won't be necessary! The terms that impress you
so much refer to voltages in the most simple circuit you could design: a resistor and capacitor connected in series! Now suppose you figure out what happens if we suddenly apply a voltage E across this circuit, maintain the voltage for a given time T, then cut it off just as suddenly.

WILL—I've learned a lot of things in the time we've known each other, but nothing better than to know when you're a sneak ball coming. This voltage that we start and stop so suddenly, isn't it a horizontal or line pulse if T is short, and a vertical or field pulse if T is long?

KEN—You're getting good, Will! Now what we want to study is the form of voltages E<sub>c</sub> and E<sub>r</sub> that appear across the resistor and capacitor.

WILL—But we've already gone through this before (in our fifth conversation, when we started with time bases). When you apply voltage E, you start to charge capacitor C through resistor R. Voltage E<sub>c</sub> rises along an exponential curve more or less according to the time constant of the circuit, the product R-C that is.

KEN—Your good memory makes things easier for me as well as yourself. Now, depending on whether R and C have high or low values (let's draw graphs for both), the capacitor will charge rapidly or slowly. Can you tell me what happens in resistor R during this time?

WILL—Certainly. At the beginning of the charge, it carries maximum current, which makes voltage drop E<sub>r</sub> large. As the charge continues the current diminishes, and with it voltage E<sub>c</sub>, also according to an exponential curve.

KEN—Has it occurred to you that the sum of the two voltages E<sub>r</sub> and E<sub>c</sub> would be equal to the total voltage E at each instant?

WILL—I took that for granted! Obviously, then, if you know how, you can calculate the voltage E<sub>c</sub>, from that of E<sub>r</sub> and vice versa, since their sum will give you E.

KEN—I've drawn the voltage curves for a rectangular pulse with a duration T for both a long and short time constant. In the first case, we can consider the charge practically completed during the time T. In the second, it finishes much more rapidly, so voltages E<sub>r</sub> and E<sub>c</sub> rise very quickly and are prolonged at level E, the voltage of the flat top of the rectangular pulse. Now, what happens when the applied voltage drops to zero?

WILL—Capacitor C starts to discharge across the resistor and through the original source voltage. So E<sub>c</sub> starts to drop (I guess I don't have to say according to the exponential rule) with the same time constant. And if that is long enough, we find our old friend the sawtooth wave we got so well acquainted with when we were studying time bases.

KEN—Our present sawtooth is a little different from those earlier ones. Here charge and discharge follow the same law, while in the time base the discharge circuit had very little resistance and so had a very short time constant. Now what becomes of E<sub>c</sub> across our resistance?

WILL—It reverses itself! We have a negative voltage drop across the resistor. And the current—and therefore the voltage—is high at the beginning of the discharge this time too, then diminishes according to that exponential rule which seems to be the supreme law of radio.

KEN—Don't be too surprised at the change in direction of the voltage on R. With a little thinking you'd have seen it already. Since E<sub>c</sub> plus E<sub>r</sub> equals E, and now that E has dropped to zero, E<sub>c</sub> will have to be negative if their sum is to be zero.

WILL—Sounds reasonable—but don't confuse me with mathematics. Can you drop the calculus and come out with a good physical explanation? That's what I understand.

KEN—Don't get so scared! The voltage E<sub>c</sub> is integrated when you take E<sub>r</sub> as your output. Its form is different from E—it's been rounded off—the sharp corners have been rubbed down. On the other hand, those changes are accentuated in the differentiated voltage E<sub>r</sub> you take from across the resistor.

WILL—In other words, the capacitor is a jolly fat fellow who takes everything in good humor, and the resistor is an acid old hag with a sour face, jerky movements and a sharp tongue.

(TO BE CONTINUED)
U.H.F. ALIGNMENT

By ROBERT G. MIDDLETON*

Signal-generating equipment used in u.h.f. servicing consists of generators designed originally for v.h.f., but which can be adapted to u.h.f.; auxiliary heterodyne units that operate in conjunction with v.h.f. generators and make it possible to obtain relatively strong u.h.f. test signals at minimum cost, and generators specifically designed for u.h.f. that operate independently of a v.h.f. generator and usually develop the purest output.

The first group of generators operates on harmonics, the second on beat fundamentals, and the third on true fundamentals.

Three principal types of u.h.f. circuit arrangements (Fig. 1) are used at present in TV receiver design.

Fig. 1-a shows a u.h.f. converter that works into the front end of a v.h.f. receiver. Since the converter energizes a front-end channel not used for v.h.f. reception, the probability is that this channel will not be in good alignment when the converter is installed. Accordingly, the first requirement in such an installation is to check the response of the front end on the channel to be used with the converter; this may be channel 5 or 6, or, in some cases, an otherwise unused channel from 7 through 13.

The arrangement shown in Fig. 1-b consists of a u.h.f. "strip" in which both the fundamental and a higher harmonic of the local oscillator are used. No additional tubes are used in strip operation; however, the use of both fundamental and harmonic output from the local oscillator makes this adjustment critical. Harmonics, up to the eighth, are commonly used in the design of strips.

One of the most satisfactory methods of setting the local oscillator to the correct frequency is to determine the proper operating frequency for the local oscillator, and then zero-beat the oscillator against a calibrated marker generator. This will be discussed later.

Fig. 1-c is similar to that of the more familiar v.h.f. front-end systems. An important difference that the technician encounters occasionally is the use of oscillator harmonic operation. Unless this possibility is kept in mind, confusion may result during alignment.

Tracking problems at u.h.f.

This refers to the closeness with which the u.h.f. tuned circuits resonate to the same frequency as the tuning dial of the converter is turned through its range. Tracking also refers to the closeness with which the local oscillator in the converter maintains a fixed difference between its own frequency and the frequency of the u.h.f. preselector circuits as the tuning dial of the converter is turned.

Tracking can be checked using the test setup shown in Fig. 2. The output from the sweep generator is applied to the u.h.f. antenna-input terminals, while the scope is connected at the output of the video detector. This particular test setup is especially useful when harmonics of the sweep-generator output are used to check u.h.f. circuits; harmonics in general have less voltage than the fundamentals from which they are derived, and the higher-order harmonics have the least voltage. Hence it is advantageous to utilize the gain of the i.f. amplifier in the receiver, under such conditions, to obtain a substantial deflection on the scope screen.

To check tracking, note the amount of deflection obtained on the scope screen when sweeping channel 14; then vary the tuning of the u.h.f. circuits and the tuning of the sweep generator simultaneously so as to keep the response curve centered on the scope screen. When tracking is good, the response curve appears at maximum height on the scope screen; when tracking is poor, the response curve drops. Shop practice varies concerning correction of poor tracking. Most service shops do not attempt it and return the unit to the factory for exchange.

But poor tracking does not necessarily justify rejection of a u.h.f. converter; the region of poor tracking may not fall in active local channels. For example, if reception is available only on channel 23, poor tracking on channel 14 would not be a matter for concern, but poor tracking on channel 23 would.

Harmonic sweeps

The technician who uses harmonic sweeps for the first time may be surprised to find that the response curves appear very narrow on the scope screen. The reason for this narrowing is that the deviation of the sweep signal is multiplied by the order of harmonic being utilized; for example, when the third harmonic of a generator is used, the sweep width will actually be three times as great as indicated by the sweep-width control, and the technician must back off considerably on the sweep-width control setter to obtain a conventional scope display.

Another technical point concerns progression from one band of the sweep generator to another. In a practical situation, for example, the technician will be able to check tracking from channel 14 to channel 21 on one generator band, but will find it necessary to use another band to check from channel 22 up. The order of harmonics used is now changed, i.e., from second to third in the example cited, and the new display appears reduced both in height and width. This situation is corrected by advancing the attenuator setting of the sweep generator to restore the height of the response curve, and by reducing the sweep-width setting of the sweep generator to restore the width of the response curve.

The necessity for using a "flat" sweep generator in tracking tests is obvious. If the output from the sweep generator varies substantially from one frequency to another, the receiver may be unjustly blamed for the generator deficiency. It is a good plan to undertake this type of service work only with generators having a satisfactory rating on flatness of output. When harmonics are to be used for u.h.f. tests, the flatness of output on harmonic operation should be determined. This is desirable because it is possible for the generator to have a good flatness figure on fundamental operation (v.h.f.) such as 0.2 db per mc of sweep width, but to have a very poor flatness figure on harmonic operation. The required information can be obtained from the manufacturer of the generator. In some cases, the manufacturer will recommend a special output cable for u.h.f. applications that avoids the development of standing waves on u.h.f.

The response curve obtained with the arrangement shown in Fig. 2 is an "over-all" curve. It shows the shape and bandwidth of the response of the tuned signal circuits as a whole. This is a very important determination, because the quality of the reproduced image depends to a large extent upon the bandwidth and shape of the tuned-circuit response. This curve should have the same shape as an ideal i.f. response curve that is generally specified in the service manual for the receiver.

Using markers and harmonic sweeps; checking tracking

*Field Engineer, Simpson Electric Co.
Fig. 1—Typical u.h.f. circuit arrangements: 1-a—Converter is external to v.h.f. receiver; 1-b—U.h.f. strip is used in v.h.f. turret tuner; 1-c—Single-conversion type u.h.f.-v.h.f. front end.

Such an over-all response curve can be marked in many cases with the harmonic output from v.h.f. marker generator. In such cases, the dial indication of the marker generator is multiplied by the order of harmonic being used in the alignment procedure; for example, if the eighth harmonic of the generator is being used and the dial indication is 109 mc, the marker frequency will be 8 x 109, or 872 mc (channel 81). If the technician does not know which harmonic is actually indicated by the marker "bug," the best procedure is to sweep and mark a u.h.f. converter known to be in good operating condition. By setting this "control" unit to a given channel such as channel 81, the dial setting can be noted at the picture-carrier and sound-carrier positions (872.26 mc and 377.75 mc respectively). This setting will then serve as a guide to harmonic operation when a faulty unit is being checked.

Bugs derived from higher harmonics in the output of the marker generator will travel much faster on the curve than those derived from lower harmonics in the output of the marker generator. The reason for this is that the dial indication (for fundamental output) is multiplied in each case by the order of the harmonic.

Markers

A u.h.f. station signal may often be used as a marker. When the lead-in from the u.h.f. antenna is connected to the input terminals of the converter through a pair of isolating resistors (Fig. 3), a marker is developed at the picture-carrier and sound-carrier points on the response curve. Try using 10,000-ohm isolating resistors; vary this value up or down as required to obtain conventionally sized markers on the response curve.

The question sometimes arises whether a station-signal marker is a picture-carrier or a sound-carrier marker. This is quickly answered by tuning the converter to run one marker on top of the response curve, and then to run the other marker on top of the response curve. When the picture-carrier marker is on top of the curve, a sync pulse will be visible somewhere in the pattern. When the sound-carrier is on top of the curve, a small wiggle will appear in the base line, due to slope-detected audio signal mixing with the scope signal.

When u.h.f. markers can be obtained both from a station signal and from a marker generator, the station-signal markers will be very useful to check the calibration of the generator. When a generator marker is "run over" a station-signal marker, the base line of the display will wiggle. The rate of the wiggle will decrease to zero at the zero-beat point. The generator frequency is then equal to the station-carrier frequency.

Spurious markers may appear on the response curve at times, whether or not a marker generator is being used. Of course, the possibility of cross-beats is greatly increased when a marker generator is used. True and false markers can be distinguished. If the u.h.f. station signal is used for marking, these markers will run along the response curve as the converter dial is turned. Also, these markers will become very large when the value of the isolating resistors is reduced. The picture-carrier marker develops a maximum of sync-pulse display when placed on top of the curve, and the sound-carrier marker develops a maximum of audio wiggle in the base line when on top of the curve.

When a marker generator is used, three tests can be made that are helpful in distinguishing between true and false markers. These tests are shown in Fig. 4. First, rock the dial of the marker generator back and forth, watching the marker on the response curve; a true marker moves on the response curve toward the sound-carrier end of the curve as the generator frequency is increased. A marker that stands still on the curve, or runs backward on the curve, is spurious.

Second, rock the dial of the sweep generator back and forth, watching the curve and marker; a true marker moves with the response curve. A spurious marker runs on the curve.

Third, rock the u.h.f. tuning control of the converter or receiver; a true marker moves with the response curve. A marker that runs on the response curve is spurious.

END

Fig. 3—Connecting u.h.f. lead-in.

Fig. 4—Three spurious-marker tests.
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ARE callbacks a nuisance? Are they aggravating? What dire thoughts of mayhem run through your mind when you pick up your telephone and a sweet voice says, "Three weeks ago you people repaired my television set. I still have the same trouble. I would have called right away, but I've been away."

You pull out your file card and note that you changed a .002-μf capacitor in the integrator. The bottom of the picture had been locking in about 1/2-inch off the bottom of the screen. You say, "Yes ma'am, what seems to be the trouble now?" The overpolite answer is, "Oh, it's the same thing, no sound."

This is not an extreme case. Callbacks in general occur often enough to be a major threat to the solvency of TV service shops, large or small. They skim the cream right off the top of the profit. What can be done?

I was out on a call the other day—weak picture on all channels. It was a clear-cut case of antenna trouble. After showing the customer a much-improved picture by removing her antenna and installing my rabbit ears, I hopped outside for a look around. The stacked conical looked fine. Following the 300-ohm lead-in down the side of the house, I noticed a break. It was about 4 feet off the ground, where it entered the window sill. I spliced the lead—under constant threat of a menacing Great Dane; the picture returned to its original beauty and the people were happy. Exactly 22 hours and 31 minutes later I received a callback—same trouble. I explained to the man of the house in great detail how to splice the wire and informed him that, if his prize-winning hound continued to break the lead-in, he would have to just keep splicing it.

Numerous callbacks require simple adjustments which, following your instructions, the customer can clear up without your personal appearance. A telephone call plus a little common sense can save you many dollars.

Paul, our North Philly service technician, made a call recently. The customer phoned 3 hours later, full of complaints. "The picture is out of focus and when the people stand up their heads are chopped off." Although decapitation was a serious thing during the French Revolution, it is an easily corrected condition in television. The service manager called the customer and got the man of the house on the phone. A few simple instructions on vertical linearity and the customer was a proud adjuster of his own TV set.

Each case is individual, but taking advantage of all possible factors, money can be saved. We replaced a few tubes in a 16-inch Admiral the other day. One of them was a 6AL5 ratio detector. After a few days the sound became garbled. Knowing that the owner was an auto mechanic I gave him explicit instructions: "Remove the knobs, the back and the packing bolts. Pull the chassis halfway out. With a long, thin screwdriver, turn the under-side adjustment on the ratio detector transformer 180° clockwise." This in his own language "un garbled the sound" and left the customer glowing with achievement. This case is unusual but you can get people to make vertical sweep, horizontal frequency and numerous other little adjustments.

(EDITORS) If the practice could prove extremely costly. The various coils and i.f. transformers generally look alike to people not acquainted with radio or TV chassis, and an incorrect adjustment could mean that the set would have to be returned to the shop for realignment.—(Editor)

Make callbacks fast

What about callbacks you must make? These (unfortunately) are in the majority. If you must make the call, do it promptly.

A customer of ours had an exceptionally bad streak of luck. She called on a Tuesday and I handled the call. It was a 14-inch Westinghouse with not enough high voltage. The grid capacitor of the horizontal output tube had a high-resistance short. I replaced it, collected for the job and left. Two days later the customer called again. This time the horizontal tube was dead. Three days
later she called again. This time it was an open filament on the picture tube. A week later she called again. I went grimly determined this time. It was a fight to the death—the TV set or me. I found an open damper tube.

Now the point is this: There was recurrent trouble. Parts and labor were paid for only the first time. Though miserable with the customer, though miserable with her set, was not unhappy with us because we came promptly each and every time.

**Callback treatment**

Callback are usually shabbily handled. While the original call is made in a matter of hours, the repeat call sometimes takes days and constant hounding by the customer.

A few years ago Harold, working South Philly, stumbled on a sweet morsel of business. He received a service call on a three-way clear Admiral, one of those old jobs with separate chassis, picture tube and power supply. The chassis is a side mount, hanging by four bolts. If you never tried balancing the chassis with one hand and inserting the bolts with the other, consider yourself fortunate. He fixed the set *may pronto*. The thrilled owner happened to be the proprietor of a prosperous meat store. In no time at all his clientele was ours. This joyful situation continued for 6 months, until the television set went haywire again. Our new South Philly man did not take too kindly to this aging TV monster. The set was pulled into the shop and given extensive repairs. With crossed fingers, we sent the set back with our best technician. Three hours later a bedraggled service technician returned to the shop with a victorious smile.

How dismal life appeared when a callback to Max the Butcher appeared on the docket a few days later! Naturally, it was dragged out. Who would want to stake his reputation on an old beat-up chassis? As a result we lost the butcher and, subsequently, all his customers. While the original call created confidence, the callback created ill will; and in this case a sizable loss of income. I did a house call a few months ago. There was horizontal sync trouble in a 16-inch Motorola. I changed the horizontal oscillator and horizontal phase detector tubes. This seemed clear-cut and the customer was very pleased. She was a 60-year-old widow, living with her 90-year-old mother. They were two sweet old ladies and very dependent on their television set. Two days later, she called in again with the same trouble. I knew I had a dreaded intermittent horizontal sync on my hands. Did you ever try to explain to two lemonade-offering ladies that their set had to go to the shop, with no definite cost estimate and no promise of delivery?

The set was ready in about 5 days. A leaky bypass capacitor in the plate of the horizontal oscillator was shifting the horizontal oscillator frequency. Fearing arsenic, I was relieved there was no offer of soft drink upon the chassis' return. No longer sweet to me, the two ladies would have rather put a garrote around my neck instead of the money in my hand. They had spent their usual viewing time the last five nights discussing our television service. We did everything possible for a satisfactory repair, and they spent the repair time working themselves into a frenzy over the delay.

In cases of this type, the only thing one can do is loan out a spare set. The empty hours must be filled. It's costly, true, but consider what value a loan-out would have had in this particular case.

One day I was sent on a recall to a fairly rough section of Philadelphia and I was glad it was early afternoon. The woman of the house seemed frantically glad to see me. I didn't think too much of it at the time, but after inspection of the set (I found insufficient high voltage and routine checks did not reveal the trouble) I informed her that I would have to pull the chassis into the shop. She burst into tears. She told me her concern was with her husband. He had instructions from his parole officer to stay home after 7 pm. The last two nights, because the TV set was inoperative, he had gone out in violation of this order. He had stayed home all while the television set worked. The wife pleaded with me to get the set back as soon as possible. The high-voltage transformer was replaced and the set was ready in about two days. I called the woman and told her she could expect the set in a few hours. She told me not to rush. Her husband had gone out the night before —he was caught with three others hijacking a truck.

**Possible solution**

How can we stop callbacks from draining our profits? A good way to attack the problem is to figure out how many callbacks you have on how many calls. For instance, pick out 100 original calls. On these calls, see how many callbacks you have (you probably will be amazed at the number). Find the average number of callbacks per call, and add the cost of this average figure to the amount you charge on service calls. It will probably come to a dollar or two depending on how you have been operating. If you raise your prices by this figure, you are then being paid for all callbacks before you receive them.

The human frailty of the intelligent service technician is a major obstacle. He takes pride in his work. He strongly dislikes returning to a place where he might receive a blow to his pride. There is even a certain amount of fear in facing the customer, the person who might now have a tainted opinion of his ability. However, the technician must realize that his customer, whether doctor or laborer, has very little knowledge of TV. How many times have you been told, "There is definitely a shortage in my set"? Have a little patience and understanding for the knowledge people do not possess and often envy you for having. In this way it is much easier to face and handle a person whom you might feel thinks little of your ability. I'll never forget the carpenter who brought out an expensive bubble level and said, "This time I want that picture straight!"

---

**MARCH, 1955**

---
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END
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THE SYNCHROGUIDE CIRCUIT

Analyzing the famous RCA horizontal a.f.c. network

TELEVISION sweep generators today use two basic circuits: the multivibrator and blocking oscillator. Each has certain advantages.

The blocking oscillator requires one tube and a transformer in addition to other components; the multivibrator usually needs two tubes and no transformer. Thus, from a standpoint of number of parts, there is little difference. Power-wise, the picture is different.

In a multivibrator, one of the two tubes is always conducting fully. In the blocking oscillator, plate current flows only during the period of conduction, or flyback time. On this basis, the blocking oscillator appears a better choice where power conservation is desired. However, the ordinary blocking oscillator circuit is susceptible to noise-pulse triggering, resulting in horizontal tearing or vertical rolling. To overcome this characteristic of the blocking oscillator and permit its use as a horizontal sweep generator, the Synchroguide circuit was developed.

To understand the Synchroguide circuit one must understand the basic blocking oscillator (Fig. 1-a). A variation of this circuit is shown in Fig. 1-b. The blocking oscillator operates as follows:

1. When plate and heater voltages are applied, plate current flows through the transformer primary.
2. The plate-current flow induces a voltage in the grid winding (secondary) of the transformer, driving the grid positive.
3. Plate current flow increases, causing a still more positive grid voltage. This condition continues until the plate current reaches a maximum, determined by the tube and circuit values, and can increase no further. At this time no voltage is induced across the grid winding of the transformer.
4. While the grid was positive, it attracted electrons from the cathode, which charged capacitor C1 and made the grid side of it negative. Thus when the transformer secondary voltage drops to zero, the released electrons drive the grid far negative, and the tube is cut off.
5. The tube remains cut off until the charge on C1 can leak off through the grid resistor to a point where the grid voltage will once again permit the tube to conduct. Then the process is repeated.

During this cycle the grid voltage, viewed on a scope, appears as shown in Fig. 2.

The tube can be made to conduct earlier than normal by inserting a positive voltage pulse near the end of the cycle. Notice that the grid voltage levels off as it approaches the point of conduction. It is this characteristic that makes the circuit respond to noise. If the grid rise could be altered as shown
CHECK THE PICTURE TUBE

OST service technicians are aware of the many difficulties caused by defective picture tubes. Probably millions of man-hours have been lost by members of the servicing fraternity before discovering the fault was in the picture tube.

One of the most common defects in these tubes is an intermittent heater, caused by bad or corroded connections to the heater at the base of the tube. Solving these connections is difficult and usually results in the pins becoming loose when too much heat is applied. A technique I have found successful is to set the tube down on its face, heat the pin and then insert a length of stiff tinmed wire into the opening, at the same time applying fresh solder. Usually this makes a good tight joint.

Another common source of trouble—one that sometimes can be corrected—is a cathode-heater short. I was called on recently to repair a TV receiver that was cutting out completely after a half hour of operation. This set—a 12-inch Admiral—had been serviced many times and would have been ignored if it hadn't been a gift. This C-B tube cathode was the control element rather than the grid. Thus the cathode-heater short cut out both picture and brightness, giving the effect of loss of high voltage.

I installed a small 5-volt transformer, connecting its output to the heater of the picture tube. With the heater isolated from ground, the cathode-heater short made no difference. This was a permanent cure.

The most common cause of picture-tube difficulties is weak or low emission. All are caused by the grid point being put on the market for boosting or reactivating the cathode emission of picture tubes. These range from short bursts of high heater voltage to raising the heater voltage slightly (to about 9 volts) with an autotransformer. Either method brightens the picture for a while but should be used only when it is certain that the trouble is low cathode emission.

In one case, the owner of a 21-inch RCA receiver found himself with a weak picture. Instead of calling a competent service technician, he bought and installed a booster. The picture brightened a bit but it was out of focus.

Examination showed that the tube used electrostatic focusing, which was cut out when the booster was installed. To top it off, the dim picture was not caused by a defective tube, but by a defective capacitor and resistor in the screen-grid supply to the picture tube. Using a transformer for isolating the heater of a picture tube can often cure another condition—an ineffective brightness control. If the isolation transformer doesn't cure the trouble, you will probably have to replace the tube (assuming the circuitry is O.K.).

I had one case—a Hallicrafter 17-inch receiver—where I couldn't reduce the brightness but did get a good picture and sound. This condition was traced to a defective coupling capacitor. Replacing this unit in the cathode circuit brought the picture back to normal.

A bad case of horizontal tear in a 30-tube 630 chassis was finally traced to the picture tube. If the brightness control affects picture stability, probably the trouble is in the picture tube. I once spent many hours on a Transvision set that had a very critical vertical hold. Practically everything possible was done to stabilize the vertical circuits. It finally dawned on me that the only thing I had not tried was a new picture tube. The 12-inch tube was replaced and sure enough that was it.

In another case, a 17-inch RCA developed a very bad vertical jitter. It was almost impossible to get the picture to stay steady. Strangely enough the horizontal hold was solid and the picture was very good. Yes, you guessed it—the picture tube.

A lot of your troubles can be and often are in the picture tube. The lack of back-up circuits on your picture can stem from troubles in the tuner, i.e., or video output circuits. But it can also be caused by the picture tube.

In a case of intermittent brightness, you might try replacing the tube. If the picture jumps in brightness if multiple horizontal bars are seen, the tube is N.O.

END
I n last month's discussion of sync separation we assumed that the incoming signal is reasonably free from noise. Unfortunately this is too often not the case. There are many sources of noise. It can be created by any arc-producing electrical equipment such as ignition systems, motors, by atmospheric conditions or by arcing within the TV receiver. In each case noise impulses may be induced in the antenna or transmission line by direct radiation from the source of arcing and become part of the incoming signal. Many recent questions have dealt with points falling in this area, and the following is an attempt to answer all these as well as other inquirers who have the same questions in mind.

Noise affects the deflection circuits more than any other part of the TV receiver, so circuits have been developed to eliminate or attenuate it in the sync separator before it has a chance to disturb the action of the sweep generators.

Noise pulses are generally of short duration. However, when fed into the vertical oscillator's integrating network, they can charge the capacitor to a point of normal synchronizing amplitude. This triggers the vertical deflection oscillator before its normal time and the picture rolls vertically. To the horizontal sweep system noise pulses often appear as horizontal synchronizing pulses and cause false triggering that results in tearing.

The solution to this problem could lie in the use of shorter time constants in the grid-leak circuits of the sync separator. But this is not practical since a grid-leak time constant in this circuit must be long enough to maintain bias between horizontal lines and during the vertical pulses. Otherwise the clipping level will change. Also, noise pulses in the sync circuit increase the grid bias and reduce the sync gain. Some TV receivers have separate vertical and horizontal sync separator stages. In this way the time constants of each circuit can be designed for maximum noise rejection.

Gated sync separator

Becoming extremely popular is a circuit combining sync separation and noise cancellation, using a single pentagrid tube (Fig. 1). The circuit operates as a gated amplifier that separates the sync pulses from the composite video signal and removes all noise pulses that are of greater amplitude than the incoming sync pulses.

Grid 3 of the sync separator, usually a 6BE6 or a 6CS6, receives a portion of the composite video signal from the plate circuit of the video amplifier. The signal is of positive polarity and fed through C. The plate and screen voltages at the tube are kept low (20 to 30 volts) and the signal on grid 3 causes grid current to flow, charging C to the level of the sync pulse. Between sync pulses, C discharges through R1 and develops on grid 3 a bias approximately equal to the incoming signal's blanking level. Thus grid 3 holds the tube in cutoff except during the peak amplitude of the sync pulses, removing the video content and permitting only horizontal and vertical pulses (positive) to appear in the plate circuit. This is essentially the same operation we observed in the conventional triode sync separator.

Noise pulses in the video amplifier plate circuit below the level of the sync pulses are not passed by the sync separator because the tube is cut off for all signals more negative than the bias on grid 3. However, noise pulses greater in amplitude than the bias level would make the horizontal and vertical synchronizing extremely unstable by excessively biasing grid 3 and blocking its normal operation, possibly during several consecutive sync pulses. These noise pulses are prevented from affecting sync stability by the action of grid 1.

Grid 1 is biased slightly positive by connecting it to a low-voltage point on a voltage divider that extends from the video detector to B plus. The bias voltage on grid 1 is varied by potentiometer R2. The composite video signal, with sync pulses negative (180° out of phase with the signal on grid 3), is fed to grid 1 from the video detector. The bias on grid 1 is set so that the sync tips of the composite video signal are near cutoff.

As long as noise pulses are not greater in amplitude than the sync tips, the positive bias on grid 1 is not overcome. Each sync pulse appearing at grid 3 drives that grid sufficiently positive to overcome its bias, permitting plate current to flow. When noise pulses greater in amplitude than the sync peaks appear, the sync grid 1 beyond cutoff, halting the flow of plate current and preventing the tube from passing the noise on to the sync circuits (Fig. 2). The tube remains cut off only for the duration of the noise.

Any noise pulses occurring at the same time as the sync pulses cut off the tube and sync pulses may be lost. Since the noise pulses are of much shorter duration than the sync pulses, the stability of the horizontal and vertical oscillators will not be affected. Besides, even if some sync pulses are lost, the flywheel effect of the oscillators will keep them synchronized until the next sync pulse arrives. For maximum noise rejection R2 should be set so that the tube is off slightly above the tips of the sync pulses. No effect will be noticed in the picture unless the noise burst is unusually long. One further point, the noise elimination circuit does not remove visible noise from the picture; it only isolates the sweep circuits from the effects of noise.

Making the bias on grid 1 less positive provides better noise immunity with weak signals, permitting noise pulses to drive the grid negative enough to cut out plate current. Insufficient positive bias lowers the gain of the tube, causing weak vertical and horizontal hold. Too much positive bias results in greater sync output but less noise immunity.

Zenith circuit

Fig. 3 is a schematic of a sync separator and noise eliminator circuit used in Zenith chassis. The composite video signal is taken from the 12BY7 video amplifier and fed through R1 to grid 1 of the 6BE6. Potentiometer R3 (7.5 megohm, 200 volts), connected in series with R2 to the 250-volt line adjusts the bias on G1. The potentiometer is called the fringe lock (other manufacturers refer to this adjustment as the noise gate, electronic stabilizer, sync control).

The positive-polarity composite signal from the 12BY7 plate is applied to grid 3 of the 6BE6 and establishes a bias as a result of grid-leak components C1-
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stability of the vertical oscillator. Turn
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Fringe-lock adjustment

This circuit is of particular value in

weak-signal areas where noise is present,

especially for increasing the

stability of the vertical oscillator. Turn

the fringe lock counterclockwise and

adjust the vertical hold control for

maximum stability. Then advance the

fringe lock until a noticeable improve-
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the vertical oscillator. Advance the
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Service notes

In general, our discussion last month

on servicing sync circuits applies here.

The main difference is the noise can-

cellation circuit. The plate and screen

of the pentagrid tube are generally

operated at a low voltage and circuit

design will not be critical to changes

in this voltage. Thus, in cases of poor

vertical and horizontal sync, first check

the plate circuit with an oscilloscope.

If the pulse amplitude is below manu-

ufacturer's specifications, carefully check

the noise cancellation circuit. A slight

variation in the bias voltage on grid 1

controls greatly the amplitude of the

sync pulses in the plate circuit. Since

the grid-1 circuit originates in the

video detector, improper action of the

grid-1 circuit should be checked back
to its source.

Sync compression

If the sync level is reduced as com-
pared to the level of the rest of the

video signal components, the condition

is referred to as sync compression.

This could be caused in the video

amplifier, prior to the sync takeoff, by

insufficient grid bias or excessive signal

input overloading the stage.

Besides causing unstable synchroni-

zation, sync compression is usually ac-

companied by excessive picture con-

trast. When these symptoms occur,

check the output of the video detector

with a scope because the overloading

could be taking place in the i.f. ampli-

fier. Check the grid bias on the i.f.

amplifier tubes. If it measures low,

check all components in the a.g.c.

system, especially the delay capacitor.

It is usually well to replace this unit—

it often becomes leaky and causes this

condition. If compression is the result

of excessive signal, insert an attenu-

ator such as an H pad in the antenna.

If the receiver has an a.g.c. threshold

control, try adjusting it.

Sync compression is also caused by

poor low-frequency response as a re-

sult of poor tuning or misalignment.

The improper sync action caused by

this will often cause horizontal picture

pulling.

Still another cause of sync compres-

sion is the overloading of i.f. and video

amplifiers by strong audio signals,

causing an almost total loss of sync

and a negative picture. This situation

can best be handled by correcting the

local oscillator frequency to bring the

sound carrier down from the top of the

response curve.

Correction

The December, 1954, installment of the

TV Clinic had a photo showing Barkhausan

oscillations appearing on the right side of the screen. This, after we

had gone to great length to explain why they appear at the left side. The

error was due to the photo being turned over during printing. Latest reports

indicate that Barkhausen oscillations are still in business at the left side of

the screen.
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Fig. 3—Zenith's fringe-lock circuit—sync separation and noise elimination.

Fig. 4—Contrast circuit in G-E 17C105.

Excessive contrast

A G-E model 17C105 came in with

excessive contrast and no control of

contrast after 10 minutes of operation.

There were other defects in the set but

after they were cleared up the contrast

trouble remained. To correct this con-

dition I checked all coupling capacitors

in the video i.f. section. I also checked

many associated components with no

success. It looks very much like the

video amplifier is overloaded by the

input from the i.f. amplifier.

All tubes in the front end, video i.f.

and video amplifier were replaced. I

had not replaced the 1N64 crystal.

I am at a loss as to what to do next.

Any information you could give would

be deeply appreciated.—S. J. B., Clevel-

and, Ohio.

Before any circuit checks are made,

investigate the possibility of excessive

signal input to the receiver—place an

attenuator pad in the antenna input

circuit. Should the defective contrast

condition exist under normal signal

conditions, replace the 2-megohm con-

trast control (Fig. 4). Check for a

shorted or leaky coupling capacitor

C354 or for an open circuit in capacitor

C353. Also, check for a short in C261,

the a.g.c. bypass capacitor.

Since the picture control is ineffective,

check C261. A defect in this capacitor

would cause extremely erratic oper-

ation of the contrast circuit—even make

the contrast control work backward.

There is the possibility of an open

circuit in choke L258. Finally, check

the waveform at pin 4 of V11, the sync

amplifier and clipper. You should read

approximately 45 volts peak to peak.

Hot transformer

The low-voltage power transformer in

a Stromberg-Carlson model TC19 tele-

vision receiver is running extremely hot.

There is nothing wrong with the picture

and all controls appear to be operating

normally. I have checked the power

supply for shorts, including the fila-

ment windings, but could find nothing

wrong.—J. M., Durham, N. C.

There is nothing wrong with the power

transformer other than the primary

being wired with a No. 22 con-

ductor. Some production runs used a

heavier No. 16 wire. Unless the heat

is affecting other components or insula-

tion do not change the transformer. END
COLOR TV CIRCUITS

Part X—Isolating defective circuits in color TV receivers

By KEN KLEIDON* and PHIL STEINBERG*

THIS, the final article of this series, will review the servicing points covered in previous articles and present the servicing aspects of a color receiver from a practical viewpoint.

The NTSC color transmitting standards being compatible, a color television receiver is capable of receiving black-and-white signals. Thus, a color receiver can be considered as nothing more than a black-and-white receiver with the additional circuitry required for color and a different type picture tube. Any color receiver on the market at the present time—regardless of make or manufacturer—can be divided into three basic sections: black-and-white circuitry; additional circuitry required for color; color picture tube and associated circuitry. Fig. 1 illustrates the three-part division of a color receiver and the circuits contained in each part.

Most later-model color receivers use basically the same type of circuitry and a three-gun color picture tube. We will therefore use Raytheon's 19-inch color receiver as a basis for analysis. This receiver has 39 tubes plus a three-gun picture tube. The circuit breakdown, following the block diagram of Fig. 1, is: black-and-white section, 40% of the circuits; picture tube and associated circuitry, another 40% of the circuits; color circuits, the remaining 20%. The percentage figures were determined by the number of tubes in each section.

When servicing monochrome receivers, the service technician learned to use the face of the picture tube as an indicator to determine which section of the receiver is defective. Each section of the receiver contributes to the picture, and the picture tube shows what is lacking. The technician can then go to the section that controls the defective portion of the picture and make the repair. Since this servicing method is effective for monochrome, there is no reason why it will not also apply to color servicing.

Isolating defective sections

By analyzing the face of the picture tube when trouble occurs in a color receiver, and using the tuning control, you can easily determine which of the three sections of the receiver is defective. If, when tuned between channels (no video information present), the picture tube shows a raster which fills the screen horizontally and vertically, has adequate brightness and appears black-and-white, that large portion of the color receiver consisting of the picture tube and its circuitry is functioning normally. This circuitry, as indicated in Fig. 1, includes the picture tube, low-voltage, convergence, high-voltage, horizontal and vertical deflection circuits. Each of these must be functioning properly to display a black-and-white raster. Therefore, by observing the face of the picture tube and tuning between channels, you can determine whether 40% of the receiver's circuits are in good order.

Because the NTSC system is compatible, a color receiver is capable of receiving and reproducing a black-and-white signal. Thus the picture tube and tuning control can again be used to isolate trouble in a color receiver. When tuned to a monochrome station, the picture tube should show a black-and-white picture if it and associated circuitry along with the tuner, i.f. amplifiers, a.g.c., sync, d.c. restorers and Y channel circuits are functioning properly. This simple check will determine whether another 30% of the receiver's circuits—in addition to the picture tube and associated circuitry—are in working order. The sound section of the receiver can also be checked when tuned to a monochrome station. If the sound is acceptable, then an additional 10% of the receiver's circuits are normal.

The sound section (10%), black-and-white circuits (30%) and the picture tube and associated circuits (40%) constitute 80% of the circuits in a color receiver. This leaves only 20% of the receiver to be checked. This 20% consists of the color circuits: chrominance bandpass channel, color oscillator and control circuits, color demodulators, color video amplifiers and associated

---

*Raytheon Manufacturing Company, Television and Radio Division.

Fig. 1 (left)—Division of a color receiver. Fig. 2 (right)—Expanded block diagram of the color and oscillator control circuits.
circuity. By observing the face of the picture tube and tuning to a color telecast you can determine whether the color circuits of the receiver are operating normally.

Isolating defective stages
When the defective section of the receiver is located, the picture tube can be used to further isolate the defective stage in that section.

When a black-and-white raster is not obtained between stations, the trouble will be in the picture tube or associated circuity. The appearance of the raster will indicate which stage of the picture tube circuitry is defective.

Insufficient or no vertical sweep would be caused by a defect in the vertical deflection circuit. A failure in the high-voltage, horizontal deflection or low-voltage circuit would cause almost the identical appearance on a color picture tube as on a monochrome tube. If cathode occurs in either the cathode, grid or screen circuit of the picture tube, the servicing procedure would be similar to that used for a monochrome tube because a three-gun color tube can be considered as three separate tubes in one glass envelope. Since each of the three guns has an individual cathode, control grid, and screen grid, the only difference between them is the color of each electron gun’s phosphor-dot screen. Therefore, if a component is defective in one of the three circuits, for example, its effect on one color is easily noticed.

When tuned to a black-and-white transmission, the picture tube should show a black-and-white picture. If a normal picture is not obtained, the cause of the trouble would be located in either the black-and-white circuits or the picture tube and its circuits. Color fringing due to a convergence-circuit control misadjustment or circuit failure would be evident only with video information. If a black-and-white raster is obtained by tuning between stations, you can feel reasonably sure that the cause of the trouble is located in the black-and-white circuits. In a color receiver these are almost identical to those of a monochrome receiver and can be serviced similarly.

If trouble occurs when tuned to a color program, check the picture with a monochrome signal. If the same defect is noticed on both color and monochrome, the black-and-white circuits are at fault. However, if the trouble disappears when tuned to a monochrome program, look for trouble in the color circuits. These consist of the chrominance bandpass amplifier, oscillator and control circuitry, color demodulators and amplifiers as shown in Fig. 2. A block diagram of the color and oscillator control circuitry is expanded from Fig. 1.

The bandpass amplifier, burst amplifier, color killer, and the color oscillator and control circuits are the only stages that could cause a complete loss of color and result in a monochrome picture when tuned to a color program. If the color oscillator is slightly off frequency, the color information will not be synchronized with the black-and-white information and the picture tube will display a stationary black-and-white picture with color bars running diagonally. If a particular color is missing or lacking detail, the corresponding color-difference amplifier circuitry (R - Y, B - Y and G - Y) should be checked. This service procedure is based on the assumption that the receiver was once functioning normally and is applicable approximately 95% of the time. There are other possibilities of receiving a monochrome picture when tuned to a color program. Defects in the antenna, tuner, i.f. amplifier or Y channel amplifier could also cause this condition but these are the exceptions rather than the rule.

Color TV signals
When dealing with a monochrome receiver, the service technician has three separate signals to work with: sound, video and sync. With a color receiver two additional signals (Fig. 3) are available, making servicing that much easier. These two signals are the color information and the color burst. Fig. 3 shows, by dotted lines, the additional information added to the monochrome signal (the area in solid lines) to make up a complete color signal. The area within the dotted lines, labeled color information, is the chrominance signal. The color burst, shown in dotted lines on the blanking pedestal, is nothing more than a synchronizing signal to control the phase and frequency of the color oscillator. It can be considered as an additional sync pulse similar to the horizontal sync pulse. Therefore, in a color receiver, there are five separate signals that can be used to help identify troubles.

Referring to Fig. 1, the composite color signal consisting of sound, sync, video (Y signal), color and burst is fed through the tuner and i.f. amplifiers. The sound signal is separated and applied to a sound detector and then coupled to the remaining sound circuits. The four other signals are passed to the video detector and then to the first video amplifier in the Y channel. At the first video amplifier, the four signals are separated and fed to their respective circuits. The sync signal is coupled to the sync separator for vertical and horizontal oscillator synchronization. The video signal is coupled to the second video amplifier and then through the d.c. restorers to the picture tube. The color signal is coupled to a bandpass amplifier, then to the demodulators and on to color amplifiers. The burst signal is coupled to a burst amplifier and then to the color oscillator for synchronization.

If any of the five signals is either lost or changed in shape or amplitude, the effect on the face of the picture tube or sound coming from the speaker will be noticed quickly. It then becomes a matter of tracing that signal through the receiver to the circuit at fault.

By using the tuning control and observing the face of the picture tube, you can determine which section of the receiver is defective or is causing a particular trouble. To repeat: a color receiver is nothing more than a black-and-white receiver with additional circuitry necessary for color reception and a color picture tube. The additional circuitry (color, oscillator-control and convergence circuits) and color picture tubes were thoroughly covered in this series and constitute only 20% of a color receiver. Therefore, 80% of the circuits in a color receiver are identical to those in a black-and-white set. The familiar servicing techniques used for black-and-white can also be applied to color.

A complete book entitled "Color TV Circuits" containing more detailed information is being prepared by the authors of this series and will be available in a few months through the publishers of RADIO-ELECTRONICS.
TWO TRANSISTORIZED METAL LOCATORS

By EDWIN BOHR

Two lightweight units—one small and one large—feature stable oscillators, simple construction and low cost.

These two metal locators are built with the available low-cost transistors. The larger locator contains four CK722 transistors, the smaller unit two.

Each locator, although the two circuits are very much alike, serves a different purpose. The smaller locator is suitable for finding small objects, such as plastered-over conduit boxes; the larger locator is designed to detect larger masses of metal at greater depth.

As metal locators go, both units are small; in fact, the smaller one is truly miniature and, complete with batteries, weighs only 8 1/2 ounces. As shown in the photos, each locator can be carried with one hand.

Both transistorized r.f. and audio circuits are used. The oscillators are extremely stable, using a separate-battery bias form of resistance stabili-

zation. Battery life is long and standard easily obtained components are used throughout.

Circuit description

Small circulating eddy currents are generated in metals placed in a radiofrequency field. These currents oppose the back e.m.f. of the coil producing the field, lowering its inductance. If the coil is part of an oscillator circuit, the frequency of oscillation is increased as metals are approached.

Of several ways for detecting metals, this inductance change method is the most simple and requires very little in the way of complicated circuits.

The change in inductance must be translated into some sort of signal that can be detected by the human mechanism. This might seem difficult, since the change in inductance is small. But, the problem is easily solved by beating two oscillators, producing an audible indication.

Parts for small metal locator

Capacitors: 2—190 µuf, tubular ceramic; 2—0.002 µf, disc ceramic; 3—0.01 µf, metalized paper (Aurovo PS32).

Miscellaneous: 2—CK722 transistors; 2—5-prong hearing-aid tube sockets; 2—200-ohm 1/2-watt resistors; 1—adjustable ferri-loopstick, 1—broadcast-band loop antenna; 4—mercury cells (Mallory RM625R); 1—d.p.s.t. switch; 1—aluminum case, 1 3/4 x 2 1/4 x 3/4 inches; 1—knob; 2—pin jacks; 1—Lucite rod, 1/4-inch diameter, 9 inches long; 1—sheet Lucite.

Parts for large metal locator

Capacitors: 2—2,000 µuf, ceramic or mica; 2—0.001 µf, ceramic or mica; 1—0.1 µf, paper; 1—0.1 µf, paper; 3—25 µf, 3 volts, electrolytic.

Miscellaneous: 4—CK722 transistors; 4—5-pin hearing-aid tube sockets; 2—4.5-volt RC batteries (RCA 4-6); 1—audio interstage transformer, plate-to-line 50:1, impedance ratio (UTC 502, 500-2, or equivalent); 1—d.p.s.t. switch; 2—pin jacks; 1—3 x 4 x 1/8-inch aluminum box; 1—foot length of RG-58A/U (50 ohms) coaxial cable; 1—length of litz wire (see text); 1—phone plug and jack; 1—length of 1/8-inch diameter copper tubing; 1—length of 1/4 x 1/8-inch aluminum; 1—insulating board; 2—knobs.

Fig. 1—The transistorized metal detector uses two heat-frequency oscillators.

Fig. 2—Schematic of metal detector using additional two-stage amplifier.
The two oscillators, in Fig. 1, are labeled reference and detection. The reference oscillator operates at a fixed frequency, adjustable by an iron core. However, the detection oscillator changes frequency when the exploring coil comes near metals. The oscillators are coupled to headphones where their outputs combine to form a different beat. The locator in Fig. 2 has an additional two-stage amplifier between the oscillators and the headphones. This requires very stable oscillators.

Two features increase the stability of the transistorized circuit. First, the oscillators are similar electrically. Thus, their drift rates are similar—the beat note change is not so pronounced if there is a shift in the oscillator frequencies. Second, the separate-battery bias stabilization reduces—as much as possible—the drift troubles produced by the transistors.

Why bias stabilization is necessary may not be too clear. The problem is unique with the transistor and very interesting. To clear up the picture, special characteristics of semiconductors must be known.

Stabilization

Germanium diodes and transistors do not perform well at high temperatures. Neither should allow current to flow in the reverse direction; but they do, and that is a fact we have to live with. The amount of back current increases with junction temperature and, in the case of transistors at a given temperature, may vary from one unit to the next by a factor of 10.

Because there is resistance within the transistor base, part of the back current takes a path to ground through the emitter, generating positive emitter bias. The “hole” current thus generated causes a further increase in collector current. The resistance within the transistor base, alone, causes instability. But, many of the published circuits add fuel to the fire by placing large biasing resistances (perhaps a megohm) in the base circuit.

With very high performance transistors, high resistance in the base can cause this temperature plus back current plus bias effect to become cumulative and destroy the transistor. For standard-gain transistors, however, resistance in the base usually does not produce anything as drastic. But, it does result in a circuit undesirably sensitive to transistor variations and temperature changes.

Stabilization is obtained by putting as much resistance as possible in the emitter circuit and as little as possible in the base circuit. One way to do this is to place a voltage divider across the collector supply. The base is then returned to the divider, and enough resistance inserted in the emitter circuit to bring the bias current to the correct value.

A better way, and the one used in the locator, returns the base directly to ground. The bias, then, is supplied by a separate emitter battery and resistor.

The small locator

A capacitance type dividing network across the tuning coil provides the feedback and proper impedance match between the collector and emitter. There is a further advantage in that a simple two-terminal coil, without taps or tickler winding, can be used. The value of the capacitor for the emitter tap in Fig. 1 (.002 \(\mu\)F) may seem extremely large by vacuum-tube standards, but it is correct for the low emitter impedance of the transistor.

Positive emitter bias flows through the headphones and the 1,000-ohm emitter resistances. This current is necessary to start the transistors into oscillation. After the oscillations have begun, the emitters are self-biased, class C.

The values of the components are rather delicately balanced. For example, two 0.01-\(\mu\)F capacitors bypass the collector supply. More capacitance than this will reduce pulling between the oscillators, but will also reduce the loudness of the beat note. Less capacitance produces
severe pulling. If the headphones have too much internal resistance, the oscillators will not start. The headphone resistance should be limited to 1,000 ohms. For higher resistances an extra emitter bias cell, connected in series, could be used, but the oscillators may lock together more readily.

The oscillators operate at about 500 kc. Most transistors will operate to this frequency with 4 volts of collector supply. The proved transistor tested in the circuit was able to make it to 600 kc before it quit oscillating.

Also, at this frequency an ordinary radio can be used to check the locator. And the frequency is low enough for the locator coil to be used without a Faraday shield being absolutely necessary.

Small locator construction

The exploring coil for Fig. 1 is an ordinary loop antenna salvaged from an abandoned portable radio. The loop is cemented, with polystyrene coil dope, to a Lucite panel.

Saw off one end of a 9-inch length of Lucite rod, at a 60° angle, and weld it to the Lucite loop panel. A 75% ethylene dichloride, 25% acetic acid solution is excellent for welding plastic surfaces. Cover each surface with the solution and press them together, pushing out all air bubbles. The resulting weld will be almost as strong as the plastic material.

Tap the other end of the rod for two 6-32 screws, which mount the aluminum case. The switch, coil, and headphone jacks are mounted on the case. The transistor chassis and other parts are mounted by support leads to these three components.

The transistor chassis is a section of plastic from the lid of a small radio hardware assortment box. Rectangular holes for hearing-aid sockets are made with the end of an instant-heat soldering iron. While the plastic is still warm and soft, the sockets are pushed into place. Support and connection wires to the chassis are treated in the same way. The wire is heated and pushed through the chassis.

Mercury cells, type R20ELRT, power the locator. Because of their long life, they are wired into the circuit. Three cells are wired in series to form the collector battery. The tab is bent upward at a right angle, near its tip, and soldered to the side of the next cell. Tin each surface first, and be quick with the soldering iron. The cell is small and quickly becomes overheated, with possible damage from an internal short.

After the cells are soldered together, give them several coats of TV corona dope for insulation. A small piece of cloth, pressed into the wet dope, improves the insulation.

To fit a knob to the variable loopstick, wind a single piece of solid hookup wire, in two layers, near the end of the adjusting screw. The solder is then flowed into the wire and screw for a solid mass.

The two leads from the loop run through flexible spaghetti into the case.

Small locator operation

Turn on the power switch and rotate the tuning knob until an audio signal is heard in the phones. If no audio signal is detected, either or both of the oscillators are not operating; or, they are too far out of tune to be brought to zero beat.

A few tests will indicate what is happening. Short out the earphone terminals and bring the locator near a radio tuned to the low end of the broadcast band. At some point on the radio dial a strong carrier from the detection oscillator should be received. The reference oscillator should also be received, but it will be weaker. It can be identified since its frequency changes when the locator tuning knob is turned.

If the loopstick cannot bring the reference oscillator to the same frequency as the detector oscillator, it may be necessary to add capacitance across either the loop or loopstick. I had to add a 100-μf mica capacitor across the loopstick. It can be seen in the photograph.

Plug the phones in again. This may shift the frequency slightly, but the oscillators should continue to work. If they do not, the headphone resistance is too high. I used a single phone and had no trouble. If high-resistance phones must be used, short out regular headphone terminals and connect the phones in series with the collector bat-
tery. An alternative is to use an additional emitter bias cell. But, to repeat, the oscillator should give no trouble with 1,000 ohms in the headphone circuit.

Best performance is attained with the reference oscillator tuned to the lowest possible beat note, just before the oscillators lock together. When the exploring coil comes near metals, the pitch will rise. The reference oscillator can be set for a constant high pitch note that goes down to zero beat as metal is approached, but the sensitivity is less.

The operator must practice with the locator until the “feel” of operation is acquired. Practice first with objects that can be seen.

Maximum range for the locator is about a foot in the case of relatively large-surfaced metals. The boundaries of large objects are easily determined within an inch at a distance of 6 inches. Retune the beat note to its lowest value each time the object is approached closer; otherwise, the note will be too high for the ear to easily distinguish small pitch variations.

Large locator

The larger locator varies in several respects with the smaller locator. The oscillator frequency is 1 mc and the search coil is electrostatically shielded and of much larger diameter. Also, a two-stage a.f. amplifier is included. The input to the r.f. circuit is amplified and fed to the r.f. circuit to increase the range of the locator. Larger search coils spread out the magnetic lines of force (the range varies roughly as the radius of the coil) and the higher operating frequency gives an increased frequency change for a given inductance change of the search coil.

When a coil approaches a large mass of metal, the eddy currents tend to reduce the inductance of the coil and increase the oscillation frequency. But, the increased circuit capacitance, caused by the nearness of the metal, tends to reduce the frequency. (The capacitance effect is more pronounced at higher frequencies.) This opposing capacitance effect is removed by shielding the coil with an open loop of copper or aluminum tubing called a Faraday shield.

Without the shield—because of the increased capacitance—the beat note goes down as nonmetals are approached. The shield almost completely eliminates this and the locator responds only to metals.

Large locator construction

Assemble the locator circuit on a strip of insulating board. Use a No. 26 drill to cut out holes for the transistor sockets. Just drill two of these holes side by side and square them to fit, with a small file. The SO-3 transformer is held down with a solid wire harness that is pulled through and soldered to the terminal board eyelets.

Take care in soldering to the negative center pole of the mercury cell. It is more delicate than the cell used in the small locator, since it has no metal tab. Check the cell with a volt-meter after the leads have been soldered.

The entire loop-and-handle assembly is detachable. Wing nuts hold the handle to the locator box and a small phono-graph jack is used as a disconnect to the loop coil. Both leads to the coil are above ground. Thus, the jack must not be mounted directly to the box. Cut a plastic washer and place it between the outside of the box and the jack. The connecting cable to the loop consists of a small length of coax. The coax shield should be used as the coil lead to the collector batteries.

A 2-foot loop of 1/4-inch copper tubing encloses the exploring coil. This tubing is grounded at its midpoint to the aluminum handle. The two free ends of the tube are left floating electrically and clamped mechanically to a Lucite insulating block. If the loop ends were brought together, they would form a shorted turn in the r.f. field.

The coil is made by pulling six strands of wire through the tubing. The ends are then soldered together to form a single six-turn loop. I used litz wire (Belden 8817), but almost any small size wire will do.

Other size coils can be built by winding 38 feet of wire into the loop. For this length of wire the smaller loops will have larger inductance, but this can be adjusted by decreasing the tuning capacitance slightly. Use the same methods of checking the oscillators as outlined for the smaller locator.

Try all four transistors in the oscillator circuits. The most active transistor should be used in the detection oscillator, the second most active in the reference oscillator, and the other two in the audio amplifiers. If there is any trouble in obtaining oscillation (if none of the transistors have good r.f. characteristics), the collector supply can be increased to 15 volts.

The small-locator operating procedure is used with the larger locator, with one exception. The variable 250-ohm resistor can be used as a combination volume control and fine frequency adjustment. The bias current varies the collector capacitance, changing the oscillator frequency. There is plenty of audio gain and power output—enough for the signal to be heard with the headphones hanging about the operator’s neck. The range of detection is around 3 feet.

Metal locators in many ways are very limited. They do not tell what has been detected or located, how deep it lies, or very much about its exact size—if it is very small or deeply buried. Most metal-locator operators are surprised at first by the amount of trash material that has been dug up before they find the item in which they are interested. The locator has gloved feeling, but it certainly does not have eyes.

To go beyond 3 feet in detection depth will require different techniques and more elaborate equipment. A few of these have been outlined in the Hand- book of Industrial Electronic Circuits (McGraw-Hill).

END

RADIO-TV SUPERMARKET

Fashioned after the popular self-service style of operation used by many food stores, the new Frank Gerry & Co. Appliance Distributing Center recently opened in London, Ontario, Canada, features a supermarket layout. Items such as vacuum tubes, resistors, capacitors, batteries and hardware are neatly laid out and carefully identified for the customers’ convenience.
THE CAPASWITCH PHOTO-RELAY

By IRVING GOTTlieB

The venerable vacuum tube, long accepted as monarch of the electronic domain, is reluctantly giving way to the transistor. Now it appears that another old-timer, the electromagnetic relay, can also expect healthy competition from a rival device. This, the Capaswitch, is a relay of unusually high sensitivity and power gain. The transformation of electrical energy to mechanical motion is not a new concept. We have electrostatic voltmeters and capacitive loudspeakers in which attraction and repulsion of charges displace a charged plate. The piezoelectric effect is also familiar. Quartz and other crystals change dimensionally when a voltage is applied to them. Similar to the piezoelectric effect is the phenomenon of electrostriction—basically a piezoelectric effect. The essential difference is that the effect is termed piezoelectric when it occurs in a substance composed of one or perhaps a few crystals, whereas electrostriction includes substances composed of many crystals. Electrostriction is the electric counterpart of the more familiar magnetostriiction, in which magnetism produces a dimensional change in magnetic material.

In general, electrostriction results in a greater dimensional change than does piezoelectricity. This is fortunate, for it makes it possible to actuate a contact by the mechanical displacement of an electrostrictive material when it is subjected to the stress of an electric field. Barium titanate is one substance suitable for this purpose. However, it must be processed differently than when used in conventional ceramic capacitors. A feature of the Capaswitch is its small power demand. About 50 micro-watts are required to hold the contacts closed, about one-hundredth the holding power needed for a comparable electromagnetic relay. Thus, it can be used in a photoelectric relay, with the Capaswitch actuated directly from the photosensitive element.

The Capaswitch photorelay (Fig. 1) consists of a voltage-doubling rectifier, a 925 phototube and the Capaswitch relay. The electrostrictive element of the Capaswitch is polarized, as are also the selenium rectifiers and the electrolytic capacitor.

The d.c. voltage output of the rectifier, measured across the 4-µf capacitor, should be about 260. The 925 is sensitive to radiation from incandescent lamps as its response is peaked in the red and infra-red regions. It is always desirable in devices of this kind to use a parabolic reflector behind the light source. Otherwise much of the usable light is emitted at various angles and never reaches the photoelectric cell. Another useful optical technique is to use a shield that blocks off ambient light while allowing direct rays from the source to reach the cathode of the phototube.

If the application is such that the distance between light source and photosensitive element, the potential developed across the electrostrictive element should not exceed about 160 volts as measured with a v.t.v.m. at the moment of contact by the meter probe. The voltage can be limited to this value by controlling the intensity of the light source. Conversely, the d.c. output voltage of the power supply can be reduced by shunting a resistance across the 4-µf output capacitor. If, however, the photorelay is used in a garage door opening mechanism, maximum sensitivity is needed. And it does not matter if the potential across the electrostrictive element exceeds 160 volts, because transient or momentary overloads as great as 100% will not damage the relay.

The actuating element of the Capaswitch, besides having an electrostrictive dielectric, is a capacitor (approximately 0.1 µf). This places a limitation on the release speed when the polarizing voltage is removed, the actual time delay being determined by this capacitance and the 22-megohm photocell load resistor. The pull-in time, however, is much faster—about 10 milliseconds after applying 150 volts. The time required for closing the contacts in this application of the Capaswitch depends upon the intensity and duration of the light reaching the photocell. Due to the ability of the actuating element to accumulate a charge, several short bursts of light spaced by long dark intervals will ultimately trip the relay. The only requirement for this application is that the intensity of the individual burst of light must be such that, if continued, a potential of 150 volts would be developed across the plates of the Capaswitch element.

The high sensitivity of the Capaswitch permits its use in many unique circuits. A typical application is shown in Fig. 2. When the voltage across the Capaswitch becomes high enough to close the neon lamp circuit, the lamp will flash, removing the voltage. This causes the relay to return to its original position. The cycle will repeat until the battery voltage is removed.
MOBILE RADIO SHOP

By CHARLES E. HOLMAN

We have what we think is one of the best and most complete mobile two-way radio shops with all the necessary test equipment, antennas and wiring to service two-way radio equipment any place at any time.

We purchased a ½-ton 1963 Chevrolet chassis with a Car-O-Van walk-in type body having inside dimensions of 70 inches high, 74 inches wide and 98 inches long from bulkhead to rear doors.

We installed an 80-amp Leece-Neville alternator to keep the battery fully charged and to supply power for lights, test equipment, soldering iron, drill and other electrical devices in the field. The 7 volts a.c. from the alternator is stepped up to 20 amp 6-volt filament transformers to put out 115 volts a.c. with a capacity of 300 watts on each phase. Being a 3-phase alternator, it would be possible to get a total of 900 watts. However, we need only 600 watts.

There are separate outlets for each phase on the work bench and an electric soldering iron, tube checker and bench light can be operated from one phase, while an electric drill is operated from the other—all this with the truck motor running at normal idling speed.

At the rear of the truck we have mounted a 50-foot spring type extension cord reel. Through a switching arrangement we can use the reel to deliver 115 volts a.c. 50 feet from the truck if needed or to bring 115 volts a.c. into the truck from the customer's outlet. All circuits are fused with circuit breakers and all voltages are metered along with the 6-volt d.c. current drain.

All instruments are located on a panel above the work bench in the left front corner of the truck. A coaxial patchboard permits us to connect any antenna or piece of equipment together or to various locations in the truck. An armored flexible conduit (1¼ inches) is used under the truck to the driver's position with outlets for a.c., d.c., No. 26 pair cable and 52- and 72-ohm coax from the patchboard. On the right side of the truck is a rack with amateur equipment which is also connected to power and coax panels.

Our test facilities are complete with cable mockup for all model Motorola sets, with plug-in provisions for positive or negative grounds. Test equipment includes one each of the following: P8501A and P8500 Motorola test sets, v.t.v.m., BC-221 frequency meter, field-strength meter, mike checker, Triplett VOM (portable), Lampkin 205 modulation monitor, Hickok 600A tube checker.

We installed a metal bulkhead behind the driver to protect him in case of a sudden stop and to permit us to lock the contents of the shop without having to lock the driver's doors each time he left the truck.

At the left of the work bench, an oak desk 30 x 40 inches with three drawers on the right side, we installed a metal cabinet 30 inches wide, 37½ inches tall and containing three rows of nine metal drawers, 9 inches wide, 15 inches deep and 3½ inches high, giving us a total of 27 drawers for our tubes and various repair parts. Wooden dividers in 10 of the drawers make divisions for our various tubes and vibrators. We also made partitions in the rest of the drawers so the various parts would not shift and could be quickly found. The metal cabinet has a device that locks all drawers so they will not slide out when you go around a corner. In fact all instruments, test equipment, tools and other necessary items for a repair shop are firmly anchored so they will keep their place.

Several wooden cabinets were built between the parts cabinet and the rear doors. In these we carry our gas torch, rope and other large items.

With this layout we can roll up to our customer's door or drive out to an oil drilling rig in the field and have his equipment working in short order, for we have our parts, tools, test equipment and power with us at all times. We have had the truck working for the past year and it comes up to all of our expectations.

Floor plan of mobile radio shop.
ONCE upon a time there was a man named Arthur Squat and he owned a radio named Whizzer. It was a Whizzer 6. Now Arthur Squat's radio played and played, until one day it got tired of playing, so it quit. You would quit too if you had played for 10 straight years. This was a tragic thing, because Arthur valued his radio more than his watch, or his automobile, or even his wife, Sussy, for his watch wouldn't tick but half the time, his automobile wouldn't run when he needed it most, and Sussy did nothing but run. Yes, Arthur had learned to love his Whizzer 6 more than these other worldly things.

Arthur Squat thought and thought about how the radio had failed him and he knew one thing—no incompetent radio service technician would ever get his hands on Whizzer; Arthur, himself, would do the work. He would remove his precious possession from its dusty corner and find out what was wrong with it.

Arthur's workbench was the kitchen table—good solid aluminum. His tools were not radionen's tools, but they were pretty good tools; slightly rusty and from bygone days when he was a thrifty little soul struggling for his existence in the mistresses factory. He smiled to himself as he placed the tongs, Stilson wrench, and screwdriver, which in his fair youth he had pilfered from the locomotive works, on the table. Those were the days when he really lived it up. Yes, these were the days....

"Blip-blip-blip," said the speaker of the Whizzer 6, after Arthur plugged in the power cord. "Blip-blip-blip," Arthur carefully removed the chassis from the shine-gone cabinet and looked things over closely. My, my, the dirt... the Whizzer was cloudy with dirt and fuzz. Sussy must have swept all the dirt into the Whizzer instead of under the rug, he thought. At least it certainly looked like it.

"Ah—perhaps here is the troublesome little racsas," Arthur chuckled out loud, wiggling an awful-looking aluminum can. "Blat-blat-b-l-at!" echoed the speaker. Arthur tightened every loose screw in every loose-looking if. can. How in heaven's name had these screws got so loose, he wondered. "Flut-flut," said the speaker. Arthur hardly recognized the unmelodic notes as that of a radio in good order. My, it is so strange, he thought. The Whizzer had never let him down for 10 straight years... and then out of a clear sky, this. Arthur tapped very gently on a tube.

It was a sad day, this day, after he had examined the innermost mysteries of the 5-inch speaker. With trembling fingers he managed to work the pieces of the speaker together again. Goodness, what a mess... The coil seemed all unwound and ill-fit somehow. One washer just wouldn't go any place in the speaker. And it scraped and scratched as he tried his very best to adjust what was left. At last no "blat-blat," he thought, dejectedly.

Much of the wiring seemed out of order to Arthur, so naturally he did his slight bit in this direction. Before very long a sticky, tar smell ventured forth from a corner of the Whizzer chassis and Arthur got worried terribly and not without reason. Sussy wouldn't stand for hot tar in the curtains. This odor must be originating from the power phaser, he thought. Or could it be the transformer? Arthur wasn't positive he knew a power phaser from an apple cart, but he was sort of good on transformers. He was good enough on them to realize transformers are anything but duck soup to fiddle with. He listened as the transformer hummed along and certainly it sounded to him as not being very contented. Yes, under the transformer's black cover was—certainly must be—the trouble.

Arthur Squat had one fault that often caused him grief: a short memory. Under the circumstances, his short memory was too closely coupled with something more serious—short knowledge—and so he did not bother to unjuice the juicy portion of the Whizzer before diving into the power supply. Now, let it be known here and now that if the Whizzer lacked in many things desirable in a radio, it lacked not in the voltage of the power supply. Whizzer was action packed. Ten whirling minutes and countless powerful cycles later Arthur again could see where he was located—on top, or nearly on top, of the gas range. His breath came in short pants. His toes seemed to be spinning in his socks. The third digit of his left hand felt like it had been used as one element of carbon in the arc of a motion picture projector. Blinking, he looked for the man with the baseball bat. Somebody must have hit him, he...
The Whizzer slowly built up to the task. Arthur twisted and Stilson-wrenched the aluminum can. "There, that's better," he mumbled to himself, sweat now standing out in great beads on his brow. Having finished tightening, he knew of nothing better than to wipe the perspiration and gaze at his work. It seemed as if the Whizzer was readying itself in some way and getting set to do a bit of responding to the loving hands. Arthur thought about this and raked in the mess of tools; he needed one small tool for making the final adjustment. A faint cooking sound warned that the Whizzer was upon the throes of a great undertaking. Arthur Squat adjusted his spectacles. The Whizzer broke into a meaningful hiss... Arthur looked close.

With the hidden energies of a demented shotgun the Whizzer explosion raked through the house. Over the chair went Arthur Squat, Whizzer, and all. Unfortunately the cord had been snaking his leg. Electrolytically speaking, Whizzer's No. 1 filter capacitor had discharged for the last time—all over the place.

Well, to make a long thing just a little longer, in the midst of a sale at Lindberger's Radio Parlor, on State Street, a man with splattered glasses interrupted the scene, demanding in a voice reserved for those who have recently suffered many close calls, "I— I want one 450 fahrenheit, with a capacitance of 10 volts working watts. And don't try to overcharge me on it, because I'm a service technician and everyone knows I fix radios."
A UNIT, based on the principles and applications of Balanced Modulators for Low-Level Audio (December, 1954) and using a transistorized carrier oscillator and a varistor modulator containing two germanium diodes, is described in this article.

The transistor oscillator is essentially that published by Bohr. It contains a Ferri-Loopstick coil with the core fixed symmetrically and ceramic tuning capacitors. My transistor self-excited r.f. oscillators sound doeful against a receiver heterodyne, and I would use a crystal in a modification of Queen's circuit if I had one in a small holder like his LM crystal. Fortunately the quavering r.f. doesn't seem to hurt the audio quality and the stability is not bad.

The modulator (Fig. 1) is, from the balancing standpoint, a mutual inductance bridge like those commonly used in metal detectors. Two identical secondaries (L2 and L3) are moved to adjust their relative couplings to the oscillator coil (L1) for balance. They should by rights be electrostatically shielded from it, but I haven't yet made a shield that doesn't kill the oscillator. Fortunately the amount of unbalanceable carrier that gets through— even with no attempt at capacitance balance—is so little that the Pickering pickup overmodulates it and the coils must be moved off center to increase the unbalance for better quality. For still weaker audio sources, shunt the 1N34 rectifiers with small capacitors and adjust the coil and the variable trimmer alternately until the balance is as fine as you like. In this, as in the tube circuit ("Balanced Modulators," December, 1954), even harmonics are not balanced.

The pickup is applied in push-pull between the two secondaries and bypassed for r.f. The bypass capacitors are essential to carry the r.f. current of the rectifiers. If they reduce the audio fidelity, try in their place series-resonant circuits with smaller capacitors, tuned to the carrier frequency.

To provide the necessary d.c. path for the rectifiers, the primary of an Ouncer type push-pull output transformer from a BC-347-A interphone amplifier serves as a center-tapped audio choke. It has a resistance of 500 ohms. A pair of resistors would probably do if they did not load the pickup nor throttle the rectifiers. The output load resistor is not critical and satisfactory modulation with little change in level takes place with anything from wide open to a direct short through the receiver's antenna coil or an r.f. choke. Too low a resistor probably loads the pickup but I can't say I missed any highs in a broadcast receiver.

I generally use a 10,000-ohm resistor and a 200-pF coupling capacitor to avoid misalignment. A d.c. voltmeter across the output conveniently indicates oscillation and reads about 0.5 volt with the coil turns I am using. The output impedance is so low that if I make another unit I shall use more turns on the twin secondaries for a higher carrier-to-audio ratio in the diodes.

**Construction**

Any small metal box will make a good chassis—I found that of the BC-347-A ideal. Simple filtering keeps the transistor oscillator signal where it belongs and no shielding is necessary between oscillator and modulator sections.

The only critical job is making and mounting the r.f. transformer, but it can be done very neatly even without special tools. If you are afraid of it, try Fig. 2 instead of Fig. 1. You may get away with using an unshielded, stock receiver antenna transformer if you use trimmers from the bridge corners to the live side of the secondary.

**Fig. 2—Diagram of another varistor bridge; has grounded input, balanced output.**

Fig. 3 shows my transformer in cross-section. The form for the secondaries is a paper tube that just slips over the waxed-paper cover of the Ferri-Loopstick primary. I made it by wrapping two layers of drawing paper onto the end of a dowel and binding tightly with tape and thread. I dropped this into a can of hot coil wax and cooked it till it quit bubbling. A piece of dowel necked-down to plug into the foot of the Loopstick cooked at the same time. When the waxed paper form had cooled and stiffened, I mounted it and the Loopstick on their brackets, set them side by side in the positions they would occupy in mid-setting, and marked the secondary form with a pencil opposite the center of the Loopstick coil.

The narrow secondary coils are 0.5-inch apart and are symmetrically

---

**Parts list for modulator**

- Resistors: 1—1,500, 1—8,200, 1—10,000, 1—47,000 ohms, 1/2 watt.
- Capacitors: 1—10, 1—100, 1—250, 1—470 µuf; 2—1000, 2—0.1 µuf; 1—0.01 µuf, trimmer.
- Miscellaneous: 1—CK722 transformer and holder; 2—1N34; 1—Ferri-Loopstick; 1—center-tapped audio choke (see text); 1—chassis; 1—2-circuit jack; 1—rubber band; 1—22.5 volt battery; 1—5-volt cell; 1—5-transformer (See text); hardware.

---

**Fig. 1—The varistor modulator—a balanced bridge to cancel the carrier.**
spaced from this mark. They are wound with the Litz wire that comes with the Loopstick, which is just enough for the two 5-turn coils with a little over for leads. I wove them as Turk's heads to hold them in place till they could be dipped. Then I plugged the open end of the form with a wad of cotton and flash-dipped the completed coils into the wax, also dipping the butt of the Loopstick to hold it onto its dowel.

The Loopstick primary L1 and the twin secondaries are held to their brackets at identical heights by wood screws in the dowels. They must fit accurately and squarely so as not to bind when the secondaries travel back and forth.

In the assembled modulator (see photo) the transformer takes up a great deal of room because the Loopstick must be kept away from large pieces of metal. If it gets too close, the oscillator quits. A single screw holds the bracket of the Loopstick at one end of the case, while the long-footed bracket of the secondaries at the other end has two 10/32 screws tapped into it which travel in slots in the case, parallel to the axis of the coils. A 1-inch 10/32 adjusting screw through the end of the case is tapped into the moving bracket and is turned from the outside to move the secondaries gradually. A rubber band between the brackets pulls against the screw to take up backlash, and the moving bracket may have to be grounded by a pigtail unless the guide screws are set up hard after it has been set. The oscillator stops and starts if the bracket makes intermittent contact. Tie the coil leads to convenient points and leave slack for motion. Watch the polarity.

Band Conversion

This modulator can be used as a frequency changer or converter if the r.f. input, suitably filtered against spurious responses, is applied in place of the audio. The bypasses would then be tuned to the local oscillator frequency. Fig. 2 appears a little better suited for this job.

Both this and the tube modulator save tuning elements and radiation worries by connecting directly to receivers. But they can be used remotely by tuning the outputs. The low-impedance transistor-varistor modulator should be tapped down on the tank circuit. In the tube modulator the tank circuit would replace the plate load resistor, with small r.f. chokes in place of the extra resistors if finer balance is needed. But be careful! My father worked New Zealand from Washington, D.C., way back then, with just two 201-A's.
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Obtaining a perfect match between amplifier and speaker

The Scott model 265-A audio amplifier.

The Bogen DB20DF—damping factor circuit is similar to model D030A.

The Bogen damping control

The variable damping factor control used in Bogen amplifiers is perhaps the most easily adapted to existing equipment. Fig. 1 shows the circuit of the Bogen D030A amplifier. Two small resistors, 0.27 and 0.47 ohm, are connected in series with the common side of the voice coil circuit. Since they are in series with the load (voice coil), the voltage drop across them is proportional to the load current and may be tapped off and used as current feedback. (Negative voltage feedback is taken from across the load and applied separately to the cathode of the first a.f. amplifier.)

A 25-ohm potentiometer shunts the resistors in the output circuit, with its center arm connected to the bottom of the cathode resistor through a low-pass filter consisting of R1 and C1. When the junction of the series resistors is grounded, the voltage across each is proportional to its resistance. The feedback voltage across the series string is positive with respect to ground at one end and negative with respect to ground at the other.

When the control is at its extreme counterclockwise position (X) a ganged switch shorts the series resistors, removing the current feedback. Turning the control clockwise opens the switch so the voltage across the 0.27-ohm resistor is applied to the cathode of the 12AT7 as negative current feedback to increase the output impedance and lower the damping factor. Continuing the clockwise rotation of the control, the damping factor rises gradually until a point is reached where the arm is at ground potential, there is no current feedback, and the damping factor is the same as when the switch is closed. Continued rotation of the control applies positive current feedback to the 12AT7, causing the amplifier output impedance and damping factor to become negative. The voltage across the voice coil now varies inversely as the voice-coil impedance.

The low-pass filter in the current feedback loop is designed for a cutoff around 300 cycles to limit the damping to the low-frequency end of the spectrum where it is most effective. One author suggests making the filter network frequency sensitive to compensate for reduction in low-frequency response when some speakers are provided with optimum damping. In this case, the values of R1 and C1 can be determined.

I'm ever in the mood for an argument I'll simply make a few categorical remarks about damping factor in amplifiers and then sit back and await the howls of anguish and indignation from those who do not agree. Rather than chance this, I'll let other authors explain all about damping factor and its effects on speaker performance (see bibliography) and just stick to discussing the various circuits amplifier manufacturers are using to obtain an ideal match between amplifier and speaker system. Circuits for varying the damping factor are comparatively simple and are easily adapted to existing amplifiers.

The Scott model 265-A audio amplifier.

By ROBERT F. SCOTT
Technical Editor

If I'm ever in the mood for an argument I'll simply make a few categorical remarks about damping factor in amplifiers and then sit back and await the howls of anguish and indignation from those who do not agree. Rather than chance this, I'll let other authors explain all about damping factor and its effects on speaker performance (see bibliography) and just stick to discussing the various circuits amplifier manufacturers are using to obtain an ideal match between amplifier and speaker system. Circuits for varying the damping factor are comparatively simple and are easily adapted to existing amplifiers.

The Bogen damping control

The variable damping factor control used in Bogen amplifiers is perhaps the most easily adapted to existing equipment. Fig. 1 shows the circuit of the Bogen D030A amplifier. Two small resistors, 0.27 and 0.47 ohm, are connected in series with the common side of the voice coil circuit. Since they are in series with the load (voice coil), the voltage drop across them is proportional to the load current and may be tapped off and used as current feedback. (Negative voltage feedback is taken from across the load and applied separately to the cathode of the first a.f. amplifier.)

A 25-ohm potentiometer shunts the resistors in the output circuit, with its center arm connected to the bottom of the cathode resistor through a low-pass filter consisting of R1 and C1. When the junction of the series resistors is grounded, the voltage across each is proportional to its resistance. The feedback voltage across the series string is positive with respect to ground at one end and negative with respect to ground at the other.

When the control is at its extreme counterclockwise position (X) a ganged switch shorts the series resistors, removing the current feedback. Turning the control clockwise opens the switch so the voltage across the 0.27-ohm resistor is applied to the cathode of the 12AT7 as negative current feedback to increase the output impedance and lower the damping factor. Continuing the clockwise rotation of the control, the damping factor rises gradually until a point is reached where the arm is at ground potential, there is no current feedback, and the damping factor is the same as when the switch is closed. Continued rotation of the control applies positive current feedback to the 12AT7, causing the amplifier output impedance and damping factor to become negative. The voltage across the voice coil now varies inversely as the voice-coil impedance.

The low-pass filter in the current feedback loop is designed for a cutoff around 300 cycles to limit the damping to the low-frequency end of the spectrum where it is most effective. One author suggests making the filter network frequency sensitive to compensate for reduction in low-frequency response when some speakers are provided with optimum damping. In this case, the values of R1 and C1 can be determined

from the formula \( R_t = \frac{1}{2\pi f \times C_1} \), where \( f \) is the turnover frequency and may be made equal to the resonant frequency of the speaker.

It is normal for some amplifiers to oscillate when the damping factor is carried into the negative region. So when the speaker-amplifier combination requires a negative damping factor, most satisfactory performance can be found with the damping factor control set just below the point of oscillation.

The Scott and Electro-Voice circuits

In the Bogen circuit (Fig. 1), loudspeaker damping is controlled electronically by using a fixed amount of negative voltage feedback and varying the amplitude and phase of the current feedback applied to the input circuit. The Electro-Voice and Scott circuits use combinations of negative voltage and negative current feedback only; so they do not provide for varying the damping factor into the negative range as in the Bogen circuit. They are not frequency selective, either.

Fig. 2 shows the variable damping control circuit in the H. H. Scott model 265-A amplifier. The 16-ohm output tap is shunted with a voltage divider consisting of a 500-ohm potentiometer in series with a 1,200-ohm resistor. The negative voltage feedback signal at the arm of the control is applied to the cathode of the input section of the phase inverter. A negative current feedback voltage proportional to the voice-coil current is developed across a 0.19-ohm resistor in parallel with a second 500-ohm potentiometer. The current feedback voltage at the arm of this potentiometer is applied to the cathode of the input stage.

The potentiometers are ganged and the voltages are phased so that when the controls are at one end of their range the negative current feedback loop is grounded and the phase inverter gets the full negative voltage feedback. Rotating the controls toward the other end of their range gradually increases the amount of current feedback and decreases the voltage feedback. The circuit constants are proportioned so the circuit gain and the total amount of feedback are constant for all positions of the damping factor control. The damping factor is variable between 1 and 30.

Fig. 3 is the basic damping control circuit used by Electro-Voice in the Circolotron series of amplifiers. A negative voltage feedback signal is taken from the secondary of the output transformer and fed to the arm of an 1,800-ohm resistor in the cathode circuit of the first voltage amplifier stage. The amount of voltage feedback is determined by the values of the cathode resistor and series resistor, and is maximum when the arm of the control is at the cathode end of its range.

The bottom end of the cathode resistor is a 1-ohm potentiometer in series with the common side of the voice coil circuit. The two potentiometers are ganged as in Fig. 2. When the control is set for maximum damping factor, the arm of the 1,800-ohm potentiometer is at the cathode end for maximum voltage feedback and the 1-ohm potentiometer is shorted out so no current feedback voltage is developed. Turning the control toward minimum gradually decreases the amount of negative voltage feedback, while the negative current feedback increases as the resistance in series with the voice coil is increased. The damping factor is variable in this circuit from 0.1 to 15.

The new Bogen, Electro-Voice and Scott amplifiers discussed here have a number of additional interesting features that we hope to discuss in an early issue.
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FOR GOLDEN EARS ONLY

The G-E Baton tone arm and cartridge, Martin model 352 amplifier and preamp; new records review

By MONITOR

THE pickup arm of a high-fidelity system may have a greater influence on over-all quality than many realize. It determines needle pressure, needle alignment, tracking and, to a marked extent, groove loading, all of which play a very important part in faithful, low-distortion performance.

In testing the G-E Baton tone arm and cartridge (see photo) I measured the IM of the cartridge in the G-E arm, in an inexpensive arm and in a well known changer, using the IM bands of the Cook series 10LP test record as a signal source and my Heathkit IM analyzer for the meter. The average total IM in the G-E arm was 5%, in the inexpensive arm 7% and in the changer 8%. I estimate that the IM on the record at the time amounted to around 4%, so the difference represents the contribution of arm, cartridge, turntable and preamp.

The difference is quite understandable when the G-E arm is examined and analyzed. Both the vertical and lateral friction are extremely low—certainly not over 2 grams. Ball race bearings are used in both the vertical and horizontal pivots and are entirely enclosed and lifetime lubricated. This means that both are dust-free and will not deteriorate with use. Furthermore the vertical bearing can be adjusted to compensate for wear. This results in very low friction and the drag of the tone arm is inconsequential, with very little effect on tracking or groove loading.

Although the arm itself is massive and heavy, the vertical mass so far as the needle is concerned is very low. This condition is obtained by placing the vertical bearing just beyond the head and coupling the counterweight only to the head. Thus only the head and not the entire arm moves vertically. Furthermore, this division and the looseness of the coupling of head to the rest of the arm dampens the head from the rest of the arm so that the important resonance is that of the short head, rather than the long tube. I could find no trace of resonance.

A clever method is used to obtain mounting flexibility and cartridge alignment adjustment. The bottom of the base is spherically convex and is fastened to the table with three screws which go into a flat base plate underneath the table. By adjusting the pressure on the three mounting screws it is possible to change the angle of the arm to the plane of the record in both directions. Thus it is possible to obtain perfect alignment of the needle to the record grooves. This is very important for lowest distortion. Moreover, the angle of the base can also be adjusted in this way to obtain perfect balance over the playing arc of the record and so to compensate for slight departure of the table from absolute level.

The vertical height of the arm above the record can be adjusted precisely. The stylus pressure is also adjustable over a range of 3 to 15 grams or so. The counterweight is calibrated in grams for the G-E cartridges. The calibrations do not hold for heavier or lighter cartridges, but a new scale can be added following calibration with a needle pressure gauge. I obtained 100% tracking with a needle pressure of only 3 grams. I do not recommend so low a pressure for normal use, but successful operation with so low a pressure indicates the fine tracking ability and low friction of the arm.

Cartridges are mounted on a quick change slide, removable in a few seconds, which accommodates all G-E and most other cartridges with ¼-inch mounting centers. (The G-E Triple Play cartridge cannot be quick-changed because the "turnaround" knob prevents this.) The cartridge mount and head tilts 90° so that the needle can be adjusted and examined easily.

The only adjustment the arm does not have is for tracking angle when different cartridges are used. The correct overhang for the arm is 17/32 inch. This can be established for any given cartridge when the arm is mounted originally. However, the distance of needle from mounting center differs from cartridge to cartridge and when it does, the tracking angle will be slightly off. I know of no arm which provides this adjustment, so this limitation is not peculiar to the G-E. In short the Baton is a very fine pickup arm for highest fidelity and I recommend it highly.

Martin 352 amplifier and preamp

Amplifier design has become fairly standardized in the past few years. More than 90% of the commercial high-fidelity amplifiers use the Williamson circuit in whole or with some modifications. It is not surprising, therefore, that the performance has also become somewhat standardized. When, therefore, an amplifier comes along which stands out from others, it is a real event for the man who, like myself, tests and listens to many amplifiers. The Martin 352A and its companion preamplifier
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and control unit, the 352CA, comprise such an amplifier.

Basically, the Martin (see diagram) is still another Ultra-Linear version of the Williamson; but it has some very significant modifications which make it distinctive. My measurements on the amplifier alone show the IM (for either 60 and 3,000, or 60 and 7,000 cycles) to be under 0.5% for all levels up to 25 watts; and between 50 milliwatts and 10 watts it ranges from .05 to 0.2%. These are the lowest figures I have measured on any commercial amplifier. More remarkable, the IM continues to be under 0.5% when the preamp is included in the measurement.

I don't pretend to be able to hear the difference in IM between amplifiers with an IM of 0.1 or 0.5 at 50 milliwatts, or 0.5 and 1% at 20 watts, and I very much doubt that anybody else can hear it. But it undoubtedly does make a difference in such an indirect quality as definition. And in this respect the Martin is outstanding. Most of this is probably due not so much to the distortion level, as to the transient response—not only the ability of a system to follow the steep slopes of high-level transients, but to reproduce the entire transient without generating transients of its own (echoes, thumps, hangover or ringing). Freedom from such transients is a function of internal damping, through thorough decoupling, and of the damping the amplifier presents to the speakers.

The internal damping or decoupling in the Martin is furthered in three ways: two power supplies are used for the plate voltages, one feeding the driver and output stage only, the other the preceding stages in the main amplifier and the preamp; there are no fewer than five decoupling elements from phone-input to the driver stage; a VR tube regulates and decouples the supply to the preamp, one of the few commercial applications of this excellent method.

Though the amplifier has no fewer than nine cascaded stages from phono-input to output transformer, it is possible to use NAB compensation on an ORTHO record, plus full bass boost, plus the large bass boost provided by the loudness control, without any trace of hangover or motorboating. Furthermore, you can slap the tubes, bang the chassis, and manhandle it any way you like, without microphonism or any trace of thumps or bumps. This helps account for the temerity of the designers in providing only two bass equalization curves both of which boost down to 20 cycles. This is equivalent to providing, on ORTHO, LP and NAB records, a bass boost of up to 10 db at 20 cycles—in addition to that of the loudness control and bass boost control, which, incidentally, also defies convention by providing only boost and no attenuation.

The loudspeaker system damping is unusually high, since the feedback loop delivers a much higher feedback factor than is standard for the Ultra-Linear Williamson—probably around 30 db. The fine decoupling helps to make this

The Martin series 352A audio amplifier.

Schematic diagram of the Martin series 352 high-fidelity audio amplifier.
NEW PRINTED CIRCUITS

One of the many tremendous improvements in the new 1955 Heathkits is the use of an etched metal printed circuit board. Printed circuits will be used in Heathkits whenever they will affect construction simplification, performance stabilization, and lend themselves to instrument design. Now for the first time a kit instrument company offers the advantages of modern, printed circuit instrument construction technique. For the first time, consideration has been given to reducing the kit assembly time. Also this is the first time that printed circuit boards have been hand-soldered on a volume basis. Offered only by Heathkit, the pioneer and leader in kit instrument design.

New PRINTED CIRCUITS

New PEAK-TO-PEAK VTVM CIRCUIT

New 6A5 fullwave rectifier in AC input circuit permits full wave peak-to-peak measurements. Seven ranges — upper limits 4000 volts peak-to-peak. Just the thing for TV servicemen who need measuring TV circuit voltage checks. Precision resistor voltage divider limits AC RMS level to 250 volts. Prevents overloading the rectifier — extends upper limit AC RMS ranges to 1500 volts — further protects meter and circuitry against AC flash-over or arcing. Another definite example of continuing Heathkit design leadership in the kit instrument field.

New HIGH READABILITY PANELS

New 1955 Heathkit feature complete panel redesign. Sharp white lettering applied to the beautiful charcoal gray panels provide a new high in readability. Lettering in easy-to-read even style and panel configurations are visibly clear against the pleasing off-gray background. New knobs of exclusive Heathkit design.

New 3" UTILITY SCOPE

The new 3" Scope is a "natural" for the well rounded line of Heathkit instruments. Small in size, 11 1/2" deep, 6 1/2" wide, 6 1/2" high, yet big in performance. Just take a look at the value as well. KsiScope for $29.50. Brilliant intensity, sharp focusing, wide viewing range. An ideal accessory scope for the TV service man — a second adscope — excitation monitor for your home (deflection plate terminal rear of cabinet). Performance to score for all general purpose applications. See specifications on following page.

New SCOPE SWEEP CIRCUIT

New 1955 Heathkit Model 0-1k Scope features a new wide frequency range sweep generator covering 10 cycles to 500,000 cycles. This coverage is available in five virtually identical sweep ranges and in five sweep rates and in two times greater than the times greater than the sweep frequency range sweep frequency range sweep frequency range sweep frequency range.
FEATURES:

- Necessary waveform response information can be accomplished using an additional instrument.
- A necessary waveform response information can be accomplished using an additional instrument.
- The necessary waveform response information can be accomplished using an additional instrument.

APPLICATIONS:

An Electronic Switch has many applications to increase the overall operating versatility of your oscilloscope. It can be used to check amplifier distortion—audio crossover networks—phase inverter circuits—to measure phase shift—special waveforms study, etc. The instrument can also be conveniently used as a square wave generator over the range of switching frequencies, often providing the necessary waveform response information without incurring the expense of an additional instrument. Ownership of this instrument will reveal many entirely new fields of oscilloscope application and will quickly justify the modest cost of the Electronic Switch Kit.

Another useful oscilloscope accessory particularly in circuit development and work on TV and radio service work. The Voltage Calibrator provides a convenient method for making peak-to-peak voltage measurements with an oscilloscope, by establishing a relationship on a comparison basis between the amplitude of an unknown waveform and a known output of the voltage calibrator. Peak-to-peak voltage values are read directly from a calibrated panel scale without recourse to involved calculations.

FEATURES:

- To off-set line voltage supply irregularities, the instrument features a voltage regulator tube.
- A convenient "signal" position on the panel switch by-passes the calibrator completely and the signal is applied through the oscilloscope vertical input, thereby eliminating the necessity for constantly transferring test leads.

RANGES:

With the Heathkit Voltage Calibrator it is possible to measure all types of complex waveforms within a voltage range of 0.1 to 100 volts peak-to-peak. Build this instrument in a few hours and enjoy the added benefits offered only through combination use of test equipment.

HEATHKIT

VOLTAGE CALIBRATOR

KIT

MODEL VC-2

$11.50

No. 342

$3.50

Shp. Wt. 1 lb.

Shp. Wt. 4 lbs.

An oscilloscope accessory, the 342 Low Capacitance Probe permits observation of complex TV waveforms without distortion. An adjustable trimmer provides proper matching to any conventional oscilloscope input circuit. Excellent for high frequency, high impedance, or bandwidth circuits. The attenuation ratio can be varied to meet individual requirements.

HEATHKIT

SCOPE DEMODULATOR PROBE KIT

No. 337-C

$3.50

Shp. Wt. 1 lb.

Extend the usefulness of your oscilloscope by observing modulation envelopes of RF or IF carriers found in TV and radio receivers. The Heathkit Demodulator Probe will be helpful in alignment work, as a gain analyzer and a signal tracer. Easy construction with the few modern printed circuit board. Voltage limits are 90 volts RMS and 500 volts D.C.

AUDIO—HIGH FIDELITY

large feedback possible without instability.

Hum level is unusually low. The elaborate de-coupling measures (plus no fewer than four filter chokes) improve the power supply filtering. In addition, the two single-ended stages of the main amplifier and the entire preamp are furnished with a d.c. filament supply. This is particularly helpful in the split-load inverter whose high cathode resisters increases heater-cathode leakage and accounts for most of the residual hum. Williamson amplifiers. The input tube of the main amplifier, as well as the amplifier tubes in the control unit, are low-noise 12AY7's—three of them. Finally, no a.c. of any kind goes into the preamp; the on-off switch and the pilot light, with their cables, are entirely outside the tight metal case which shields it.

As a result you literally have to stick your head inside a Karlson enclosure or a horn, with the bass and loudness control full on and treble normal, to hear anything whatever, and what you hear is not line hum, but various tube noises. The total noise is completely inaudible as close as 1 foot from a Karlson enclosure with an RCA LCI-A ("For Golden Ears Only," February 1956) speaker. The total noise is somewhat higher in the phono position but is still more than 60 db down. It is a good thing that both amplifier and preamp have bright pilot lights; you'll need them to remember to shut the outfit off.

The preamp offers a choice of magnetic phono and two other inputs. The load of the phono channel is 100,000 ohms; the equalizer is of the 2-stage feedback type. I would personally like to have more exact equalization than provided by the three curves (ABS, NAB and EUROPEAN). True, given a turntable with very low hum and rumble, most systems can stand the bass boost on ORTHO, LP and NARTB records; but a system as fine as this ought to be equally as good in respect, too. And, with average changers and turntables, the rumble and hum when using the loudness control are likely to be a bit heavy.

There is a high-impedance output channel ahead of the loudness control but after the tone controls for a recorder. The loudness control is of the three-potentiometer type and very pleasant; a switch can throw it out. The bass control provides about 16 db of boost, no attenuation; the treble gives about 16 db boost and attenuation. The preamp output is through a cathode follower and any reasonable amount of cable can be used between the preamp and the main amplifier. The on-off switch on the preamp controls the amplifier; and there is a jack on the main chassis for another a.c. plug.

As there is no skimming in circuit details, there is also no skimping in quality of components or construction. Some of the plate resistors are rated at 10 watts and almost all resistors are 2 watts or better; those in push-pull
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NEW Heathkit
5" PUSH-PULL
OSCILLOSCOPE KIT
FOR COLOR TV

BRAND NEW DESIGN: The new Heathkit Model O-10 Oscilloscope would be something special at any price, but is almost unbelievable at $69.50. Completely re-designed scope has broadband amplifiers for color TV work and offers brilliant overall performance. Vertical frequency response within 5 db from 5 cps to 5 mc. Even more interesting, the response is down less than 1.5 db at 3.28 mc, the color TV sync burst frequency. It is essential that scopes for color work have these broadband characteristics.

PRINTED CIRCUITS: Two printed circuit boards used in this fine instrument to insure stable, consistent performance. Problem solved by pre-engineering of boards, and their one guarantee completed unit that will have same characteristics in lab development model. Printed circuits simplify construction and save labor.

NEW SWEEP CIRCUIT: New sweep circuit operates with exceptionally good linearity from 20 cps to over 300,000 cps, 5 times the small range for scopes in this price range. An entirely new circuit introduced for the first time in any Heathkit.

FEATURES: Other outstanding characteristics of this professional oscilloscope are: Built-in TV peak-to-peak reference for calibration of plant or CRT beat-plate, 5" SUTY CRT, push-pull hor and vert. deflection amplifiers; hor. trace with expandable to 3 times diameter of CRT tube to allow inspection of any small portion of the signal; deflection sensitivity, 505 volts per inch; wiring harness pre-formed and molded to save construction time and insure professional appearance and operation. Incorporates efficient erase technique; frequency compensated step attenuator at the vertical input. Entire tube face usable. No follower on vertical one-shot. Performance obtainable only in much more expensive laboratory models.

New Heathkit
3" PRINTED CIRCUIT
OSCILLOSCOPE KIT

MODEL OL-1
$29.50 Shipped Weight: 15 lbs.

NEW easy-to-build printed circuit board, with high insulation factor. New Heathkit instrument styling—charcoal gray panel with high readability while lettering. New Heath twin triode sweep generator 15,000,000 cycle sweep.

VERSATILE INSTRUMENT: The new Model OM-1 general purpose oscilloscope represents an outstanding dollar value in reliable test equipment. Full 5 inch CRT. Printed circuit board for ease of assembly, constant circuit characteristic, and rugged component mounting. Includes all the design features necessary for servomechanics, student, experimenters, radio amateurs, etc. Frequency response of amplifier flat within 1 db from 10 cps to 100 kc, and down only 7 db from 10 cps to 9000 kc. Sweep generator range from 20 cps to 100,000 cps. Also features new Heathkit oscilloscope styling with charcoal gray panel and high definition while lettering for readability even under subdued lighting conditions.

DESIGN FEATURES: A full-size, versatile oscilloscope at a price you can afford! Other features are: adjustable spot size control, RF connections for heterodyne plates, direct coupled metering controls, external and internal sweep and sync, 60 cycle line sweep, built-in 1 volt peak-to-peak panel terminal reference voltage; professional appearance of cabinet, panel, and knob styling.
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The new Heathkit Multimeter is a "must" to complete the instrument lineup of any well-equipped service shop. Here is an instrument packed with every desirable service feature, many of which are not found in other Multimeters. All of the measurement ranges you need or want. High sensitivity 20,000 ohms per volt DC; 5,000 ohms per volt AC.

**ADVANTAGES**

Complete portability through freedom from AC line power operation—provides service ranges of direct current measurements from 150 microamps up to 15 amperes—can be safely operated in field without impairing accuracy of measurement.

**RANGES**

Full scale AC and DC voltage ranges are 0-1, 5, 15, 50, 150, 500, 1,500 and 5,000 volts. Direct current ranges are 150 microamps, 15, 150 and 500 milliamperes and 15 amperes. Resistances are measured from 2 ohms to 20 megohms in 5 ranges and db range from -10 to +65 db.

**CONSTRUCTION**

The Heathkit Multimeter kit fulfills many requirements for a compact, portable, all-in one meter. The small size of the smooth gleaming metal case permits the instrument to be tucked into your coat pocket, toolbox or glove compartment of your car. Always the "Handi-tester" for those simple repair jobs.

**RANGES**

Despite its compact size, the Handi-tester is packed with every desirable feature required in an instrument of this type. AC or DC voltage ranges, full scale, 10, 30, 100, 1,000 and 5,000 volts. 2 convenient ohmmeter ranges (0-300 ohms and 0-300,000 ohms). 2 DC milliammeter ranges 0-10 microamperes and 0-100 milliamperes.

**CONSTRUCTION**

The instrument uses a 400 microamperes meter movement which is shunted with resistors to provide a uniform 1 milliampere load in both AC and DC ranges. This design allows the use of but 1 set of 15 precision divider resistors on both AC and DC and provides a simplicity of switching. A small hearing aid type ohms adjustment control provides the necessary zero adjust function on the milliammeter range. The AC rectifier circuit uses a high quality Bradley rectifier and a dual half wave hookup. The necessary test leads and battery are included in the price of this popular kit.

**HEATHKIT MULTIMETER KIT**

All 10 precision multimeter, resis- ter values in 0.2% guaranteed meter.

Total of 25 meter ranges on two color scale.

**Heathkit**

**HANDI-TESTER KIT**

MODEL MM-1

$26.50

Shpg. Wt. 6 lbs.

**Heathkit RESISTANCE SUBSTITUTION BOX KIT**

MODEL RS-1

$5.00

Shpg. Wt. 2 lbs.

**Heathkit CONDENSER SUBSTITUTION BOX KIT**

MODEL CS-1

$5.50

Shpg. Wt. 2 lbs.

**HEATH company**

A SUBSIDIARY OF DATSTRON, INC.
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**AUDIO-HIGH FIDELITY**

stages are matched to 2% or better. The output stage not only has the usual balancing control, but also a bias-setting control. Instead of a single 6SN7 for the drivers, two 6SN7s are used to keep the tubes well within dissipation ratings.

No effort has been made to save space. The amplifier is really big—it occupies a space 21 inches long and 11 inches wide. The main amplifier is as hand-built as the underdriven power amplifier, with a diagramatic layout. Obviously, the Martin is not an assembly-line product. There is no evidence here of compromises for the sake of cost saving, space saving, production tolerances, or what not; but on every hand, evidence of an effort to build in maximum performance and maximum quality.

New Records

**NOTE:** Records are 12-inch LP and play back with RCA curve unless otherwise indicated.

**GOULD: Latin American Symphonette**

**BARBER: School for Scandal. Adagio for Strings. Essay**

Howard Hanson conducting the Eastman-Rochester Orchestra

Mercery MG 4002

If, God forbid, I had to set along with only one record for testing, demonstrating or showing off high-fid equipment, I'd believe at the moment I would choose this. The Gould Symphonette has just about everything needed to test almost any audio quality, once you have become familiar with it, and it makes a spectacular sound for pure show-off.

If Gould overlooked any instrument of the orchestra somebody else will have to catch the oversight; and he has combined them in a large representation of all possible combinations, from solo, choir to counterpoint. The music, once you start getting the hang of it, is amusing and pleasant and certainly shouldn't make anyone who listens to progressive jazz.

The percussives and drums are remarkably sharp; the bass drums very big. Most of the other percussives, including the innermost things, are remarkably big. Most of them were selected for their quality, and necessary test leads are furnished with the kit.

**HEATHKIT HANDI-TESTER KIT**

MODEL M-1

$14.50

Shpg. Wt. 3 lbs.

**THE HEATHKIT**

Model M-1 Handi-

TESTER really fulfills

major requirements for a

compact, portable,

all-in one meter.

The Heathkit Handi-

tester has been designed for

minimum size, maximum

utility and for those who

don't want to carry a big

box.

**CONSTRUCTION**

The Heathkit Handi-tester KIt features a unique resistor ring switch mounting assembly procedure. With this method of assembly construction, the resistors are wired to the rings and range switch before actual mounting of the switch to the instrument panel. This procedure affords the advantage of simplicity and ease of replacement of the switch assembly in event replacement is ever required. Ohm-

meter resistors were selected for convenience of replacement and only standard commercially available types are used. Batteries consist of 1 type C flashlight cell and 4 Penlite cells. All convenience of replacement and only standard commercially available types are used. Batteries consist of 1 type C flashlight cell and 4 Penlite cells. All

**SHIPPING WEIGHT:**

6 lbs.

**MODEL NUMBER:**

M-1

**PRICE:**

$14.50

**HANDI-RESISTANCE SUBSTITUTION KIT**

**MODEL NUMBER:**

RS-1

**PRICE:**

$5.50

**HANDI-CONDENSER SUBSTITUTION KIT**

**MODEL NUMBER:**

CS-1

**PRICE:**

$5.00

**BENTON HARBOR**

20, MICHIGAN

**RADIO-ELECTRONICS**

www.americanradiohistory.com
NEW Heathkit VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER KIT
PRINTED CIRCUIT DESIGN

Another outstanding example of continuing Heath Company pioneering and leadership in the kit instrument field. A new printed circuit VTVM. New peak-to-peak circuit—new styling and new panel design. A precision, prefabricated printed circuit board eliminates chassis wiring, cuts assembly time in half, assures duplication of Engineering pilot model specifications, and virtually eliminates possibility of construction error.

CIRCUIT:
A 6ALS tube operated as a full wave AC input rectifier permits seven peak-to-peak voltage ranges with upper limits of 1000 volts P-P. Just the ticket for you TV enthusiasts. Voltage divider in the 6ALS input circuit limits applied AC input to a safe level. This circuitry and the solution of the motor in conjunction with the 12AU7 bridge circuit affords a high degree of protection to the sensitive 200 micromicro ampere meter.

RANGES:
Severe voltage ranges: 1.5, 5, 10, 15, 20, 50, and 150 volts DC and AC RMS. Peak-to-peak ranges: 4, 14, 40, 140, 400, 1400, 4000. Decibel ranges: X1, X10, X100, X1000, X100K, X1M0K, X10M. Maximum additional features are 50 ohms, a center scale zero position, and a polarity reversal switch.

IMPORTANT FEATURES:
High impedance 1 megohm input—transformer operated—1% precision resistor. 6ALS and 12AU7 tube—Osram power rectifier—individual AC and DC calibrations—smoother improved zero adjust control action—new panel styling and color—new placement of pilot light—new positive contact battery mounting—new knob—unit looks refined.
The new V-7 also sets the pace as a kit instrument style leader. Smart, neat-looking charcoal gray panel and soft feather gray cabinet. High quality paper with starpoint capacitor—white calibrations. The piloting, eye catching, modern styling is in harmonious balance with the outstanding circuit design improvements. Easily the best buy in kit instruments.

Heathkit AC VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER KIT
MODEL AV-2
$29.50 Shpg. Wt. 5 lbs.

Extreme sensitivity has been emphasized in the design of the Heathkit AC VTVM. Ten full scale RMS ranges are: 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3, 10, 30, 100, and 300 volts. Frequency response is substantially flat from 10 cycles per second to 60 KC with input impedance of 1 megohm at 1 KC. Will accurately measure as low as 1 millivolt at high impedance. Total dB range is —52 dB to +52 dB. An excellent kit for measuring the output of phono cartridges and the gain of amplifier stages. Use it also to check power supply ripple, as a sensitive null detector, and for calibrating frequency response data. Features one knob operation, 200 micromicroampere Simpson meter and precision resistors.

Heathkit AUDIO WATTMETER KIT
Model AW-1
$29.50 Shpg. Wt. 6 lbs.

Read audio power output directly without using external load resistors with the new Heathkit Audio Wattmeter. Built-in non-inductive load resistors provide impedances of 4, 8, 16, and 600 ohms. Flat response from 10 CPS to 250 KC. Full scale power range is 0.5 MW, 0.5 MW, 0-500 MW, 0-50 W, and 0-5 W. Model AW-1 will operate continuously at 25 watts and has a duty cycle of 3 minutes at 50 watts. Total dB range in five positions is —50 dB to +48 dB, using the standard 1 milliwatt 600 ohms.

Heathkit 30,000 VOLTS DC PROBE KIT
MODEL V-7
$45.00 Shpg. Wt. 1 lb.

Heathkit PEAK-TO-PEAK PROBE KIT
No. 338-C
$5.50 Shpg. Wt. 2 lbs.

Heathkit RF PROBE KIT
No. 309-C
$3.50 Shpg. Wt. 1 lb.

Heath company
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Here is the new 12 volt Heathkit Battery Eliminator so necessary for modern up-to-date operation of your Service Shop. Furnishes either 9 or 12 volt output which can be selected at the flick of a panel switch. Use the BE-4 to service all of the new 12 volt car radios in addition to the conventional 6 volt models.

RANGES:
This new Battery Eliminator provides two continuously variable output voltage ranges: 9 or 6 volts D.C. at 10 amperes continuously or 15 amperes maximum intermittent and 9 or 12 volts D.C. at 5 amperes continuously or 7.5 amperes maximum intermittent. The output voltage is clean and well filtered, as the circuit utilizes 10,000 mfd condensers.

The continuously variable voltage output feature is of definite aid in determining the optimum point of vibration, the voltage operating range of oscillator circuits, etc.

OTHER USES:
The powerful low voltage DC supply has many other applications besides primary use in car radio service work. Can be nicely used as a battery charger, or low voltage DC supply for electric trains. Has applications in high gain audio work requiring clean DC filament supply. Can be used for low power electro-plating or as a power supply for battery powered intercommunication systems.

Heathkit 6-12 volt
BATTERY ELIMINATOR KIT

Heathkit IMPEDANCE BRIDGE KIT

Heathkit VIBRATOR TESTER KIT

Heathkit VARIABLE VOLTAGE ISOLATION TRANSFORMER KIT

Audio—High Fidelity

The characters of the planets, and since they—from a horoscope point of view—run the gamut from marital to coy, the music does also. The orchestra is one of the largest ever assembled and includes just about every instrument you can think of, not overlooking the full complement of percussion, in addition to thebird people, plus a choir of voices for the final movement.

This music is most notable for the extraordinary variety of orchestral tone, exceptional definition and dynamic range, and the number of movements which can be picked out clearly, even in the crescendos. Once you become acquainted with the music (and that will take several years) the recording also makes a first class test record. The subtle nuances and tones, so well recorded, will be evident not only on the better systems, but chosen on the poorer ones.

It would be impossible, short of several thousand words, to note the many sound values of the disc. There is, for instance, a very deep, very low pitched drum whose size must be as prodigious as its note. About two-thirds through the first movement this drum—whether alone or possibly backed by the oriant pedal—produces the lowest musical tone I can think of. There are bells, not only街街, but apparently brushed as well; a lovely percussive harp; plenty of glockenspiel; interesting chords of instruments all within various octaves; strange effects such as that of helia, placed harp and organ; a very dry (as opposed to mellow) xylophone, an occasional timpani on the organ pedal. The quiet movement is the drum Beat rhythm of the first movement which will remind you of Beelze's Beforo but was written 10 years earlier.

Respighi: The Fountains of Rome

The Pines of Rome

Orchestra of the Vienna State Opera

Argerich Quadri conducting.

Westminster LS167

This was one of the first really spectacular hi-fi recordings; and will still hold its own with the very best.

The music is deliberately written for the sound coloring, not the melody; indeed, there is practically no melody at all. What is there that suggested the genuine nightingale. The tonal color of the orchestra covers a very wide spectrum.

We have a tremendously augmented orchestra and a variety of riches beyond my capacity to cover in so short a space. I quote some of my notes: the intercitnt wind sound in the opening of the Fountains; the tremendous horns and crescendos of the orchestra movements; the in-\begin{align*}
\text{venientness of Respighi finds to express vividly the tinkle, trill, loping, silkstrand, groan, growl, rush, and grind which is all wild and extraordinary; the}
\text{first movement of the Fountains with its individual vibrato. The very}
\text{sharp, distant opening of the Piano, the curious beginning which is}
\text{doubtless enhanced by the voice of the organ pedal; the second}
\text{movement of the Fountains with its tremendous bass; the very deep}
\text{drums and close-up horns of the fourth; and finally, the use of an}
\text{actual recording of a nightingale.} \\
\end{align*}

Debussy: La Pitchon de Vaxophone and Orchestra

Marcil Mule, soloist, with the Paris Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Manuel Rosenblum.

Capitol L 8231

This is strictly for the collector of Debussy and modern music in general, as well as the special-\begin{align*}
\text{listical instrument lovers. Excellent but not brilliant sax}
\text{tones, with a typically Debussy orchestral coloration}
\text{behind it. A tambourine, for some reason or}
\text{other, is prominent. The piece offers excellent oppor-
\text{tunity for contrasting the sax with various other}
\text{wind instruments, for often it is built by, or}
\text{played with, horns and woodwinds.}
\text{The Debussy is more modern and the sax more}
\text{brilliant and jazzy. People who like the more}
\text{progressive jazz of Stan Kenton should have no}
\text{difficulty enjoying this.} \\
\end{align*}
NEW Heathkit
TV ALIGNMENT GENERATOR KIT

Here is the most radically improved Sweep Generator in the history of the TV service industry. The basic design follows latest high frequency techniques which result in a combination of performance features not found in any other sweep generator.

SWEEP: Sweep action is obtained electronically through the use of a newly developed controllable inductor, thereby eliminating all moving parts with their resultant hum, vibration, fatigue, etc. Frequency coverage entirely on fundamentals, is continuous from 4 MC to 220 MC at an output level well over a measurable .1 volt.

MARKER: The same instrument incorporates a triple marker system with a crystal controlled reference. A variable marker provides accurate coverage from 19 to 60 MC on fundamentals, and 67 to 180 MC on calibrated harmonics. A separate fixed crystal controlled 4.5 MC marker can be used for checking IF, bandpass, calibration, reference, etc. Provisions are also made for external marker use. A 4.5 MC crystal is supplied with the kit.

POWER SUPPLY: The transformer operated Power Supply features voltage regulation for stable oscillator operation. Three sets of shielded cables are furnished with the kit. Sweep range is completely and smoothly controllable from zero up to a maximum of 50 MC, depending on base frequency.

Here is a TV Sweep Generator that truly no serviceman can afford to be without for rapid, accurate, TV alignment work.

NEW Heathkit
SIGNAL GENERATOR KIT

MODEL SG-8
$19.50 Shpg. Wt. 8 lbs.

The new Heathkit service type Signal Generator, Model SG-8 incorporates many design features not usually found in this instrument price range. Frequency coverage is from 109 KC to 110 MC in five ranges, all on fundamentals, with useful calibrated harmonics up to 220 MC. The RF output level is well in excess of 100,000 microvolts throughout the frequency range. The oscillator circuit consists of a twin triode tube, one-half used as a Colpitts oscillator, and the other half as a cathode follower output which acts as a buffer between the oscillator and external load, thereby eliminating oscillator frequency shift usually caused by external loading.

All coils are factory wound and adjusted, thereby completely eliminating the need for individual calibration and the use of additional calibrating equipment. The stable, low impedance output, features step and variable attenuation for complete control of RF level. A separate RC-4 triode acts as a 400 cycle sine wave oscillator, and a panel mounted switching system permits choice of either external or internal modulation.

NEW Heathkit
BAR GENERATOR KIT

MODEL BG-1
$14.50 Shpg. Wt. 4 lbs.

The Heathkit BG-1 produces a series of horizontal or vertical bars on a TV screen. Since these bars are equally spaced, they will quickly indicate picture linearity at the receiver under test without waiting for transmitted test patterns. Panel switch provides "standby—horizontal and vertical position." The oscillator unit uses a 12AT7 twin triode for the RF oscillator and video error frequency. A neon relaxation oscillator provides low frequency for vertical linearity tests. The instrument will also provide an indication of horizontal and vertical sync circuit stability as well as overall picture size. Operation is simple and merely requires connection to the TV receiver antenna terminal. Transformer operated for safety.
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Heathkit VISUAL-AURAL SIGNAL-TRACER KIT

The new Heathkit Visual-Aural Signal Tracer features a special high gain RF input channel and an output amplifier with a newly designed wide frequency range demodulator preamplifier. High RF sensitivity permits accurate tracing of output from the receiver antenna input. Separate low gain channel and probe available for audio circuit exploration. Both input channels are constantly monitored by an electronic beam indicator so that visual as well as aural indications may be obtained.

NOISE LOCATOR:
A density-reading feature is a noise locator circuit used in conjunction with the audio probe. With this system, a DC potential is applied to a suspected circuit component and the effect of the voltage on the component can be given as well as heard. Valuable for ferreting out noisy or intermittent condensers, easy resistors, diodes, and power transformers, etc.

WATTMETER:
Built-in calibrated wattmeter circuit will prove useful for quick preliminary checks of total wattage consumption of equipment under test. Separate scale version is provided for extended use of the speaker or output transformer for substitution purposes. It can be calibrated service tube by eliminating the necessary for speaker removal on every service job. The same novel feature also provides easy access to a well isolated B plus supply for external use. Does not interfere the main operation of viewing service information provided through the use of this instrument, and let the Signal Tracer work for you by saving time and money.

Heathkit CONDENSER CHECKER KIT

Here is a handy test instrument for any Service Shop. Unknown values of capacity and resistance are quickly determined on the direct reading condenser checker dial. Capacity is measured on four ranges from .001 microfarad to 100 microfarads. DC polarizing voltages of 25, 150, 350, and 450 volts are available for leakage testing on all types of condensers. For electrolytic, a power factor control is provided to balance out inherent leakage and to indicate directly the power factor of a condenser under test. Proper balancing of the AC bridge is reflected in the degree of closure of an electronic beam indicator tube.

Model C-3 uses a transformer operated power supply giving return leakage test switch, and a convenient combination of meter scales for all readings. Test leads are furnished in addition to precision components for calibrating purposes. Quick and easy to operate, the Heathkit Condenser Checker will save valuable time and increase your Shop efficiency.

Heathkit "Q" METER KIT

The Heathkit QM-1 represents the first practical popular priced Q meter available within the price range of schools, laboratories, TV service men, and experimenters. This instrument will enable the operator to simulate conditions encountered in practical circuits and to measure the performance of coils or condensers at the operating frequencies actually encountered. All indications of value are read directly on the 1½"-50 micrometer Simpson calibrated meter scale. Measures Q of coils, transformers, RF resistance, and the distributed capacity of coils. Oscillating source supplies RF frequencies 150 Kc to 18 Mc in four ranges. Calibrate capacity with range of 40 MMF to 450 MMF with values of 4.7, 18, 56, and 100 MMF. Investigate the many service uses this instrument can perform for you.

Heathkit AUDIO OSCILLATOR KIT

The Heathkit Audio Oscillator will produce both sine wave and square waves within the frequency range from 0 to 20 Kc in three ranges. Thermostat controlled frequency control on a variation of no more than ±1% in a 100 kmc range (10% variable output level). There will be less than ±5% distortion from 100 CPS throughout the audible range. Low impedance 600 ohm output Precision 1% resistors, used in the range multiplier circuits to provide accurate calibration.

AUDIO—HIGH FIDELITY

HIGH-FIDELITY DICTIONARY

Part II

A compilation of commonly used audio terminology

By ED BUKSTEIN*

Constant-velocity recording
A disc recording technique in which, for equal signal voltages, the amount of lateral movement of the cutting stylus is inversely proportional to the frequency. Since the lateral swing of the stylus is greater for low frequencies and smaller for high frequencies, the velocity of the stylus remains constant. This system has two fundamental disadvantages. During the recording of low frequencies, the lateral swing may be so great as to cause the stylus to cut into adjacent grooves. During the recording of high frequencies, the lateral swing of the stylus may be so small that the signal-to-noise ratio becomes excessively small. These disadvantages may be overcome by using constant-amplitude recording at the low frequencies and pre-emphasis of the high frequencies (Fig. 4).

Corner enclosure
A loudspeaker enclosure designed to be used in the corner of a room. In some designs, the walls of the room serve as an extension of the enclosure.

Crossover frequency
The frequency at which equal power is applied to both loudspeakers of a two-loudspeaker system. One of the loudspeakers is designed to handle frequencies above crossover; the other, frequencies below. In a three-loudspeaker system, the audio spectrum is divided into three sections (high, low and mid-range) and there are two crossovers frequencies. The term crossover frequency is sometimes used to describe the frequency above which

(Continued on page 81)
The Heathkit TC-2 Tube Checker was primarily designed for the convenience of radio and TV servicemen and will check the operating quality of tubes commonly encountered in this type of work. Test set-up procedure is simplified, rapid, and flexible. Panel sockets accommodate 4, 5, 6, and 7 pin tubes, octal and octal, 7 and 9 pin miniatures, 5 pin Hytron, and a blank space for new tubes. Built-in neon short indicator, individual 3-position lever switch for each tube element, spring return test switch, 14 filament voltage ranges, and line-set control to compensate for supply voltage variations, all represent features of the TC-2.

**Results of tube tests are read directly from the chart.**

- The large 4½" Simpson 3-color meter. Checks emission, shorted elements, open elements, and continuity. Wiring procedure has been simplified through the use of multi-wired color coded cable providing a harness type installation between tube sockets and lever switches. This procedure insures standard assembly and imparts a "factory built" appearance to the instrument. New Construction Manual furnishes detailed information regarding tube set-up procedure for testing of new or unlabeled tube types. No delay necessary for release of factory data.

**Heathkit TV PICTURE TUBE TEST ADAPTER**

The Heathkit TV Picture Tube Test Adapter used with the Heathkit Tube Checker KIT will quickly check picture tubes for emission, shorts, etc. and determine tube quality. Consists of standard 12-pin TV tube socket, four feet of cable, octal socket connector, and data sheet.

**Heathkit DECADE RESISTANCE KIT**

- Twenty 1% resistors are decailed in 1 ohm steps to provide any value between 1 ohm and 99,999 ohms. Sturdy ceramic switches with silver plated contacts insure reliable service. Use the Decade Resistance in bridge circuits, meter multipliers, calibrations, or any application requiring a wide range of precision resistance values.

**Heathkit DECADE CONDENSER KIT**

The Heathkit Decade Condenser provides a ready source of capacity values from 100 mmf to .111 mfd inclusive in capacity steps of 100 mmf. Silver plated contacts on hunky ceramic switches, assure positive contact for each switch position. Precision silver mica condensers ±1% accuracy for close tolerance work.

---

**Heathkit TUBE CHECKER KIT**

The Heathkit model is supplied with a strikingly attractive two-tone cabinet finished in rich mahogany impregnated fabric covering with a contrasting gray on the inside of the detachable cover.

**Heathkit REGULATED POWER SUPPLY KIT**

Here is a source of regulated D.C. voltage for circuit development work. Power supply voltage and current drain to the circuit under test are constantly monitored by the 4 ½" panel mounted meter. Separate 6.3 volt at 4 ampere A.C. filament source available. The regulated and variable output voltage will remain constant over wide load variations, and hum ripple will not exceed .012% at 250 volts under a 50 MA load. Completely isolated circuit, standby switch, and other desirable features, make the Model PS-2 extremely useful in a wide variety of applications.

**Heathkit AUDIO GENERATOR KIT**

Here is an Audio Generator with features generally found only in the most expensive instruments. Signal coverage from 20 cycles to 1 Megacycle—response flat ±1 db from 20 cycles to 400 Ke—continuously variable and step attenuated output. Because the output voltage is relatively constant over wide frequency ranges, the AG-8 is ideal for running frequency response curves in audio circuits. Once set by means of the attenuator, this voltage may be relied upon for accuracy within ±1 db. Instrument features low impedance 600 ohm output circuit and distortion less than .4 of 1% from 100 CPS through audible range.

---
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Here is the exciting new Heathkit Preamplifier with all of the features you Amateurists have asked for and at a down-to-earth price level. Beautiful satin gold baked enamel finish, striking control knobs and arrangements, attractive custom appearance and entirely functional design.

**SPECIFICATIONS:**
- Provides five switch selected inputs, 3 high level, and two low level, each with individual level controls.
- Equalization L.P., RIAA, A.E.S., and early 78 equalization switch—4 position roll-off switch, 8, 12, 16, with one flat position. Separate tone controls, bass 18 db boost and 12 db cut at 60 CPS, treble 15 db boost and 20 db cut at 15,000 CPS. Power-requirements from Heathkit Williamson Type Amplifier power supply 6.3 volts AC at 1 ampere, and 300 volts DC at 10 MA. Overall dimensions 125" wide x 5 1/4" deep x 3 1/4" high.

**APPLICATION:**
The new Heathkit WA-P2 Preamplifier has been designed to operate with any of the Heathkit Williamson Type Amplifiers and is directly interchangeable with the previous Model WA-P1 Preamplifier unit. Order your kit today and enjoy completely smooth controls over the operation of your Hi-Fi system. Obtain that smooth tone balance of bass and treble with the precise degree of equalization you want. Note that the design of the WA-P2 accommodates the newly established RIAA curve.

---

**NEW Heathkit HIGH FIDELITY PREAMPLIFIER KIT**

**Ham Equipment**

**Heathkit AMATEUR TRANSMITTER KIT**

The Heathkit AT-1 Transmitter has established a high reputation and has been enthusiastically accepted by hundreds of experienced operators as well as beginners. Power input up to 35 watts for the novice and suitable as a standby exciter for your higher powered rig later on. The new Model AT-2 can be crystal or VFO excited and operates on 60, 20, 15, 11 and 10 meters. The pre-wound coils with the oscillator and amplifier are switched simultaneously by the rugged band switch. Meter switch allows a reading of the final grid and plate current on the panel mounted meter. Modulator input and VFO power sockets are provided as well as a key jack for CW operation. Other features include a crystal socket, filter, good shielding and a 52 ohm output. This new milliampere power supply and mA meter are more than adequate for the 6AU7 oscillator multiplier and 6L6 amplifier doubler.

**Heathkit GRID DIP METER KIT**

The invaluable instrument for Hams, servicers and experimenters. Useful in TV service work, for alignment of trans., filters, IF stages, peaking compensation networks, etc. Locates spurious oscillations, provides a relative indication of power in transmitter stages. Use it for neutralization, boosting parasitics, correcting TVI, measuring QL, and of components, and determining IF circuit resonant frequencies. The variable meter sensitivity control, headphone jack, 500 microampere Simpson meter, frequency range coverage from 2 MC to 250 MC. Prewound coil kit and rack included.

**Heathkit MICROPHONE KIT**

For the Heathkit AT-1 Transmitter or any comparable Amateur Transmitter. Will handle power up to 25 watts at its 52 ohm coaxial input. Matches a wide range of antenna impedances with its L type tuning network and tone indicator. A tapped inductance provides coarse adjustment and a transmitting type variable condenser sets it "right on the nose." Will operate on the 30 through 60 meter bands.

**Heathkit AMPLITUDE METER KIT**

**Heathkit ANTENNA IMPEDANCE METER KIT**

**Heathkit COUPLER KIT**

**Heathkit ANTENNA BENTON HARBOR, MICHIGAN**

---

**Price $19.75**

**Price $19.50**

**Price $19.50**

**Price $19.50**

**Price $1.50**

**Price $3.00**

**Price $14.50**

**Price $14.50**

---

www.americanradiohistory.com
New LOW PRICED
HEATHKIT SINGLE UNIT
Williamson Type High Fidelity AMPLIFIER KIT

Here is the newest Heathkit Hi-Fi Amplifier at the lowest price ever quoted for a complete Williamson Type Amplifier kit. The W-4 Model has been designed for single chassis construction, and only for the new Chicago Transformer Company Model BO-13 "super range" high fidelity output transformer. This transformer, a new development in the Hi-Fi field, is being offered at substantial saving over transformers of comparable quality. It is outstanding in performance, and on the basis of our tests, we find it equal in every respect to transformers used in the W-2 and W-3 Heathkit series.

LOW PRICES:
Through utilization of a single chassis with resultant economy obtained through elimination of duplicate sheet metal fabricating, connecting cables, plugs, sockets, and a new Chicago "super range" output transformer, a 20% price reduction has been made possible without sacrificing kit quality.

COMPONENTS:
The new Heathkit W-4 uses the same heavy duty power transformer and choke. It has all of the features of previous models including individual jacks and a wire wound control to balance the output tubes—plastic high quality capacitors and the exceptionally fine build in Williamson Type Amplifiers. Intermodulation distortion and harmonic distortion are both at the same low level as in the W-2 and W-3 models.

CONSTRUCTION:
Here is the opportunity for even the economy minded Hi-Fi enthusiast to enjoy all of the advantages offered through Hi-Fi reproduction of fine recorded music. Simplified step-by-step Construction Manual completely eliminates necessity of electronic knowledge or special equipment. Assemble this Amplifier in a few pleasant hours.

NEW Heathkit 20 WATT High Fidelity AMPLIFIER KIT

MODEL A-9B

$35.50

Shipping weight 24 lbs.

FEATURES:
Features of the Heathkit 20 Watt Amplifier include frequency response of ±1 db from 20 CPS to 7,000 F. Separate (boost and cut) bass and treble tone controls. Four switch selected input jacks and a special hum balance circuit. Flexibility is emphasized in the input circuits and proper equalization for all input devices is incorporated.

TUBE LINEUP:
12AX7 magnetic preamplifier and first audio amplifier. 12AU7: two stages amplifier with tone controls. 12AU7 voltage amplifier and phase splitter. Two 6L6 push-pull beam power output and 5U4G rectifiers.

The Heathkit Model A-9B is excellent for custom installation and is designed for outstanding service at a very reasonable cost.

Heathkit SIX WATT AMPLIFIER KIT

An outstanding value, this economically priced 5 watt Amplifier is capable of performance expected only in much more expensive units. Only 2 or 3 watts output will ever be used in normal home applications and Model A-7B will be more than adequate for this purpose.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Two switch selected inputs are available for crystal and ceramic phone pickups, tuner, TV audio, tape recorder, and carbon type microphone. Model A-7B features separate bass and treble tone controls, push-pull balanced output stages, output impedances of 4, 8, 16, and 500 ohms. Overall frequency range ±1 ½ db from 20 CPS to 20 Kc. Not just a souped up AC-DC job. Full wave rectification, transformer operated power supply and good filtering, result in exceptionally low hum level.

MODEL A-7A

$15.50

Shipping weight 10 lbs.

Provides a preamplifier stage and proper compensation for the variable reluctance cartridge and low level microphone. $17.50

HEATH company
A SUBSIDIARY OF DAYSTROM, INC.
BENTON HARBOR 20, MICHIGAN

March, 1955
Heathkit COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER KIT

An excellent example of typical Heath Company ability to produce top quality kit merchandise at ridiculously low price, is the AR-2 Communications Receiver. Here is a transformer operated all-wave receiver with all of the desired features and none of the disadvantages commonly encountered in so-called "economy sets." Receiver employs high gain miniature tubes and IF transformers, chassis mounted 545 PM speaker, headphone jack, slide rule dial with band Banda clearly identified, and easy tuning with direct planetary drive. Continuous frequency coverage from 300 KC to 35 MC on 5 Bands, with electrical backgndrout tuning and loading coils. Other features are IF gain control and AGC switch, phosphor-doped CD panel switch, -prewound coils in a shielded tuned assembly, and copper plated chassis and shielding.

Uses 12B55 mixer-oscillator, 12B6 IF amplifier, 12AV6 detector-first audio, 12AX7 beam power output, 12BA6 RPO oscillator, and 5V3 rectifier. A lectured control plate is provided for the cabinet of your choice or you can order the optional Heathkit cabinet featuring the full size aluminum panel.

RECEIVER CABINETS

Practically instantaneous front-assembly covered plywood cabinets available for BR-2 and AR-2 receivers includes aluminum panel, molded reinforced speaker grill and protective rubber feet. For BR-2 Receiver, Cabinet 91-9 Shipping weight 5 lbs. $4.50

MODEL BR-2

$17.50

(Leas Cabinet)

Shpg. Wt. 10 lbs.

Heathkit FM TUNER KIT

Here is a FM Tuner that can be operated with your Hi-Fi Amplifier or through the 'phone' section of the ordinary radio. Completely AC operated to eliminate problems usually encountered in "economy type" SF/DC base circuits. Features 8 tube circuit with separate motor and oscillator, 3 double tuned IF stages followed by a linear discriminator providing maximum sensitivity and selectivity across the full FM frequency band of 80 MC to 30 MC. The tuning unit is factory assembled and adjusted, thus eliminating tedious critical "front end" alignment problems. The attractive slide switch dial and remote tuning control to make the Heathkit FM-3 Tuner completely adaptable.

MODEL FM-3

$22.50

Shpg. Wt. 8 lbs.

Heathkit BROADCAST BAND RECEIVER KIT

The Model BR-2 Broadcast Band Receiver is designed especially for the beginner without any sacrifice of quality. This receiver features a transformer operated power supply, high gain miniature tubes, sharply tuned IF transformers, new end type tuning components, and a trouble-free planetary tuning system. Exceptional performance with unusually high sensitivity, good selectivity, and excellent tone quality from the 545 PM chassis mounted speaker. Can be used either as a receiver, tuner, or phonograph amplifier. Uses 12B55 mixer-oscillator, 12B6 IF amplifier, 12AX7 detector, 12AX7 beam power output, and 5V3 rectifier.

MODEL BR-2

$17.50

(Leas Cabinet)

Shpg. Wt. 10 lbs.

HEATH COMPANY • Benton Harbor 20, Mich.

MAIL YOUR ORDER TODAY TO THE
HEATH COMPANY
A SUBSIDIARY OF ELECTRONICS, INC.
BENTON HARBOR 20,
MICHIGAN

FROM

WALNUT 5-1175

(PLEASE PRINT)

QUANTITY

ITEM

PRICE

MODEL NO.

SHIP VIA

□ Parcel Post

□ Express

□ Freight

□ Best Way

Enclosed find ( ) check ( ) money order for

Please ship C.O.D. ( ) postage enclosed for pounds.

ON PARCEL POST ORDERS include postage for weight shown.

ORDERS FROM CANADA and APO's must include full remittance.
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constant-velocity recording is used and below which constant-amplitude recording is employed. This technique is known as modified constant-velocity recording. The switchover is usually made at about 500 cycles.

Crossover network

The filter circuits used to separate the audio signal according to frequency and to feed the separated frequencies to two or more loudspeakers, each designed to operate in a specific portion of the audio spectrum.

Crystal

The material, usually Rochelle salt, used as the pickup element in some cartridges. The crystal is piezoelectric and generates voltages in accordance with the movement of the stylus.

Crystal cutter

A cutting head in which the stylus is caused to move by a piezoelectric crystal.

Cutting head

The stylus (and its actuating mechanism) used to cut the grooves on a disc recording.

Decibel

The decibel is a unit of relative power, either acoustical or electrical, and is numerically equal to 10 times the logarithm of the ratio of the two powers. Equipment is often rated in decibels with respect to some established reference level, commonly 6 milliwatts across 600 ohms.

De-emphasis

The process and result of correcting the frequency response of a playback amplifier to compensate for the high-frequency boost (pre-emphasis) during recording. Pre-emphasis is used to prevent a low-signal-to-noise ratio which might otherwise result from the small lateral swing of the cutting stylus at high frequencies (see constant-velocity recording).

Driver

A stage which supplies the input power of a following stage. For example, the output stage of an audio amplifier is often so designed that the grid or grids draw current thereby consuming power. The preceding stage must supply this power and is, for this reason, referred to as a driver.

Dual-track recording

A tape recording technique that doubles the playing time of a given length of tape. As the tape passes through the recording head, the magnetic patterns are recorded on only half of the tape width. The tape may then be reversed and the recording continued on the unused half-width.

Dynamic noise suppression

A system of noise reduction in which the bandpass (frequency response) of an amplifier is varied in accordance with the frequencies present in the signal. When there are no high-frequency components in the signal, the high-frequency response of the amplifier is reduced. High-frequency noise is therefore not reproduced except when a high-frequency signal (of sufficient amplitude to mask the noise) is present. The low-frequency response of the amplifier is similarly altered.

Dynamic pickup

A type of pickup cartridge containing a coil and a magnet. Movements of the stylus cause the coil to move in the magnetic field. The voltage thus induced in the coil is the cartridge output.

Equalization

The process and result of designing an amplifier that will compensate for nonlinearities introduced by other components of a sound-reproducing system. For example, high-frequency signals are boosted during disc recording to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. The playback amplifier must therefore have a frequency characteristic that will reduce the high-frequency signal to its correct relative amplitude.

Erasing head

The coil used to remove magnetic patterns previously recorded on a tape or wire.

Exponential horn

A loudspeaker horn whose flare is such that the cross-sectional area increases exponentially with the distance from the throat. This is a mathematical way of saying that the horn flares out like a bell rather than being straight-sided like a cone.

Feedback

The process of returning a portion of the signal voltage to a preceding point of the circuit. The signal so returned may be either in phase or out of phase; that is, it may either reinforce or oppose the signal at the point of feedback. Aiding the feedback is said to be positive or regenerative; opposing, it is negative or degenerative. Negative feedback is often used in audio circuits since it improves frequency response, reduces harmonic distortion and improves the stability of the amplifier.

Fidelity

Exact acoustic duplication of the original voice, music or other sound.

Fletcher-Munson curves

A group of curves showing the frequency response of the human ear at different levels of sound intensity.

Flutter

Frequency variations in the reproduced sound caused by nonuniform speed of the turntable either during recording or playback.

(Continued on page 83)
Bringing these Savings to You...

Effective March 1, Radio Craftsmen will begin a new policy—
"Selling directly to you."
The same fine Craftsmen Components that have previously been sold only through High Fidelity Dealers and Radio Parts Distributors can now be purchased direct from the factory—at tremendous savings. This new sales policy is designed to offer you the finest High Fidelity Equipment at the lowest possible price.

CRAFTSMEN

Here is the finest, most flexible unit offered by any manufacturer. All you need for a professional home music system is the Solitaire, a fine record player and speaker. This exceptional new unit contains a full 20 watt power amplifier, a preamplifier, and an exclusive sharp cut-off filter, housed in an attractive cabinet of leather etched steel.

Inputs for magnetic phone cartridge, FM AM tuner, tape recorder and TV receiver. 5 db of record equalization positions. Contour type loudness control, and separate bass and treble tone controls giving 15 db boost and 13 db attenuation system removes both high and low frequency noises. Basic amplifier is based on Willams-son Ultra-linear design. Frequency response: ±0.5 db, 20,20,000 cycles. IM distortion less than 2%. (At 20 watts. Size: 4 x 14½ x 11½. Weight 23 lbs.)

Price was $113.50
N ow Only $86.50

C1000 FM-AM Tuner

For use with Solitaire or C350 Preamplifier. Designed for broadcast monitoring where low distortion, ultimate fidelity, and high sensitivity are needed. Exclusive printed circuits, fully wired and phase-matched, keep weight to 17 lbs. Complete preamplifier with all positions of record equalization, and input circuits for TV, tape recorder, and phono. Has two AM bands—audio input for local Hi-Fi and sharp for distant or noisy stations. FM sensitivity, 2 µv for 30 db quieting. ACF and 2 cathode follower outputs. Wt. 25 lbs.

Price was $199.50
NOW ONLY $99.50

C900 Basic FM Tuner

For use with Solitaire or C350 Preamplifier. Designed for broadcast monitoring where low distortion, ultimate fidelity, and high sensitivity are needed. Exclusive printed circuits, fully wired and phase-matched, keep weight to 17 lbs. Complete preamplifier with all positions of record equalization, and input circuits for TV, tape recorder, and phono. Has two AM bands—audio input for local Hi-Fi and sharp for distant or noisy stations. FM sensitivity, 2 µv for 30 db quieting. ACF and 2 cathode follower outputs. Wt. 25 lbs.

Price was $199.50
NOW ONLY $99.50

C810 Basic FM-AM Tuner

For use with the Solitaire or C350 Preamplifier. Does not have built in preamplifier or tone controls. Exceptional FM sensitivity (4 µv for 30 db of quiet) and wide band AM for true hi-fidelity performance. Frequency response ±1 db 20,20,000 c.p.s. Weight 21 lbs.

Price was $134.50
NOW ONLY $97.50

C550 30 Watt Amplifier

Here is maximum raggedness, dependability and flawless reproduction of any volume level. Thirty full watts of audio power with only 0.1% harmonic and 0.5% IM distortion. Frequency response is far beyond the audible range (+1 db 10,000,000 c.p.s.) Special thermal time delay protects circuit. K166 output tubes used exclusively for maximum efficiency. Wt. 23 lbs.

Price was $199.50
NOW ONLY $89.50

C450 Audio Amplifier

Ideal for budget Hi-Fi systems. Has same high quality craftsmanship as other Craftsmen amplifiers but with lower output of 6 watts. Frequency response: 20 to 20,000 c.p.s. (+1 db) with only one percent harmonic distortion. Push-pull 6V6GT beam-tetrode output tubes. Only 6 x 8½ x 6 inches. Weight 10 lbs.

Price was $29.50
NOW ONLY $19.50

Order direct from factory and save. Only by selling direct can Craftsmen offer you these exceptional units at so low a price. Don't delay—Order by Mail Today.


World's Largest Exclusive Makers of High Fidelity Equipment

RADIO-ELECTRONICS
Frequency response
The output of a pickup, amplifier, speaker or other component or combination of components expressed as a function of frequency. This expression usually takes the form of a graph showing response values plotted against frequency. Ideally, the curve should be flat; that is, the system should reproduce all frequency components in the same proportions as they are present in the original sound.

Guard circle
The closed, innermost groove of a disc recording. The guard circle prevents the pickup arm from swinging into the center of the record.

Harmonic distortion
A type of distortion introduced by an amplifier whose gain is nonlinear with respect to signal amplitude. (See Amplitude distortion.)

Hill-and-dale recording
A disc recording technique in which the applied signal controls the depth of the cut made by the stylus. The recorded signal therefore consists of a groove of varying depth. This system is also known as vertical recording.

IM
Abbreviation of intermodulation (See Intermodulation distortion).

Infinite baffle
A loudspeaker enclosure having no openings other than the one behind which the speaker is mounted. Originally applied to very large baffle areas—such as when speaker is mounted in the wall of a room—it is now often used to describe a relatively small, tightly closed box.

Intermodulation distortion
A type of distortion resulting from nonlinearity in an audio system. As a consequence of this nonlinearity, the frequency components of the signal are beat together and produce sum and difference frequencies. Since these frequencies were not present in the original sound, they constitute distortion.

1.p.s.
An abbreviation of inches per second, used in reference to the speed of tape or wire recordings.

Labyrinth enclosure
See Acoustical labyrinth enclosure.

Lead-in groove
The unmodulated spiral groove at the beginning of a disc recording. This groove leads the stylus into the recorded grooves.

Lead-out groove
The unmodulated groove at the end of a disc recording. This groove leads the stylus into the guard circle.

Locked groove
A closed groove on a disc recording. (See Guard circle.)
Magnetic bias

In tape recording, an alternating current (other than the signal current) is fed through the recording coil. This additional current is known as magnetic bias and serves a purpose similar to the bias applied to an amplifier tube. Fig. 6 shows a curve in which magnetic flux (B) is plotted as a function of magnetizing force (H). If signal current only were fed through the recording head, the operating point would be at O. Since the lower portion of the curve is nonlinear, operation in this region would lead to distortion. If a direct current is fed simultaneously with the signal through the recording head, the operating point is moved to X. Since operation now takes place over the linear portion of the curve, the fidelity is much improved. But d.c. biasing of a magnetic tape has the disadvantage of magnetizing the tape even in the absence of signal. Since such magnetization increases the noise level of the recording, a.c. bias is commonly used. This leaves the tape unmagnetized when no signal is present.

Magnetic pickup

A pickup cartridge using a magnetic field. (See Dynamic pickup and Variable-reluctance pickup.)

Magnetic recording

A system of recording in which the audio signal is translated into corresponding magnetic patterns on a magnetic tape or wire.

Microgroove records

(See LP Records.)

Microphonics

Vibration of loose elements in a tube changes its characteristics and modulates its plate current. In effect, the tube acts as a microphone, hence the name microphonics. Sound from the loudspeaker may vibrate a microphonic tube, resulting in uncontrolled feedback and producing howls and squeals in the loudspeaker.

Modified constant-velocity recording

A disc recording technique that combines constant-amplitude and constant-velocity recording. Below a certain frequency (known as the turnover frequency) constant-amplitude recording is used. Above the turnover frequency, constant-velocity recording is employed.

Noise

Sound, other than the desired signal, produced by a record player, radio receiver or other sound-reproducing device. Noise is characterized by its random nature. This feature distinguishes it from hum, oscillation, wow and other undesirable sounds of a periodic nature. Three common sources of noise voltages are thermal noise, shot effect and record noise. Thermal noise is produced by the random motion of free electrons, particularly in carbon resistors. Such noise may be minimized by using wirewound resistors in critical parts of the circuit. Shot-effect noise is the result of random emission of electrons from the cathodes of the tubes, that is, the number of electrons emitted per unit time is not constant. Record noise results from the movement of the stylus over the granular structure of the record surface.

Noise suppressor circuit

A circuit designed to reduce the noise level of a sound reproducing system. An example of this type of circuit is the dynamic noise suppressor. This circuit varies the frequency response of an amplifier in accordance with the signal frequency. By reducing the bandwidth of the amplifier when a wider range is not required, the circuit reduces the noise level. (See Dynamic noise suppression.) TO BE CONTINUED
Dear Bill,

This page is the reason more and more servicemen and jobbers are concentrating on Merit for their

Single source

NO OTHER MANUFACTURER CAN SUPPLY THIS COMPLETE LINE OF COILS AND TRANSFORMERS.
MAGNETIC TAPE ERASURE

By DAVID GNESSIN

On the face of it, magnetic tape erasure is simply the inverse of magnetic tape recording. It is not as simple as that. Operating some tape recorders in record position, with the volume control turned down, automatically erases the tape. In others, erasure is possible only with an a.c. bulk eraser, a few passes of which remove the recording on the entire reel without even unwinding it. Virgin tape, never used before, operates better if erased before its initial recording.

To better understand magnetic tape erasure, let us review the process of recording on magnetic tape.

Fig. 1—Molecular structure of tape in a magnetized and unmagnetized position.

Fig. 1-a shows an unmagnetized strip of magnetic tape (plastic base covered with a film of iron oxide) with individual iron molecules having random positions. In Fig. 1-b the molecules are aligned, the result of a magnetizing force passing through the tape. The little rectangles (molecules) may be considered as tiny bundles of magnetic energy that can be oriented by external magnetizing force.

Fig. 2 shows a laminated iron core with a small gap touching a moving tape. The winding around the core goes to a transformer leading to a PM speaker, used as a microphone. Sound, picked up by the speaker, will generate a weak electrical current in the winding, producing a magnetic field across the gap. As the tape passes the gap, the originating sound is recorded on the tape.

If the magnetized tape is again drawn past the laminated core gap, the moving magnetic field provided by the tape will induce voltages in the winding. These will be heard as a replica of the original recording. In practice an amplifier, properly compensated, amplifies the weak signals both in recording and playback.

A portion of magnetic tape is shown enlarged in Fig. 3, with flux lines of a constant a.c. tone made visible by a laboratory carbonyl iron process. The photo shows ordinary 1/4-inch tape viewed right to left as it would pass the recording head.

Virgin tape may be considered as recorded tape, since the magnetic "bundles" (Fig. 1-a) carry an audible, if random, message. When played back this appears as tape noise. In Fig. 1-b the tape has been magnetized in a single direction. This condition, known as d.c. erasure, plays back as a hiss, a special form of tape noise. Uniform magnetization of the tape can magnetize the recording head and tape guides as it passes in close contact, causing these components to distort even good tape in later use. Magnetized tape transport components alter the bias point, producing nonsymmetric recording with second- and higher even-order harmonic distortion.

The causes of even-order harmonic distortion in the recording process have one thing in common—d.c. component or magnetization which prevents the heads from properly modulating the tape about the ideal point of symmetry. This lack of symmetry is usually noticed at the recording head; but if the erasure head leaves the tape heavily magnetized, the same results occur.

Yet, d.c. erasure is used in some recorders because it takes little space and weight and does not introduce enough distortion to render the recording unpleasant.

Erasure heads

There are two typical types of permanent-magnet erase heads. One swings on a pivot and may be swung out of the way when not erasing. The other is a combination tape-guide eraser that is bolted onto the tape transport panel, replacing a tape guide. A mark on the face of the guide shows whether the magnet face or the back side is against the tape. A ratchet permits this unit to be rotated in or out of the circuit as desired, without disturbing its tape-guide action.

In some units d.c. bias is used for recording. Under these conditions the PM eraser simply saturates the tape in the opposite direction to the d.c. bias. The only difficulty with this is the residual noise level due to the saturation.

Fig. 2—Diagram of basic tape recorder.

Fig. 3—Recording on magnetic tape.
**Fabulous..Revolutionary..Completely New..**

**MIGHTY MO**

*Pat. No. 2680196, others pending.

the most powerful antenna ever built, featuring TESCON'S NEW exclusive **DDP** (Double Diamond Phasing)

Tescon's miraculous Mighty Mo will make prime signal areas out of even the deepest fringe sections of the country.

Mighty Mo...complete with DDP, an entirely new and revolutionary concept of phasing, will trap even the weakest signal and perk it up to a clear, brilliantly sharp, deep-toned picture. Tescon absolutely guarantees that each and every Mighty Mo will perform where other antennas have actually failed!

Theoretical ratings will never pay off. Rely on tested results...that’s your real proof, that’s your money in the bank.

**Here’s Mighty Mo’s proof...the results of ACTUAL FIELD TESTS.**

- On channels 2 to 13, Mighty Mo outperforms every other antenna manufactured today.
- Higher uniform gain over all channels does not vary more than 1/2 D.B. on any channel across band. Perfect on color TV.
- Clearer, sharper, deeper pictures on all channels.
- Higher average gain than 6 of the most advertised antennas.

**MIGHTY MO’S FEATURES**

- DDP (Double Diamond Phasing) precision timed phasing regulator enables the weakest of signals to be trapped and then boosted to a clear, magnificently sharp, photo-like picture.
- Flat response...a must for color reception.
- Largest screen area...over 70 sq. ft. Screen elements spaced less than 1/10 wave length apart for maximum reflector efficiency.
- Highest front to back ratio ever achieved.
- Absolutely no rear pick up or co-channel interference...no "venetian blinds."
- 1/2 wave element spacing on all channels for super-gain.
- Completely preassembled...not an erector set type antenna.
- Uniform gain response...no erratic audio and video patterns.
- Thoroughly tested for mechanical stress and strain...exceptionally rugged.
- Guaranteed to perform where other antennas fail.

**MODEL**

**MM200**

$59.50

**LIST**

**MODEL**

**MM100**

$28.35

**LIST**

**Tescon TV Products Company**

Springfield Gardens 13, New York

March, 1955
Quam Speakers just don't come back. Ask any serviceman or distributor who handles them. The patented Adjust-a-Cone suspension and the patented U-shaped coil pot, combined with Quam's advanced production and inspection procedures, are your assurance that every Quam Speaker is a trouble-free speaker.

Quam—Nichols Company
236 East Marquette Rd. • Chicago 37, Illinois

OVER 97,000 TECHNICIANS HAVE LEARNED HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF BASIC TEST EQUIPMENT

Servicing by Signal Substitution
A BEST SELLER FOR OVER 13 YEARS!
NEW, UP-TO-DATE, 14th EDITION

The Modern, Simplified, Dynamic Approach to all Receiver Adjustment & Alignment Problems
★ Nothing complicated to learn
★ No extra equipment to purchase
★ Universal...non-abrasive
★ Employs only Basic Test Instruments
Ask for "S.S.S." at your local Radio Parts jobber or remit 40¢ in small stamps or coin directly to factory.

A FREE copy of the latest Quam Catalog, listing over 100 replacement speakers, is available from your distributor, or from the Quam-Nichols Company.
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hiss. Where this hiss can be tolerated the recorder may use a d.c. electromagnet for erasing.

Where electromagnets are used, a slight extra expense in the design permits d.c. pulse erasure, an improvement over the d.c. saturation technique. The improvement uses the first d.c. pulse to saturate the tape, followed by a second d.c. pulse of opposite polarity and of such strength as to leave the tape with zero magnetization after its removal. While lacking the gradually decreasing cyclic demagnetization of the ideal a.c. erasure, an average of zero magnetization can be approached.

The simplicity and economy of a small PM eraser are a strong temptation to design engineers. Since the single pole of a magnet will leave the tape magnetized to saturation, one system uses more than one PM pole, leaving the tape in a nearly demagnetized condition. A very large number of poles of successively opposite polarity and gradually decreasing strength is equivalent to an a.c. erase. Practical design, however, limits the use to a small number of poles.

Fig. 4—Diagram shows PM pulse erasure.

Fig. 4 shows the setup in the Brush "Soundmirror" and Wilcox-Gay "Recordio." Two magnets are arranged to give essentially three-pulse erasure.

The two magnets laid at almost right angles to each other magnetize the tape at points A, B and C with alternating polarity. At A the first magnet saturates the tape, removing the previous recording. As the saturated tape reaches B, the weak reversed polarity tends to demagnetize the tape, leaving point C with a reversed (even weaker) field to average out the magnetic alignment of the tape. The two magnets are adjusted to give the optimum magnetic field for erasure.

Since, as shown in Fig. 5, an air-space is left between portions of the second magnet and the tape, it may be expected that tape weave will vary the magnetic effect upon the magnetic alignment of the tape. Thus, the space between magnet and tape is filled with nonmagnetic material permitting the tape to rub against the surface. The nonmagnetic shim material must be thin, since the space may be measured in hundredths of an inch. (Scotch tape has been used with success.)

Where batteries or a well-filtered B supply is available, both bias and erase voltages can be taken from the d.c. supply (Fig. 5). The potentiometer adjusts for optimum d.c. bias. The erase coil has a switch built in to cut out erasure when not required. As in all d.c. circuits, the polarity of the recording head is important and should be
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Fig. 5—B supply for bias and erase.

The best magnetic erasure is called magnetic field must diminish in amplitude at a rate no greater than 10% per cycle. This limitation causes greatest concern in design of a.c. recorders.

In practice, where an a.c. erase head is mounted on the tape transport panel, an optimum ratio of erase frequency versus tape speed provides the gradually diminishing amplitude required in the fringing fields as the tape leaves the magnet, traveling at normal tape speed.

In practice, energy may be taken from the ultrasonic bias oscillator for the erase field. This is applied to a head much like the recording head. Fig. 6 shows a typical circuit using ultrasonic bias and erase. Oscillator coil L is wound on a powdered iron core 3/4 inch in diameter and 16-16 inches long. It has 750 turns of No. 25 Formvar or enamel wire, tapped at 150 and 250 turns. (If you're going to experiment, better include an additional tapped or two to provide a variable voltage.) The triode-connected 6V6 oscillates at 25 kc, chosen to be about five times the highest audio frequency to be recorded or erased. (A low frequency—some of the best recorders erase at nearly 100 kc.—Editor) Coil L is tuned by the 009-15 capacitor, which may be changed to alter the ultrasonic frequency.

The oscillator output is fed to the erase head (such as the Shure TE-2 erase head), and the adjustable 500-

µµf trimmer adjusts the bias current fed to the record-playback head (Shure TR-16).

Only ultrasonic frequencies are used in a.c. erase when built into the tape transport mechanism. Sixty cycles (line frequency) is never used in this arrangement, since it would magnetize the tape with a pronounced 60-cycle hum. As a matter of fact, hum in the vicinity of the recording or erase head, due to leaky capacitors, induction by improper lead dress and faulty components, acts to limit complete erasure of signal from the tape.

The alignment of the erase head with respect to the recording head determines the erase efficiency. A properly aligned head using high-frequency energy direct on the longitudinal axis of the tape can effect erasure with field intensities of from 1,000 to 1,500 gauss. Improper alignment may require more energy to do the same job. Extraordinary problems of alignment may arise where the erase head is incompatible, such as attempting to erase a dual-track recording on a single-track machine, or vice versa. Similarly, if an erase head meant for dual-track operation erases one track at a time, it is necessary that the erase head coincide with the recorded track erased. Some machines record and erase the top track, others the bottom. Some machines feed left to right, others right to left. Where the erase head covers the entire width of the tape these conclusions are eliminated.

Occasionally complete erasure is not obtained with an ultrasonic system due to strange regeneration effects taking place just after the tape passes the erase gap. As the tape leaves the saturation field, entering the fringing field, it may weaken the weaker ultrasonic energy as normal ultrasonic bias. This permits re-recording of the weak tape field from proximity to the fully saturated tape entering the gap a short distance before. The effect is most prominently felt when the erase head gap is small. Thus, the adverse effect cannot be eliminated by increasing the erase current.

One way to cure this ill is to make a second pass by the erase head, where the residual signal is quickly removed since the heavily recorded signal was wiped off by the first pass. This second pass may be made upon the very same machine with good results, and used as a test to distinguish this regeneration trouble from another faulty condition—ineffective erase field intensity. Some

Fig. 6—Schematic diagram of circuit supplying an ultrasonic bias and erase.
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recorders have dual-erase head gaps to eliminate this regenerative difficulty.

Magnetic air gap

The gap in the erase head (Fig. 7) is a compromise. When a signal equal to the wavelength of the gap is applied to the erase head, the gap sets up two magnetic flux fields of opposite polarity. Their average is zero. When the frequency is doubled, or when the gap is halved at the same frequency, maximum magnetic action (erasure) will take place.

Fig. 7—Construction of erase head gap.

Since the frequency is determined by the highest audio frequency to be erased, the gap is made small to approach half-wavelength at the erase frequency. As the gap becomes smaller, the erase field becomes shallower. Carried to the extreme, the magnetic separation between pole pieces will decrease to a point where a magnetic short circuit exists between them, leaving no erase energy to be fed to the tape. The compromise in design provides for an adequately small gap (somewhat larger than record-playback gap) with adequate magnetic penetration supplied by the ultrasonic erase oscillator.

Since the erase head is similar to the recording head, but using an ultrasonic frequency, it would seem that the recording head could be used for erasing. Indeed it can! Simply feed in an ultrasonic frequency of proper amplitude to the recording head with the machine set to record, and it will erase. It is not good engineering practice since the recording head function should be reserved for recording and playback. Combination heads, combining erase gap and recording gap in a single head, make a satisfactory compromise.

The laminated core structure of the

Fig. 8—Decreasing hysteresis curve.
Erasing head is subject to the same core losses as a transformer. The core may become heated. If the heat dissipation is not reasonably controlled by design, the plastic tape or the coating binder may soften or tend to stick to the heads. A solution to this problem is to avoid stopping the tape for any appreciable length of time while the circuit is set up for erasing.

A heavy magnetizing field is required to remove the original recording from the tape, followed by a gradual cyclical reduction of the magnetizing field as it reverses. This amounts to a decreasing series of hysteresis loops, approaching a point of zero induction as shown in Fig. 8.

The a.c. bulk eraser

For ease in erasing an entire reel of tape at a time an a.c. bulk eraser has been developed, giving excellent results. The reel of tape is held in one hand, while the bulk eraser (Fig. 9) is held about 3 feet away (at arm's length). Depress the push-button switch. (Keep it depressed until the entire erasing process has been completed.) Slowly bring the eraser in close contact with the flat side of the reel.

Fig. 9—Ampilcorp bulk a.c. erasure.

Start from the center of the reel and rotate outward. Move the eraser slowly around the reel. If the linear speed of the eraser is kept down to 1 or 2 inches per second the cyclical magnetic field decreases until the average of these fields for any given length of tape is equal to zero and the tape may be considered unmagnetized.

The tape would have to move too slowly at an erase frequency of 60 cycles if an attempt were made to build 60-cycle erasure into the tape transport mechanism. Out of the recorder, the operator can take his time, finishing the entire reel in less than a minute. This will reduce noise, even in virgin tape, several db below the original level.

Erasure is relative! Erasing signals down as much as 50 or 60 db is a practical extreme. Yet there are cases where a residual signal of even 80 db below normal levels may be troublesome. Most erase systems simply remove signals to below the tape noise. This does not assure that a heavily recorded signal pulse, such as a switching transient, makes even the toughest subjects so easy to understand.
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will be completely erased. The very act of erasing, if suddenly stopped, will modulate the tape with a switching pulse. That's why in bulk erasure it is necessary when removing the eraser to slide it carefully away from the reel, avoiding an abrupt breakaway from the field, continuing to draw the eraser away to arm's length, when the current may be shut off.

It must not be thought that heavily recorded signals are unerasable. All that is required is a more intense erase. In the case of metallic reels (as compared to plastic reels) of tape being erased with a bulk eraser, the shielding action of the metal reel is ineffective.

Curious effects occur after tape is stored for some time. A pronounced signal which can be easily erased immediately after recording may become so much harder to erase after several months of storage that two or three times as much erase energy is required. In extreme cases, where it is found that an ordinary erase head cannot be excited sufficiently to get rid of the loud signal, the bulk eraser may be used. In rare cases the loud signal is slightly revived later under normal recording excitation, as a case of magnetic memory. This unusual condition is hardly feared as a normal tape recording hazard.

For efficient erasure these three hints by the Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co. may be of assistance:

1. Store tapes in erased rather than recorded condition, when the recording is no longer needed.
2. A tape having a background signal which cannot be completely erased should be stored for a few days in the erased condition, preferably in a warm place.
3. Store recorded rolls in a cool location. This is also advisable for long tape life and freedom from layer-to-layer signal transfer.

Figure 10—Erase head for recording wire.

The same erase problems exist in magnetic recording wire. A popular plug-in type wire-recording-erasing head is shown in Fig. 10 with the wire slot clearly visible. The fidelity of wire is lower than that of tape and its popularity is therefore below tape in common use.
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PROBES for PROFITS

By JOHN W. SHERMAN

PROFIT in radio and TV servicing is inversely related to the time consumed in repair. The more rapidly we can analyze the source of trouble and correct it, the greater the financial return. To make repairs we use whatever test instruments we have that are best suited to the task.

Not always, however, do we use our instruments to full advantage. Much of our equipment may be adapted to do specific jobs more rapidly and effectively through the use of easily built probes.

These accessory probes may be classified into three main groups: voltmeter probes, oscilloscope probes, signal tracer and others.

Voltmeter probes

The d.c. isolating probe (Fig. 1) is probably the best known and most used of all probes. Most vacuum-tube voltmeters are sold with it as included equipment. The probe is merely a test prod with a built-in 1-megohm resistor, which, together with the shielded cable, isolates the test prod and the meter input from stray capacitive effects. The resistor will have some effect on the reading of the meter, but this is generally taken into account in the calibration adjustment of the instrument.

R.f. probe: Voltage readings up to about 200 mc may be made on a v.t.v.m. by using the shunt crystal diode r.f. probe (Fig. 2). Voltages up to about 20 r.m.s. may be safely applied directly to the crystal. The probe generally indicates the negative peak value of the wave though the r.m.s. value is generally desired. This may be compensated for by recalibrating the meter scale or using a simple voltage divider R so that the r.m.s. voltage is applied to the voltmeter input. For r.m.s. readings on standard d.c. scales, R must equal 1.414 times the input resistance of the meter. For example, an 11-megohm input meter would require a 15.5-megohm resistance.

While crystals are somewhat nonlinear at low voltage levels, readings made with this probe will be accurate enough for most service work. If higher accuracy is desired or needed, the probe may be checked and calibrated with a known voltage source. The entire probe can be housed in a ballpoint pen by using ceramic capacitors, 3⁄4- or 4-watt resistors and small crystal diodes.

Peak-to-peak probe: Some of the most necessary, and often difficult, measurements in TV servicing are peak-to-peak voltages of complex waveforms. This job is made simple with a v.t.v.m. and a special peak-to-peak probe (Fig. 3). The circuit consists of two shunt diode rectifiers with their inputs in parallel and their outputs in series.

Thus, it becomes in effect a voltage doubler. Tube V1 conducts when its plate is positive and charges capacitor C1 to the peak value of the signal voltage. A d.c. voltage equal to this peak a.c. signal is then developed across R1. When the plate of V2 is positive, it charges capacitor C2 to the peak value of the applied a.c. signal and a d.c. voltage of like magnitude appears across R2. Since R1 and R2 are in series, the d.c. voltages are added. This d.c. voltage is then applied to the meter and is equal to the peak-to-peak value of the original a.c. signal.

High-voltage probe: Measuring high voltage in a television set presents a problem to the service technician—a high-voltage probe is the answer. Building such a probe should be left to manufacturers. The series resistance is usually several hundred megohms—which manufacturers obtain with special materials. In addition, the housing is usually of special plastics or other material that can withstand the high second-anode voltages and is shaped with safety flanges to form a high-resistance leakage path. None of these items is easily obtained on the retail market, and the penalty for using stuff

Oscilloscope probes

TV pulse probe: To best display TV pulse patterns, it is necessary to have a wide-band oscilloscope and a properly terminated transmission line or cable to conduct the signal from the receiver to the scope. This termination is a simple, but vital, TV pulse probe (Fig. 6). The probe termination is adjusted with

Fig. 4—Layout of a high-voltage probe. that is approximately as good as is too high to make it worth while to take a chance. See Fig. 4 and photo E.
B—Top, the demodulation probe. Bottom, TV pulse probe—the metallic shield is not a necessity.

C—Construction of the crystal diode demodulation probe.

D—Internal view peak-to-peak probe

E—A commercial high-voltage probe.

The trimmer capacitor to a value equal to the shunt capacitance of the cable and the vertical input circuit of the oscilloscope. This may be done by actually measuring the line and scope capacitance and adjusting the trimmer capacitor to suit or by trial and error while observing a known pulse pattern on the face of the scope. This second method is good enough for all TV functions. The complete unit may be housed in a small tube or container. The cable should not be over 3 feet in length.

Demodulation Probe: A demodulation probe (Fig. 6) supplies a video-frequency voltage for the vertical deflection plates of an oscilloscope proportional to the instantaneous value of the signal from the TV sweep generator or the transmitter acting upon the circuit to be checked. This probe is a simple crystal unit. It is shown in a shield can, but shielding is not necessary and any convenient mount can be used. The leads from the probe to the TV set should be as short as possible to minimize stray pickup.

Signal tracer probes

R.f.-a.f. probe. A very practical and useful device for rapid servicing is an inexpensive, high-gain audio amplifier with an a.f.-r.f. probe (Fig. 7).

This probe is similar to some of the others with the exception that the rectified d.c. is not used. The audio component of the signal is applied to the grid of an amplifier or to headphones. The unit is then primarily a detector. When used with a good amplifier, it will trace a signal from the antenna to the speaker, revealing signal loss, hum, distortion and other faults. END
When I started to design amplifiers and oscillators, oscilloscopes apparently weren't used very much. Not because they hadn't been invented—it was not so long ago—but rather, I suspect, because it was considered rather unfair—as the British say, not cricket.

I hope this introduction will not mislead you into expecting to read about oscilloscopes. The article is a description of a rather simple and attractive frequency meter. You might think a frequency meter a rather special device that you personally don't need. That is the way we used to consider the oscilloscope; now no home is complete without one. A frequency meter is a pretty useful instrument to have sitting on one corner of the bench.

Without straining, I can remember five kinds of frequency meters. There's the latest cycle-counting type, which is expensive but tells you exactly how many cycles occurred in 10 seconds. For research on oscillators these are wonderful devices. Then there is the old bridge type in which an R-C bridge is adjusted to give a balance: the bridge is calibrated in frequency. The reed type can still be seen on some power boards, and there's a crossed-coil system for power frequencies which is still used. Finally, there is the capacitor-charging type, very widely used for audio-frequency work. It is the latter meter which I will describe.

Circuit theory

The frequency-measuring circuit (Fig. 1) of a capacitor-charging frequency meter consists of a small capacitor, a rectifier bridge and a milliammeter. When we apply a.c. to these components, which are connected in series, the current through a milliammeter is equal to \( \frac{V}{Z} \), where \( Z \) is the capacitor impedance. This assumes that the rectifier and meter resistance can be neglected, compared with \( Z \). For the capacitor \( Z = \frac{1}{2\pi fC} \) so that \( I = 2\pi fCV \) and the current is directly proportional to frequency.

The current is also proportional to the voltage so we must keep this voltage constant. Here the designer can start to amuse himself with new circuits. One possible approach would be to use an amplifier fitted with good a.c. But this is not a satisfactory solution, because it would make the final reading depend on the waveform of the input signal. In all the circuits I have ever seen the input signal is converted into a square wave, so that the voltage applied to the capacitor-meter system is of standard amplitude and shape. I have used a rather simple double triode as my limiter for developing square waves.

In this expression \( V \) is the peak-to-peak square-wave voltage. A sinusoidal wave having the same peak-to-peak amplitude will have a root-mean-square voltage of \( \frac{V}{2^{1/2}} \) and an average value of \( \frac{V}{2} \). Writing \( \frac{V}{2} = V_{\text{rms}} \) we see that the meter current is \( 2\pi CVf \). This is the form that we derived previously, except that we did not know that we must use \( V_{\text{rms}} \) instead of the usual sine-wave amplitude.

We have now got ourselves onto a fairly sound theoretical basis. The circuit will give us a reading directly proportional to frequency, provided that we can get the capacitor charged and discharged completely each half-cycle. Let us consider what this means. We can choose a maximum frequency for one range of our frequency meter and do a little arithmetic. Let us take 1,000 cycles as a full-scale reading, using a 100-\( \mu \)A meter. For a supply voltage we can have \( V = 100 \) volts. Then

\[
100 \times 10^4 = 2C \times 100 \times 1,000
\]

\[
C = 500 \mu\text{F}
\]

We want a 500-\( \mu \)F capacitor to be completely charged or discharged in 1/2,000 second. The resistance in series should then be not more than will give \( C-R = 1/5 \) or 1/10,000 second. Therefore, we can have \( R = 500,000 \) ohms. The total resistance in the circuit is not likely to be anything near this if we are using a triode. However, if we had used a 1-\( \mu \)A meter, we would have found \( C = 5,000 \mu\text{F} \). Then the maximum value of resistance is only 20,000 ohms. This is getting near the danger region; and although a 1-\( \mu \)A meter can

Fig. 1—The basic frequency meter.

Before we get on to the circuit itself, we must check on one detail. Two paragraphs back I said that current was proportional to frequency. If we leave matters there, I know from experience that sometime in 1957 a reader will write sharply to me and ask what I meant by “frequency.” He will then define a square wave, quoting Reference Data for Radio Engineers and a lot of mathematics. And if I have a square wave, what do I mean by the impedance of a capacitor? I don't really mind these letters: they show the editor that I have a reader.

The proper way of calculating the behavior of the circuit is easy, and it confirms the expression we obtained above. The limiter circuit can be regarded as a switch which moves one terminal of the capacitor (Fig. 1) from ground to \( V \) and then back to ground every cycle. When the switch is moved to \( V \), the capacitor is charged, through the meter, to the full value of \( V \). A charge of \( CV \) coulombs must pass through the meter. When the switch returns to ground, the charge flows away from the capacitor; again \( CV \) coulombs must pass through the meter. Therefore, each full cycle from 0 to \( V \) and back causes a total of 2CV coulombs to pass through the meter. In 1 second, a charge of 2CV coulombs will pass through the meter. But 2CV coulombs per second is exactly the same thing as 2CV amperes: the meter current will be 2CVf.

In this expression \( V \) is the peak-to-peak square-wave voltage. A sinusoidal wave having the same peak-to-peak amplitude will have a root-mean-square voltage of \( \frac{V}{2^{1/2}} \) and an average value of \( \frac{V}{2} \). Writing \( \frac{V}{2} = V_{\text{rms}} \) we see that the meter current is \( 2\pi CVf \). This is the form that we derived previously, except that we did not know that we must use \( V_{\text{rms}} \) instead of the usual sine-wave amplitude.

We have now got ourselves onto a fairly sound theoretical basis. The circuit will give us a reading directly proportional to frequency, provided that we can get the capacitor charged and discharged completely each half-cycle. Let us consider what this means. We can choose a maximum frequency for one range of our frequency meter and do a little arithmetic. Let us take 1,000 cycles as a full-scale reading, using a 100-\( \mu \)A meter. For a supply voltage we can have \( V = 100 \) volts. Then

\[
100 \times 10^4 = 2C \times 100 \times 1,000
\]

\[
C = 500 \mu\text{F}
\]

We want a 500-\( \mu \)F capacitor to be completely charged or discharged in 1/2,000 second. The resistance in series should then be not more than will give \( C-R = 1/5 \) or 1/10,000 second. Therefore, we can have \( R = 500,000 \) ohms. The total resistance in the circuit is not likely to be anything near this if we are using a triode. However, if we had used a 1-\( \mu \)A meter, we would have found \( C = 5,000 \mu\text{F} \). Then the maximum value of resistance is only 20,000 ohms. This is getting near the danger region; and although a 1-\( \mu \)A meter can

Fig. 2—The basic electronic switch.
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TEST INSTRUMENTS
be used, it is better to use a more sensitive one.

This calculation was for a maximum frequency of 1,000 cycles. It turns out that the same calculation for 10,000 cycles gives the same value of R, although C = 50 μF.

The basic circuit is shown in Fig. 2. Triode V1 is coupled to V2 by a fairly large cathode resistor. This circuit is the "long-tailed pair" I described in an article on push-pull drivers recently (March, 1953). The input is applied to the grid of V1 and the output is taken from the plate of V2. To keep the circuit symmetrical the two tubes have equal plate loads. As the grid of V1 is driven positive, the cathodes go positive, reducing the current flow through V2. The plates of V1 and V2 move approximately in push-pull. The exact behavior does not matter, for reasons to be explained.

The mathematics of the previous article on this circuit assumed that it was not overloaded. Supposing now we apply a really large input signal to V1. For half of the input cycle the grid of V1 will be driven negative and V1 will be cut off. The cathodes will settle at a value determined solely by the characteristics of V2 and the two circuit resistors. For the other half-cycle, as the grid of V1 is driven positive, the cathodes will tend to go positive until V2 is cut off. As soon as this happens, the cathode load of V1 increases from a value of a few hundred ohms, the impedance looking in at the cathode of V2, to the few thousand ohms of the actual cathode resistor. Tube V1 thus has a lot of negative feedback switched into the circuit and can draw grid current only with a very large drive. Meanwhile the plate of V2 is at the plate supply voltage.

The result of this action is that the plate of V2 gives a very good square wave, both top and bottom being limited by tube cutoffs. The waveform at the plate of V1 is not nearly so good. Although it is well squared at the cutoff, it does not square properly with grid current.

The circuit was tried first in the general form of Fig. 2 and behaved in the way predicted. When a signal was applied to the grid and increased slowly, the meter reading increased steadily until an input of some 4–5 volts was reached. The meter reading remained absolutely steady for higher inputs, up to at least 20 volts. And the reading

Fig. 3—Cross-coupling added to switch.
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was directly proportional to frequency, just as expected. However, for my purposes this is not sufficiently sensitive.

The circuit was therefore modified to look like Fig. 3, in which R1 and C1 have been added. Instead of the grid of V2 being grounded, it is now connected, for a.c., to a tap on the plate load of V1. There are two ways of looking at the circuit. When I designed it, I thought of it as a method of driving the grid of V2 harder and thus, because of the cathode coupling, also driving V1 harder for the same input signal. The other way of looking at the circuit is to say that we have a two-stage amplifier with positive feedback added, from the cathode of V2 to the cathode of V1, giving much more gain and therefore bringing overload much nearer.

It is important to notice that the connection between the plate of V1 and the grid of V2 does not spoil the square wave at the plate of V2. Nothing can go wrong with the squaring when V2 is cut off; nothing can be passed into V2 once V1 cuts off. This means that we do not need to consider this circuit modification as a danger spot, so far as squaring is concerned. We must, however, make sure that we do not try to get too much sensitivity. The circuit can easily become a multi-vibrator and produce its own frequency. In my own circuit I have fixed the sensitivity at a convenient value; but for general use it is probably better to provide variable sensitivity, and this is shown in the full circuit (Fig. 4).

The a.f. meter circuit

The cathode resistor is now divided into two parts, R3 providing the necessary bias for the tubes and R4 the main coupling resistance. Components R1, R2 and C1 are used to keep the operating conditions correct. The plate coupling resistor R1-R2 is shown with a variable tapping point for the coupling capacitor to V2.

How many ranges do you want? An earlier, similar design of mine operated reliably up to 100 kc. This present design has not been tested above 10 kc—there just hasn’t been time—but the appearance of the square wave at 10 kc suggests that it should work up
NOW New SPRAGUE CERAMIKITS

Get these cabinets FREE with a basic order of ceramic capacitors

- NOW ... stock ceramics so you can find 'em when you want 'em ... have your own near and complete cabinet ... at the cost of the capacitors alone.
- Sprague has pre-stocked these handsome, blue, heavy-gauge steel CERAMIKIT cabinets with its famous Ceramikite capacitors. Ratings and quantities are based on popularity. No dogs! Stand-up indexes separate reusable plastic boxes. Catalog numbers and ratings can be seen at a glance.
- Whether you use many ceramics, or just a few, there's a Ceramikit sized and priced just right for you. Kit CK-2 is a two-drawer model holding 150 capacitors in 27 different ratings. Kit CK-3 is a single-drawer unit holding 75 capacitors in 12 different ratings. Remember there's not a dog in either Ceramikit.
- Kits interlock so You Can Build With Sprague as you buy your Ceramikits. Use the extra cabinets for handy indexed stocking of all your small parts.
- See your distributor now about Ceramikits, or request complete facts in Sheet M-711 from Sprague Products Co., 81 Marshall St., North Adams, Massachusetts.

CERAMIKIT CK-3
CONTENTS
3¼"x9¼"x2"
$19.25 List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quan.</th>
<th>Cat. No.</th>
<th>Quan.</th>
<th>Cat. No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5GA-01</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5GA-T47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5GA-02</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5GA-T5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5GA-03</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5GA-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5GA-T11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5GA-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5GA-T15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5HK-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5GA-T22</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5HK-11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CERAMIKIT CK-2
CONTENTS
3¼"x9¼"x4"
$38.00 List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quan.</th>
<th>Cat. No.</th>
<th>Quan.</th>
<th>Cat. No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5GA-05</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5GA-T27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5GA-06</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5GA-T33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5GA-09</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5GA-T39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5GA-12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5GA-T47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5GA-03</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5GA-T5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5GA-01</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5GA-T5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5GA-01</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5GA-T68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5GA-01</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5GA-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5GA-05</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5GA-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5GA-08</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5GA-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5GA-02</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5GA-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5GA-T11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5GA-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5GA-T15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5HK-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5GA-T22</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5HK-11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You CAN BUILD WITH SPRAGUE

Sprague Products Co. is the Distributors' Division of the Sprague Electric Co.
TWO NEW COLOR BAR GENERATORS

For All Color Circuit Checks in Color TV Receivers

"Ideal for COLOR"

Specifications—Model 700
Signal Outputs
1. Composite video of either polarity, adjustable amplitude to 1 volt across 50 ohms. Either luminance or chrominance can be eliminated from the composite signal.
2. Modulated R.F., channels 3, 4, or 5 of 1 volt across 500 ohms.
3. Horizontal sync., positive polarity, 1 volt across 200 ohms.

Synchronizing Signals
1. Color burst, crystal controlled (NTSC standard).
2. Standard horizontal sync. and blanking signals.

Color Bar Signals
1. Simultaneous bar display with luminance and chrominance levels held to plus or minus 10 percent, phase angles to plus or minus 5 degrees as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Relative Luminance</th>
<th>Chrominance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyan</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magenta</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Color Difference Displays. Bars of zero luminance selectivity available as follows: (Phase angles within plus or minus 2 degrees):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signal Type of Display</th>
<th>Relative Chrominance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I &amp; Q</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-Y</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-Y &amp; B-Y</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Single Bars — Primary colors — red, green and blue—selectively available. Each bar is approximately 60% of screen width. Luminance 0.3, chrominance 0.5.

Crystal Controlled Sound Carrier—approximately 25% of peak picture carrier. placed 45 megacycles from picture carrier. Sound carrier may be turned off or on by panel control switch.

Panel Controls
1. R.F. Carrier Turning—channels 3, 4 or 5.
2. Video Output Amplitude.
3. Horizontal Lock.
4. Sound On—Sound Off Switch.
5. Video Output Polarity Switch.
6. Power Switch.
7. Color Bar Selector Switch.
8. Horizontal Centering Control.
10. Luminance-Chrominance Selector.

Internal Adjustments
1. Burst amplitude.
2. Color Sub-Carrier.
3. Modulation percentage.

Circuit Operation
1. Color sub-carrier and sound frequencies are determined by crystal oscillators.
2. All six color bars—yellow, cyan, green, magenta, red, blue, plus black and white are independently generated. No color mixing or matrixing is required.
3. Color phase angles are determined by an accurate, low impedance delay line.
4. Direct gating of proper chrominance phase is employed for each color bar to attain maximum stability and reliability rather than the usual methods which utilize quadrant encoders.
5. Luminance and Chrominance levels are reliable and stable. No multi-vibrators are employed in generating any bars.
6. No internal or external adjustments are required for proper phase angles, bar widths, luminance, or chrominance levels.

Specifications—Model 712
Provides similar signal outputs and Color Selection to model 700. Also includes crosshatch and white dot generators for convergence checks on 3-gun tubes. Crosshatch pattern may also be used for linearity and tilt adjustments. Small dot size—about ¼" on a 19" tube permits more positive convergence adjustment.

Panel Controls
1. Selectivity—Model 700: Shopping weight 30 pounds $295.00 net
   Model 712: Shopping weight 32 pounds $305.00 net
   Model 7SC—Carrying Case—Shopping weight 12 pounds $24.95 net
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to 100 kc. So you can have 0-100, 0-1,000 or 0-10,000 and 0-100,000 cycles. Or you could insert 0-300 cycle, etc. as well, if you use an 8-position switch. The extreme ranges are useful when you have an unstable amplifier and want to know if it is oscillating at 30,000 or 60,000 cycles. In any case, let us calculate the capacitance values.

The resistance through which the capacitor charge must pass when V2 is cut off is R5—22,000 ohms. As we have already seen, a 1-ma meter can be used if the resistance does not exceed about 20,000 ohms. The choice of a meter is thus free: anything more sensitive than 1 ma full scale will do.

Having decided what meter to use, you may have some special ideas on supply voltage. You can use 150 volts and put in a voltage stabilizer tube, or you can use an unregulated supply with a series resistor. The trick then is to provide a switch position which connects the meter as a voltmeter and to adjust the series resistor to give a standard reading, the one you calibrated the meter with. But in any case you will have to calibrate the meter to suit your particular tube (I used a 12AT7). Approximate values for C are given in the table (capacitance is in µF).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meter Sensitivity (ma)</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>300</th>
<th>KC</th>
<th>KC</th>
<th>KC</th>
<th>KC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>33,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>3,300</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>17,000</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>1,470</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>6,700</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>3,300</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each range must be checked at one point, which can be rather a tedious operation. Luckily, I have available standard frequency supplies at 100, 1,000 and 10,000 cycles, so that it is just a question of using the oscilloscope and any convenient oscillator. Your best plan might be to settle down to frequency checking first, with WWV acting as standard, and get oscillating frequency meter and anything else with a frequency scale recalibrated. For the frequency meter, of course, it is a question, not of recalibration, but of

Fig. 5—Range switch with meter shunts. adjusting the capacitor on each range. You might prefer using a slightly more complicated switch and taking the capacitors straight out of the box. Take a switch with an extra bank, use the capacitor values shown for 1 ma and a 0.5-ma meter (or for 200 µa with a 100-µa meter) and connect a shunt across the meter to reduce the reading to the current value. By padding the meter in this way we eliminate the
need for precision capacitors. The shunts can be used for the calibration trim. The circuit arrangement is shown in Fig. 5. The resistance values are all about the same, and all about equal to the resistance of the meter.

We have not discussed the rectifier. This depends on the frequency range you wish to cover. For frequencies up to 10 kc ordinary copper-oxide rectifiers are perfectly suitable. But if you want to extend up to 100 kc, it is best to use crystals, such as the 1N34. A small economy can be practiced here by connecting the circuit as in Fig. 6. This takes only two diodes instead of four but it gives only one-half the current compared with the full bridge rectifier.

**Meter operation**

How do you use the frequency meter? Switch it on, let it warm up, check the voltage, connect an input signal, vary the sensitivity until the meter reading is steady and read the frequency. Then turn the range switch back to the maximum frequency range. This helps prevent overloading the meter. In using the frequency meter, be sure to check that there is enough input to drive the circuit to the cutoff level: if the meter reading does not change as the sensitivity control is moved a little, the input level is enough.

What can you use a frequency meter for? You can measure frequency, of course. You can use this circuit as a square-wave generator, too, if you connect a cathode follower to the plate of V2. A square-wave generator is always useful for testing the transient behavior of audio amplifiers. An oscillator must be used to drive the circuit, but that is always easy to arrange. And then there are the special jobs. You can work out some of these for yourself, but here is an example:

I have some rather complex R-C networks in production, and I wanted a quick cheap way of checking them. An ohmmeter will check that most of the resistors are wired correctly. A more general check is provided by connecting an amplifier between the output terminals of the network and the input terminals. The circuit is arranged so that it oscillates for a known gain setting of the amplifier, and the frequency is measured with the frequency meter. I can set tolerances to the gain and frequency, so that the networks can be completely tested at the rate of about six a minute.

That is just one special application. I'm sure that there are others. Why not build yourself a frequency meter, and find new uses for it?

---

**TEST INSTRUMENTS**

**Fig. 6—Simplifying the meter circuit.**

The frequency meter?

We extend the frequency range from 200 kc to 100 kc. The switch can be made with a relay, but preferably by using components that are always easy to arrange. And then there are the special jobs. You can work out some of these for yourself, but here is an example:

I have some rather complex R-C networks in production, and I wanted a quick cheap way of checking them. An ohmmeter will check that most of the resistors are wired correctly. A more general check is provided by connecting an amplifier between the output terminals of the network and the input terminals. The circuit is arranged so that it oscillates for a known gain setting of the amplifier, and the frequency is measured with the frequency meter. I can set tolerances to the gain and frequency, so that the networks can be completely tested at the rate of about six a minute.

That is just one special application. I'm sure that there are others. Why not build yourself a frequency meter, and find new uses for it?

---

**Erie Resistors**

**June 1955**

The most complete line of Ceramic Replacement Capacitors

Leading builders of radio and TV sets and electronic equipment have approved Erie components and have used them for many years. Your requirements can be met without delay from your Erie Distributors' vast and varied stock.

Most Erie Distributors have in stock from 25,000 to 75,000 Erie Ceramicons of various styles, types, and values. Write for latest catalog and the name of your nearest Erie Distributor.

---

**Hi-Fi**

Transvision Lifetime Matched Hi-Fi Units enable you to undersell all competition at a good profit! You get full Dealer Price Protection—and more!

**NOW!** Service Dealers can offer the finest in an investment of only $495**

**Transvision’s Lifetime Matched Hi-Fi Units enable you to undersell all competition at a good profit! You get full Dealer Price Protection—and more!**

**NOW!** Service Dealers can offer the finest in an investment of only $495**

**Transvision’s Lifetime Matched Hi-Fi Units enable you to undersell all competition at a good profit! You get full Dealer Price Protection—and more!**

**NOW!** Service Dealers can offer the finest in an investment of only $495**

**Transvision’s Lifetime Matched Hi-Fi Units enable you to undersell all competition at a good profit! You get full Dealer Price Protection—and more!**
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**Master Antenna Systems**

Send us your problem for free engineering advice.

**FREE:** Importer. Technical Manual for Community and Master TV Systems

**RUSH THIS COUPON NOW**

**Transvision, Inc., New Rochelle, N.Y.**

Rush details on Hi-Fi Dealer Program; Free Manual for Master Antenna Systems
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**Jensen Needles**

"He goes into such ecstasies since we're using Jensen Needles, there's no holding him."
M OST technicians acknowledge the advantages of a bridge over an ohmmeter. (It is far more accurate and is easily adapted to measure capacitance as well as resistance.) But few ever attempt to build one. They feel that a bridge is a complicated instrument, while an ohmmeter consists merely of a few resistors, a battery and an added scale on a meter that also measures ma and volts.

The bridge described here should appeal to these technicians and experimenters. It is easy to construct and convenient to use. Its scale length is over 10 inches, as against about 4 for a 4-inch ohmmeter. The same instrument measures resistance and capacitance, divides voltage and can be used as a substitute resistor.

Fig. 1 shows the basic circuit of a bridge for measuring resistance. Resistor R, is a standard whose value should be known accurately. The unknown resistance is connected across X. A voltage, a.c. or d.c., is fed to terminals T. The variable arm of potentiometer AB is adjusted for balance (no output at the detector). Then \( X = \frac{AR}{B} \).

The resistance of A and B need not be known separately. Their ratio gives sufficient information to insert into the equation. This ratio may be determined at various points along the potentiometer dial by using known resistors at X and R. A small value R, permits measuring low resistance at X. A large R, should be used to measure a large X, etc. The ratio \( \frac{R}{X} \) is not affected by any change at R. or X.

To measure capacitance, the circuit of Fig. 2 is used. Note that the standard and unknown have been interchanged. This is because voltage or capacitive reactance is being measured, and X varies inversely with capacitance. If the unknown is properly chosen, the same calibration holds whether resistance or capacitance (Fig. 1 or Fig. 2) is being measured.

The complete wide-range bridge is shown in Fig. 3. With the switch in the position shown we have the equivalent of Fig. 1, the circuit for measuring resistance. The unknown is connected across R and the switch is thrown to RES.

With the switch thrown to CAP, the circuit is like Fig. 2. The unknown capacitor is placed across C.

There is a third position, X. This eliminates both standards, so any desired external standard may be used. For example, to measure very high resistance, a 100,000-ohm standard may be plugged into the C terminals. The unknown is connected across R as usual. Of course, the calibrations are now 100 times larger than those obtained with the internal 1,000-ohm standard. If an external capacitor standard is to be used, plug it in at X. The unknown goes across C.

This bridge uses a General Radio type 371-T potentiometer. It has a square-law taper when advanced clockwise. This provides well-spaced readings and a wide range. It has 1,100 turns to permit fine, accurate balance settings; dissipates up to 8 watts and can be rotated through 305°. The table shows a typical calibration obtained with the switch thrown to RES. The dial...
start right... in COLOR
with RCA field-proved instruments!

If you want to get off to the right start in color-television servicing, add the RCA WR-61A Color-Bar Generator and RCA WR-36A Dot-Bar Generator to your present black-and-white equipment. These two units, used with proper test facilities for servicing black-and-white receivers, give you complete test equipment for trouble-shooting and servicing color-TV receivers.

Lightweight, compact and portable, both instruments are designed for accuracy and stability. See your local RCA Distributor for complete details.

The WR-61A Color-Bar Generator generates signals for producing 10 different color bars simultaneously—including bars corresponding to the R-Y, B-Y, G-Y, I, and Q signals for checking and adjusting phasing and matrixing in all makes of color sets. Crystal-controlled oscillators ensure accuracy and stability. Luminance signals at bar edges facilitate checking color "fit" or registration. Adjustable sub-carrier amplitude permits checking color-sync action. The WR-61A which was designed for color servicing is now accepted as the standard for color-phasing accuracy in many TV stations and network operations. Suggested User Price ... $247.50

The WR-36A Dot-Bar Generator provides a pattern of small-size dots for adjusting convergence in color receivers and H- and V-bars and crosshatch patterns for precise adjustment of linearity in both color and black-and-white TV sets. RF output on channels 2-6. High-impedance video output (plus and minus polarities). Choice of internal 60-cps vertical sync or external sync. The number of vertical and horizontal dots and bars is adjustable. Suggested User Price ... $147.50

Now—Small Dots Current production WR-36A Generators produce small-dot and fine-line crosshatch patterns for convergence adjustments in large-screen color receivers. (Small-dot modification kits are being supplied at no charge to registered owners of earlier models of the WR-36A. Send in YOUR registration card if you have not already done so.)

ANNOUNCING THE RCA PORTA-RACK
FREE OF EXTRA COST FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY!

Special Porta-Rack offer expires April 30, 1955!
This valuable service aid is yours FREE with your purchases of RCA Test Equipment. An RCA exclusive, tailor-made for the busy technician, this sturdy, mobile RCA PORTA-RACK can carry a full complement of RCA Test Equipment, right to the shop job... saves time, saves precious bench space... increases your operating efficiency. See your RCA Distributor for details.

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
TEST EQUIPMENT
HARRISON, N.J.
TEST INSTRUMENTS

used is 4 inches in diameter and calibrated 0–100 over a full 360°. Only the numbers 0–84 are effective since the potentiometer can be rotated only 303°. The calibrations of this particular dial increase in a counterclockwise direction. In the table, most of the values are given to the nearest whole number for convenience. However, the dial is marked in half-units and can be easily estimated to tenths of a division.

When measuring capacitance, the table calibrations must be multiplied by 10. This is because the capacitance standard 10,000 µµ is 10 times larger than the resistance standard. For measuring very low capacitance, an external standard of 100 µµ was made up. This permits measuring small, air variable capacitors down to their minimum values.

In all measurements a very sharp null point should be obtained. If a capacitor produces a broad balance, it is because of its high internal resistance. Thus the quality of a capacitor may be estimated by the sharpness of balance. It should balance to an almost complete null.

(Electrolytic capacitors often have enough internal resistance to make it difficult to get a clear reading. An external standard, consisting of a 1-µµ capacitor in series with a 1,000-ohm potentiometer, may be used for measuring them. If it is hard to obtain a null, the resistance is increased a little and the bridge rebalanced, the procedure being repeated till the sharpest null is obtained.—Editor)

MODEL 600A

This fine tube tester is a lightweight portable. Popularly priced, the 600A is the Radio-T.V. servicieman and Industrial Technician's favorite. Backed by the HICKOK guarantee and built to the high HICKOK standard, this equipment will provide the necessary completeness and accuracy of tube testing required in the professional maintenance of radio-T.V. and industrial electronic equipment. HICKOK Dynamic Mutual Conductance circuits permit accurate tube evaluation. AC signal 2.5 volts: 0-3000, 6000, 15,000 micromhos. Large, easy-to-read 9½ HICKOK-built internal pivot meter. Tests all tubes including Color TV under simulated operating conditions. Includes the HICKOK bias potentiometer. Contains all the latest tube sockets and complete built-in tube reference chart.

This instrument is the lowest priced dependable quality tube tester available. Through increased accuracy and time saving completeness, the 600A will pay for itself in the shortest possible time.

Write today . . . for full details on the world's most complete line of quality vacuum tube testers.

THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
10531 Dupont Avenue • Cleveland 6, Ohio

EDLIE for TOP VALUES

New Best & Most "Fix-It-Yourself" Aid
Larrel's E-Z TV REPAIR GUIDE
The Only FIX-IT-YOURSELF Guide Made especially for C.O.D.
Now you can save costly TV repairs with this new, simplified method which includes all necessary data for just YOUR set. No confusing, unimportant information applicable to hundreds of other makes. Simplifies detection of faulty tubes in your TV receiver quickly, accurately. It's a terrific idea—it's a terrific model! Order today and have your set back in top perfect condition at once. Be sure to send in make and model of your TV when ordering.

New CODE KEYS, J-38

Save! HIGH PASS FILTER
Input impedance: 600 ohms, output impedance 5,000 ohms. Sensitive enough for frequency at 3,500 cycles and below. Provides accurate taps at 20, 40, 60, and 100 cycles at input of 2.5 volts. Original cost: $15. Reduced to...

Save! LOW PASS FILTER
At 3,500 cy. attenuation at less than 0.2 db; at 6,000 cy. attenuation at greater than 5 db; at 12,000 cy. attenuation greater than 20 db. Output impedance 5,000 ohms. Cost: $2. Reduced to...

raftays ON KITS

INSULATED RESISTOR KIT

100 INSULATED RESISTORS. RMA code marked all 1/2 watt varying in value from 21 ohms to 1 megohm. (1, 2, 4, 8, 10, 20, 50, 100, 250, 500, 1,000, 2,500, and 5,000 ohms) Code chart included FREE. Special...

FLEXIBLE W. W. PIGTAIL RESISTOR KIT

100 resistors, varied up to 10 megohms. 25 Resistors: 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1,024, 2,048, 4,096, 8,192, 16,384, 32,768, 65,536 ohms. Reduced to...

CANDOHM W. W. METAL CLAD RESISTOR KIT

25 Wire wound resistors up to 50-kg. watts. 5, 10, 25, 50, and 100 watt resistors...

WIRE WOUND RESISTOR KIT

25 Wire wound resistors up to 50-kg. watts. 5, 10, 25, 50, and 100 watt resistors...

PRECISION CARBON RESISTOR KIT

10% tolerance, varied up to 20 megohms, 10, 20, 50, and 100 watt resistors...

Torrific Buy! PRECISION WIRE WOUND RESISTOR KIT

25 Precision W.W. resistors, 10% tolerance over 20 different resistances up to 1 kg megohms, ½ & 1 watt. $25 value...

Disc Condenser Kit

50 Disc condensers. 7050-3, 6000-1, 10,000-15. 10/243 min. of equal angular capacitance. Reduced to...

CERAMIC CONDENSER KIT

50 Tubular ceramic (solid and tubular) condensers in capacity from 7 x 4700 micro-

Write today for FREE Catalog. All items shipped F.O. & New York City, prices subject to change without notice. Include 20% deposit with C.O.D.'s.

EDLIE ELECTRONICS

154 Greenwich St. New York 6, N. Y.

DI. 9-3143

RADIO-ELECTRONICS

www.americanradiohistory.com
The simplest—and best—control replacements you can install

SAVE YOURSELF TIME with Mallory Midgetrols®—the carbon controls designed for both you and your customers. Features like the easily-cut tubular shaft that fits split-knurl or flatted knobs...line switches that you attach without disassembling the unit...will save valuable minutes of your shop work.

GIVE CUSTOMERS THE BEST with Midgetrols—the control that's engineered to equal or exceed the performance of original components. Their precise tapers, noise-free operation and excellent stability add up to the kind of performance that prevents call-backs...builds customer good-will.

ORDER YOUR STOCK TODAY. Your nearby Mallory distributor is ready to supply you with a Control Kit that will equip you to replace controls in 90 per cent of the radio and TV sets in your area.

BE SURE TO USE...

MALLORY WIRE WOUND CONTROLS...a wide selection of resistance, wattages from 2 to 500, and variety of tapers...all designed for cool operation and long life.

MALLORY DEPOSITED CARBON RESISTORS...high stability resistors with tolerances of 1% or 10%...at cost substantially lower than wire wounds.

MALLORY CAPACITORS...CONTROLS...VIBRATORS...SWITCHES...RESISTORS...RECTIFIERS...POWER SUPPLIES...FILTERS...MERCURY BATTERIES

P. R. MALLORY & CO. Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA
'SCOPES ARE “GOLD MINS”

... and this book makes it easy to learn all about them!

No question about it! The cathode ray oscilloscope is the handiest, most useful instrument in radio-TV servicing today. Servicemen who master it get the best jobs—make the most money—work lots faster—and are headed for even bigger things in the future!

MODERN OSCILLOSOPES AND THEIR USES

By Jacob H. Ruiter, Jr., of Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc.

Section I

When, where, why, and how to use oscilloscopes

How to interpret patterns

How to handle tough jobs easier and faster

Now the oscilloscope won't "stump" you—not when you have the clear instructions given by this famous book! It contains no involved mathematics—no guessing and complicated discussions. Instead, it goes right to work explaining oscilloscopes fully and showing you exactly how to use them in lab work and on AM-FM and TV service work—taming troubles to handling tough realignment jobs. Each operation is carefully explained, including determining where and how to use the controls, making connections, adjusting circuit components, setting the controls and analyzing patterns fast and accurately. About 370 illustrations including dozens of typical circuits and photos make things doubly clear.

No other type of specific service method training can mean so much to you in terms of efficiency and greater earning power! Send for it today. See for yourself how this book can help you—before you buy it!

READ IT 10 DAYS . . . at our risk!

To match resistors, switch to X and connect one resistor as the standard and the other as the unknown. Exact equality is indicated at 30.2 on the dial of particular bridge. Each percent of error produces a change of 0.1 of a dial division. For example, if the bridge indicates 30.3 or 30.1, the resistors are unequal by 1%. If desired, a reading may be taken and the resistors then interchanged. For example, if they are out by 1%, we will read 30.3 in one position and 30.1 in the second. This makes it easier to read small errors since the difference in reading is doubled.
Silicon junction diodes

A new line of silicon junction diodes has been announced by the Hughes Aircraft Co., Culver City, Calif. The devices have a high forward conduction and an extremely high back resistance—some units, approximately 10,000 megohms. In most applications this represents an open circuit. Made of silicon, these diodes may be used in many high-temperature circuits in which germanium cannot be used.

The announcement includes 8 types—the HD6001 through HD6008. All of these have an ambient operating temperature range of from -80 to 200 °C.

The diodes are fusion-sealed in a one-piece glass body (see photo), with the diode envelope coated with black silicone enamel to shield the crystal from light. Physical dimensions are 0.265 x 0.103 inch, maximum.

6472 phototube

A small, rugged multiplier phototube of the 9-stage type has been developed by RCA. It is intended especially for automobile headlight-dimming service, and features instantaneous response to meet the critical timing requirements of that application.

The high luminous sensitivity of the 6472 makes it possible to use it with a relatively low-impedance input amplifier and fewer stages than required by a less sensitive tube. The phototube has a low electrode dark current, which permits the use of high-resistance voltage-divider networks to minimize power requirements and to improve operating stability.

Hearing-aid transistors

Transistors approximately the size of the head of a wooden match are being produced by CBS-Hytron. They are apparently the smallest hearing-aid transistors to be manufactured commercially up to this time.

The miniature units, the HA-8, HA-9 and HA-10, are smaller versions of the HA-1, HA-2 and HA-3 described in this column June 1954. They are hermetically sealed in a cylindrical metal case 0.25 inch long and 0.13 inch in diameter. Three of these tiny transistors,
NEW TUBES & TRANSISTORS (Continued)
with a total weight of less than a penny, are used in hearing aids.

Guaranteed-life tubes
Amperex has announced the addition of seven "premium quality" types to their line of tubes. They carry a minimum guaranteed life of 10,000 hours, and are designed for use in equipment where unsupervised, uninterrupted operation is required.

The 6085 medium-mu dual triode, 6084 sharp-cutoff pentode amplifier and 6277 power pentode are particularly suited to withstand severe shock and vibration. The E83F wide-band pentode amplifier and E81L, power pentode are internally screened and especially designed for use in telephone equipment and instruments. The 5920 and E92CC double triodes are designed for use in flip-flop circuits in computers, business machines, etc. In the field these tubes showed only small variations in characteristics during a series of 10,000-hour life tests.

5915-A, 6211
G-E has announced two new additions to its line of tubes designed especially for computer applications.

The 5915-A is a dual-control heptode, for use as a coincidence-gating tube. Each of the two independent control grids has a sharp-cutoff characteristic. Electrically and physically, the 5915-A may be used as a replacement for the older 5915 tube.

The 6211 is a nine-pin medium-mu twin triode for binary-counter or amplifier applications. Its electrical characteristics are equivalent to those of the 5844, except that each section of the new type has a separate cathode connection.

Electrical characteristics of the 5915-A are: maximum cathode current, 20 ma; maximum plate dissipation, 1 watt; typical plate current in gating service ("on" condition), 5.8 ma. Electrical characteristics of the 6211 are: maximum cathode current per section, 14 ma; maximum plate dissipation (per plate), 1 watt; grid voltage required to cut off plate current, -10.

IRE National Convention

At both the Waldorf-Astoria (convention headquarters) and Kingsbridge Armory, you'll attend what actually amounts to 22 conventions fused into one. Hundreds of scientific and engineering papers will be presented during the many technical sessions, a large number of which are organized by IRE professional groups. You'll meet with the industry's leaders—enjoy the finest meeting and recreational facilities in New York.

Radio Engineering Show

At the Kingsbridge Armory and Kingsbridge Palace, you'll walk through a vast panorama of over 700 exhibits, displaying the latest and the newest in radio-electronics. You'll talk shop with the industry's top manufacturers—enjoy the conveniences provided for you in the world's finest exhibition halls, easily reached by subway and special bus service.

Admission by registration only. $1.00 for IRE members, $3.00 for non-members. Social events priced extra.

The Institute of Radio Engineers
1 East 79 Street, New York
A flyback tester needing no reference flyback transformer for comparison purposes is being manufactured by TeleTest Instrument Corp., Flushing, N. Y. With some flyback checkers it is necessary to obtain a flyback transformer similar to the one under suspicion, make checks on both units and compare results. TeleTest's unit makes these time-consuming preliminaries unnecessary. Deflection yokes and linearity coils, as well as flyback transformers, are tested by this instrument. The operation of this instrument is based on the following theory.

A resonant circuit (Fig. 1) tends to oscillate when it is shock-excited by a voltage pulse. If the circuit contained no resistance, the tank would oscillate forever, even though the exciting pulse was of only momentary duration. The coil and capacitor would deliver energy to each other in constant succession and the absence of energy losses would keep the sine-wave voltage appearing across the tank—at a constant amplitude. Since a coil must have some resistance, a circuit resembling actual conditions is shown in Fig. 2. The resistance of the coil, represented by R, will now dissipate energy rapidly. Every half-cycle of oscillation will be smaller than the one before it. The rate at which the oscillatory voltage decays to zero depends on the Q of the coil. The Q, in turn, depends on the ratio of the coil's inductive reactance to the coil's resistance. The larger the resistance, the lower the Q, the faster the oscillatory decay.

A circuit similar to the flyback network is shown in Fig. 3. The secondary reflects an impedance \( R_L \) back into the tuned primary. This impedance acts like a resistance in series with the primary, and decreases the Q. The smaller the value of \( R_L \), the greater the reflected impedance. This lowers the Q of the primary and lowers the voltage output across it. When the primary is shock-excited and \( R_L \) is relatively low, the voltage appearing across the primary will be highly damped—it will decay rapidly to zero, and there will be a large difference in the amplitude of successive half-cycles.

Let's now consider a simplified schematic of the FT100 Flyback Tester (Fig. 4). There are two basic sections—an exciter and an indicating unit. The exciter consists of a single-turn coil or loop coupled to the windings of the flyback transformer under test. In operation, C, which has been charged, is switched across the single-turn coil into which it discharges. The discharge current through this coil induces a voltage into all the windings on the flyback, shock-exciting them into oscillation. When momentary switch S1 is released, C again charges. After a short wait, S1 may be depressed again and the flyback excited once more—as often as necessary. The pulse applied by the exciter to the flyback induces voltages across its various windings comparable to those developed during normal receiver operation. A partial or complete short circuit in the flyback, only when it is in operation, will show up during this interval. The indicator is a peak-reading voltmeter. It measures the amplitude of the damped waves. At one setting of

![FLYBACK UNDER TEST](image)

**Fig. 4—Basic diagram of flyback tester.**
reversing switch S2, the amplitude of the positive half-cycles of oscillation are measured; when S2 is reversed, the negative half-cycles are measured.

The condition of the flyback is determined by the ratio of these two readings. If a flyback unit is good, the ratio obtained will be 4:1 or less.

To simplify the measurement, the meter scale of the FT100 is divided into Good and Bad sections. When the ratio of negative half-cycle amplitude to positive half-cycle amplitude is correct, the meter will read in the Good section on both tests. If the ratio is incorrect (excessive), the meter will read in the Bad section on one or both tests.

Since flyback units fall into two basic categories—low-efficiency (early-make) and high-efficiency (present-day) units—provisions are made on the FT100 for testing both. The technician need not even know which kind of flyback he is testing—he simply checks it on both Hi and Lo efficiency settings; and if it passes one—or both—tests, the unit is good. The complete circuit of the FT100 tester is shown in Fig. 5.

When a conventional width coil is used, the FT100 is connected across it (after one lead of the width coil has been disconnected to remove the load from the flyback). Where the receiver has no width coil, the FT100 is connected across the secondary of the flyback transformer (after one lead of this winding is disconnected to remove the yoke load).

**Hi-fi sound system**

The new '55 Zenith TV sets have several interesting features. The 22R21 chassis has a five-tube high-fidelity sound system using a 6AU6 limiter, 6BN6 gated-beam discriminator, 12AX7 driver and phase inverter and two 6AQ5 tubes in push-pull (Fig. 6). Treble and bass tone controls are used. The TV-phono switch, in addition to switching the receiver's audio amplifier to TV or phono, and cutting the C-R tube off in the phono position, also changes the amount of degenerative feedback introduced. Fig. 7 shows how degeneration applied to the first audio amplifier varies at TV and phono settings. On phono, the cathode resistor is partially bypassed to ground by the 0.47-µf capacitor and 820-ohm resistor. This

![Fig. 5—Complete schematic of the FT100.](image)

**Fig. 5—Complete schematic of the FT100.**

![Fig. 6—Schematic diagram of the audio system of the Zenith 22R1 TV chassis.](image)

**Fig. 6—Schematic diagram of the audio system of the Zenith 22R1 TV chassis.**

![Fig. 7—How degeneration is varied.](image)

**Fig. 7—How degeneration is varied.**

![Fig. 8—Brass sleeve controls width.](image)

**Fig. 8—Brass sleeve controls width.**

Courtesy Zenith
HIGH PASS FILTER eliminates TV interference

The model 114-330 High Pass Filter is an inexpensive accessory providing clearer, sharper pictures for any TV set.

It effectively rejects all signals at frequencies below 50 mc, including communication-type, diathermy and heat-transmitting interference, and industrial or ignition interference. Circuits are double-shielded in the 114-330 to prevent pick-ups of signals by the filter itself. Mounting/grounding strap bleeds off rf interference direct to chassis ground.

Easily attached to chassis of any TV set.

Lists at only $5.45!

AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORPORATION
chicago 50, illinois

In Canada: AMPHENOL CANADA LIMITED, Toronto

NEW DESIGN

reduces the degenerative feedback from the voice coil. On TV setting the bypassing is eliminated.

The feedback is varied because more audio signal is available for the TV sound system than for the phono amplifier. If the same amount of degeneration were used at both settings, the phono output would be very low.

In the 19E series receivers, width is varied by adjusting a brass sleeve on the neck of the picture tube (Fig. 8). The sleeve is slid up and back and rotated until proper width and linearity are obtained. This control operates by varying the strength of the magnetic field around the deflection coils.

Metal-wrapped resistors will be found in several circuits of the Zenith '55 receivers. The metal wrapping consists of a tight 1/2-inch band around a standard 2-watt resistor. The band is fastened to the chassis by means of a self-tapping screw. By carrying heat away from the resistor, the band enables it to carry 4 watts safely.

When replacing resistors of this type, mount the replacement the same way as the original unit. If the metal mounting clamp is not used, a resistor of twice the wattage rating must be installed.

Minimizing push-pull distortion

The unbalance introduced by push-pull output tubes due to their non-uniform aging is a major cause of distortion in audio amplifiers. However, tube aging is not the only way such mismatching may occur. When a weak or otherwise defective push-pull tube is replaced, an unbalance is likely to be created since a new tube is being put into double harness with an old one. Even when both tubes are replaced, it is not always simple to obtain two tubes whose emission under load is even approximately equal. (Matched tubes may sometimes be available at an increased cost.)

Some hi-fi aficionados to whom money or time is no object connect one or two meters into the push-pull circuit, mounting them on the amplifier cabinet. When a switch is thrown, the matching can be checked quickly.
NEW DESIGN

A much simpler method of testing output tube matching has been built into a commercial hi-fi amplifier and deserves honorable mention. The circuit is used in the 200-watt Ultra Fidelity Classic 1500 amplifier (Fig. 9) manufactured by the Newcomb Audio Products Co. The method has been described to constructors in the past, but this is the first time I have seen it in a commercial amplifier. Possibly some readers in the number otherwise.

A double-pole single-throw switch, known as the AUDI-BALANCE, in conjunction with a potentiometer used as a distortion control make up the necessary components. The switch is connected between the two grids of the push-pull tubes. The potentiometer is in the cathode circuit of one of these tubes.

When the hi-fi system owner—or service technician—wishes to test the output tube matching, he simply pushes the AUDI-BALANCE switch to its on setting, shorting the grids of the two output tubes to each other. This eliminates the audio signal input to the speaker and permits only residual power-supply hum to be heard. When mismatching is present, this hum will be much louder than usual. If a signal is applied to the two grids, the balance point is the one at which the output reaches a minimum.

To test for, as well as correct, any mismatch, rotate the distortion control to the point where minimum hum is heard in the speaker. The adjustment sets the cathode bias of one tube to the point where that tube’s plate current is equal or nearly equal to the plate current of the other tube. Since minimum hum as well as minimum distortion occur at this setting, the tubes are easily balanced.

Radio Thirty-Five Years Ago

In Gernsback Publications

HUGO GERNBACK

Founder

Modern Electricity — 1908
Wireless Association of America — 1908
Electrical Experiments — 1909
Radio News — 1919
Science & Invention — 1920
Television — 1927
Radio — 1928
Short-wave Craft — 1929
Television News — 1931

Some of the larger libraries still have copies of ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER on file for interested readers.

In March, 1921 Science and Invention (formerly Electrical Experimenter)

Radio on Motor Car
Radio Aids to Navigation
New Danish Radiophone Invention
The Edison Effect and the Audion, by Donald McNicol
Concerts Via Radiophone [birth of the disk jockey]
Building a 150 to 20,000 Meter Radio Receiver, by Bertram C. Rogers

MARCH, 1955

STAY AHEAD IN TV!

These SAMS books show you how

“Fundamentals of Color Television”
Written by William F. Boyce. A complete explanation of Color TV written so you can understand it. Tells you all you want to know in 5 great chapters: 1. What You Need to Know About Color TV (explains principles and terms); 2. Color Picture Resolution (describes test patterns and types and function); 3. Principles of NTSC Color System (describes color signal, methods of transmission and reception); 4. Color Receivers (theory of operation); 5. Circuit Analysis of Color Receivers (full description of circuits and special components). Complete, authoritative, fully illustrated. 224 pages. 5 1/4 x 8 1/2". Order BA-1, only. $2.00

“PlateRead Telephone course”
A complete, simple explanation of modern Television principles, operation and practice. Covers Cathode Beam Formation and Control; Beam Deflection Systems; Beam Modulation and Synchronization. Includes analysis of CRT tube construction, camera tubes, image tubes, one-grid and two-grid field-effect tubes, inter-tube testing, switchboard operation. Covers: One- and Two-ray Oscilloscopes; The Cathode Ray Tube; Characteristic Curves and Cathode Tube Types; The Intensifier; The Picture Tube; TV Color Systems; the Color Receiver; Audio Amplifiers and Transformers; AGC, etc. Fully illustrated. 256 pages; 8 1/2 x 11". Order TV-1, only. $3.00

“Analyzing & Tracing TV Circuits”
Melvin S. Kiver’s new approach to television servicing. Shows you how to best utilize the data included on the schematic, so that you can speed up repairs and earn more. Shows how to trace specific sections of a TV receiver. The importance of properly analyzing voltages on the tube elements is stressed. Helps you solve the toughest TV service problems in the shortest time. Fully illustrated. 128 pages; 8 1/2 x 11". Order JA-1, only. $3.00

“TV Service Data Handbook”
A compilation by Melvin S. Kiver of the most frequently needed charts, tables and formulas required in TV servicing and installation. Includes charts and tables on fuses, color codes, attenuator pads, a section on troubleshooting tubes nearly all TV trouble symptoms along with suggestions for time-saving techniques. Invaluable for the service technician. Includes valuable mathematical constants and electrical formulas. 112 pages; 5 1/2 x 8 1/2". Order JF-1, only. $1.50

“TV Servicing Time-Savers”
A new, extremely helpful book by Milton S. Kiver. Prepared in 9 sections presenting 51 “time-saver tips” showing causes and cures of common TV troubles. Shows how to improve reception; includes practical time-saving tips; covers alignment problems, etc. Any one of the 51 “tips” may save you more than the low cost of this book. 124 pages; illustrated, 5 1/2 x 8 1/2". Order JC-1, only. $1.50

“TV Service Data Handbook”
A compilation by Melvin S. Kiver of the most frequently needed charts, tables and formulas required in TV servicing and installation. Includes charts and tables on fuses, color codes, attenuator pads, a section on troubleshooting tubes nearly all TV trouble symptoms along with suggestions for time-saving techniques. Invaluable for the service technician. Includes valuable mathematical constants and electrical formulas. 112 pages; 5 1/2 x 8 1/2". Order JF-1, only. $1.50

“Telecasting Operations”
Here, in one complete, easy-to-understand volume, Harold E. Ennells tells the whole fascinating story of the equipment and techniques used in Telecasting. Covers such subjects as The TV Camera; The TV Control Room; Fundamentals of Studio Lighting; Network Program Relay Systems; Maintenance Practices, Technical Production, Field Equipment, and Microwave Relays, plus hundreds of other TV servicing topics. Fully illustrated; 486 pages; only. Order OH-1, only. $7.95

“Servicing TV in the Customer’s Home”
Provides practical, proved help for technicians in the field. (New edition, including advanced data on Color TV receivers.) Saves time, work and cashes hauling—shows how to make successful repairs on the spot by using a VTVM and capacitor probe to test trouble, by “tube-pulling” of suspicious audio and picture tube; by performance tests through analysis of the picture test pattern; etc. 128 pages, illustrated; 5 1/2 x 8 1/2". Order TC-1, only. $1.75

“TV Servicing Short-Cuts”
This helpful book describes a series of actual TV service case histories, each presenting a specific problem about a specific receiver. The symptoms of the trouble are outlined and followed by a step-by-step explanation of how to solve it. Finally there is a discussion of how this particular trouble can be tracked down and solved in any TV set. 98 pages; 5 1/2 x 8 1/2". Order TK-1, only. $1.50

“TV Test Instruments”
Provides basic explanations of how each test instrument operates; describes functions of each control and shows their proper adjustment. Covers: Vacuum Tube Voltmeters, AM Signal Generators, Sweep Signal Generators, Oscilloscopes, Video Signal Generators, Field Intensity Meters, Voltage Calibrators. Describes use in actual servicing. 180 pages; illus. 8 1/2 x 11". Order TN-1, only. $3.00

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.

Order from your Parts Jobber today, or write to Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 2205 East 46th St., Indianapolis 5, Ind.

My (check) (money order) for $ encoded.

Send following books:

Name ____________________________

Address ____________________________

City Zone State

SAMS

(outside U. S. A., please hyphenate)
TV ANTENNA, Brach Colorcon 5403 conical type for black-and-white and color reception. Center elements prevent spikes on color TV subcarriers. Adjustable reflector acts as corrective peaking filter on many TV channels. Brach Manufacturing Co., 200 Central Ave., Newark, N. J.

BROAD-BAND ANTENNA, JFD Fireball, for deep fringe v.h.f. and u.h.f. areas. Available in single-bay model FB500 and stacked model FB500S. Elements are snapped into brackets without screws or bolts. Has high directivity, 11.5 db gain and high front-to-back and front-to-side rejection of unwanted signals. Uses reverse-phase multiplex di-pole system which gives dual-band operation of all elements for channels 2 through 13.

Wide-spaced booster and parasitic elements give maximum signal pickup on all channels. — JFD Mfg. Co., Inc., 6101 16th Ave., Brooklyn 4, N. Y.

REAR SPEAKER BAFFLE KIT, General Cement No. 9180 bronze and 9181 gray. Has perforated metal grille and 3-position switch, permitting a choice of either speaker or both simultaneously. — General Cement Mfg. Co., 918 Taylor Ave., Rockford, Ill.

MINIATURE LOUDSPEAKER, Jensen P275-Y. Designed for use in very small radios—such as the TR-1 transitorized pocket radio recently introduced—its first appearance in any radio or TV set. Has rim mounting holes. Alnico-V magnet with U-shaped pot. Maximum watts input is 2.5; voice coil impedance 3.2 ohms. — Quan-Nichols Co., 236 E. Marquette Rd., Chicago 37, Ill.

INDOOR ANTENNA, Walsco Star, designed for metropolitan and suburban areas. Has built-in electronic rotating and tuning control. Turning control changes directivity by automatically selecting correct combination of elements for each channel.

Three different size receiving elements are tuned to pick up v.h.f. or u.h.f. stations in opposite directions and on widely separated channels.

Similar in appearance is the Starlet model, without the electronic tuning. — Walsco Electronics Corp., 3602 Crescenthaw Blvd., Los Angeles 16, Calif.

INDOOR ANTENNA, Brach Manufacturing Co., 200 Central Ave., Newark, N. J.

MINIATURE LOUDSPEAKER, Quan-Nichols Little Four 4A06, 4-inch permanent magnet speaker. Its shallow construction facilitates installation in any radio or TV set. Has rim mounting holes. Alnico-V magnet with U-shaped pot. Maximum watts input is 2.5; voice coil impedance 3.2 ohms. — Quan-Nichols Co., 236 E. Marquette Rd., Chicago 37, Ill.

SUBMINIATURE RECEIVER, Telasco Telecommander 951B, for radio control on the Citizen's band (27,255 mc). Light weight, has high sensitivity, shock stability and reliability. The 3Q4 circuit and the self-contained P-100 subminiature relay are housed in a Bakelite case. Built-in 6-pin plug accommodates all external connection. Has battery Box and escapement.

Frequency 27.285 mc; low voltage, 1.5; high voltage 67.5. Weight 4 ounces, dimensions 1 1/8 x 2 1/4 x 1 1/8 inches. — American Telasco Ltd., Huntington, N. Y.

CATHODE REJUVENATOR TESTER, B & K model 350, enables TV service technician to check and repair weak and inoperative TV picture tubes without removal from TV set. Unit tests for emission, inter-

RIVER EDGE CABINETS DESIGNED EXPRESSLY FOR REGENCY HIGH FIDELITY COMPONENTS

Day by day more and more people are making High Fidelity a part of their everyday life. These handsome River Edge cabinets have been designed to make it effortless to assimilate High Fidelity equipment into any home decor.

MODEL 1M—Table model cabinet for HF-90 or HF-150 amplifiers or any Regency Tuner.

MODEL 2FC—Console cabinet for combination of changer, AF-220 tuners, and HF-90 or HF-150 amplifiers.

MODEL 2MC—Table model or a sideboard console for changer and HF-90 or HF-150 amplifiers or AF-220 tuner.

RIVER EDGE CABINETS are priced from $17.50 to $85.55. Pre-cut, pre-drilled panels are available to specifications at nominal charge.
NEW DEVICES

element shorts, leakage, open circuits, grid cutouts, gas content, and probable useful life; restores emission and brightness, removes shorts, repairs open circuits. Weighs 5 pounds and is 11 x 7½ x 5 inches.

B & K Manufacturing Co., 2731 N. Southport Ave., Chicago 13, Ill.

CAPACITANCE SUBSTITUTION BOX. Eico model 1220K (kit) and model 1120 (factory wired) enables rapid substitution of a wide range of RETMA capacitance values. Helps find the value of badly damaged or otherwise illegible capacitors by substitution.

Range: .001 to 0.22 pf; minimum accuracy ± 10%. Most capacitors rated 600 volts, lowest rating 400. Eighteen-position switch selects any value rapidly; 5-way jack-top linking posts connect practically any type of test lead, equipped with silver-mica and molded plastic tubular capacitors. Electronic Instrument Co., Inc., 84 Withers St., Brooklyn 11, N. Y.

CABLE, Belden No. 8275 Cellulose inner core type polyethylene expanded 100% to density of 0.47, forming millions of tiny interconnected cells, each filled with inert gas. Approximately 50% of internal area inert gas, making it waterproof. Dielectric constant 1.9. Does not kink or crush in installation. Nominal impedance 300 ohms, nominal velocity of propagation 660, nominal capacitance per foot 4.6 µf.

Belden Manufacturing Co., 4671 W. Van Buren St., Chicago 44, Ill.

TV SWEEP GENERATOR KIT, Heath TS-4, provides significant improvements over previous Heathkit models in linearity, better oscillator and automatic gain control, higher r.f. output, and new controllable inductor for center-sweep operation. 11-electronic sweep. Deviation controllable from 0 to 40 mc, depending on base frequency. Output frequency on fundamentals from 3.6 to 120 mc in

(Continued)

four bands. Output impedance 50 ohms, terminated at both ends of cable. Markers available from 3 sources. Crystal oscillator provides 4.5 mc and multiples thereof. Variable oscillator covers 15 mc to 60 mc on fundamentals, up to 180 mc on harmonics. Provision for use of external marker. Effective 2-way blanking eliminates return trace; phasing control is available also. Calibrated for all v.h.f. and u.h.f. channels, this model covers all frequencies encountered in monochrome TV, color TV, and FM.

- Heath Co., Benton Harbor, 26, Ill.

RACK-MOUNTED OSCilloscope, Hickok 670R, has d.c. amplifiers for good square-wave response, even down to d.c.

Sensitivity 18 mv per inch. Demodulator circuit for viewing modulation on r.f. signal.


CAPACITOR CHECKER, Instruments for Service Cap Check, checks capacitor while in circuit.

An a.c. ohmmeter method is used, showing total impedance of circuit containing capacitor.

MEASUREMENTS

from 3.6 to 120 mc in
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BUILD 15 RADIOS ONLY AT HOME $19.95

With the New Improved 1955 Progressive Radio "EDU-KIT"

NOW INCLUDES HIGH FIDELITY, SIGNAL TRACER, and CODE OSCILLATOR

- ATTRACTIVELY GIFT PACKED
- FREE SOLDERING IRON
- NO ADDITIONAL PARTS NEEDED
- EXCELLENT BACKGROUND FOR TV
- 30 DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE

Our Kit is designed for building at home with the help of your instructor, who will guide you every step of the way. The kit contains all parts needed, including special receivers, signal tracer, and oscilloscope. The Progressive Radio "EDU-KIT" requires no instructor. All instructions are included and are clearly marked, simplifying the diagram. Every step involved in building these sets is carefully explained.

PROGRESSIVE TEACHING METHOD

The Progressive Radio "EDU-KIT" comes complete with instructions. These instructions are straight-forward, simple, and comprehensive. The theory of Radio Transmission, Reception, Audio Amplification, and servicing is explained in detail. The kit contains all parts needed, including special receivers, signal tracer, and oscilloscope. The Progressive Radio "EDU-KIT" requires no instructor. All instructions are included and are clearly marked, simplifying the diagram. Every step involved in building these sets is carefully explained.

THE PROGRESSIVE RADIO "EDU-KIT" IS COMPLETE

You will receive every part necessary to build 15 different radio circuits. Our kit contains all parts needed, including special receivers, signal tracer, and oscilloscope. Each receiver is designed to modern specifications, and is fully-featured with parts of the highest quality. The Progressive Radio "EDU-KIT" requires no instructor. All instructions are included and are clearly marked, simplifying the diagram. Every step involved in building these sets is carefully explained.

TROUBLE-SHOOTING LESSONS

Trouble-shooting and servicing we include. You will be taught to recognize and repair troubles. You will build and learn to operate a professional Signal Tracer, which is effective in diagnosing trouble, and learn to use it for radio servicing. You will be taught to make a repair job for your neighbors and friends, and charge fees which will far exceed the cost of the kit. You will be taught trouble-shooting in all aspects of radio work, and how to make repairs and improvements.

FREE EXTRAS

- ELECTRICAL & RADIO TESTER
- ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRON
- TV BOOK
- QUIZZES

(Continued)

NEW DEVICES

CAPACITOR-RESISTOR ANALYZER. Pyramidal model CRA-1, has built-in quick-check unit that permits testing suspected capacitors, in circuit without disconnecting capacitor or disturbing the circuit. Tests for shorts, opens and intermittents, leakage current and insulation resistance, as well as measures capacitance, resistance and power factor. Equipped with quick-change switch to decrease charging time constant when testing high-capacitance paper capacitors. For safety, discharge feature is provided, permitting capacitor to be discharged before being removed from the test. Pyramidal Electric Co., 1445 Hudson St., North Bergen, N. J.

VIDEO SWEEP GENERATOR. Tele-Instrument 1116-B. Has frequency sweep of 50 kce to 6 mc, in a uniform output adjustable from 1 mv to 2 volts peak-to-peak into a 750-ohm load from source impedance of 75 ohms.

Front panel switches control maximum of 16 optional crystal markers, furnished to customer specifications. Attenuation from 0 to 63 db by a pushbutton attenuator with 20 db, 10 db, and 3 db steps, in addition to a continuously variable 0-10 db attenuator. Tele-Instrument Co., Carlstadt, N. J.

5 IN 1 TUBE BRIGHTENER. Tele-Matic model CR-79, improves reception of all types of cathode-ray tubes through use of its five positions—series, parallel, electrostatic, electromagnetic and isolation. Tele-Matic Industries, Inc., 16 Howard Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

PANEL METER. Triplet model 486-P1, a 4-inch meter with plastic case and base. Case front projects over rim of the instrument giving longer scale length. Mounts on studs inserted through the panel, and is available in two basic types—d.c. permanent-magnet moving coil and a.c. iron vane. Triplet Electrical Instrument Co., Bluffton, Ohio.

PULSE TRANSFORMERS. Acme, available in a series of metal case design with integral terminal header plates,
NEW DEVICES
also encapsulated in molded epoxy resin with several types of terminal connections. Developed for triggering and counting circuits, and for d.c. isolation, inversion, pulse shaping and pulse transmission circuits. - Acme Electric Corp., 1375 W. Jefferson Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.

SERIES HEATER CHECKER, G-E, for series-string tubes in TV sets, a.c.-d.c. radios, and portable radios. Service technician need only insert tube in one of four sockets available. If tube heater is satisfactory, a small lightbulb in the checker lights immediately, no warm-up time needed. Heater (battery powered) has sockets for picture tubes, octal, 7- and 9-pin miniature tubes.- General Electric Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y.

REPLACEMENT UNITS. Merit models HVO-28, HVO-29, HVO-36, flybacks designed to cover a number of Motorola units, will also cover Crosley, Hallicrafters and Hoffman replacements. HVO-32, 34 and 35 are designed to replace RCA units in 150 models.

Models MDF-75 and MDF-76 are deflection yokes for Motorolas and HVO sets, respectively.

Models TV-125, 126, 135, 129 and 128 are video i.f. transformers covering a large percentage of all replacements in the 40-46-mc band. Merit Television Corp. 4127 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill.

SIX ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS, RCA, for use with 21-inch color TV tube. Deflecting yoke (230DI) provides full 70-deg. deflection. Converting magnet assembly (231DI) has three pairs of horizontal and vertical coils and three ferrite magnets. Dynamic convergence inductor pack 235DI contains six coils with two each in red, blue and green convergence circuits; 232DI pack is assembled of three coils, one for each of the three red, green, blue—convergence circuits.

Horizontal output and high-voltage transformer (247TI) for use with the 230DI deflecting yoke is capable in a suitable voltage-added circuit of supplying up to 25 kv to the focusing electrode.

Vertical deflection output transformers (247TI) operate with parallel-connected 243G-24 GT triode as driven tube to provide ample deflection with good sweep linearity. - Radio Corporation of America, Tube Division, Harrison, N. J.

FLYBACK TRANSFORMERS. Ran models X070 and X118 for replacement in Zenith sets. These horizontal output transformers have special terminal lead distribution and anti-corona spray feature. Ram Electronics Sales Co., Irvington-On-Hudson, N. Y.

CRystal carTRIdges. Share models W75, W83 and W76, replace 210 of the most commonly used cartridges.

Model W83—dual volt, dual weight—represents 149 and also steel or aluminum case cartridges with either high or low output.

Model W63—dual weight—also replaces either steel or aluminum case cartridges without adjusting tone arm balance. Equipped with A62A silent-tracking modified-stylus needle. Models available in Foster CX and C series. Equipped with all necessary accessories. These lacks to eliminate threading of leads through tone arm. -Shure Brothers, 656 W. Huron St., Chicago 10, Ill.

HI-FI CARTRIDGE, Sonotone 1P, features high compliance and extends easy-to-read response. Available in two versions—one for 33's and 45's and the other for 78's. Requires neither equalizer nor preamplifiers with varying response by moisture or temperature. Small—will fit into a large number of tone arms. Replacement needle 1N1 snaps into place and is available with either diamond or sapphire tip. Sonotone Corp., Elmsford, N. Y.

All specifications given on these pages are from manufacturer's data.

Just Out

New SUPREME 1955 TV Manual

AMAZING BARGAIN

The new 1955 TV manual is the scoop of the year. Covers all important data of all makes in one giant volume. Your price for this mammoth manual is only $3. This unique publication defines all competitive data. Other volumes at only $3 and $2 each. Each manual has a whole year of service material. Includes all data needed for quicker TV repair. Practically tells you how to find each fault and make the repair.

More pages, more diagrams, more service data per dollar of cost. Get your copy now.

STANDARD SERVICE COURSE

Covers all important 1955 Sets the best for less. Get SUPREME.

TELEVISION SERVICING COURSE

Let this new course help you in TV servicing. Amazing bargain, complete, only $3, full price for all reasons. Giant in size, mammoth in scope, topics just as important as facts. Learn on your own. $3. Complete course on picture faults, circuits, adjustments, short-cuts, UHF, alignment facts, hints, fault diagnosis, trouble-shooting, test equipment, picture analysis. Special, only

SPECIAL OFFER: $2 AT ONLY

RADIO DIAGRAMS

Here is your complete source of all needed RADIO diagrams and service data. Covers everything from most modern radios to per-ear-old-timers; entire radios, auto stereos, broadcasting, chassis, and all types of coils and transformers. Only $2 for most orders. All radio diagrams systems contain large schematics, all needed alignment facts, normal coil values (frequencies, dial stricking, and helpful service hints. All radio diagrams printed in large 8½ x 11 size, about 190 pages. Use coupon at right for a coupon list of those low-priced manuals.

NAME:

ADDRESS:

Newest

1954 RADIO DIAGRAMS

Supreme Publications
Sold by All Leading Parts Jobbers

MARCH, 1955
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MINIMUM CIRCUIT LOADING...

peak to peak measurement with input impedance of 10 megohms shunted by a capacitance of only 15 micromicrofarads!

the 980 line VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER

Here is the most convenient, most versatile and portable VTVM available. Battery operated, it is completely isolated from spurious response due to stray a-c fields and circulating ground currents. Accuracy is ±3% d-c, ±5% a-c RMS, sinusoidal wave form. Impedance 10 megohms d-c; 2.8 meg a-c RMS; 1 meg a-c at 130 mmf peak to peak; 10 meg at 15 mmf peak to peak with LC probe.

RANGES:

**D-C and Peak to Peak Volts**
- 1.6
- 8
- 40
- 160
- 400
- 800
- 1600

**A-C Volts**
- 1.6
- 8
- 40
- 160
- 400
- 800
- 1200

**Low-C Peak to Peak Volts**
- 16
- 80
- 400
- 1600

**Ohms**
- X1Meg
- X100K
- X10K
- X1K
- X10
- X1

Frequency Response — to 300 KC on peak to peak; to 2 KC on AC rms; to 300 MC with RF probe, (available as accessory).

Battery Life — Battery A, Approx. 90 days, 8 hours, easily replaceable. Battery B, Approx. 1 year, 8 hours per day.

For complete details see your distributor, or write for literature . . . WESTON Electrical Instrument Corp., 614 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark 5, New Jersey.

WESTON 980 line test equipment
ATTACKS BAIT ADS

In a drive against unscrupulous operators in the Buffalo area, the Radio Television Service Association of Western New York has launched an advertising campaign directed at set owners and inviting them to report all instances of service abuses to the association.

The campaign points out that advertisers offering service or merchandise at unreasonably low prices cover their losses by adding charges to the advertised minimum. In such cases the total bill is often much larger than what a reputable service company would charge. The public is urged to read a Better Business Bureau booklet on the subject.

RTSA reports in its ads that several hundred complaints on TV service were referred to it in 1954, the vast majority being handled to the complete satisfac-
tion of the customer. Those that were not so concluded were against non-members of the association, since RTSA as a group is responsible for and guaran-
tees the service work of its members.

BARLOWE ELECTED

The Radio Television Guild of Long Island chose Murray Barlowe, president; Jim Lyons, vice president; Chris Stratigos, corresponding secretary; Bob Henderson, recording secretary; Jim Thornton, treasurer, and George Volkens, Sergeant-at-Arms, for 1955. Trustees for Nassau, Queens and Suffolk Counties were also elected.

The guild is very much interested in the subject of licensing. The December, 1954, issue of The Guild News printed a detailed story of the New York City license hearing, attended by a number of members, and also printed in full the text of the license law proposed for N. Y. C. It was announced that Max Liebowitz, president of NETSDA, would discuss the subject at a coming meeting.

FRSAP ELECTS

The Federation of Radio Service Men's Associations of Pennsylvania elected Bert Bregenzer (RTSA, Pittsburgh) as chairman for the 1955 term. Charles Knoll (TSA, Philadelphia) was elected vice president; Leon J. Helk (LRTA, Carbondale), corresponding secretary; William Lansberry (BCARTSE, Hollidaysburg), recording secretary, and L. B. Smith (MRSA, Hershey), treasurer.

RTTG NEWS

A new service association newspaper, the Radio Television Technicians Guild (of New England) News, has appeared. Volume I, No. 1 is dated December, 1954. The larger part of the editorial space is devoted to an introductory Guild Mes-
sage, but there is enough news scattered throughout the issue to indicate that active guild chapters exist in New Bedford and Fall River, Mass, as well as Boston.

The new paper is printed—on excellent paper—and contains six pages. The center page carries a short technical item on color TV by the veteran instructor A. C. W. Saunders and is removable (Continued on page 126)

COYNE offers LOW COST TELEVISION RADIO-ELECTRONICS Training in Spare Time AT HOME

The future is YOURS in TV-RADIO! A fabulous field—good pay—fascinating work—a prosperous future! Good jobs galore, or independent in your own business!

Coyne brings you the first truly lower cost, MODERN—QUALITY Television Home Training; training designed to meet Coyne standards. Not an old Radio Course with Television "tacked on". Here is MODERN TELEVISION TRAINING including working knowledge of Radio. Includes UHF AND COLOR TV. No Radio background or previous experience needed. Personal guidance by Coyne Staff. Practical Job Guides to show you how to do actual servicing jobs—make money early in course.

With Coyne Television Home Training you pay only for your training, No Costly "Put together kits".

MAIL COUPON FOR FREE DETAILS including information about easy Payment Plan.
No obligation, no salesman will call.

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
Television Home Training Div.
500 S. Paulina St., Chicago 12, Ill.,
Dept. 35-TR4
Send Free Picture Folder and details on Television Home Training. This does not obligate me and no salesman will call.

Name____________________________________
Address__________________________________
City ______________________ State ____________

Check here if interested in Resident School Training in Chicago.
Superior's new Model 670-A

SUPER METER
A COMBINATION VOLT-OHM MILLIAMMETER PLUS CAPACITY REACTANCE INDUCTANCE AND DECIBEL MEASUREMENTS

SPECIFICATIONS:
- D.C. VOLTS: 0 to 7.5/15/75/150/250/500/7500 Volts
- A.C. VOLTS: 0 to 15/20/50/100/500/1200 Volts
- OUTPUT VOLTS: 0 to 15/20/50/100/150/300 Volts
- D.C. CURRENT: 0 to 1.5/15/150 Ma. 0 to 1.5/15 Amperes
- RESISTANCE: 0 to 1,000/100,000 Ohms 0 to 10 Megohms
- CAPACITIVITY: 100 to 1 Meg. 1 to 50 Megs. (Good-Bad scale for checking quality of electrolytic condensers.)
- REACTANCE: 50 to 2,500 Ohms 2,500 Ohms to 2.5 Megohms
- INDUCTANCE: 15 to 2 Henries 2 to 30 Henries
- DECIBELS: -6 to +18 +14 to +38 +34 to +58

ADDED FEATURE:
Built-in ISOLATION TRANSFORMER reduces possibility of burning out meter through misuse.

Superior's new Model TV-11

TUBE TESTER

SPECIFICATIONS:
- Tests all tubes including 4, 5, 6, 7, Octal, Lock-in, Pentagrid, Hearing Aids, Thyatron Miniatures, Sub-miniatures, Novelties. Sub-minis, Proximity fuse types, etc.
- Uses the new self-cleaning Lever Action Switches for individual element testing. Because all elements are numbered according to pin-number in the RMA base numbering system, the user can instantly identify which element is under test. Tubes having tapped filaments and tubes with filaments terminating in more than one pin are truly tested with the Model TV-11 as any of the pins may be placed in the neutral position when necessary.
- The Model TV-11 does not use any combination type sockets. Instead individual sockets are used for each type of tube. Thus if impossible to damage a tube by inserting it in the wrong socket.
- Free-moving built-in roll chart provides complete data for all tubes.
- Newly designed Line Voltage Control compensates for variation of any Line Voltage between 105 Volts and 120 Volts.
- NOISE TEST: Phono-pick front panel for plugging in either phones or external amplifier will detect microphone tubes or noise due to disconnected leads and loose internal connections.

SUPERIOR'S NEW MODEL TV-40

C.R.T. TUBE TESTER

A complete picture tube tester for little more than the price of a"make-shift" adapter!!

Tests all magnetically deflected tubes...in the set...out of the set...in the carton!!!

SPECIFICATIONS:
- Tests ALL magnetically deflected picture tubes from 7 to 30 inch types.
- Tests for quality by well established emission method. All readings on "Good-Bad" scale.
- Tests for inter-element shorts and leakages up to 5 megohms.
- Tests for open elements.

Model TV-40 C.R.T. Tube Tester comes absolutely complete—nothing else to buy. Housed in round cornered molded bakelite case. Only...

SHIPPED ON APPROVAL
NO MONEY WITH ORDER—NO C.O.D.

Moss Electronic Distributing Co., Inc.
Dept. O-119, 3849 Tenth Ave., New York 3, N.Y.

Name
Address
City Zone State

Model 670-A Total Price $284.50
Model TV-11 Total Price $47.50
Model TV-40 Total Price $15.85

Total Price
57.40 within 10 days. Balance $5.00
Available for 10 months. $4.00 monthly
25.40 within 10 days. Balance $5.00
Available for 10 months. $4.00 monthly
23.00 within 10 days. Balance $5.00
Available for 10 months. $4.00 monthly
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The Model TV-50 GENOMETER

A versatile all-inclusive GENERATOR which provides ALL the outputs for servicing:

A. M. Radio  F. M. Radio  Amplifiers  Black and White TV  Color TV

7 Signal Generators in One!

- R. F. Signal Generator for A.M.
- R. F. Signal Generator for F.M.
- Audio Frequency Generator
- Bar Generator
- Cross Hatch Generator
- Color Dot Pattern Generator
- Marker Generator

SPECIFICATIONS:

R. F. SIGNAL GENERATOR:
The Model TV-50 Genometer provides complete coverage for A.M. and F.M. alignment. Generates Radio Frequencies from 100 Kilocycles to 60 Megacycles on fundamentals and from 60 Megacycles to 180 Megacycles on powerful harmonics. All frequencies and stability are assured by use of permeability trimmed Hi-Q coils. R.F. is available separately, modulated by the fixed 400 cycle sine-wave audio or modulated by the variable 300 cycle to 20,000 cycle variable audio. Provision has also been made for injection of any external modulating source.

VARIABLE AUDIO FREQUENCY GENERATOR:
In addition to a fixed 400 cycle sine-wave audio, the Model TV-50 Genometer provides a variable 300 cycle to 20,000 cycle peaked wave audio signal. This service is used for checking distortion in amplifiers, measuring amplifier gain, trouble shooting hearing aids, etc.

BAR GENERATOR:
This feature of the Model TV-50 Genometer will permit you to throw an actual Bar Pattern on any TV Receiver Screen. Pattern will consist of 4 to 16 horizontal bars or 7 to 20 vertical bars. A Bar Generator is acknowledged to provide the quickest and most efficient way of adjusting TV linearity controls. The Model TV-50 employs a recently improved Bar Generator circuit which assures stable never-shifting vertical and horizontal bars.

CROSS HATCH GENERATOR:
The Model TV-50 Genometer will project a cross-hatch pattern on any TV picture tube. The pattern will consist of non-shifting, horizontal and vertical lines interleaved to provide a stable cross-hatch effect. This service is used primarily for correct ion trap positioning and for adjustment of linearity.

Shipped on Approval
No Money with Order — No C.O.D.

The Model TV-50 comes absolutely complete with shielded leads and operating instructions. Only $47.50

How To Order:

Try it for 10 days before you buy. If completely satisfied then send $11.50 and pay balance at rate of $8.00 per month for 6 months. No Interest or Finance Charges Added! If not completely satisfied return unit to us, no explanation necessary.

Moss Electronic Distributing Co., Inc.
Dept. D-109, 3849 Tenth Ave., New York 34, N.Y.

Please rush one Model TV-50. I agree to pay $11.50 within 10 days and to pay $8.00 per month thereafter. It is understood there will be no finance, interest or any other charges. Provided I send my monthly payments when due, it is further understood that should I fail to make payment when due, the full unpaid balance shall become immediately due and payable.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City __________________ Zone ______ State _________

MARCH, 1955
for filing. Saunders, who founded the Boston Guild many years ago, is also the technical editor of the paper.

ANOTHER SET ALL SHOT

The Western "technician" who used a rifle to release a jammed picture tube from its yoke (see "Sure-Fire Service," page 144, RADIO-ELECTRONICS, January, 1955) has a parallel in a Philadelphia customer. According to P.R.S.M.A. News, a man came into Kinney's Radio and TV Repair Shop and asked for his TV set. The owner told him to drop back in a couple of days and he'd have it fixed. This was not good enough for the customer. After an argument, he drew a revolver and shot one bullet into the picture tube and two into the chassis. "Now you can have the set," he told the startled shop owner and walked out.

100K SERVICE TECHNICIANS?

Tremendous gains in TV service and installation business were predicted by J. A. Milling, vice president of Howard Sams Co., in a recent talk to the company's sales representatives. Stating that the number of service technicians was 70,000 in 1956, he said that the number has now grown to over 90,000. By 1959, the number should increase to 130,000. Sales and installation business in 1954 totaled $1.5 billions and in 1959 would be over $3 billions, he estimated.

An even larger estimate of the number of service technicians was made recently by Charles M. Odorizzi, RCA vice president, who believes that the industry is already employing "nearly 100,000" service technicians and sees $2.7 billion service business in 1957 (RADIO-ELECTRONICS, February, 1955, pages 117 and 120).

NEW GROUP EXHIBITS

The Northern Lancaster County Electronic Service Association, called by the Pennsylvania Federation News one of the newest groups in the state, exhibited at the recent fair held in Ephrata. The main attraction at the association's booth was an RCA TV Eye, connected to several sets displayed throughout the fair. Over 20,000 people visited the display and filled in cards to win one of the 10 prizes given by the organization.

ARTSD 1955 OFFICERS

Dave Arick is president of the Associated Radio-Television Service Dealers Association of Columbus, Ohio, with Paul Herman as vice president, Dick Dewitt, secretary, and Jim Cumbow, treasurer.

NEW TV ANTENNA USE

The Leach family of Newman Grove, Neb., owe their lives to an efficient TV antenna installation. When fire broke out in the Leach farmhouse recently, Mr. and Mrs. Leach and their two teenage children were trapped on the second floor by the flames. Using the well-installed antenna mast as a slide, the entire family escaped.
Hughes, pioneer developer of airborne digital computers, and leader in radar fire control, now enters the field of ground radar and data processing systems.

Important new programs are under way in the Radar Research and Development Division for the development of ground radar and data processing networks. In these projects, Hughes engineers are drawing on their extensive experience in the successful development of radar fire control systems and airborne computers.

The data gathering for these ground networks will be performed by very high power radar using advanced high-speed scanning techniques developed by Hughes under sponsorship of the U. S. Navy. The processing, transmission, and correlation of the great mass of data involved will be handled by large-scale digital systems. This equipment must be designed to meet stringent tactical requirements for reliability and maintainability.

Here are some of the types of work included:

- Transistor Circuits
- Digital Circuits
- Magnetic Drum and Core Memories
- Logical Design
- Programming
- Advanced Radar Techniques

Engineers and Physicists

Application of the techniques, special knowledges and individual talents indicated here is creating positions at all levels in the Ground Systems Department. Engineers and physicists with experience in the fields listed, or those with exceptional ability in these directions, are invited to consider joining our Staff.

HUGHES
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
Culver City, Los Angeles County, California
TECHNOTES

PRINTED ERROR IN MOTOROLA 53R

Complaints of hum have been received on early-run sets of the Motorola 53R series. The trouble has been traced to an error in the printed circuit which leaves the lower end of the .047-uf a.c. line bypass capacitor (C3) floating. This should have been returned to ground, which is the outer edge of the etched, printed surface.

This is visible from the rear of the receiver with the cover removed. To correct the trouble, bend the capacitor pigtail so it touches the outer edge of the printed plate, and solder in place. This error has been corrected in later production runs — Motorola Service News.

BENDIX AUTO RADIOS

Fuse blowing is a frequent occurrence in Bendix auto radios in late-model Fords. The lead to the radio switch grounds to the chassis when the supporting brackets of the radio case are tightened. Tape the wire and move it sufficiently to prevent contact with the chassis.—Edgar B. Kastelberg

PHILCO MODEL 46-1209

If noise in this receiver is traced to a defective condenser, reconditioning the tube becomes defective frequently, future difficulty can be eliminated by replacing the 4,000-ohm resistor in the plate circuit with a 47,000-ohm unit. The 100,000-ohm resistor between B1 plus and cathode of the 7FS must be removed when this is done.—George Angiolo

MOTOROLA 21T3

The trouble was intermittent audible clicks accompanied by a flicker in screen brightness. All indications pointed to arcing in the high-voltage supply. All tests and observations in total darkness failed to reveal the trouble. Finally, a simple trick located the trouble.

I used a long piece of varnished spaghetti as a stethoscope and soon located the trouble in the high-voltage capacitor. In this model the source of the arc is so close to the flyback transformer that you are very likely to jump to the wrong conclusion as I did. The intermittent disappeared when the capacitor was replaced.

Shorts in the low-voltage supply of this set are often traced to a gob of solder on the selenium rectifier connection next to the chassis. Shorts at this point ruined rectifiers in two of these sets.—Fred E. Kelley

TV GLO-TEST

Replaces $279 in TESTING EQUIPMENT

This sensational new all-purpose tester does the work of equipment testing nearly 12½ times as much. Recently featured in Radio-Electronics and other publications, the GLO-TEST has been bought and used enthusiastically by hundreds of TV and Radio Amateurs, Sound Technicians, Amateur Experimenters and Electricians.

More than 50 uses: Picture Tester—AC-DC; Measures Voltage to 50KV; Signal Generator; Signal Light, Lube Tester; Rectifier and Capacitor Measuring; Checks Distortion, Linearity. Accuracy is comparable to VTVM. GLO-TEST complete with test leads and instruction book, postpaid only $14.50

Send check or money order, Satisfaction guaranteed. Free literature on request. Dealer Invitations invited.

V. A. ENTERPRISES, Dept. AA, 806 E. Rosedale Blvd., Compton, Calif.

FULLY GUARANTEED

RADIO-ELECTRONICS
UNUSUAL SOLDER JOB

This was another of those sets the customer brought to the shop. I couldn’t help noticing how well he had cleaned off the top of that 12½-inch Magnavox TV chassis.

“She just won’t play,” explained the owner. “I’m in a hurry—look it over and I’ll be back later.”

Sure enough. Nothing. I turned the chassis over on its side and took a quick preliminary look. Everything seemed normal. Nice soldering. But how come some of those joints have a peculiar off-color look?

Well, there’s one needs resoldering. Might as well get it now. So I put the iron on it. With a quick puff of smoke, the solder disappeared!

After-resoldering about 45 connections, on which Mr. X had used Liquid Solder, I had that little Magnavox happy once again. Liquid Solder, incidentally, is a plastic cement and a very fine insulator!—W. C. Collins

“RABBIT EARS”

When signals are weak on TV sets using “rabbit ears,” check the lead-in where it comes out of the plastic bottom of the antenna. I have seen several of these antennas that had been moved around on the top of sets to such an extent that one of the lead-in wires broke where it enters the base. If one of the wires is broken, open the base and splice the wires.—B. W. Welz

SPEAKER REPAIRS

Frequently a service technician finds the voice coil off center after using radio cement for a minor repair on a small speaker. The cement contracts while drying and pulls the cone with it.

In many such cases, the voice coil can be recentered by applying cement to an area approximately equal to that of the repair and diametrically opposite it.—Ralph Bennett

CONTROL SNAPS ON

New quickly installed controls announced by Centralab should be a real timesaver for the technician. They are mounted by simply pushing them into the mounting hole where they are held firmly by six spring clips on the control. They are being made available in values which will replace about 75% of the usual TV rear-end short-shaft controls.
IT'S BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER!

B-A's NEW 1955 FREE CATALOG

164 BIG PAGES LOADED WITH SAVINGS AND NEW ITEMS IN RADIO, TV, ELECTRONICS

INCLUDES 23 PAGES OF AMAZING BARGAINS, NOT FOUND IN ANY OTHER CATALOG

BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE CO.

BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE CO. Dept. S.
1012-14 McGee St., Kansas City 6, Mo.

SEND FOR IT TODAY!

NEW! Electro Completely assembled 6 and 12 VOLT DC POWER SUPPLY

Model D-612

ONLY $395

at a comparable KIT PRICE

0 to 8, 0 to 16v. completely variable; 0 to 10 amps. at 12v. continuous. Operates all auto radios. For relays, low voltage devices, battery charging, etc. Less than 5% ripple over rated ranges. Withstands high voltages.

MODEL "B" FILTERED DC POWER SUPPLY

For testing, servicing, operating low power 2-way mobile auto radios. 1 Model "B" delivers 6v. at 20 amps. 2 Model "B"s in parallel deliver 6v. at 40 amps. $49.80

MODEL "S" Converts Battery Radios to AC ALL-Electric

Assures hum-free reception from any 115v. 4 to 6-tube battery radio using 115-volt, 50-60 cycle source. Fits battery space. Guaranteed three years. $11.10

See Your Parts Distributor or Write for Bulletin

ELECTROPRODUCTS LABORATORIES

4501-8a N. Ravenswood Ave., Chicago 40, Ill.

Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., Toronto

MISCELLANY

THE FUND REACHES $11,573.86

HELP FREDIE-WALK FUND

As we go to press, Christmas is still fresh in our memories, and we here at RADIO-ELECTRONICS would like to say a word of thanks to all the many people who were kind enough to remember with special greetings little Freddie Thomason, armless and legless son of Herschel Thomason, radio technician of Magnolia, Ark.

Although we have no recent news of Freddie to report, we know from his father's last letter that he has been progressing steadily. He has a fine time exploring the house and immediate neighborhood on his new legs and, except for an occasional tumble or two, he manages to get around almost as well as any normal youngster. In the near future he will be fitted with his first pair of artificial arms, an event both he and his parents, as well as everyone here, are looking forward to with a keen sense of anticipation.

Freddie is growing fast, just as fast as any normal child his age. Therefore, from here on in almost constant adjustments of the mechanical limbs on which he depends, and upon which he will depend for the rest of his life, will have to be made. New arms and legs will have to be fitted periodically.

The Help-Freddie-Walk Fund is thus working on a long-range basis, and we sincerely hope that our readers will see the necessity for such planning and cooperate to the fullest extent of their capabilities. Thousands and thousands of dollars are still needed to see Freddie through to maturity, and we are counting on you to help out whenever you can.

Please send your contributions in as often as you can. No amount is too small to receive our sincerest thanks and appreciation, and every donation is acknowledged by letter. Make all money orders, checks, etc., payable to Herschel Thomason. Address all letters to:

Help-Freddie-Walk Fund

c/o RADIO-ELECTRONICS Magazine

25 West Broadway

New York 7, N. Y.

FAMILY CIRCLE Contributions...

RADIO-ELECTRONICS Contributions as of Oct. 15, 1955...

Anonymous, Scott Air Force Base, Ill...

Anonymous, Minneapolis, Minn...

Mrs. Helene Buckby, Honolulu, Hawaii...

George B. Curtis, Mundelein, Ill...

Van H. Ferguson, Tallahassee, Fla...

Jane O. Fischer, Los Angeles, Calif...

H. Goldstein, White Plains, N. Y...

Catherine T. Haley, Chicago...

E. T. Jones, R.C.A., Camden, N. J...

Just a Friend, Worcester, Mass...

Mary Krull, Passaic, N. J...

Michael Krull, Jr., Passaic, N. J...

M. Perinault, Chicago...

F. C. Purkeyville, Corvallis, Ore...

Alexander Reis, Minneapolis, Minn...

Joseph H. Sorgor and Co., Morton, Pa...

A. Tiefenbruner, Bronx, N. Y...

TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS as of Jan. 17, 1955...

$1,573.86
TV set connections to the line have been the most critical and troublesome points in distribution systems. This is no longer the case. B-T Tap-Offs are the simplest means ever devised for connecting TV receivers to a feeder line or riser. Installation is practically automatic. There is no break made in the line and no splices are required. Precise impedance match is assured, and because the line is not damaged, B-T Tap-Offs may be removed at any time without affecting continued performance.

These ingenious, low-cost compact connectors have a flat response across the entire TV band. Shunted capacitance is less than 1 mmf, thereby virtually eliminating the cause for ghost reflections, picture smear and loss of signal strength. Insertion loss is less than 1/2 db, permitting their use in many instances without preamplification. A built-in network gives 17 db inverse isolation (34 db set-to-set) which may be increased where required.

Type MTO-11 is completely weatherproofed and is designed for outdoor applications in connecting 59/U cables to RG-11/U lines. A messenger cable clamp is built on for added convenience in installation and for additional strain relief.

Type MTO-59 is intended for indoor applications in connecting 59/U receiver leads to 59/U riser cables. Unit is designed to provide a wall outlet, and is furnished with a flush wall plate.

Type MTO-11 each $7.00 list
Type MTO-59 each 7.00 list

For complete specifications and installation data, write to Dept. CC-3

BLONDER-TONGUE LABORATORIES, INC., WESTFIELD, NEW JERSEY

Manufacturers of TV Amplifiers, Boosters, Converters, Accessories, and Originators of the B-T Masterline and 'Add-A-Unit' Master TV Systems

MARCH, 1955
ALIGNMENT AID

I use this simple electron-ray indicator as a substitute for a v.t.v.m. when checking a.v.c. action in receivers.

The grid of the 6U5 connects to the a.v.c. line in the receiver through a shielded cable. The switch grounds the grid when the indicator is not in use.

The power transformer may be any convenient type salvaged from an old radio. It should deliver 125 to 350 volts each side of center of the high-voltage winding and should have 5- and 6.3-volt heater windings. Because my transformer supplies 700 volts center-tapped I used a voltage divider to supply voltage for the 6U5 and bring the full voltage output to a terminal so the unit can be used as an auxiliary power supply.

When checking the a.v.c. line for signal strength the unit acts as a meter. Thus, for a known plate voltage the 6U5 can be calibrated to measure the a.v.c. voltage directly.—Robert E. Flanagan

BIDIRECTIONAL COUNTER

The diagram shows the circuit of a direction-sensitive electronic counter designed at the National Bureau of Standards to keep separate counts of objects passing in either direction. The device is described in the bureau’s Technical News Bulletin.

When the unit is in operation and ready to count, V1 and V2 are biased to cutoff by light falling on the phototubes connected directly to their control grids. V1 conducts when the beam to its phototube is broken. Current through T1 produces a voltage pulse through rectifier V3 and charges C1. When conduction starts, V1’s cathode goes positive, supplying a positive triggering pulse to the control grid of V6 and a positive d.c. voltage to the control grid of V7. Simultaneously, the voltage on V1’s screen drops and applies a negative pulse to the shield grid (grid 2) of V8. V6 and V8 do not conduct at this time because there is no voltage on their plates.

When the object moves forward to break the beam to the phototube connected to V2, V2 conducts and charges C2 and produces negative and positive pulses identical to those supplied by V1 during conduction. The positive pulse from the cathode of V2 fires V5
to discharge C1. At the same time, the negative pulse from V2's screen reaches the grid of V7 but has no effect. The control grid of V8 goes positive with the cathode of V2.

When light is restored to the phototube supplying V1, V1 cuts off, producing a negative pulse on its cathode and a positive pulse on its screen. The positive voltage from the screen of V1 is applied to the shield grid of V8 where it acts with the positive voltage already on the control grid to fire the tube and discharge C1 through the coil of the addition counter, causing it to register. The subtraction counter does not operate when light again strikes the phototube of V2 because C1 has just been short-circuited by V5. An object moving through the beams in the opposite direction produces a similar chain reaction that causes the subtraction register to operate.

**AUDIO SWITCHING**

The problem of connecting an FM tuner, TV receiver and phono input to the same audio amplifier system without adding any number of switchings is a fairly difficult one. My solution is to use a system of relays that require no additional controls on the set or tuner. The on-off switches in the tuner and TV receiver were replaced with double-pole types and the phono preamp switch by a 3-circuit unit. All were rewired so a.c. is supplied to the power amplifier whenever the tuner, phonograph or TV set is turned on. The relays automatically connect the audio input of the amplifier to the output terminals of the equipment being used. The diagram is shown in Fig. 1.

One of the advantages of this setup is that hum pickup is minimized by using d.c. to excite the relay coils. The tuner and TV receiver supply excitation current for their respective relays. The 1,000-ohm filter resistor in the FM tuner was replaced by a 680-ohm.
SUBHARMONIC OSCILLATOR

An interesting frequency-dividing circuit is the crystal-controlled transistor oscillator (see "Transistor Oscillator Produces Subharmonics," RADIO-ELECTRONICS, April, 1954). Another is described in a technical report of the National Bureau of Standards. This circuit, shown in the diagram, is capable of frequency division ratios as great as 10,000 to 1.

The divider is essentially a triode blocking oscillator synchronized with the subharmonic of a crystal connected across a third winding on the oscillator transformer. The crystal may also be connected across either the grid or plate winding or directly between plate and grid of the tube. The circuit shown is preferable because it removes the plate winding from the crystal and permits grounding the trimmer across it.

The suddenness of plate-current cutoff induces a voltage pulse that shock-excites the crystal into producing the necessary synchronizing pulses. Frequencies as low as 1/10,000 of the crystal frequency are possible and division by factors up to several hundreds is readily obtained. Using a 1-mc crystal, the oscillator locks in readily at 1 ke and produces useful harmonics up to 20 me and higher. The frequency of the submultiple is controlled by the settings of R and C1. The upper limit of the blocking oscillator frequency—usually around 200 kc—is determined by the characteristics of the oscillator transformer.
It's here...It's terrific...a great Hi-Fi speaker by Delco Radio

MODEL 8007—The Speaker with Thousands of Replacement Applications!

Here is a sensational performer in the big Delco Radio line of speakers...a Hi-Fi replacement speaker for AM, FM, and TV receivers and phonographs that matches their service requirements with a voice coil impedance of 4.1 ohms—not too high, not too low, but just right! And it's ideal, too, for custom-built high-fidelity systems. Wherever installed, the model 8007 Delco Hi-Fi speaker will give new sparkle and life over the full tonal range.

Here are some of the reasons why:

- Its 8-inch curvilinear cone extends the Highs, gives maximum performance over a range of 50 to 12,500 cycles per second
- A heavy Alnico-5 magnet provides peak damping action, high output with clean performance, light highs, heavy lows
- Power rating of 10 watts
- Input impedance of 4.1 ohms
- A 13⁄8-inch voice coil for excellent damping effect, high efficiency, minimum distortion
- Total these features, add a rugged, zinc plated, attractively painted basket, and you have the outstanding speaker in its price range...the Delco model 8007!

The Most Highs...the Most Lows...the Most Watts...
in a Medium-Priced Speaker

DELCO RADIO
DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS, KOKOMO, INDIANA
500-WATT FINAL AMPLIFIER

I have a small transmitter with an output of 75 watts on CW and 65 watts on AM phone on all bands. I would like the diagram of an r.f. amplifier to boost the output to 200-500 watts. I have a power supply delivering 1,120 volts at 500 ma. I'd like to use 811's—J.W., Greybull, Wyo.

The circuit of a push-pull r.f. amplifier suitable for 811's, 811-A's, 812's, T-55's, 35-T's, and similar medium-power transmitting triodes is shown. The grid resistor value is for 811's and 811-A's. Use a 3,500-ohm, 25-watt unit of 812's and 812-A's. For other types, vary the value to give the required operating grid bias at the grid current recommended by the tube manufacturer. Select the proper filament transformer for the tubes used.

If you key the exciter, provide a means of automatically protecting the final in case of failure. You can use fixed grid bias or grid-leak bias with enough fixed grid or cathode bias to limit the plate current to a safe level. Another method is to insert the coil of an overload relay in the center tap of the filament circuit. The relay contacts should be wired to open the final plate supply when plate current exceeds a safe level.

Your present modulator may be used as a driver for a 250-watt modulator by replacing its modulation transformer with a driver-type unit.

ORDER TODAY!

These books are sold by electronics parts jobbers and book stores. If your dealer doesn’t have these books, mail this coupon!

John F. Rider Publisher, Inc.
480 Canal Street, N.Y.C.

Please Rush me sets of “Basic Electricity” @ $9.00 per set, and sets of “Basic Electronics” @ $9.00 per set. I understand that I may return the books within 10 days and receive a complete refund of my full purchase price.

NAME ___________________________

ADDRESS ___________________________

CITY & STATE ___________________________

10 Day Examination - Money Back Guarantee

Send today for these exciting new training courses—you risk nothing! When you receive the volumes, examine them in your own home for 10 days. If, at the end of that time, you're not completely satisfied, simply return the books to us and we'll gladly refund your full purchase price! Total course at the above volume courses is only $9.00! In Canada, prices approx. 5% more.

WANT POWER & VERSATILITY?

FOLLOW THE LEADER...

Buy EICO®

6V and 12V BATTERY ELIMINATOR

and CHARGER #1050.

Kit $23.95. Wired $38.95.

- operates 6V and 12V auto radios for servicing and sales demonstration.
- charges 6V and 12V storage and Edison Batteries.
- operates mobile and marine receivers, transmitters, boat lights, electronic trains, projection and other equipment.

SPECIFICATIONS

- 6-Volt range: 0.6V (up to 20 Amp.)
- 12-Volt range: 0.16V (up to 10 Amp.)
- varicap-type tube used, continuously variable voltage adjustment.
- reads volts and amperes at same time on 2 separate meters.
- Transformer primary and secondary fully protected.

In stock at local jobbers throughout the world. Write for free Catalog CB-3.

84 Winches Street
Brooklyn 11, N.Y.

QUIETROLE


The ORIGINAL NON-INFLAMMABLE NON-CONDUCTIVE LUBRICANT CLEANER

CONTROLS & SWITCHES like new by the BASKETFULL for only a few PENNIES... that's what QUIETROLE can do for you, and only QUIETROLE will give that long lasting smooth, quiet operation... even new controls last longer and operate quieter when treated with QUIETROLE...the original and most reliable product of its kind.

THE CHOICE OF BETTER SERVICEMEN "EVERYWHERExivision
tSplied in 2, 4, and 8 oz. sizes. Ask for it at your distributor.

Manufactured by QUIETROLE COMPANY Spartenburg, South Carolina

RADIO-ELECTRONICS
They beat the heat in the sizzling southwest!

**RADIO RECEPTOR**

selenium rectifiers with "safe centers"

Intense heat, humidity and blazing sunshine down in south Texas are murder on ordinary rectifiers. That's what servicemen at J. E. Penny Co., Inc., of Houston find every day when they check over ailing radio and TV sets. There's a simple solution, though. Replacements are invariably Radio Receptor rectifiers with the famous "Safe Centers."

"We've been using Radio Receptor rectifiers for over two years," says Mr. Penny, "because they take our extremes of temperature and humidity in stride, where other brands won't stand up. In our shop, selenium rectifiers are always replaced with Radio Receptor units."

The "Safe Center" feature in RCo. rectifiers means cool January performance right through the hottest months of summer. It eliminates arc-over danger, short circuits and heating at the center contact point—Complete protection during mounting and when in use.

You can bet on those bright green RCo. rectifiers for a sure thing, next time you need replacements. Insist on them when you order from your jobber.

---

**QUESTION BOX**

(Continued)

**SELENIUM RECTIFIER QUERY**

Selenium rectifiers are comparatively short lived in the bridge type low-voltage supply in my Radio Craftsmen TV receiver. After about a year of use, the output of the rectifiers drops about 10% and causes a noticeable reduction in high voltage. I've consistently replaced the original rectifiers with higher-current types but the output still drops in about a year. What causes this condition? Is there any way that I can eliminate it without constantly replacing the rectifiers?—J. L. J., Highland Falls, N. Y.

The condition is probably caused by normal aging of the rectifiers. It is characteristic for the forward and reverse resistances of a selenium rectifier to increase gradually over a period of time before stabilizing. The output voltage stabilizes at a value 5 to 10% lower than that of the new rectifier. In many applications the voltage drop is not noticeable. In others, it is necessary to compensate.

You can compensate in your set by reducing the value of the screen dropping resistor in the horizontal output stage until the screen and high voltages are approximately normal. This change may make the output stage harder to drive so you may have to apply the boosted B plus voltage to the horizontal oscillator tube.

**XTAL CONTROL FOR S-82**

My Hallicrafters S-82 Civic Patrol receiver drifts badly during and after the warmup so I would like a diagram showing how the oscillator can be converted for crystal-controlled reception on 42.62 mc. Can you help me?—T. A. R., Lincolnton, N. C.

The diagram at a shows the original variable-frequency oscillator circuit and the diagram at b shows the same circuit modified for optional crystal control on a single frequency in the set's 30-50-mc range. The dashed lines show the switches and components that are added. The switches are shown in the position for crystal control. The crystal...
THE  #630 TV RECEIVER remains unmatched for quality and performance. • • • RCA designed and developed this set quality-wise not price-wise. • • • The original 10" set retailed at $375.00. • • • Subsequent TV sets serve to prove the sacrifice of quality for price. • • • what better proof can there be of its superiority than the fact that it is the choice of TV engineers and TV technicians! Herein we offer you—YOUR BEST BUYS IN TV!—All you pay is the price shown. • • • Excise taxes have already been paid by us.

CUSTOM-MADE CABINETS of #630 and ALL OTHER TV SETS

From Factory to You

4 LEADING STYLES in genuine mahogany or walnut (blond 10% extra) • Ready drilled for any 12 630 TV chassis and cutout for any 16", 17", 19", 20" or 21" picture tube at no extras in price • Also supplied with undrilled knob panel for any other TV set • EVERYTHING NECESSARY for an easy perfect chassis and CRT assembly is included. Each cabinet is delivered complete as pictured with mask, safety glass, mounting brackers, backboard, backup, hardware and assembling instructions. Each cabinet is shipped in an air cushioned carton from FACTORY TO YOU!

The MAYFAIR

The MANHATTAN

BROOKS RADIO & TV CORP., 84 Vesey St., Dept. A, New York 7, N.Y. TELEPHONE: Corland 7-3159

www.americanradiohistory.com
WHEN YOU THINK

"WHEN YOU THINK

Tubes: 61/2"x41/2"

sensitivity.
The unit AFC, front-
end tuning condenser gives
for users of Collins TUNERS:
receive $5.00 credit toward the new
FMF-3A front end! Mail us your old
FMF-3, 272 lbs. Dial available
at $3.85.

AM-4 Tuning Unit

$24.50

$77.50

FM/AM Tuner Kit

with AFC $181.00

The original 15 tube deluxe FM/AM pre-fab kit
designed on a smaller chassis. The tuner new
measures 14" wide by 12" deep by 71/8" high.
This attractive new front and dial assembly opens
up new applications where space is at a premium.
Kit includes everything necessary to put it into
operation—punched chassis, tubes, wired and
aligned components, power supply, hardware, etc.
Kit comprises FMF-3 tuning unit, IF-6 amplifier,
AM-4 AM tuning unit, magic eye assembly and complete
instructions. All tubes included. Shipping weight 19 lbs.

WHEN YOU THINK OF TUNERS, THINK OF COLLINS AUDIO PRODUCTS

RADIO-ELECTRONICS

WHY A DOUBLE SUPERHET?

I am planning to purchase a new
communications receiver but am at
a loss as to what type or make to choose.
Does a double-conversion superhet re-
cieve range greater than a single-conversion
conventional circuit with a crystal filter—S. H., Forest Hills, N. Y.

Image interference becomes a problem
at frequencies above around 10 mc
when the incoming r.f. signal is con-
verted to an i.f. of about 450 kc. Raising
the i.f. to 1.5 mc or higher greatly
improves the signal-to-image ratio but
results in lower gain and selectivity
per stage. The double-conversion superhet
is the solution to the problem of
providing good image rejection with-
out greatly increasing the number of
tuned circuits in the front end. In
the double superhet, the incoming r.f. signal
is converted to some suitable frequency
—not in the tuning range of the receiver—between around 1600 kc and
10 mc. This signal, the first i.f., is
amplified and then passed to a second
converter stage that changes it to a
lower (second) i.f. usually between
150 and 50 kc. The second i.f. provides
the required gain and adjacent-channel
selectivity while the first provides the
image rejection.

Using a specified number of tubes
and tuned circuits in a receiver, it is
generally possible to obtain greater
sensitivity, selectivity and image rejec-
tion than from a single-conversion
receiver with a 485-ke i.f.

Crystal filters are usually used to
increase the selectivity of i.f. circuits
operating at 450 ke or higher. At lower
i.f.'s, adequate selectivity can be ob-
tained by using variable-selectivity
transformers, by connecting trans-
formers back-to-back, and by using
Wein bridge networks, bridged and
parallel T's, and other types of filter
arrangements.
ACOUSTIC LENS AND WAVEGUIDE


Winston E. Kock, Basking Ridge, N. J. (Assigned to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.)

Everyone knows that sound reflects from an obstacle. These inventions (described in Radio-Electronics, July, 1950) show that sound may be focused and refracted as well. In Fig. 1 the solid, rigid disc D (shaded) is in the path of an advancing wave W1. The disc reflects some of the energy, creating a secondary wave of the same frequency as W1 but opposite in phase. These two waves combine to form a third wave W2 with the same frequency as its components. Its phase is intermediate between that of W1 and the reflected wave, so the phase of W2 lags that of W1. Thus, D slows the original wave and slightly weakens it.

A number of discs may be arranged in the form of a lens (Fig. 2). As with an optical lens, the wave slows down most where the lens is thickest. Thus the sound wave converges to a focal point. Such a lens may be used to improve high installations and public address systems. Normally, high-frequency energy concentrates in a narrow beam along the speaker axis. With a lens, the high-frequency energy may be dispersed over a wide area for more uniform coverage.

The discs or obstacles that make up an acoustic lens must be very small compared with the wavelength of the sound energy. In addition, the spacing between discs must be small. Instead of using separate discs, a lens can be made of perforated plates. The solid areas slow down the wave just as discs do.

Fig. 3 shows a series of discs mounted on a rod. M is a microphone. Normally, sound tends to be reflected, creating waves of opposite phase (Fig. 3).

Here’s why PERMA-TUBE backs up quality service:

1. PERMA-TUBE IS CORROSION-PROOF . . . it’s treated with vinyl—then coated inside and outside with a metallic vinyl resin base. It’s guaranteed to be free from rust in a salt spray test of 500 hours minimum to an American Society of Testing Materials Specification B117-49T. This assures long life.

2. PERMA-TUBE IS STURDY . . . it’s made of special, high-strength J&L Steel.

3. PERMA-TUBE IS EASILY INSTALLED . . . it’s the only must with both ends of the joint machine fitted.

Here’s proof of how PERMA-TUBE resists corrosion:

![Test samples after 1440 hours ASTM salt spray test](image)

- Coated Mechanical Tubing . . . note that galvanized coating is gone and underlying steel is severely corroded.
- Coated Mechanical Tubing . . . note that paint coating is nearly destroyed and zinc coating is corroded.
- Galvanized Mechanical Tubing . . . note zinc and steel are corroded.
- PERMA-TUBE . . . note that Perma-Tube is relatively unharmed.

For further details on product and installation, write for a copy of the Perma-Tube booklet.

Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation, Dept. 493, 3 Gateway Center, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
to spread over an even-widening area, but these discs keep it focused near the axis of the rod. This is an end-fire radiator. The longer the rod (with its spaced discs) the narrower the projected beam. The rod may be curved slightly without deforming the beam, and if made long enough, may become a waveguide.

One radiator designed for 14.3 kc had the following dimensions: rod, 16 inches long, 0.93 inch diameter; discs, 0.35 inch diameter, 0.32 inch thick. 6.25 inch apart. The beam had a total spread of only 19° between the half-power points.

COLD GENERATOR

Patent No. 2,685,608
Eduard Just, Braunschweig, Germany

When a thermocouple junction is heated, a voltage is generated. A voltage of opposite polarity appears. This process is reversible. Current flow through the junction can be made to increase or decrease the temperature. Generally the temperature change is so small that it is of no practical value. This inventor has discovered thermoelements that produce considerable loss of heat. A drop of 27°C (48.6°F) has been observed. The thermoelements are joined by a strip of copper (see diagram). The copper has little thermal effect but it receives the cold and helps to spread it to adjacent areas.

The secret of this invention is the small percentage of iron, nickel or a similar metal alloyed with the thermoelements.

PROTECTIVE FLAME CONTROL

Patent No. 2,685,645
William H. Wannamaker, Jr., Flourtown, Pa. (Assigned to Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co.)

Any fuel burner becomes a hazard when its flame dies out or becomes abnormal. This device automatically shuts off the flow of fuel under these circumstances. A normal flame produces ionized gases, with positive ions moving toward the burner. Electrons flow toward the tip. This ionization furnishes positive grid bias to V2. Normally, there-
NOTHING LIKE THIS IN BASS BEFORE!

University WOOFERS

MODEL C8W
8"
LOW FREQUENCY REPRODUCER
Ideal for assembling a compact, limited space, high quality system. A perfect too, as mid-range unit in low cost three-way system. Can also be used in multiples as expanding woofer. Eight ohms impedance, 25 watts power capacity.

MODEL C12W
12"
ADJUSTABLE RESPONSE WOOFER
Contains exclusive built-in facilities for limiting high and response to 700, 2000 or 5000 cycles, thus suitting crossover requirements of most tweeters. Overall response 40-6000 cycles. Handles 20 watts, impedance 8 ohms.

MODEL C15W
15"
DUAL IMPEDANCE RANGE SUPER WOOFER
Aree of obtainable perfection in the specific reproduction of low frequencies. Two spiders for positive piston action. Greatest axial voice coil depth and excursion—Six lb. Alnico 5 magnet. Die-cast girder construction for lifetime trouble-free operation. Adjustable voice coil permits match to 4-8 ohms and 10-16 ohms. Defies obstacles. For 30 watt systems.

PATENTS

HIGH-POWER TRANSISTOR
Patent No. 2,689,893
Robert N. Hall, Scenectady, N. Y.
[Assigned to General Electric Co.]

This method of transistor-making results in a semiconductor that passes considerable current and withstands high inverse voltages. The center of the crystal is pure germanium. Accepting material (like aluminum) is diffused into the crystal. This absorbs electrons and makes a rich p type region. Donor material (like antimony) is diffused into the crystal on the other side. This results in an extremely rich n type layer. The high-resitivity pure germanium can withstand 600 volts or more. The high-conductivity n and p layers are capable of passing considerable current.

Fig. 1 shows an excellent high-power rectifier.

To make a transistor, grooves are ground into the crystal (Fig. 2). Alternate a areas are connected together to act as emitter and collector. The p area becomes the base of the n-p junction transistor. A semiconductor of this type may be used as a current control device. Being a p-n junction unit which has both the high reverse voltage characteristic of previous high-voltage types and the high forward current characteristic of previous high-current types, this device makes an unusually efficient high-power rectifier or transistor.

THE ANSWER IS University TWEETERS

NEW!
MODEL HF-206
SUPER TWEETER
High frequency response for beyond audiibility. Super-efficient high output driver and horn assembly using "reciprocating flares" principle. Suitable for crossover 3500 cycles or above. Dispersion 120° x 60°, eight ohms impedance.

MODEL 4401 TWEETER
Uses "reciprocating flares" wide angle horn and horn side compression driver. Exceptional performance at modest cost. Eight ohms impedance, suited for crossover down to 2000 cps.

MODEL 4402 WIDE ANGLE DUAL TWEETER
Electrical and acoustical characteristics make it the most versatile high frequency tweeter available. Driver can be connected for use in 4-8 and 10-16 ohm systems. Dispersion pattern variable with interconnection of drivers. High power capacity. For 2000 cycle crossover or above.

MODEL 4408
For wide range reproduction in moderate power systems requiring a crossover down to as low as 400 cycles. Brevy, resonant-free horn system. Dispersion 120° x 60°. Eight ohms impedance.

MODEL 4409
A heavy duty version of Model 4408 to handle the full, undistorted power of 25-40 watt amplifiers in 2-way systems, and 50 watts in 3-way systems.

MODEL CORREFLEX/1-30
For use in 2- or 3-way systems when crossover as low as 250 cycles is desired. Exclusive die-cast dual wide angle horn. Eight ohms impedance will handle high power.

For descriptive literature, write 59

Another engineering achievement of University LOUDSPEAKERS, INC.
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Leading a brand new line...

1000
OF CALIBRATED BANDSPREAD!

15 Meters
20.2 Mc-21.6 Mc
25°-260.5° (335.9°)

MODEL S35
S-85 Receiver (AC)
S-86 Receiver (AC-DC)
105/125 V, 50/60 cycle
Either $119.95

We here at Hallicrafters are proud of our new communications line, especially the new S-85 receiver with over 1000° of calibrated bandspread. Broadcast band 540-1680 Kc and three shortwave bands 1680 Kc-34 Mc on large easy to read dial. Separate bandspread tuning condenser and built-in speaker. Seven tubes plus rectifier. Coupon below brings complete specifications.

Used by 33 governments,
Sold in 89 countries.

MAIL THIS COUPON
FREE World-wide time converter
Specification sheet (S-85S-85)
S-95S (S-94) S-330
Name
Address
City Zone State
[ ] Ham (call letters) [ ] Listener

FREE BARGAIN CATALOG WRITE DEPT. RE-1
STEVE-EL Electronics Corp.
61 Reade St.
New York 7, N. Y.

INTERCOM SPECIAL!

STAN-BURN SPARKE

CATHODE RAY TUBE SPECIALS
ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

PRICES SUBJECT TO
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

AUTOMATIC CUST.-BUILT RADIOS for Plymouth, Ford, Chevrolet and many others. Always in stock. A complete line of hi-fi equipment. You buy direct from us. We ship at 60 days F.O.B. New York. Best price in the country. All electronic parts and equipment at consignment prices. Send for our free catalog today. We make and sell shipping boxes. Write for order blank. Balance pay COD. Minimum order $5.00. For latest price list and Hi-Fi Catalog to Dept. RE-3

STAN-BURN RADIO and ELECTRONICS CO.
1697 BROADWAY NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

STAN-BURN

try This one

SPEAKER CONE REPAIRS

I use ordinary rubber cement to repair damaged loudspeaker cones. A toothpick is used as the applicator. Rubber cement is flexible when dry and does not cause tinny reproduction and cracking as hard-drying cements are likely to do.—James J. Maroney

(Mr. Maroney sent us a section of a speaker cone that had a long rip along the edge and a 1/4-inch square cut out about half way down the flare. The repairs were neat and only slightly less flexible than the rest of the specimen of the cone.—Editor)

CLEANING A TV MASK

Technicians who have been stymied by blemishes on plastic TV masks and safety glass often can get perfect results by using Johnson's Car Plate polish. Apply the polish with a damp cloth, allow it to dry for a few minutes and then buff lightly. Excessive rubbing or too much pressure may mar the plastic finish. This polish is also excellent for cleaning the area around the anode cap on the picture tube when arcing is troublesome.—Clifford Lessig

PROTECTING GLASS VIALS

You can minimize breakage of bottles of coil dope, service cement, contact cleaner and other service chemicals in your tool kit by removing the sponge rubber sleeves from defective vibrators and slipping them over the bottles.—Kai Klemm

STOP TV TAMPERING

Perchance other TV service technicians have encountered the same trouble I have. How many times I have been called to repair a TV set only to find that the owner has tampered with the set's service controls. Here is a simple trick I use to deter set owners from tampering with the controls: I have added a roll of extra-wide adhesive tape to my tool kit. I cut it into strips and place it directly over the service controls of every set I install or service. With the tape in place, I locate the screwdriver slot in the control by indenting the tape with my fingernail and mark the direction of the slot with a pen. When I suspect that someone has meddled with the service controls of a set, all I have to do is note whether or not the pen marks on the tape are parallel with the screwdriver slots in the controls. If they are not I know that someone has been experimenting.—John A. Comstock
New VU Magnemite

Spring-Motor Battery-Operated Portable Tape Recorder

Now you can consistently make professional recordings under the most grueling field conditions. Tapes will faithfully play back on all professional and home recorders. Ruggedly designed for maximum dependability and top-notch efficiency. Combines unlimited versatility of performance with extreme simplicity of operation. Choice of fourteen models available for every conceivable application.

Incorporates a multi-purpose VU monitoring meter for precise setting of recording level without earphone monitoring. Meter also accurately indicates condition of "A" and "G" batteries. Five single speeds as well as two, three and 4-speed models available. Units weigh only 19 lbs, with batteries and measure 61/2" x 91/2" x 141/4". Higher speed models meet NARTB standards. All recorders are guaranteed for One Full Year.

Write for complete technical specifications and direct factory prices to Dept. RE:

AMPLIFIER CORP. of AMERICA
398 Broadway, N. Y. 13, N. Y.

TRY THIS ONE

FERRITE-ROD ANTENNAS

Portables and older a.c.-d.c. receivers with loop antennas wound around and cemented to the inside of the case are very difficult to realign. You can't reach the trimmers when the set is in the cabinet. To work on the chassis outside the cabinet you have to unsolder the antenna leads and then resolder them. Even then, you can't do a good alignment job. Tracking will be off when you reinstall the chassis because it changes the inductance of the loop.

My solution to this problem is to remove the loop and replace it with a ferrite-rod antenna. The cost is low and the customer will usually agree to the change when you explain that performance is likely to improve considerably with the new antenna and that future repair bills will be lower because of the time saved in removing and replacing the chassis.—Milan Rafajko

OPEN HEATER WINDINGS

Now and then small four- and five-tube transformer type sets come into the shop with open or intermittently open heater windings. Often it is impossible to find direct replacements for these transformers because of their size or odd mountings, and because of the compactness of these receivers there is no place to put a small filament transformer.

Quite often these sets can be saved for the customer by changing the rectifier tube. For example, if you have a four-tube set with an open 5-volt winding and a 5Y3 rectifier, cut the 5-volt winding and replace the 5Y3 with a 6X5, hooking its heater in the 6-volt string. Usually the transformer's 6-volt winding will be sturdy enough to handle the extra 0.5-ampere drain.

If you have an open 6-volt winding and a 5Y3 or similar tube you can change the 5Y3 for a 6X5 and use the rectifier winding to light all 6-volt heaters. The slightly lower heater voltage quite often is unnoticed. (A lightly loaded 5-volt winding designed for a 2- or 3-ampere drain will often supply as much as 6 volts.—Editor) But remember, the heater amperage should not exceed the rated amperage of the rectifier tube, which for a 5Y3, 80, or 5Y4 is 2.—B. W. Welz

BURNED-OUT YOKES

If you have to replace a burned-out yoke in a TV set and it won't come past the base of the picture tube, cut through the yoke parallel to the neck of the tube. You can then pull it apart and easily remove it. This doesn't take long and it will prevent damage to the base that might result from forceful removal.

In cases where a sufficient number of turns remain to permit current to pass through the coil, it may help appreciably to "soften" the yoke by applying d.c. across the yoke terminals and letting the yoke heat up.—Sim S. Eagleson, Sr.

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER CORPORATION
El Segundo, Calif. 0Regen 8-5231
NEW YORK CHICAGO
World's Largest Supplier of Quality Industrial Rectifiers
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OSCIL-O- PEN

Extremely convenient test oscillator for all radio aerials; alignment; small to use; self powered; Handi from 700 cycles audio to over 10,000 cycles a.c.; Unique circuit gives smooth, steady output; Adjustable from 0 to 1000 v. Low in cost; Used by National Cables. Write for literature.

GENERAL TEST EQUIPMENT
36 Argyle Ave. Buffalo 9, N. Y.
TRY THIS ONE  
CODING CABLED LEADS  

In emergencies we sometimes use wire of a single color to make up long multiconductor cables for intercoms, remote controls and other applications. A problem arises when we try to identify quickly the ends of the various conductors. Our solution is to apply different voltages to each of the conductors and then measure the voltages that appear at the far end of the cable.

Connect a tapped resistor (or a string of resistors in series) across a battery or other power supply delivering a conveniently low voltage. Mark or code the leads and connect them to points on the voltage divider. Record the voltage on each lead. You can identify the leads at the far end in the shortest possible time by measuring the voltages across them as shown in the drawing.

—Wu Hing Chang

**RECEIVER ALIGNMENT**

When aligning a set with a signal generator, wedge a piece of solder lightly between the plates of the oscillator tuning capacitor. You will find that it will effectively prevent interference from the set's oscillator as well as protect the plates from becoming bent. This method is much better than wedging a screwdriver, wire or some other hard material between the plates.

—Stm S. Eagleson, Sr.

(This method is usually very effective. But a few sets have been manufactured which have high voltage on the oscillator capacitor: stator. If one of these old-timers comes into the shop, look out!—Editor)

---

**NEW! ATLAS CJ-30 COBRA-JECTION**

INDESTRUCTIBLE FIBER-GLASS  
ALL WEATHER  
WIDE ANGLE DISPERSION

List $40.00  
NET $24.00

Complete with Driver.  
Weatherproof Line-Matching Transformer (as shown), Net $29.10.

New versatile all-purpose projector—excellent for paging & talk-back, intercom, marine, and industrial voice & music systems. Penetrating articulation assures wide angle intelligible coverage even under adverse sound conditions. "ALNICO-V-PLUS" magnetic assembly. Double-sealed against all weather. Omni-directional mounting bracket. Quick, easy installation. An amazing "power package"—Specify the CJ-30 for the "tough" jobs!

Input Power (continuous)  15 watts  
Input Impedance  8 ohms  
Response  250,000 cps  
Dispersion  120° x 60°  
Dimensions: Opening, 16" x 6"  
Overall Length, 14"

WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOG

ATLAS SOUND CORP.
1443—39 St., Bklyn, 18, N. Y.
In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

FOR MAXIMUM ALL-CHANNEL  
FRINGE AREA PERFORMANCE

"TARGET 88"  

With highest front-to-back ratio and minimum side pick-up.

$34.95 List

Also conical, Yagi-type and corner reflector antennas. First to use Fibreglas insulators. Write for information on open territories.

S & A ELECTRONICS  
1025 Nevada Avenue, Toledo 5, Ohio
Merchandising and Promotion

Ward Products Corp., a division of the Gabriel Co., Cleveland, designed a new mobile TV antenna display which may be hung from the ceiling or fixtures.

Allied Radio Corp., Chicago, sponsored the "Fine Arts Quartet" in the first of a series of 13 chamber music concerts presented at Kimball Hall, Chicago. The concerts are being broadcast over radio station WFMT, Chicago.

Electronic Measurements Corp., New York City, is promoting its test equipment with a special "Basic Service Shop" introductory offer, through which purchasers may buy a v.t.v.m., signal generator, and tube tester at a special price. They also receive a picture tube adapter and two instrument stands as premiums. The offer is good for a limited time only.

Helden Manufacturing Co., Chicago wire manufacturer, is now packaging its TV antenna cable in an attractive package designed to eliminate stocking problems and to serve as a counter display.

MARCH, 1955
BUSINESS

Production and Sales

RETMA reported the production of 6,618,292 TV sets and 9,138,955 radios for the first 11 months of 1954. This compares with 6,766,040 TV sets and 12,267,441 radios for the 1953 period. The association noted that TV set production of 858,501 units for November set a record for that month.

RETMA reported the retail sale of 6,223,332 TV sets and 5,272,155 radios, exclusive of automobile sets, during the first 11 months of 1954. These figures compare with 5,600,423 TV and 5,608,477 radios sold during the 1953 period.

RETMA announced that cumulative sales of cathode-ray tubes for the first 11 months of 1954 were 8,904,106 units valued at $188,660,782 compared with 9,194,851 tubes worth $219,922,667 for the 1953 period. Manufacturers’ sales of receiving tubes for the first 11 month of 1954 were 347,180,564 as against 413,687,529 in 1953.

Calendar of Events

1955 Joint Western Computer Conference and Exhibit, March 1-3, Statler Hotel, Los Angeles.
1955 IRE Show, March 21-24, Kingsbridge Armory, Bronx, N.Y.

Fourth Regional Seminar for Parts Distributors, April 1-2, Paxton Hotel, Omaha, Neb.

Spring Assembly Meeting of the Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics, April 5-7, Los Angeles.

Ninth Annual Spring Technical Conference of the Cincinnati Section of the IRE, April 15-16, Engineering Society of Cincinnati Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

New Plants and Expansions

General Instrument Corp., Elizabeth, N.J., is completing a five-point program for the expansion of its Camden operation now based on Kitchener, Ont. The plan includes the new plant which was recently opened in Waterloo, Ont.

RCA Engineering Products Division, Camden, N.J., opened an engineering laboratory in Waltham, Mass., for the development of specialized electronic fire-control systems for military aircraft. Dr. Robert C. Seamans, Jr., well known authority on airborne electronics, was named manager of the new laboratory.

Northwest Radio & Television School, Portland, Ore. and Hollywood, Cal., opened a new resident training school unit in Chicago.

Heppner Manufacturing Co., Round Lake, Ill., is building a 10,000 square foot addition to its present plant.

Motorola’s Communications and Electronics Division established a new research and development laboratory in Riverside, Cal.

Magnecraft Electric Co., Chicago, moved to larger quarters which triples the space of its former quarters.

Show Notes

The 1955 Western Electronic Show and Convention will be held August 24-26 in San Francisco, Cal. Management

Low cost unit with high priced performance over Broadcast Band 540-1650 kc plus three short-wave bands from 1650 kc-32 Mc. Electrical bandspread operates over large easy-to-read dial. Headphone tip jacks on rear and powerful built-in PM speaker. Oscillator for reception of code signals. Four tubes plus rectifier. 105/125 V. 50/60 cycle AC/DC $49.95

Model S-38D

These two new Civic Patrol receivers are over 10 times as sensitive as previous models, greater increased audio power output and built-in easy squelch system. Perfect for monitoring, police, fire, taxicab, telephone-mobile, forestry, Civil Defense. The S-94 covers 35-50 Mc and the S-95 150-173 Mc. Bulit-in speaker and provisions for headphones. Eight tubes plus rectifier. 105/125 V. 50/60 cycle AC/DC $59.95

Write for complete specifications.

Model S-94 (S-95)

W. J. Halligan

Bill Halligan, Jr.

hallicrafters
CHICAGO 24, ILLINOIS

(Continued)
Look ahead with

RADIO - ELECTRONICS

So much is happening in electronics today, that if you don't want to end up on the shelf with the coherer, or other "new developments" of yesterday, you need a steady source of reliable information on everything new or current in the field. Only RADIO-ELECTRONICS gives you so much timely, readable, and valuable information on TV, radio, audio-high fidelity and other phases of electronics. Here is a glimpse of just a few of the features in store for regular readers in the months ahead.

- Some Aspects of Intercarrier Buzz
  Causes and elimination—by the popular engineer-author, Bob Middleton.

- Servicing Dog TV Receivers
  More in this series on how to solve the troublesome problems which beset the service technician.

- New Ideas in Horn-Type Speaker Systems
  A careful review of a subject of great importance in high-fidelity work.

- Test Capacitors with Your Ohmmeter
  A gadget that makes a good capacitor checker from your regular bench multitester.

- Electronics Searches for Oil
  Techniques and equipment used in this branch of electronic prospecting.

You gain by subscribing now

First of all you save considerably over the newsstand price—up to $5.05 on a three-year subscription—and secondly, you are sure of getting RADIO-ELECTRONICS every month without interruption. That way you won't miss even one important feature.

THREE YEARS—$8.00
You save $5.05 over the newsstand price

TWO YEARS—$6.00
You save $2.20 over the newsstand price

ONE YEAR—$3.50
You save 85c over the newsstand price

START YOUR SUBSCRIPTION NOW

RADIO-ELECTRONICS, Dept. 35
25 West Broadway
New York 7, N.Y.

Please enter my subscription as indicated
☐ 3 Years—$8.00  ☐ 2 Years—$6.00  ☐ 1 Year—$3.50
☐ Remittance enclosed  ☐ I'll pay when billed.

NAME
Street
City

ZONE  STATE
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Rad-Tel for
1 FULL YEAR
Guaranteed Tubes

70% to 90% off • SAME DAY SERVICE • ALL TUBES INDIVIDUALLY BOXED • 40 TYPES ALWAYS IN STOCKS

For Quality—Performance—Dependability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O24M</td>
<td>$0.65</td>
<td>6AU6</td>
<td>$0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1AX2</td>
<td>$0.62</td>
<td>6AY5GT</td>
<td>$0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B3GT</td>
<td>$0.73</td>
<td>6AX7</td>
<td>$0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1E7</td>
<td>$0.29</td>
<td>6AX4GT</td>
<td>$0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1H4</td>
<td>$0.30</td>
<td>6A6</td>
<td>$0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1LA6</td>
<td>$0.69</td>
<td>6B5C</td>
<td>$0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1L46</td>
<td>$0.49</td>
<td>6C87</td>
<td>$0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1N5</td>
<td>$0.59</td>
<td>6B6E</td>
<td>$0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1R5</td>
<td>$0.62</td>
<td>6BG6G</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1S5</td>
<td>$0.57</td>
<td>6B6H</td>
<td>$0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1U4</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>6B8K</td>
<td>$0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1X2A</td>
<td>$0.63</td>
<td>6B617GT</td>
<td>$0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3A3</td>
<td>$0.80</td>
<td>6BL7GT</td>
<td>$0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3A96</td>
<td>$0.46</td>
<td>6BM6</td>
<td>$0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3B5C</td>
<td>$0.54</td>
<td>6BO6G7</td>
<td>$0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3B6</td>
<td>$0.74</td>
<td>6B90</td>
<td>$0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3C6</td>
<td>$0.54</td>
<td>6BZ7</td>
<td>$0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3E9</td>
<td>$0.59</td>
<td>6C4</td>
<td>$0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3G5GT</td>
<td>$0.69</td>
<td>6C86</td>
<td>$0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3M4</td>
<td>$0.58</td>
<td>6CD6</td>
<td>$1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3V4</td>
<td>$0.58</td>
<td>6CF6</td>
<td>$0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4A7</td>
<td>$0.90</td>
<td>6CS6</td>
<td>$0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4B7</td>
<td>$0.96</td>
<td>6H6GT</td>
<td>$0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5A4W</td>
<td>$0.59</td>
<td>6DJ7GT</td>
<td>$0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5J6</td>
<td>$0.44</td>
<td>6D6</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5T4</td>
<td>$0.79</td>
<td>6DK7GT</td>
<td>$0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5U4G</td>
<td>$0.55</td>
<td>6L6</td>
<td>$0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5UB</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
<td>6L7</td>
<td>$0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5U7</td>
<td>$0.71</td>
<td>6L8</td>
<td>$0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5Y3GT</td>
<td>$0.37</td>
<td>6SA7GT</td>
<td>$0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6A8</td>
<td>$0.44</td>
<td>6SH7GT</td>
<td>$0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6A66</td>
<td>$0.86</td>
<td>6SJ7GT</td>
<td>$0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6AG6</td>
<td>$0.56</td>
<td>6SL7GT</td>
<td>$0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6AG7M</td>
<td>$0.59</td>
<td>6SN7GT</td>
<td>$0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6AH4</td>
<td>$0.57</td>
<td>6SO7GT</td>
<td>$0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6AN6</td>
<td>$0.73</td>
<td>6ST7</td>
<td>$0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6AK1</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
<td>6SU7</td>
<td>$0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6AK6</td>
<td>$0.59</td>
<td>6SUS7</td>
<td>$0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6AL5</td>
<td>$0.42</td>
<td>6SY6GT</td>
<td>$0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6AM8</td>
<td>$0.78</td>
<td>6TA6</td>
<td>$0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6AN8</td>
<td>$0.78</td>
<td>6TW6GT</td>
<td>$0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6AQ5</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>6W6GT</td>
<td>$0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6AQ6</td>
<td>$0.37</td>
<td>6X4</td>
<td>$0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6AT7</td>
<td>$0.70</td>
<td>6X5GT</td>
<td>$0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6AR5</td>
<td>$0.45</td>
<td>6X5GT</td>
<td>$0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6AS5</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>6X6</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6AS6</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
<td>6Y6</td>
<td>$0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6AT4</td>
<td>$0.41</td>
<td>7A7</td>
<td>$0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6AU4GT</td>
<td>$0.68</td>
<td>7B7</td>
<td>$0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6AV5</td>
<td>$0.82</td>
<td>7C5</td>
<td>$0.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Send for Free List of Over 400 Tubes and Parts Catalog

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS Mfd. by FEDERAL
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LEARN COLOR
UHF, MONOCHROME
TELEVISION

Edward M. Noll
nationally known
TV consultant,
teacher and writer
MAKES IT EASY
in the new revised edition of his famous
TELEVISION for RADIOMEN

Complete course in one volume
All in one book—as much less cost than the average course of lessons—you'll get THOROUGH, practical training for the best jobs in TV. You'll know the fundamentals of both transmission and receiving, all practical techniques of installation, alignment, adjustment, trouble-shooting, the latest improvements, transistor circuits, UHF, color.
You'll UNDERSTAND TV, be able to handle service work expertly, efficiently, be well qualified for the hundreds of high-paid technical openings in TV today.

Easy to learn
Each step in theory is explained in clear non-mathematical terms and is applied to circuit set-up and operation so you see exactly how to use theory in practical work. Many schematics and how-to-do-it examples help you learn both theory and practical techniques easily and thoroughly. Study questions insure your understanding.

Prepares you fully for work
on color TV, UHF
You'll learn each detail of the NTSC color systems: the function of each circuit, the special installation and adjustment techniques, the service problems and how to handle them. You'll know the principles and all practical details of the intercarrier IF system, the best antenna installations for UHF.

There is no better, more up-to-date, or more thorough book on television fundamentals. HERE is your ticket to the best TV technical jobs today!

STUDY IT FREE
for ten days
Use this coupon

THE MACMILLAN CO.,
60 Fifth Avenue, New York 11, N.Y.

Please send me a copy of Noll's Television for Radiomen, Revised. I will either remit the full price of $10.00 plus a few cents delivery charge, or return the book in ten days. (SAVE: Send check or money order and we pay delivery charge.)

Signed

Address

This offer good only within continental limits of U.S.A.
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W. H. Kelley

William C. Seales was appointed manager of the Receiver Sales Division. Kelley was formerly vice president, marketing, and Seales, sales manager of the Cathode-Ray Tube Division.

H. F. Bersche

William H. Kelley was elected vice president and general manager of all manufacturing and sales divisions of Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Clifton, N. J.

D. M. Branigan

Herb Cornelius was promoted to sales manager of Littelfuse Inc., Des Plaines, III. He was formerly assistant sales manager.

Lawrence E. Kearney was appointed sales manager of LaPointe Electronics, Rockville, Conn. He has been with the company since 1950 as a design and sales engineer. For the past six months he has assumed the responsibility of sales manager.

Personnel Notes

... Raymond W. Durst, executive vice president of Hallicrafters, Chicago, was elected president, succeeding William J. Halligan who was elected to the newly created post of chairman of the board. Other executive personnel changes include the promotion of Michael D. Kelly, television sales manager, to director of marketing for television and home radio; William J. Halligan, Jr., communications sales manager, to director of marketing for the division, and Caleb A. Shera, district sales manager, to director of distribution for television and home radio.

... Myles M. Walker was promoted to manager of marketing research of Raytheon Manufacturing Co., Waltham, Mass. He was formerly a marketing analyst. A. E. Keleher, Jr. is the new product manager of Raytheon's communications equipment. He will also continue as staff assistant on the company's product planning committee.

... David Wadrow, manager of the Quality Control Department of Shure Brothers, Chicago, was appointed Membership Chairman of the Chicago Section of the American Society for Quality Control.

... Edward Berlant who has been asso-
**HIGH SENSITIVITY AC-DC MULTITESTER**

20,000 ohms per Volt

The new Lafayette High Sensitivity Multitester is an instrument backed with years of laboratory development and over 1000 units in use by leading manufacturers. Its unique circuitry is designed to provide 20,000 ohms per volt DC; 8000 ohms AC, having a high fidelity, two-decade scale. With the AC-DC voltage ranges are 0-10V, 0-30V, 0-50V, 0-250V, 0-1000V. ACS ranges are in microamps: 25 ma, 250 ma, 2.5 ma, 25 ma, 25 ma, Resitance: 0-5 k ohms, 6-50 k ohms, 60-500 k ohms. Decimal range: 0-005 db; 0.005 db; 0.005 db; 0.005 db; 0.005 db; 0.005 db. 

**NEW POCKET AC-DC VOM MULTITESTER**

1,000 ohms per Volt

This instrument is one of the best buys that Lafayette has ever offered in a 15c-sized AC-DC Multitester. An ideal portable instrument that meets the needs for a compact, rapid, and accurate Multitester. Important features are: Sensitive and accurate, low loss "Erma" input filter. Use with AC-DC voltage sensitivity on both AC or DC. Uses full metal shielded meter with large easy to read scale. Uses 2% precision resistors, jeweled microampere meter movement, ranges: AC and DC and output volts 0-6, 0-15, 0-30V, 0-1000V DC normal range: 0-6, 0-30V MA, Resistance 0-60 and 0-1000 Ohm. 

**NOW! — A ROTATOR AT A BUDGET PRICE**

**ROTOR QUEEN**

Here is a rotator that is engineered with outstanding quality parts, but worth twice as fancyodynamo to add to cost. Weather sealed all aluminum housing with maximum support—minimum deflection. Full 370° rotation in each direction with instant braking for pinpoint accuracy. Ten turn gear drive and precision counter-balance. Lifetime olive bronze side thrust bearing, rustproof parts. Guy wire supports and fiberglass top base for easy location in your racing above the miasma of haycock polyurethane only 1¾" x 1¾" x 1¾". Finger-tip control. 

**SALE $14.95**

List Price $17.95

**ACCESSORIES**

Thrust bearing for above...

List Price $2.95

1-wire cable for above per hundred feet...

List Price $0.62
BUILD the New
TRANVISION
TV KIT
ONLY $15.00
GETS YOU STARTED

Designed so that COLOR can be added

* THIS MODERATE INVESTMENT gets you started on a most fascinating project — assembling the new "E" type Transvision TV Kit in easy stages. For $15 you get PACKAGE #1 (standard first package for all new "E" kits). This package gives you the basic chassis and required first-stage TV components, with complete instructions. When ready, you order the next stage (pkg. #2), etc. All stages (or packages) are priced low, making your complete kit the best buy in TV.

YOU PROFIT 3 WAYS:

1. Learn TV
You learn TV the practical way — by doing. No previous technical knowledge is required. With Package #1 you get a complete Instruction Book; a 95-page Book of interesting, educational facts and explanation about TV, servicing, etc.; over 200 drawings and diagrams; and a 16-page booklet on Hi-Fidelity.

2. Save up to 50%
You build a TV set worth up to double your cost of the parts; and you learn how to save on servicing, too.

3. Prepare for COLOR TV
By assembling your own TV Kit, you will learn enough about TV to be able to make the necessary modifications to add color. Transvision will supply the required components to make change over to COLOR practical and inexpensive.

FREE CATALOG
THE CHIEF KIT TV FINE
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

People (Continue)

... Kenneth Brock was named advertising and promotion manager of Browning Laboratories, Winchester, Mass. Prior to service in the U.S. Army he was advertising manager of Ward Products.

... Victor Le Gendre joined Haydu Brothers Division of Burroughs Corp. as chief engineer of the Plainfield, N.J., plant. He was formerly with Chatham Electronics Corp.

... Philip J. McFarland joined CBS-Hytron, Danvers, Mass., as assistant patent counsel. He has a background in law and engineering.

... Philip F. LaFollette was elected president of Hazeltine Electronics Corp., a subsidiary of Hazeltine Corp., Little Neck, N.Y. He succeeds Fielding S. Robinson, who resigned.

... Frank F. Neuner was appointed to the newly created post of manager, Semi-Conductor Marketing, of the RCA Tube Division, Harrison, N.J. He had been planning administrator in charge of coordinating the Tube Division's over-all long-range marketing operations for the past year.

... Robert G. Scott was promoted to the position of general sales manager of the Cathode-Ray Tube Division of Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Clifton, N.J. He was formerly assistant sales manager for the division.

... William Platt joined Winston Electronics, Philadelphia, as vice president in charge of sales. He was formerly electronics product manager of a Philadelphia appliance distributor.

... Edward M. Cappucci was appointed director of sales of Radio Merchandise Sales Inc., New York. He was formerly general manager.

... Anthony G. Schifino, former general manager of the Stromberg-Carlson Sound Division, Rochester, N.Y., was elected vice president of the division.

... Nello Coda was promoted to chief engineer of the Electronics Division of Erie Resistor Corp., Erie, Pa. He was formerly chief electrical engineer.

... Edward S. Miller joined Sherwood Electronic Laboratories, Chicago high-fidelity equipment manufacturer, as general manager. He was formerly with Radio Craftsmen. Sherwood recently introduced its line through radio and TV parts distributors.

... Peter J. Reuter was appointed to the new position of manager of Contract Relations for Government Operations of CBS-Columbia and CBS Laboratories, Long Island City, N.Y. He was formerly with Polaroid Electronics.
SERVICING

TUBE CATALOG
A 13-page catalog contains technical data on pentodes, triodes, rectifiers, vacuum capacitors, etc. Eitel-McCullough, Inc., San Bruno, Calif.

HIGH FIDELITY
A 16-page two-color booklet, This Is HIGH FIDELITY, explains reproduction of voice and music. The functions of the basic units used in home hi-fi music systems are also discussed, as well as what percentage of the hi-fi dollar should be appropriated for each component. Booklet includes tips for the budget-minded on how to save money. Many installations are illustrated. A separate section shows ways of modernizing existing equipment.

Allied Radio Corp., 100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, Ill.

Any or all of these catalogs, bulletins, or periodicals are available to you on request direct to the manufacturers, whose addresses are listed at the end of each item. Use your letterhead—do not use postcards. To facilitate identification, mention the issue and page of RADIO-ELECTRONICS on which the item appears. UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED, ALL ITEMS ARE GRATIS. ALL LITERATURE OFFERS ARE VOID AFTER SIX MONTHS.

HI-FI BUYER'S GUIDE
A 5-page hi-fi buyer's guide in multi-graph. Gives points to look for in buying a hi-fi system. Discusses the pickup cartridge and stylus, record player, tuner, power amplifier, speakers, and enclosures.

The Magnavox Co., Fort Wayne 4, Ind.

TRANSISTOR DESIGN SHEETS
A 10-page set of design sheets describes several Westinghouse transistors and their application. Among those described are p-n-p junction types 2N54, 2N55, 2N56. General semiconductor theory is discussed, and equivalent circuits and equations are derived for grounded-base, grounded-emitter, and grounded-collector connections.

Circuits for a phonograph pream-
LOUDSPEAKERS
An 8-page catalog illustrates various speakers and includes complete data on each type of panel.

BUSINESS BUILDERS CATALOG
CBS-Hytron's 'Business Builders' Catalog PA-57 lists a supply of promotional material, technical literature and service tools for the service shop owner.
CBS-Hytron, Danvers, Mass.

KITS AND INSTRUMENTS
Eico's 14-page 1955 catalog C-3 describes and illustrates 38 kits and 42 factory-wired instruments. Prices, specifications and applications are given.
Electronic Instrument Co., Inc., 84 Withers St., Brooklyn 11, N. Y.

TUBE CHARACTERISTICS
Raytheon's booklet on industrial tube characteristics contains technical information on subminiature tubes, radiation-counter tubes, germanium crystal diodes, transistors, thyatron tubes, rectifier tubes, etc. It also contains three pages of wiring diagrams.
Raytheon Manufacturing Co., 55 Chapel St., Newton 55, Mass.

PRINTED CIRCUITS
A 6-page manual on printed circuits service and repair has data on replacing components, coils, ratio detector i-f transformers, tube sockets mounted either on wiring or component side of board.
Admiral Corp., 2800 Cortland St., Chicago 47, Ill.

TAPE RECORDERS
Ampex's Bulletin AB23-1-4 describes two- and three-channel audio tape recorders. Console, rack-mounted and portable types are also described.
Ampex Electric Corp., 341 Charter St., Redwood City, Calif.

HI-FI EQUIPMENT
Langevin's 4-page brochure describes their equalizer-preamplifier and hi-fi amplifier. Illustrations, characteristics and technical data on the equipment are given.
Langevin Manufacturing Corp., 37 W. 65 St., New York 23, N. Y.

TV MICROWAVE
An 8-page brochure 3-110 describes KTR-100 television microwave relay equipment. Specifications, applications, and general performance are discussed.
May be obtained by interested parties by writing Raytheon Manufacturing Co., Dept. 6130, 100 River St., Watertown 54, Mass.

TECHNICAL LITERATURE (Continued)
Amplifier and an audio oscillator are shown to illustrate typical transistor applications.
Westinghouse Electronic Tube Div., Commercial Engineering Dept., P. O. Box 285, Elmira, N. Y.

POWERFUL ALL PURPOSE MOTOR
Sturdy shielded pole A. C. induction motor, 15 watts, 1200 rpm. 24" shaft, 3/16" diameter; 110-volt, 50-60 cycles. A. C. only. When geared down, this unit can operate on 18" turntable with a 100 lb. dead weight. Use it for fans, display, timers and other purposes. Ship wt. 2 lbs.
ITEM NO. 132 $4.45 UNUSUAL BUY (Ship. Chgs. Blk.)

WATTAGE METER
ITEM NO. 133 $4.50 NEW ONLY (Ship. Chgs. Blk.)

WESTERN ELECTRIC BREAST MIKE
Lightweight 1 lb. carbon microphone. Aircraft type, adaptable mounting, adjustable 2-way swivel. Easily fastened straps. For home broadcast or communications equipment. Complete with 6 foot cord, hard rubber plug. Sharpened plate, non-rusting finish. Ship. wt. 2 lbs.
ITEM NO. 134 $1.98 NEW LOW PRICE" (Ship. Chgs. Blk.)

AMAZING BLACK LIGHT
250-watt ultra-violet light source. Makes fluorescent paint glow in the dark. Fits any lamp socket. For experimenting, entertainment, unusual lighting effects, etc. Ship. wt. 2 lbs.
ITEM NO. 135 $2.45 (Ship. Chgs. Blk.)

250 POWER TELESCOPE LENS KIT
Make your own high powered 6 ft. telescopic kit contains 2" diam., 75° focal length, ground and polished objective lens and necessary eye pieces. Kit contains 2056 lens and necessary eye pieces. Kit includes complete instructions. Ship. wt. 1 lb. 12 oz.
ITEM NO. 136 $2.95 (Ship. Chgs. Blk.)

A modern introduction to electronics including complete chapters on graphical methods, vacuum tubes, feedback, oscillators, and transistors for the engineering student or practicing electrical engineer with little or no knowledge of electron tubes and transistors. Problems and questions at the end of each chapter guide the reader in evaluating his progress and the soundness of his interpretations.

SINGLE SIDEBAND FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR. Compiled and published by The American Radio Relay League, West Hartford, Conn. 176 pages, $1.50.

This worthwhile book is a compilation of articles on single sideband published in QST magazine between about April 1948 and November 1954. Articles selected are by such recognized authorities on SSB as applied to amateur transmissions as Goodman, Norgaard, Wright, Villard, Edmunds, Brown, Reque, and Webb. Must reading for all advanced amateurs and others interested in this mode of radiotelephone communication.


In the hands of a competent user an oscilloscope can produce stupendous results. The instrument gives us an extension of one of our senses that is far beyond nature's original provision. However, to take advantage of the scope calls for skill (acquired by practice) and knowledge (which can be obtained by reading this book).

The Oscilloscope at Work helps solidify your grip on radio theory by discussing electrical measurements, a.f. and r.f. amplifiers, oscillators, rectifiers, detectors, modulators. An unusual feature is the large number of waveshapes photographed directly from the screen of the scope. These waveshapes (often misinterpreted, misunderstood, and maligned) are analyzed and explained in detail. Once generally understood, they can then be applied to specific interpretations.

The authors—one from France, the other from England—are both known to our readers through their articles in this magazine.

THE ONLY CERAMIC WITH THE MILLION-DOLLAR BODY

C-D Ceramic Capacitors are made from beginning to end under one roof in a huge plant devoted completely to ceramic capacitor production. Every process... every ingredient is under constant control. You can see the reasons for C-D's outstanding superior quality.

And to help you, C-D Ceramic Capacitors are packaged in compact, crystal-clear, easy to handle and always usable plastic boxes (no extra charge). That's why Distributors who know carry the complete C-D line. See your C-D Distributor today. He's listed in your local Classified Telephone Directory.

There are more C-D capacitors in use today than any other make.

CONSISTENTLY DEPENDABLE CORNELL-DUBILIER CAPACITORS

PLANTS IN SOUTH PLAINFIELD, N. J.; NEW BEDFORD, WORCESTER AND CAMBRIDGE, MA.; PROVIDENCE AND HOPE VALLEY, R. I.; INDIANAPOLIS, IND.; SANDFORD AND FUGUAY SPRINGS, N. C.; SUBSIDIARY, THE RADIART CORPORATION, CLEVELAND, O.

10 Element DELCO Yagi

- with All-Aluminum Elements!!

Available for Channels 4, 5, and 6 only

Please Specify Channel when Ordering

Outstanding performance under the most adverse receiving conditions is a characteristic of this amazing antenna. Extra-wide spacing of elements assures maximum gain and razor sharp directional characteristics. Very high front-to-back ratio reduces annoying "ghost" signals. New 10 element inline design produces more than twice as much gain as conventional double-stacked 5 element yagis and yet is much lower in cost, easier to install, and has a better rooftop appearance. All elements are made of heavy gauge aircraft aluminum and the crossover of triple-galvanized 12 gauge steel tubing for added structural strength. Twin "W" brace gives added support to crossbar—eliminates needless worry whenever the wind begins to blow.

Reg. $34.95
$6.95 ea. Lots of 4

CONCORD RADIO
54 VESEY ST. N. Y. Y.

Reg. $34.95... $7.50 ea.

CONCORD RADIO
54 VESEY ST. N. Y. Y.

Please send NEW 1955 CONCORD Catalog!

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY ZONE STATE

CONCORD RADIO 54 VESEY ST. NEW YORK 7, N. Y. Oigby 9-1132
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An up-to-the minute library of low-cost technical books which gives you complete and valuable information on every phase of practical electronics in a readable and understandable way.

**BOOKS ON TV-RADIO-AUDIO SERVICING**

**The Oscilloscope**—No. 51. 192 Pages. $2.25
Gives details on how to use the scope for more efficient TV, radio, or audio servicing. Will open many new scope applications to the practicing service technician.

**TV Repair Techniques**—No. 50. $1.50
Top technician-writers give you the benefit of their experience in finding and correcting tricky TV servicing problems. Will save you hours of servicing time.

**Radio & TV Test Instruments**—No. 49. $1.50
How to build the instruments required for modern TV-radio-audio servicing, plus chapters on constructing a bench and carrying case. Each instrument tested by the authors.

**Television Techniques**—No. 46. $1.50
Symptoms, causes, and cures of over 600 TV troubles which occur in scores of sets made by leading manufacturers. Will help cut troubleshooting time to the bone in TV servicing.

**HIGH FIDELITY**

- High-Fidelity Design, Construction, Measurements—No. 48. $1.50
  New 3-way approach to top hi-fi performance.
- High-Fidelity Techniques—No. 42. $1.00
  James R. Langham's humorous, common-sense guide to high fidelity.

**RADIO CONTROL**

- Radio-Control Handbook—No. 53. $2.25
  R/C expert, Howard G. McEntee, W2SI, tells you how to build R/C systems and the mechanical components to control model planes, boats, etc.
- Model Control By Radio—No. 43. 112 Pages. $1.00

**FUNDAMENTALS**

- Basic Radio Course—No. 44 Cloth cover $2.25
  John T. Frye teaches you theory from Ohm's Law to advanced techniques, in an entertaining way.
- Radio Tube Fundamentals—No. 45. $1.00
  Theory of tubes from the technician's viewpoint.

**TRANSISTORS**

- Transistors—Theory and Practice—No. 51. $2.00
  Rufus P. Turner writes about transistors for the practical man, in a down-to-earth way. Transistor applications in well-known circuits. First complete guide to commercial transistors.

**MISCELLANEOUS**

- Radio & TV Hints—No. 47. $1.00
  300 hints, gimmicks and short cuts on TV, radio, audio.
- Public-Address Guide—No. 41. 75c
  How to make extra money in PA work.
- Practical Disc Recording—No. 39. 75c
  Theory and techniques.

**ACOUSTICS**


  Here you have evidence that radio and TV have a language all their own. Contains over 2,500 definitions and 125 illustrations. Many new color TV terms are included. Very readable, informative and worth while.—MC


  Written as a complete text for the engineer, this is an unusually complete work from the electroacoustic or audio viewpoint. Facility in calculus is necessary for complete understanding of some (but not all) the chapters, and the treatment is mathematical throughout. However, examples and problems with numerical solutions appear throughout the book, making it easier for the book's user to gear his mathematics to what may be to him an unfamiliar field.

  One chapter each is devoted to microphones, direct-radiator loudspeakers, loudspeaker enclosures and horn loudspeakers, and sound in enclosures. Subjects appear to be rated in importance in direct ratio to their importance in the electronic field. Thus, architectural acoustics is not treated (though there is a chapter on noise control) and such subjects as hearing and intelligibility are handled from the audio engineer's viewpoint.—FS

- How to Service Tape Recorders, by C. A. Tuthill. John F. Rider Publisher, Inc., 480 Canal St., New York, N. Y. 5½ x 8½ inches, 154 pages. $2.90.

  The first three chapters of this book introduce magnetic recording to the reader and discuss basic magnetic theory and tape recording fundamentals. The fourth discusses tape recording mechanisms, giving a number of examples of both professional and home type recorders. There are a number of complete circuits in this chapter. The fifth chapter covers tape recording circuitry also with a number of examples from common equipment.

  The sixth and last chapter is devoted to maintenance and repair. As might be expected, greatest attention is given to mechanical features, which might be expected to be less familiar than the electronic circuitry to most service technicians. The example method is again followed, with a number of recorders being considered from the service viewpoint.

  Besides the schematics, the book also contains a number of good halftones, with important components called out. —FS


  Intended for the beginner in TV servicing or for the set owner with an
RADIO SCHOOL DIRECTORY

TELEVISION

PREPARE FOR A GOOD JOB!

BROADCAST ENGINEER

ELECTRONICS

RADIO SERVICING

Television Servicing

(Approved for Veterans)

Send for Free Literature

BALTIMORE TECHNICAL INSTITUTE

1425 Eutaw Place, Baltimore 17, Md.

Get Your F.C.C. LICENSE Quickly!

Correspondence or residence preparation for F.C.C. examinations. Results Guaranteed.

An FCC commercial operator license means greater opportunities and higher pay. We are specialists in preparing you in a minimum of time, to pass FCC examinations for all classes of licenses in five weeks and one class license in five weeks and one class license in five weeks. Write for our "Free" booklet with complete details.

GRANTHAM School of Electronics


LEARN TV AT HOME

More is your opportunity to learn TV servicing at home . . . a complete 14-week course written so you can understand TV servicing through which you can pass F.C.C. examinations. This well-established, reputable TV school will send you complete lessons, tests and give you individual consultation by correspondence.

RCA INSTITUTES, INC.

4508 E. Firestone Blvd., South Gate, Calif.

GET INTO ELECTRONICS

You can enter this unexplored, interesting field. New expanding opportunities in electronics mean new developments demand trained technicians. You'll learn all phases radio & electronics theory and practice: TV, FM, broadcast servicing, operations, service, television radio. 13-month course prepared by many companies. H.S. or equivalent required. Send for Spring Bulletin.

SELECTED TECHNICAL INSTITUTE

Dept. C

Valleymont, Ind.

RCA INSTITUTES, INC.

310 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

OFFERS COURSES IN ALL TECHNICAL PHASES OF RADIO, TELEVISION, ELECTRONICS

Approved for Veterans

Write Dept. RE-55 for Catalog

RADIO-TELEVISION

Western Television Institute

America's Leading Television Servicing School

Western Television Institute

341 W. 18th St., Los Angeles 15, Calif.

Without obligation, please send FREE fully illustrated booklet. (No salesman will call.)

NAME

AGE

ADDRESS

CITY

ZONE

STATE
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NEW STOCK OF FIRST QUALITY
TELTRON TUBES
GUARANTEED!...LOWEST PRICES EVER!
All tubes individually boxed...unconditionally guaranteed for one year.

FREE Bonus Offer!

Model 625K
- Illum. gear-driven "Speed Rolffchart"
- New lever-action switches for individual testing of every element
- Tests all conventional and TV tubes

May be bought outright from Teltron for $34.95

This Eico Tube Tester is yours FREE when you buy $199 worth of tubes or more within 60 days at Teltron.

FREE $7.70 list value Box of three 45N7 tubes, and 25 assorted resistors with each order of $25 or more.

SAME DAY SERVICE
48 Hour Postal Delivery To West Coast
TERMS: Save all freight and handling charges. All orders accompanied by full remittance will be shipped POSTAGE PAID anywhere in the continental U.S.A. 25% deposit required on C.O.D.'s. Minimum order $10.00.

All Teltron tubes are obtained from the same selected manufacturer, regardless of type; never second-hand, reconditioned, or "seconds". All are guaranteed by the manufacturer, and we stand behind them 100%.

TUBES UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR.

TELTRON ELECTRIC COMPANY
428 Harrison Ave.,
Harrison, N. J.
Dept. RE-3
Send for Free complete tube listing and monthly specials! Get on our mailing list. Phone H'umboldt 4-9849

ENJOY 3 COLOR TELEVISION FILTER SCREEN NOW

Chances dull picture screens and white pictures into beautiful color tones. Second to attack. No lens spots. Puts electronic color into small TV sets-

FREE! TELTRON, 501 E. 80 St., New York 28, N. Y.

FREE! For TV Serviceman

VIDAIRE

EASY TO LEARN CODE

It is easy to learn or increase speed with an Instructograph Code Teacher. Aids the beginner and makes the perfect tool for everyone. Facts, figures, and practical instruction are developed for beginners or advanced students. Available on request. Full money refunded if not satisfied. Order your copy today.

ENDORSED BY THOUSANDS!

The Instructograph Code Teacher literally takes the place of an instructor, and teaches the reader and enables him to learn and master code words for only five cents a day. It is the most eloquent of all books.

ENDORSED BY:

RADIO-ELECTRONICS

Books (Continued)

expensive experiments on radio and TV, explanations are clear, but the language is that of the person who understands the technical terms used in television.

Clinic's coded TV Trouble Locator technique, in which observed conditions are translated into number-letter combinations and checked against a list, is confined to one chapter in this edition. Other chapters are: Valuable Information About TV Receivers, How to Recognize and Replace Defective tubes, Easy Trouble Checks, Antenna Know-How, and Color Television.—FS

HANDBOOK OF MICROWAVE MEASUREMENTS (Volumes I and II), by Moe Wind and Harold Rapaport. Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, 45 Johnson Street, Brooklyn 1, N. Y. Over 1,000 pages, 8½ x 11 inches. $12.00.

This publication (Volume I text and Volume II over 500 illustrations) is specifically prepared to meet the needs of the engineer, student, and laboratory technician engaged in microwave research, development, and production. During the comparatively few years that we have known microwave engineering, a number of different techniques and procedures have been developed for making the various measurements required in practice. In many instances these have been described in lectures and papers which were available to only a few of the thousands actively engaged in this work.

This handbook is a compilation of much of the material on measurement techniques which, until now, has been unavailable to many of those who have the greatest need for it. It is divided into 20 sections, each covering in detail the various procedures and techniques that have been developed to measure such quantities as frequency, wavelength, voltage standing-wave ratio, attenuation, power, Q, diode characteristics, and noise figures.

Placing the illustrations in a separate volume may seem a bit clumsy, but since the authors refer frequently to the many diagrams, photos, and charts, this reviewer feels that the present arrangement is advantageous; it permits the reader to glance from text to illustration and back again without wasting time constantly flipping pages.—RFS


A critical review of existing work and a highly mathematical compilation of design data on dielectric antennas—the most recently developed of all microwave types.

The first chapters of the book are "Introduction" (a historical sketch of the field and scope of the book), "Wave Propagation Along a Dielectric Rod", "Dielectric Rod Aerials", "Dielectric Tube Aerials", and "Other Dielectric Aerials".

END
The Magnificence of FM
at a price everyone can afford!

Granco
"Music Hall"
FM RECEIVER

FM reception — for every home, room, taste, pocketbook! The "Music Hall" offers superlative radio entertainment at a popular price. In many cities, no other radio is necessary, since fine AM programs are simultaneously broadcast on FM—plus the wonderful high-fidelity music exclusively on FM.

* Powerful six-tube chassis for high sensitivity and drift-free performance.
* Exclusive coaxial tuning—outstanding stability, selectivity, sensitivity.
* Amazing volume. Only table radio in its price class with a big, oval, 6" speaker.
* With built-in antenna. No installation required.

Model 610E, Ebony ... $29.95

Granco PRODUCTS INC.
36-17 20th Avenue, Long Island City 5, N. Y.
A TOWER OF STRENGTH

- Safe in gales up to 80 m.p.h. without ugly, hazardous guy wires
- Free-standing to 50 feet high
- No rusting, ripping or weakened holes
- Big, safe, steel gird-around ties
- Easy installation and dismantling
- Sturdy, safe... on roof or ground
- Thick, baked-on-steel aluminum finish

KUEHNE TELEVISION TOWERS

Exclusive! LATERAL LOAD-BEARING JOINTS

No dangerous rust. Arrow "X" shows open-joint section. Moisture cannot get in tubing to cause interior rust.

No hazardous holes. Arrow "Y" shows lateral load bearers lifetime welded to side of each section leg with twin 1/8" fillets. Sections are bolted vertically. Bear 100% of load! No load on joints.

No horizontal bolts to tear through. Nothing stronger or safer.

Only Kuehne has it!

KUEHNE MFG. CO.
TV TOWER DIVISION
MATTOON, ILLINOIS

Say "Kee Nee"
For catalog sheets, see your "Kee Nee" Man or write direct.
TRIO MANUFACTURING COMPANY
GRIGGSVILLE, ILLINOIS

MARCH, 1955
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"TAB" THAT'S A BUY

110 VAC SEC PHOTOFLASH KIT

BATTERY 106 VAC/5DCS DSO Kit

"TAB" PHOTOFLEX & STORE LAMPS

"TAB" FOR ALL YOUR DC POWER REQUIREMENTS

"TAB" IN PLASTIC BOXES

"TAB" TOOLS EQUIPMENT

CONCISE CATALOG & PICTURE BOOK

SLIM-JIM HI-GAIN DYNAMIC MICROPHONE

PRECISION LAB POTENTIOMETERS

METER BARGAINS

RESISTORS

SILVER WIRE & TUBING

SLIM-JIM HI-GAIN DYNAMIC MICROPHONE
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COMPOUND DIFFRACTION PROJECTOR

Public Address Loudspeaker System

Sets new standards for voice penetration and musicasting

Gives Clearer, Cleaner, Wider-Range Reproduction, Better Dispersion, Greater Penetration and Coverage... at Very Low Unit Energy Cost!

Results are so amazing that the "CDP" is outmoding and rapidly replacing conventional PA re-entrant horns. Exclusive E-V "CDP" utilizes two coaxially mounted diffraction horns working from both sides of a single diaphragm. Each horn is designed for optimum air loading and reproduction within its own range. Also uses the new acoustic application of optical slit diffraction for perfected smooth sound dispersion virtually independent of frequency. Permits use of fewer units at far less cost. Greatly improves public address—in all types of applications—indoors and outdoors. One test will convince you!

Acclaimed by Sound Experts Everywhere

- Peak-free response 175-10,000 cps.
- Delivers 2½ octaves more musical range than units of similar size or price.
- Speech articulation index greatly improved.
- Small Size—about ½ the width of re-entrant PA horns of similar power rating. Ideal shape for stacking.
- Provides augmented bass response when stacked in adjacent positions or when mounted singly against wall, in corners or where ceiling joins wall.
- Permits various polar patterns for most effective use.
- Molded of glass fibers for extra strength and improved acoustic properties.

Compare Polar Pattern

Sound distribution of the E-V "CDP" exceeds 120° at all frequencies up to 10,000 cps.

Compare Response and Efficiency

Note extended high-frequency range of the "CDP." Response is smooth, peak-free 175-10,000 cps.
Television dealers and service technicians all over the country are preparing to tie-in with a great promotional event. It's National Television Servicemen's Week, March 7-12, sponsored by the RCA Tube Division and registered officially with the Chamber of Commerce of the United States.

You can use this unique merchandising plan right in your own neighborhood to meet and sell more television service prospects than ever before. Your RCA Tube Distributor offers you excellent promotional materials to help you identify yourself and your store with this nationwide consumer promotion.

Plan an active participation in National Television Servicemen's Week now. Act today! See your RCA Tube Distributor for full details.

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
ELECTRON TUBES
HARRISON, N.J.

Use These Promotional Materials

- ELECTRONIC STATUETTE (3F220)
- PROMOTION KIT (3F223)
- ELECTRONIC SYMBOL CLOCK (3F226)
- TV SERVICE SIGN (3F230)
- TEST EQUIPMENT AWARDS
- LIFE A "TRIBUTE" IN LIFE